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Abstract
Within the general context of articulating a new approach to the ethnography of the 
Mentawai islands, in this thesis I argue that exogenous totalizing perspectives brought to 
the study of this area have reduced the complexity of identities as these are lived by the 
islands’ inhabitants. I propose a theoretical, particularist remedy to this tendency in the 
context of assessing the nature of the contribution of the House (;uma), and notably the 
collection of ancestral heirlooms kept within it, to the production of identity as it is lived 
and worked out by various groups (suku) in a small community on Siberut, the largest of 
the four islands making up the Mentawai group. The reproduction of a space of ‘life’ by 
humans for themselves and the confining of the vehicles of death, the sanitu (ghosts), to 
their own space is achieved through the mobilization of the House (uma) as an ‘agent’ 
towards this end. This is achieved through major ritual form, the puliaijat, designed not 
merely to clarify the distinction, to mark the identity and therefore the spaces of ‘life’, 
but to actually create this space, so separating the living members of one suku from the 
dead of another (sanitu). This separation occurs by means of the House which is 
simultaneously a reproduction of the identity of the House as a social entity. Thus, rather 
than looking at the House (uma) as a either a collection of boards, beams, and nails or a 
reified social fact, I argue that it is best viewed as a contextually produced complex of 
spaces brought into being through the being-in-the-world of the people affiliated to it as 
they go about the all-important business of (re)producing a habitable space o f ‘life’ in the
cosmos.
Notes on the use of Mentawai language terms.
The structure of the language and the pronunciation of words is similar to standard 
Indonesian. The language is constructed from a core number of roots which are 
transformed by prefixes and suffixes, mainly mu- (intransitive verb), pa- and pasi-akek 
(transitive verb), ma- (adjective), pu-at/ad (noun). Each is added when the context 
demands. I have chosen to express words having a glottal stop through doubled 
consonants, eg. bakkat, or kebbuk, rather than as bak?at/bak-at, or keb?uk/keb-uk. 
Words ending in ‘k’ indicate an unaspirated ending.
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MATHEMATICIAN: ... I take it you are familiar with the 
opinion of the ancients that there can be no stars which 
turn round centres other than the earth, nor any which 
lack support in the sky?
GALILEO: I am.
PHILOSOPHER: Moreover, quite apart from the very 
possibility of such stars, which our mathematicians 
appear to doubt ... I would like in all humility to pose 
the philosophical question: are such stars necessary? ...
GALILEO: How about your highness now taking a look 
at his impossible and unnecessary stars through this 
telescope?
Bertolt Brecht. ‘Life of Galileo’, p.38-39.
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INTRODUCTION
The development of anthropology as a discipline can be described in terms o f a series of 
contrasting engagements with the fundamental existential categories, time and space. 
Anthropology has its roots in a (very modernist) obsession with time, qualitatively 
ranking human societies in terms of relative age—the older the more primitive. This gave 
way to an emphasis on the diffusion, and thus origin, of social/cultural complexes as they 
existed in space rather than through time. With the rise of structural-functionalist 
approaches space remained dominant over time, with attention being focused upon how 
‘societies’, conceptualized as discrete points in space, functioned in the ethnographic 
present, or with Levi-Strauss' structuralism, were reduced to eternal forms (langue) 
unchanged and unchanging, frozen in the present. The backlash against these ahistorical 
tendencies came with the largely neo-Marxist inspired critique which saw, however, the 
converse— a preoccupation with time over and above space. In short there has been a 
Kantian divide between empty geometrical space on the one hand and time on the other. 
The subjects of social theory whether at the level of the collectivity or the individual have 
been inserted into this schema and are conceived to perform as transcendental subjects or 
objects in either space or time.
If Soja (1989) is right, the pendulum of social theorizing would appear to be swinging 
back in the other direction once again against time towards an emphasis on space. Yet an 
alternative would appear to be available, where a choice between either space or time is 
transcended, obviating an emphasis on one aspect to the detriment of the other, where 
subjects and objects can be contextualized within the totality of time-space.
This thesis, then, constitutes an attempt to chart a way round the pervasive time/space 
dichotomy along with its corollary, the subject-object dichotomy, within the context of a 
particular empirical problem. In my view, to rely on these foundation binarisms prevents 
a full understanding of social life which is not constituted of, or by, subjects and/or 
objects in space or in time. The theoretical orientation with the most potential to achieve 
this is what is loosely labelled as ‘practice theory’, a somewhat unsatisfactory epithet 
since it can be viewed as subsuming a variety of approaches; it is unlikely that the 
advocates of these would universally describe their theorizing as a variety of ‘practice 
theory’. However the usage draws attention to the fundamental element of social life 
they all represent as irreducible: practice. The primary locus of social life, or ‘sensuous
being’ in Marx' (1975:39g)1 terms, is not a matter o f ‘ideas’ or ‘ideology’, as opposed to 
or in preference to ‘action’ or ‘material reality’, but is to be found in the ‘intention in 
action’ (cf. Giddens 1979:41-42). On a more concrete level this thesis highlights the 
problems engendered through an adherence to a time versus space/subject versus object 
ontology in the specific ethnographic context forming the substantive subject of this 
thesis. The contention is that approaches based upon this ontology have led to dubious 
constructions of the people amongst whom I carried out my research, a state of affairs 
this thesis endeavours to rectify.
From February 1992 to August 1993 I lived in the small community known as Madobag 
located on the northernmost and largest of the four islands constituting the Mentawai 
islands, or Mentawai archipelago, which lies some 130 km to the west of Sumatra's 
central-west coast. The area is administered as one district within the Province of West- 
Sumatra, homeland to the Minangkabau.2 Within the district (kecamatan) of South 
Siberut there are ten administrative areas called desa, and within each of these are several 
residential hamlets or dusun. Madobag is one such dusun within the desa named after it. 
The other dusun are Ugai a little further to the north, and Rogdog located to the south 
down-river. The dusun of Madobag is located approximately 15 km inland, as the crow 
flies, from the main town and administrative centre on South Siberut, Muara Siberut. 
Madobag was chosen as a field-site because of its central position in the area mid-way 
between two other hamlets, one a little way to the north-west, the other just to the 
south-east putting them easily within reach, although the research was carried out 
overwhelmingly in Madobag and its immediate environs. Furthermore was also not 
prohibitively far from Muara Siberut. Since all of my supplies came from there, this was 
an important consideration.
The research was substantively focused on a close examination of the ‘kinship’ system 
under changed circumstances. The only other researcher to carry out intensive research 
on this subject on Siberut and publish widely his results, Reimar Schefold, has 
consistently presented a model of social organization which represents what he glosses as 
the ‘Mentawaian’ typical unit o f ‘kinship’. My own research was oriented towards a
1 This is not the Marx of the German Ideology, of course, where ideology functions to obfuscate the 
material realities of existence— ‘The phantoms formed in the human brain are ... necessarily, sublimates 
of their material life-process, which is empirically verifiable and bound to material premises.’ (Marx 
1938:14)— but rather the Marx still engaged with Hegel's dialectic, grounding it in life rather than 
simply emphasizing the ‘material’ pole in opposition to Hegel's ‘Idealism’ (cf. Marx 1975[1844]).
2 It must be noted, however, that the islands' inhabitants are, in many respects, strikingly distinct from 
their neighbours on the mainland. Although the language spoken varies across the islands, these 
variations are considered cognate enough by linguists to be regarded as one language. In broad 
perspective, as with the other Sumatran languages, this belongs to the Western Austronesian group.
general re-assessment of social organization in the context of a critical suspension of 
what the actual referents o f ‘Mentawai’ and the ‘Mentawaians’ might be.
In the first chapter, following a brief summation of the earliest recorded visits to the 
islands, both colonial and non-colonial, I examine the way in which these contacts, and 
subsequent reports based upon the experiences of those Europeans visiting the islands, 
created and institutionalized the usage ‘Mentawai’ as designating a particular geopolitical 
entity, the ‘Mentawaians’ thus being constructed as those inhabiting the entity. Other 
equally available local usages were ignored in favour of this generic term which came to 
have a homogenizing effect— differences and local perceptions of discreet multitudinous 
identities were obscured in favour of an assumed, implicit homogeneity reproduced by 
continued recourse to the concept ‘Mentawai’. The reproduction of this category 
continues and has, indeed, been consolidated in recent discourse about the islands.
In chapter two I propose a remedy for breaking ethnographic practice free from 
unreflexively reproducing this essentializing gaze. Arguing for a theoretical foundation in 
an ‘ontology of praxis’, I draw upon central tenets in Giddens' (1979; 1984) theory of 
structuration, suggesting that it is through careful attention to specific practices in 
specific areas without recourse to a spurious homogenizing, even colonizing, concept as 
represented by ‘Mentawai’, that a more accurate empirically-based picture, which takes 
into account the varied complexities of identity that can be conceived to exist across the 
islands, can be achieved. This view, constructed from the bottom up, rather than the top 
down I argue, goes some way towards doing justice to the multi-faceted nature of 
identity as it is lived by the islands’ inhabitants. The general point is that any concept of 
‘Mentawai’ must be reconstructed from a wide variety of specific studies in specific 
areas.
To facilitate this, the specific concept applied is Giddens' notion of the ‘region’, modified 
by Lefebvre's (1991 [1974]) thesis on the ‘production of space’. A region is defined as a 
time-space zone of ‘bundles’, or concentrations, of practices ‘bound’, through, by, and 
within the various projects of situated agents. Depending on the analytic scale, a region 
could be as small as one agent and his/her activities in a specific place and time, or as 
large as the planet taken as a whole. It is, accordingly, obsolete to think in terms of a 
‘society’ or ‘culture’ as a discrete bounded entity. What we have, instead, are regions of 
‘bound’ time-space, not essentialized points in space making their way through abstract 
time.
This perspective is employed in examining the substantial issue the thesis is aimed at 
addressing. I argue that Madobag is a House society along the lines of Errington's (1987) 
modification of Levi-Strauss' (1983) formulation. Errington proposes a new model of the
House with respect to the Austronesian-speaking areas of Insular Southeast Asia. The 
argument is that social formations in this area often trace themselves to a point of origin 
embodied in living persons or in what she glosses as ‘sacred objects’, these being 
attended to by ‘caretakers’ who collectively form a ‘worship community’. Thus the 
House is most accurately depicted as a ‘worship community unified around the inherited, 
sacred objects’ maintained within it. Whether or not this was the case for the House 
(7und) on Siberut formed the major question to which my research was addressed.
On the basis of this research I propose that a major regional (in structurational terms) 
focus of life in Madobag and the Rereiket is indeed constituted by the House as the 
repository of a range of ancestral objects. These form an important component in the 
construction of identity by members of a particular House. But more than this, I begin to 
develop the thesis that they are intimately implicated in crafting a habitable space in the 
cosmos in opposition to those malevolent entities within the cosmos, the ghosts (,sanitu), 
that seek to bring about the demise of the living members of the House through invading, 
and therefore altering the nature of, that space.
In chapters three, four, and five I examine in detail the relation between suku (descent 
groups) and the um a (House groups/units) that constitute them. In many suku, uma and 
suku are coterminous. But several of the larger suku consist of from two to six uma 
factions. Suku and uma must, furthermore, be understood in relation to how space is 
conceptualized, represented and produced in daily practice. This is articulated through 
the concepts harasi (village) pulagajat {suku land/community) and leleu 
(mountain/forest). The important contrast is between the uma, the suku, and the 
pulagajat as a related set of spaces on the one hand, and the leleu on the other, a space 
of potential sickness and death. Together these form a nexus of meaningful spaces 
through which, and within which, suku and uma factions construct their identities.
Following an examination of the six main types of uma, as variants of a basic form 
around which all uma designs in Madobag are based, I look at the categories of ancestral 
heirlooms possessed by a suku or uma faction and kept within an uma, including where, 
and how, they are placed relative to the major spaces into which any uma is divided. 
These are, namely, the bakkat katsaila, the gong, Dutch plate, the set of lulag plates, the 
Jakuk (bowl) and the si sip (the lakuk's ladle). Attention is then focused upon the details 
of the particular suku and the relations between them. A marked lack of formal inter-suku 
interaction (which builds on a surprising lack of informal relations) is expressed and 
formalized in the institutions o fpaabad and pakok.
In chapter six this intimation of the exclusivity of identity is developed through an 
exploration of the concept of (pa)rakrak, or muntogat ("clan") as it has been glossed by
earlier ethnographers. In an effort to determine to what extent the rakrak or muntogat 
can validly be viewed as a ‘clan’ composed of elemental suku, I examine a selection of 
suku origin narratives which form part of what I term the ‘ideology of identity’. 
Complementary to the relationships constituted by the paabad  and pcikok institutions, 
this is aimed at marking out an ideal, discursive differentiation of each suku from every 
other, even from those they define as parakrak (of "common origin") to themselves. The 
ideology consists of two narrative dimensions. In the first, suku and/or uma faction 
origins are presented in terms of antecedent rakrak describing the reasons for the original 
diaspora from the area in central west Siberut, Simatalu, claimed as the ultimate origin 
point by all suku. The second dimension consists o f representations of the origins of the 
ancestral heirlooms.
Chapter seven completes the portrait o f the sociospacial cosmos begun in chapter three. 
The focus here is specifically upon the various beings that are aligned with, and 
intimately connected to, both the social (eg. pulagajat) and anti-social (eg. leleu) spaces, 
presenting an assessment and, in some cases, a re-interpretation of various concepts 
relative to interpretations given by previous analysts who have worked both on Siberut 
and the southern islands. Special attention is given to the most important species of 
‘powerful’ plant (gaud) and the relation of these to the ‘force’ (bajou) against which 
they are deployed. Continuing on in this vein in chapter eight, I look firstly at the 
constitution of the premier ancestral heirloom, the bakkat katsaila, since it is at the 
forefront of a ceaseless effort to banish the sources of bajou, the entities of death 
(sanitu) through the deployment of gaud  (‘power’). This constitutes the construction of 
a space of "life" (purimanua) from which the entities of death (sanitu), are excluded. I 
then proceed to examine the specific activity in which the bakkat katsaila as ‘ritual 
attractor’ (Fox 1993), along with the other ancestral heirlooms, is mobilized in pursuit of 
the goal o f ‘life’ within the premier ritual event, the puliaijat.
Rereiket cosmology can be brought into relief against our own. A popular perspective in 
western scientific cosmology constructs the cosmos as an expanding area of curved, to a 
greater or lesser degree, space-time subject to the law of entropy, a law temporarily 
counteracted, through the organisation of specific structures in accordance with the laws 
of physics: stars, planets, galaxies, nebulae and so forth. The darkness is penetrated here 
and there with the light emerging from stars, however darkness and entropy remain the 
future towards which the universe is unwinding. Rereiket cosmology can be portrayed as 
presenting a universe of beings antagonistic towards "life". Just like a star in the 
darkness, "life" is continually under threat of extinction in the face of the entropic power 
(bajou) wielded by the ghosts (sanitu). However in this cosmos it is not the laws of 
physics impartially acting out their Laplacian destinies in temporary defiance of the
ultimate sentence of entropy, but intentional human agency that turns the darkness back 
upon itself, temporarily. This is the function of the puliaijat. Analyses of a variety of 
different types o f puliaijat are based upon the argument that rather than a mechanism for 
the functional integration of groups (suku) or uma factions who would otherwise be at 
each others' throats (Schefold 1982; 1988), the puliaijat is, in the Madobag context 
anyway, more satisfactorily interpreted as a means to create this space of "life"
(purimanua), thereby excluding the entities of death, the sanitu. Rather than a sociable 
event, it carries within it, on the contrary, an extremely anti-social attitude aimed at 
heightening the sense of difference between suku— sanitu are ghosts of the Other, 
sirimanua. On the other hand the ancestors (saukkui) who are called upon as allies in the 
puliaijat are the ghosts of former suku members. The primary vehicle for achieving this 
outcome is the House (uma) in its identity as the repository for the ancestral heirlooms.
The puliaijat is divided up into the all important puiringan segments, respectively the 
irik, pusikebbukat, and kokoman sikebbukat events, in which the ancestral plates (lulag) 
are mobilized in conjunction with the bakkat katsaila and the space of the House (uma) 
through the agency of the rimata to bring "life" (purimanua) to the puliaijat participants. 
In its capacity as a repository for the ancestral heirlooms vital for the promotion of "life"
I explore the merits of interpreting the uma, in terms of a ‘region’ of produced space, 
constructed within the puliaijat as a vehicle or ‘tool’ of intervention in the cosmos in the 
interests of creating a habitable sociospatial cosmos. Reminiscent of Sather (1993) I 
advance the argument that, as a region, the uma exists not as an essentialized entity, but 
as a produced space, which in turn produces a space, the habitable social-spatial cosmos. 
During the course of the puliaijat, the uma's primary spaces are produced, which in turn 
produce a habitable space of human community (pulagajat) in opposition to the space of 
death exemplified by the leleu (forest/mountain), the primary abode of the sanitu. At the 
same time it reproduces uma faction or suku identity through the ideology of identity 
which claims the uniqueness of the execution of the puiringan events, by means of 
keeping the greatest distance possible between the suku/uma faction members and the 
ghosts of the Other (sirimanua), the sanitu. This is the praxical counterpart to the largely 
discursive ideology of identity, although it also contains its own purely ideological 
component. This claims that the irik, pusikebbukat, and kokoman sikebbukat events are 
unique to that particular suku or uma faction in certain details relating to the execution of 
those events. In short I argue that the puliaijat can be considered a praxical embodiment 
of the central differentiating ideal of the ideology of identity.
History and ‘Mentawai’
1
The colonial context
This account begins, somewhat arbitrarily, with the first written records about 
‘Mentawai’, although this is not in any way to deny the islands a longer history since 
Austronesian speakers have inhabited them for at least 2000 years (Schefold 
1991 [1979]:23). However the ‘history’ of ‘Mentawai’, and indeed ‘Mentawai’ itself, 
does begin in a very real sense with the first records, constituting, as I intend to argue, a 
construction of these. For the moment it suffices to look briefly at the general content of 
the existing history of ‘Mentawai’ before embarking on an examination of how this 
construction came about, along with the implications for, on the one hand how outsiders 
have subsequently related to the islands' inhabitants, and on the other, for how the 
indigenous inhabitants have come to view themselves. This deconstruction of the implicit 
ontology informing many previous analysts' work on the islands provides a foundation 
making possible the exploration of the thesis' substantive theme, the role of the uma 
(House), in the area where I conducted my field-work.
The colonial period had a differential impact on the islands, the southernmost being 
subject to the major forces of change. However, dynamic interaction with the wider 
world, an interaction not limited to the European presence, had been occurring for some 
time. The islands had long been connected with other areas of insular Southeast Asia, 
both localized and more distant.1 Nevertheless, the colonial presence set in place the
1 Crisp noted the presence of "some Malays from Fort MarIbrough" who were residing near the entrance 
to the Sikakap straits "for the purpose of building large boats" from the materials which were in 
abundance there (Crisp 1799:80). In his description of hunting weapons, there is a reference to arrows 
"headed with brass" accompanied by the comment that "[t]heir knowledge of metals is entirely derived 
from their communication with the inhabitants of Sumatra" (Crisp 1799:84). The "iron hatchet" is also 
common among them (p.88). Body tattoos are created by means of "brass wire" fixed to a stick (p.85).
Kruyt (1923) reports that gongs, forming part of the ancestral valuables kept in an uma (House), 
were brought by Bugis sailors (p.88) and that both Bugis and "Malay" sailors were well known in the 
village of Silabu on north Pagai's west coast (p. 112). He even detects their influence in certain myths (p. 
146). Von Rosenburg lists many items of trade including among the "imports" crude machetes, crude 
iron for spears, varieties of knife blades, matches, coloured beads, iron cooking vats, wooden chests, 
shears/scissors (scharen), mirrors, fine copper cable, crude cookery, coloured cotton cloth. Among the 
"exports" are coconuts, wooden planks, sago, turtle shell (schildpadden), trepang, tree oil, twine (von 
Rosenburg 1853:437). Rattan was also a commodity much desired by traders (Mess 1870:362-363) and 
constitutes a major commodity in the present day. For one "roll" of rough quality cloth the indigenous 
people would have to give 100 lengths of rattan. Mess estimated a 150% profit margin in favour of the 
foreign traders based on such exchanges (Mess 1870:353).
Schefold proposes possible contact with Dongson influences (Schefold 1989:13).
2context for change which rapidly accelerated following the establishment of the 
independent Indonesian nation-state.
John Crisp a civilian employee in the service of the English East India Company visited 
the Pagai ("Poggy") islands in August 1792, his account of this journey and his findings 
constituting the first published document.2 The visit, undertaken by means of a vessel 
chartered at Crisp’s own expense (Marsden 1811:469), was ostensibly due to the 
"curious fact" that although the islands were so close to Sumatra
which in respect to them, may be considered as a continent, we should naturally expect to 
find their inhabitants to be a set of people originally derived from the Sumatra stock, and 
look for some affinity in their language and manners; but to our no small surprise, we find 
a race of men, whose language is totally different, and whose customs and habits of life 
indicate a very distinct origin
and who resemble more the inhabitants of "the late discovered islands in the great Pacific 
Ocean" (Crisp 1799:77). Along with this, their relative proximity to the English 
Settlement at Fort Marlborough (Bencoolen/Bengkulu) also made knowledge of them 
desirable. His "curiosity" having been "excited", off he went.
Interest in the islands, however, was by no means limited to scholarly themes. Crisp 
(1799:78) also reports that an attempt to establish a settlement and pepper cultivation 
was made by the English some 40 or 50 years earlier. It failed as a result of the 
"improper conduct" of the manager although Marsden (1811:468) puts it down to 
"incessant rains" whereupon those whom he describes as the "officer" and his "men" 
abandoned the area. Marsden (1811:468) furthermore notes that the settlement referred 
to by Crisp was in fact on one of the two Sanding islands located just to the south of 
south Pagai, islands only of interest because of the "long nutmeg" growing wild there and 
the "good timber". Logan (1855:274) reports the establishment of another settlement in 
1801 on the straits of Sikakap which separate north and south Pagai. However the 
appointed Resident never actually "took charge". Instead, a "Malay" directed the 
operation until the following year when the area was similarly abandoned "after a 
fruitless expenditure of about fifteen thousand dollars". Another Englishman, John 
Christie, made several visits to the Pagai islands in the interests of exporting timber, the 
right being granted by General de Stuers, the Netherlands East Indies Resident for 
Sumatra’s west coast, in 1825 (Logan 1955:276). The Portuguese were aware of the 
islands although it would appear that they never landed. On a Portuguese chart dated 
1606 Siberut was named "Mintaon"— Schefold(1991[1979]:32) reports that it was also
2 The islands were also known by the name Nassau given to them by Dutch navigators, as a mark of 
respect to a member of the Dutch royal family (Coronese 1986:19), and who had included them under 
this designation in their charts (Marsden 1811:468).
3called "Matana" arguing a resemblance between these terms and the present name 
"Mentawai" although in light of the evidence I intend to assess below it would appear 
that this designation has its origins with the British— Sipora "Goed Fortuin", the Pagai 
islands "Nassau" (Coronese 1986:20).
In 1824 the Treaty of London, designed to restrict Dutch and British spheres of influence 
to Sumatra and the Malay peninsula respectively, was signed, although it was some time 
before this led to any practical consequences in relation to the islands. The British 
withdrew from Bengkulu and the Dutch declared the islands along with Nias, Batu, and 
Enggano to be under their sovereignty (Coronese 1986:22). Nevertheless the Dutch did 
not change their attitude significantly, since Singapore and Penang merchants had been 
complaining that their trade was being restricted by Dutch tariffs. Not wanting conflict 
with the British, the tariffs were dropped. Dutch expansionist activities were, 
accordingly, confined for the time being to Bali, Nusa Tenggara, Kalimantan, and 
Sulawesi (Ricklefs 1981:135). The ‘Mentawai’ islands were thus forgotten for the next 
forty odd years.
By 1857 the Dutch had begun to move in Sumatra again in an effort to upstage what was 
evidently growing interest from other powers in, particularly, Aceh which had, by the 
1820s, already become the producer of half the world’s supply of pepper and therefore a 
valuable prize. Important in this resurgent expansionism also was a growing liberalization 
in Dutch commercial policy (Ricklefs 1981:135). In 1858 the north eastern coastal 
principalities of Siak, Deli, Serdang, Langkat, and Asahan had all signed treaties with the 
Dutch thereby accepting Dutch authority. Similar moves were afoot to establish 
authority in the Batak areas (Legge 1980:92).
It is not surprising then that H.A.Mess, the Assistant-Resident for the Pesisir Selatan- 
Painan area just south of Padang who made a visit to the islands, states that prior to 
1864 the ‘Mentawai’ islands, contrary to the 1824 declaration, did not officially fall 
within the jurisdiction of the Netherlands East Indies. Thus in order to forestall possible 
new moves by the British in respect of the islands off Sumatra’s west coast, that is Batu, 
Nias, Enggano, and the ‘Mentawai’ islands, these were officially brought under the 
umbrella of Dutch sovereignty on the 10 of July 1864 (Mess 1870:342). Mess writes 
about the responsibilities of the government towards the inhabitants who "live as they did 
in the distant past", and who have "no knowledge of God’s wishes". These "uncivilized" 
people would benefit from the anticipated influx of both native Indonesians and 
Europeans and would thus constitute a suitable course of action as a response to "God’s 
will". He also notes the potential for coffee, cocoa, and rice plantations (Mess 
1870:342). Coronese (1986:24-25) also points to the entry in the Netherlands East
4Indies Encyclopedia (GraafF & Stibbe 1918) which mentions the sending of troops to the 
islands in order to put an end to local plundering of trading vessels in the vicinity. Indeed 
a military post was subsequently set up in the strait o f Sikakap. In 1893 a military 
presence was established on Sipora under the command of a Malay who was eventually 
expelled by the locals (Coronese 1986:27). In sum, however, colonial involvement in the 
islands was minimal.
With the implementation of the "Ethical Policy" at the beginning of the twentieth 
century, however, colonial involvement in the islands, in line with most other areas 
falling within the sphere of influence of the Netherlands East Indies, increased greatly as 
the administration expanded and consolidated its position. A military post was built on 
Siberut and in 1904 a district commandant took up a permanent position there, the main 
job being to prevent the ongoing plundering of trading vessels (Persoon 1987:161). But 
the innovation that would have the most far reaching consequences was the 
establishment of a mission station on the south coast of North Pagai on the Sikakap 
straits. This was set up by the German Royal Missionary Society on the request of the 
colonial authorities in the interests of facilitating ‘development’ (Persoon 1987:161). The 
first missionary, August Lett, took up residence in 1901 but was killed eight years later 
when mediating a confrontation between a detachment of colonial troops, who were 
attempting to carry out what Hansen describes as "registration", and the local people in 
Talu Pulai village on north Pagai. This procedure had been in operation for some time 
(Hansen 1917:19) resulting in, in another instance, sporadic skirmishes with Taikako 
village between 1902 and 1908 when hostilities ceased (Sihombing 1979:95). It took 
until 1915 to gain the first convert. The following year efforts were extended to Sipora 
and Siberut, with a mission station eventually established on the latter in 1932 at 
Maeleppet (Sihombing 1979:97).
In the post-World War II period on Siberut, under the auspices of the newly established 
Indonesian administration, Catholic Italian missionaries established a centre of operations 
in Muara Siberut. However, it was the administration itself that was to effect the most 
radical change. Over the following decades the local populations living in dispersed 
House groups (lima) were collectivized into a number of villages within administrative 
districts set up by the new government. The general aim of policy here was to combat 
"backward" {primitif) "thinking and practices", which remains the major goal today. This 
was conceived to be more easily accomplished through breaking down this dispersed 
form of social organization and having people living together where they would be more 
easily contacted by government officials.
5The invention of ‘Mentawai’.
Up to this point I have elected to place ‘Mentawai’ within inverted commas and treat ‘it’ 
as an unproblematic and self-evident category or entity. Indeed ‘Mentawai’, from the 
point of view of administrators and scholars, was, and indeed remains, a self-evident 
entity in need of no qualification, although as an official administrative category it is of 
less relevance. The islands are divided up into four Kecamatan (districts) amongst several 
constituting the Kabupaten (regency) of Padang/Pariaman. Still ‘Mentawai’ does enjoy a 
quasi-official status indicating a general geographical location, although there is very 
much more than this encapsulated within it when treated as a complex metaphor. It is 
accorded differential valency in popular, administrative, and scholarly discourse.
On the Sumatran mainland, in particular the provinces directly adjacent to the islands, 
West Sumatra and Riau, the names Sipora, Pagai, or Siberut mean little to people in 
popular discourse. What meaning they do have is in terms of the entity known as 
‘Mentawai’. When mainlanders learned that I was conducting research in their country 
they would invariably ask where my location was exactly. In the early stages of the 
research I would reply that I was working on Siberut. I would have to qualify this, when 
many expressed puzzlement as to where this was, by recourse to ‘Mentawai’ which they 
would immediately be able to locate cognitively. People who knew of Siberut, Pagai and 
Sipora would invariably qualify my answer to their question: "Oh, so you’re working in 
Mentawai". Having gained some understanding of this I came to answer with ‘Mentawai’ 
first and ‘Siberut’ second.
The term ‘Mentawai’ has a long history. It was established as customary usage early in 
the 19th century and became firmly entrenched in the 20th where the category 
‘Mentawai’ has become rigid, self-evident and unquestioned. Indeed articles written 
about the southern (Pagai) islands in the early 19th century generally took the ‘Pagai’ 
islanders as their subject matter rather than ‘the Mentawaians’. However in the 20th 
century, work concerning the Pagai islands (Loeb 1928, 1929; Nooy-Palm 1968, 1972) 
and Siberut (eg. Schefold) is specifically about ‘the Mentawaians’ and not the ‘Pagai 
islanders’ or the ‘inhabitants of Siberut’ as they are often described in the 19th century 
literature. How did this come about?
John Crisp took as his subject the "inhabitants" of the "poggy", or "nassau" islands which 
were to be found off the west coast of Sumatra (Crisp 1799:77). He reports that the 
name "nassau" was given to the islands by the Dutch. However, he also reports that the 
"inhabitants" refer to themselves as "Poggy", whereas the "people of Sumatra" call them 
"Orang Mantawee" (Crisp 1799:81). He considers this usage to originate in the "natives"
6own language from the word "Mantaoo signifying a man" (Idem), an explanation for the 
origin of the usage ‘Mentawai’ cited by subsequent ethnographers (Loeb & Heine- 
Geldern 1935:158;Schefold 1991:32). He goes on to relate that "Porah or Fortune 
island" (Sipora) is "inhabited by the same race of people" (Crisp 1799:83). Several pages 
later we learn that the "different tribes of Orang Mantawee, who inhabit the Poggy 
islands" do not "war" with each other although this is not the case in relation to the 
"inhabitants ... o f some island to the north-ward, whom they called Sybee", ie. Siberut 
(Crisp 1799:85). It is clear that the usage "Orang Mantawee" applied by the "people of 
Sumatra" is the one he favours, a designation, however, restricted to the Pagai islands.
Summarizing Crisp’s account, as well as drawing on the reports by Marriot, Saul, and 
Forest published in Dalrymple (1777), Marsden (1811:468) makes the following 
observation:
The two islands separated by a narrow straight [the Pagai islands], to which the Dutch 
navigators have given the name of the Nassaus, are called by the Malays P°. Pagi or 
Pagei, and by us commonly the Poggies. The race of people by whom these as well as 
some other islands to the northward of them are inhabited, having the appellation of orang 
manatee, this has been confounded with the proper name of the islands, and being applied 
sometimes to one and sometimes to another, has occasioned much confusion and 
uncertainty.
Marsden’s answer to this confusion is to ascertain that the people inhabiting all the 
islands including those to the north whether they be named Nassau, Pagi or otherwise are 
of the one "race" the "orang mantawei", the accepted conception today. However, Crisp 
mentions that the people whom he terms the "inhabitants" refer to themselves as 
"Poggy"; it was the "people of Sumatra" who referred to them as "orang Mantawee". 
Crisp never explicitly stated that the people of "some other islands to the northward" 
were "orang mantawei", or in his own term "Mantawee", which, we might note, Marsden 
has modified to "Mentawe/" (emphasis mine). He merely indicated that, firstly, the 
"Orang Mantawee" lived across the Pagai islands and, secondly, that there existed "some 
island to the northward", in the singular, called Sybee. He did state that "Porah or 
Fortune island" is "inhabited by the same race of people" as Pagai, which by the logic of 
his own account, would make them the "Poggy people". However the statement about 
"the different tribes of Orang Mantawee, who inhabit the Poggy islands" appears to have 
come across with the most authority. A little further on in his account Marsden mentions 
a "raja" from the "Pagi islands" who came to Sumatra "on a visit of curiosity". When 
questioned he "reported that the inhabitants of the Pagi islands derived their origin from 
the orang mantawei of the island called Si Biru" (Siberut) (Marsden 1811:479). A few 
lines later the image is condensed further with "Si Biru" being portrayed as "inhabited by
7the mantawei race ... the natives both of Si Porah and the Pagi islands considering] it as 
their parent country" with which he brings the account to an end (Marsden 1811:474).
Consistent with Crisp’s approach but portraying signs of the uncritical acceptance of the 
category "Mentawei", and producing a tension between the general and the particular, 
Von Rosenburg, in his (1853) "De Mentawei-islanden en hunne bewoners" some forty 
years on, writes about the "inhabitants" of the "Mentawei" islands. Having briefly 
situated the islands geographically in relation to Sumatra the article opens with the 
observation that the "Mentawai-archipel is inhabited by people of all manner of customs 
and habits specific to the area in which they are found", a strident image replete with 
diversity. The islands themselves, he relates, consist of firstly "Siberoet", "Sibero" being 
the word in the "Mentaweijers language" (von Rosenburg 1853:403). To the south of 
this is "Pora, also South-pora, and Goedfortuin, (Sikobo for the Mentaweijers)". "Pora" 
is separated by the Nassau strait from Poggij which is variously known as the Nassau 
islands, or North and South Poggij, or Pake by the Malays, Sigalagan by the 
Mentaweijers..." (von Rosenburg 1853:404). One of the lesser islands nearby is known 
as "Poelo Mego" (Mego island) or "Biriloga" in the "Mentaweijers language", and is the 
most southerly of the group (von Rosenburg 1853:404). As with Marsden, the islands 
are defined as the abode of the "Mentaweijers", even though they use the term 
"Tschagallelegat" to "refer to themselves in their own language" and despite the 
existence of many other indigenous terms ("Sikobo", "Sigalagan", "Mego") indicating 
various ‘parts’ of the "Mentawei-islands" (von Rosenburg 1853:409). Here the account 
turns to similarities and differences between the "Tschagallelegat" as a unit rather than 
the "Mentaweijers"— although the latter usage as the title indicates is dominant— and 
Australia, Hawaii, and the Marquesas (Idem). The rest of the article, however, deals with 
the various ethnographic vagaries pertaining to the "Mentaweijers", not the 
"Tschagallelegat, with one reference to the "Seijbie [Saibi] district on Siberut" (von 
Rosenburg 1853:411) and the occasional reference to what generally happens on Siberut 
(eg. p.413, p.416), or "some districts in the Nassau islands" (von Rosenburg 1853:422). 
In effect the account may well have been entitled the "Tschagallelegat" or "Sigalagan", 
although this would have made it difficult to talk about other areas which one is able to 
do through a blanket term such as the "Mentaweijers".
Logan’s (1855) "The Chagalelegat, or Mantawe Islanders" is similar in style and scope 
to Marsden’s except that, in addition to the reports in Dalrymple’s (1777) "Relation..." 
and Crisp’s account, there were several more detailed articles published in the 
intervening 50 years or so that he could draw upon, the most significant of these being 
von Rosenburg’s. As the title indicates, his debt to von Rosenburg is substantial. He also 
draws heavily on Crisp, a dependence involving a process of selection and refining where
8the usage "Mentawei/Mentawai" is favoured over and above others also available in 
these early texts. Logan’s summarizing, like Marsden’s, is pivotal in this process. 
Included in Logan’s account is a map of the islands, authored by von Rosenburg, entitled 
"Chart of the Mantawe Islands". The Pagai islands ("Poggy"), Sipora ("Pora"), and 
Siberut ("Siberut") are all clearly marked under the umbrella of the "Mantawe islands". 
Logan’s treatment of Crisp is revealing. Crisp, he relates, "visited the Mantawe Islands in 
1792" (Logan 1855:274). Of course Crisp himself wrote no such thing, merely 
mentioning that he had visited the "Nassau or Poggy islands" (Crisp 1799:77). He went 
on to mention the "Orang Mantawee" as merely one particular exonym for the 
inhabitants of those islands. Crisp also mentioned that in the Sikakap ("See Cockup") 
area "are a few houses inhabited by some Malays from Fort Marlbrough" one of whom 
"had acquired a competent knowledge of the language of the natives" (Crisp 1799:80). 
However this becomes, in Logan’s words, as follows: "One of these Malays ... had 
acquired the Mantawe language" during his residence there (Logan 1855:274).
The article is, intriguingly, entitled "The Chagalelegat, or Mantawe Islanders", the former 
usage coming to Logan from von Rosenburg who himself applied both terms, the 
"Chagalelegat" to be understood as a subset of the "Mantawe Islanders" in the last 
instance. An insight into this process is contained within Logan’s appraisal of von 
Rosenburg’s (1853) account, a poignant testament to the essentializing gaze 
underwriting ethnographic endeavours at this time as well as displaying a characteristic 
ironic unwitting self-critique. He praises the detail of the account, in contrast to Crisp’s, 
as "one of the best accounts that have been given of any of the lesser Indonesian tribes" 
(note the "Mantawe islanders" as ‘tribe’) although he berates von Rosenburg for not 
going further than he did (Logan 1855:276). Indeed
we should not conclude that it leaves no room for further enquiry, or places in the hands of 
ethnographers all the materials required to fix the position of the Mantaweans with perfect 
accuracy (Logan 1855:277).
A first step in this familiar direction (cf. Marsden) is the mastery of the language—which 
Logan considers von Rosenburg to lack— as the first stage "to an intimate knowledge of 
a tribe", which is not well served working "through a Malay" who is no expert in the 
language and will make mistakes in translation. Thus
When information so gathered comes to be generalized into an ethnic description, by a 
writer who wants the grand criterion and corrective which the language of the tribe 
supplies, new mistakes are likely to be made (Logan 1855:277).
The irony is compounded in the next sentence where Logan writes that such mistakes 
"are necessarily propagated, and even liable to be increased, when writers who have no 
personal acquaintance whatever with the tribe, use the materials thus furnished, in their
9ethnic researches and compilations", a masterful demonstration of the factors at work 
behind the creation of the category ‘Mentawai’ (Logan 1855:277). To improve on such a 
situation the "most judicious course" is to be "just to the original authorities", to use a 
"tribe[’s]" own "language whenever the necessity of condensation and of re-arrangement 
of the facts" allow a writer to do so, whereby "sources of statements . . . wholly or 
partially [incorporate] the words of [a writer’s ‘tribal’] authorities in [the writer’s] own 
text (Logan 1855:277). An interesting statement, not because of its author’s innocent 
violation of his own principles but in light of the relief it casts against the current critique 
of such approaches that has developed over the last decade (Said 1978; Clifford & 
Marcus 1986; Marcus & Fischer 1987; Clifford 1988) which testafies to the 
pervasiveness of this gaze in the doing of ethnography.
Despite this caveat, Logan launches into his account explaining the relation between the 
"Chagalelegat" and the "Mantawe islands" indicating that the former are the "sole 
occupants" of the latter, also referred to as the "Mantawe group", so making explicit 
what was latent in von Rosenburg’s paper and extending it by making the Chagalelegat 
ubiquitous across the archipelago (Logan 1855:278). The discourse is carried on in a 
fashion that much discourse about ‘Mentawai’ has—the "archipelago", "group", or 
"islands" on one hand and "its" inhabitants on the other are collapsed into each other 
creating a unitary "thing", a "people" who possess or express a "culture" or a particular 
way of doing things. In Logan’s case in the substantive part of his portrait the "Mantawe 
islands" are the abode of the "Chagalelegat". However he immediately casts doubt on the 
homogeneity of the situation by focusing on the differences and complexities of the 
content of the unit he has constructed. He firstly geographically contextualizes the 
islands in relation to the Sumatran mainland, Enggano to the south, Nias to the North, on 
to the Andaman islands further to the north in the Bay of Bengal (Logan 1855:279). 
Then he situates the islands in relation to each other, in effect reproducing von 
Rosenburg’s mosaic very much in opposition to the essentializing "Mantawe" image:
The southern mass is broken by the narrow and curved straight of Si-kakap into two 
islands [the Pagai islands] both called Si-Galagan, (Pake of the Malays, whence Poggy or 
Poggi, North and South of Europeans, who also call them the Nassau islands) . . .  Si- 
Galagan is surrounded by numerous . . . islets [including as it is] called by the Malays Pulo 
Sanding Kichil, P. Sanding Besar and P. Mego, (Biri-laga) of the Chagalelegat . . . The 
middle of the band (Pora of the Malays, South Pora, Good Fortune of Europeans) . . . The 
largest island of the group and the most northerly, Si-Beru (Si-Berut and Si-Biru of the 
Malays, Mantawe, North Pora, great Fortune of Europeans) . . . (Logan 1855:279).
His account, following von Rosenburg, is ostensibly about the "Chagalelegat", although 
the usage "the Mentaweans" is the one adopted and preferred.
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As with Marsden, Logan seems to desire straightening out the record, to put order into 
the confusion and complexity. He relates how Veth’s (1849) "account of the 
Mantaweans ... criticizes the errors and confusion in the names that have been applied to 
them in books and maps" (Logan 1855:275-276), incognizant it would seem of his own 
role in ironing out, not so much "errors and confusions", but what may perhaps more 
accurately be described as ensuring that the varying interpretations by outsiders of the 
inhabitants prevail over the varying interpretations the inhabitants hold of themselves. In 
Logan’s authoritative hands all four islands became further entrenched as the "Mantawe 
islands" inhabited by "the Mantaweans" who speak the "Mantawe language", despite his 
own initial ambivalence as to a suitable appellation. At base we find the coalescing of a 
unifying, totalizing discourse which came to be applied in greater or lesser degrees, a 
discourse which still operates in the present day.
In Marsden’s hands Crisp’s ideas underwent an initial consolidation with the result that 
an essentializing gaze was brought to bear on the Poggies, Porah, Nassau and Sybee, in 
which the basis was laid whereby all four islands could be seen to be the abode of the 
"Orang Mantawee".3 With a few strokes of the pen Pagai, Sipora, and Siberut ("Sybee") 
were stigmatized as being occupied by the one "race of people ... having the appellation 
of orang mantawei", an ultimately exogenous epithet which appears in accounts over the 
next 150 odd years as "Mentawai" or "Mentawei", a place inhabited by "the 
Mentawaians" or "the Mentaweiers". Following Marsden’s synthesizing efforts the 
application of the term "Mentawai" to cover the inhabitants living on the Mentawai 
islands has become ensconced. Articles about "Mentawai" and "the Mentawaians" are 
ostensibly about Pagai and Sipora, or recently, Siberut, whilst conversely publications 
about the Pagai islands concern their inhabitants, "the Mentawaians" (eg. Hansen 1915), 
although Hinlopen and Severijn (1855) are exceptions, referring to the inhabitants of the 
"Poggi" islands as "Poggijers" (Hinlopen & Severijn 1855:329;327) or "Poggi- 
inhabitants" (pp. 324;329), and to the people on Sipora as the "inhabitants of Pora" (p. 
330).
Yet, as we have seen, in much of this discourse about "the Mentawaians" there is present 
an undercurrent of difference that various writers take on board in differing degrees. But 
since the (implicit) goal is an understanding of "the Mentawaians" as a comparative 
project, there is no real contextualization of difference outside the totalizing dominant 
discourse which, whilst not absolute in the 19th century has congealed into a hard 
inflexible a priori in the 20th.
3 Kipp (1993:24-65) points out that a similar process was implicated in the construction of ‘Batak’ as a 
distinct entity and. based on this, the construction of the Karo Batak as a subset of the larger ethnic 
group.
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Against Essentialism
I wish to pursue the question of homogeneity and variation further in order to investigate 
in more detail the machinations behind this difference-suppressing discourse that shows 
up time and again in so many colonial and post-colonial texts, texts which reproduce the 
essentialist discourse of "the Mentawaians" whilst skirting over great variation in 
practices and local constructions of identity.
Kruyt’s (1923) "The Mentawaians" is a masterful piece of ethnography when compared 
with much of what went before it and even some which came after, masterful for its 
attention to detail and ipso facto  the consideration of difference, even though the author 
relies on usages such as "on Mentawai", "on the Mentawai islands" as well as "the 
Mentawaians" throughout the article. Kruyt carried out his research in four separate 
locations: Silaoinan/Taikako, Silabu ("Silaboe"), and Saumangania ("Saoemangania") on 
north Pagai, and Katurei in SE Siberut. Interestingly, the major differences are between 
these three areas on Pagai itself which are all relatively close to each other. In his text 
Kruyt often remarks on differences between Katurei on Siberut and the villages on north 
Pagai, differences he puts down to different "adat" (Kruyt 1923:10).
Kruyt reports, for example, that on "Siberut" (ie. Katurei) the rusuk institution is absent.4 
Here, instead, a girl’s suitor might make a discreet visit to the field-hut where she is 
staying, and if she agrees to a liaison then he approaches her parents in order to obtain 
formal permission to proceed (Kruyt 1923:8). No formal rusuk type arrangement is 
entered into. In Silabu, in contrast to all his other research sites, Father’s Father’s 
Brother’s Son’s Child is available for marriage so as to prevent the division of "family 
wealth" (Kruyt 1923:7), an observation to which Kruyt devotes but a tiny paragraph. On 
the contrary, from my own research in Madobag, similar to the situation Kruyt describes 
for Silaoinan, Saumangania, and Katurei, sociological distance is the most important 
criterion in determining whether or not a marriage is permissible. No one who can in any 
way be considered to be descended from the same ancestor may marry. Nooy-Palm 
similarly reports that children o f same-sex or opposite sex siblings are not allowed to 
marry on Pagai or Sipora, or more specifically "the ancestors disapproved of marriages 
between too close relations" (Nooy-Palm 1968:208). Nooy-Palm, interestingly enough, 
mentions Kruyt’s research villages including Silabu in drawing on his information
4 On Pagai a man and a woman could commence living together and have children without marriage 
taking place. The institution and the special dwelling erected for them were referred to as rusuk.
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concerning funeral practices, but only in passing, and only as support for the general 
description of Pagai-Sipora "culture" (Nooy-Palm 1968:171 ;224).
There exist equally significant variations in relation to death practices. On "Siberut" a 
corpse is cleaned in the house ("huis": it is not clear here whether or not this is an uma or 
merely a family house)5, but on Pagai this occurs at the cemetery (Kruyt 1923:167). This 
is especially significant in light of the fundamental cosmological import of "death" and 
the role of the uma in distancing the deceased’s spirit (sanitu), which has now become 
the very essence of death, from the rest of the uma's members6. At the least it suggests a 
different cosmology. Another issue is the conveying of the corpse to a canoe at the river 
which takes it to the cemetery. On Pagai a completely new path to the river is cut, 
whereas on Siberut the existing path is used. In addition the man and the woman who 
take the canoe are, on Siberut, husband and wife. But on Pagai and Sipora they are not 
yet married (Kruyt 1923:169). What differential valency, then, is being attached to these 
activities? Perhaps on Pagai the association of death is too powerful and must 
immediately be separated from the living, hence the rapid removal to the graveyard via a 
new track which is not a common conduit for the living, to be finally escorted to its final 
resting place by people who may not have children (although they may if they are living 
in rusuk together), that is who are not yet nurturers of life. This all points back to the 
role of the uma and its differential relation to ‘death’ in both circumstances. 
Furthermore, in Taikako a corpse is placed with the head facing in any direction. In the 
other areas the head may only face the east (Kruyt 1923:174; Mess 1870:359). Head and 
direction are very significant in some other societies within the Austronesian area and 
beyond. The lack of importance of this for one group, when all the groups around it 
accord great importance to it, is intriguing.
Publishing several years later, Loeb noted that "there are certain linguistic and cultural 
differences between the three groups of the Mentawai islands; Siberut, Si Pora, and the 
Pagehs", differences which "become accentuated in North Siberut" due to influences 
from Nias (Loeb 1928:409). He then goes on to observe that "Little is known ... of the 
Mentawai islands with the exceptions of the Pagehs" (Loeb 1928:409), even after more 
than a century of contact. Loeb is uneasy about the usage "Mentawei" in all of his 
papers. Whom Loeb refers to as the "natives of the Mentawei islands" or the "Mentawei 
islanders" (Loeb 1928:408) might just as easily been called "the Mentaweians". A rare 
occasion where he does refer to "the Mentaweians" is in paraphrasing Karny’s (1925) 
origin theory. Thus in Shaman and Seer he begins: "In my introductory paper on
5 The other buildings-cum-institutions are the uma ("great house'V'decent group") and a married 
couple's house (lalep).
6 This constitutes the major theme of chapters seven and eight in this thesis.
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Mentawei (Pageh) culture ..." (1929a:60). Henceforth in this paper he gets around the 
problem of "the Mentaweians" through recourse to the phrase "In Mentawei" (p.66) or 
"the people of Mentawei" (p.70). He then alternately refers to the "Pageh islanders" or 
"Mentawei". In "Mentawei Social Organization" Loeb articulates his unease thus: "I shall 
make use of the word “ Mentawei” rather than “ Pageh” in this article, with the 
understanding that data mentioned were collected in the Pagehs, rather than throughout 
the islands as a whole" (Loeb 1928:409)— a troubled victim of the weight of history and 
scholarly convention. Nevertheless the Mentawei "people" or "islanders" collectively are 
the focus within his discourse.
Nooy-Palm (1968) commences her extended portrait exhibiting a tension between the 
general and the particular. The paper is titled the "culture of the Pagai-islands and 
Sipora, Mentawei", the information coming from "a short field-study ... on North Pagai, 
while on Sipora a few additional data were collected" (Nooy-Palm 1968:154), through 
interviews conducted in Indonesian. It begins with some facts about the "Mentawei- 
islands" and shortly moves into substantive issues concerning "Mentawei culture" (Nooy- 
Palm 1968:153). Nooy-Palm makes a pertinent comment about the state of knowledge of 
"Mentawei" in offering the opinion that "one can hardly refer to the local speech as the 
Mentawei language, because on these islands no linguistic research has been carried out 
yet" (Nooy-Palm 1968:159). One wonders why one is more entitled to refer to 
"Mentawei culture" so unproblematically, since not much more ethnographic ‘cultural’ 
research, as distinct from superficial description and listing of traits, the style of 
‘ethnography’ that has characterized this type of research, has been carried out on all 
four islands by the 1990s? With regard to language, Nooy-Palm notes that the 
"languages spoken on the various islands show differences; moreover, it seems as if 
several languages (or widely divergent dialects) are spoken on Siberut" (Nooy-Palm 
1968:159).
On a slightly different note, in her contribution to Lebar’s (1972) Ethnic Groups o f 
Insular Southeast-Asia, Nooy-Palm divides "The Mentaweians"—who can be variously 
referred to as "Orang Mantawei", "Mentaweier", or "Poggy-Islanders" covering the 
major usages introduced by Crisp, Marsden, and von Rosenburg—into
(1) the inhabitants of the Pagai Archipelago—the Sakalagan, or “ people of the village”
(2) the inhabitants of the island of Sipora, the Sakalelegan or Sakobau, and (3) the people
of the island of Siberut (Nooy-Palm 1968:41).7
7 Nooy-Palm had mentioned these in the (1968) article, noting that the language in use on Sipora "ie. 
the Sakobou or Sakalelegan (Sakalelegat), ... only in respect of a few words differs from the dialect or 
language spoken by the Sakalagan. The Sakalagan (inhabitants of the village) live in North- and 
South-Pagai..." (Nooy-Palm 1968:159).
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However the "Sakalagan and the Sakalelegan can be considered as one group, differing 
in certain respects from the inhabitants of Siberut" (Nooy-Palm 1968:41). In this 
condensed summary the term "Mentawei" in contrast to the (1968) "culture of the Pagai 
Islands and Sipora", can be understood unambiguously to cover all the inhabitants of all 
the islands. A description valid for the Pagai islands and Sipora thereby also includes 
Siberut, a succinct encapsulation of diverse identities under the one omniscient and 
omnipotent epithet. It is characteristic that the traits, discussed under successive 
headings, "History and Cultural Traditions", "Marriage and Family" and so forth, all 
pertain to the one group, the "Mentawaians".
These terms sakalagan, sakalelegat, and sikobou occur variously in the papers of 
Marsden, von Rosenburg and Logan and would appear to continue to have relevance in 
the present day. Schefold (1991:18) relates that the "people of Siberut know that located 
to their south are the islands [Sipora and the Pagai islands] where the Sakalagan live". 
The word, he speculates, is derived from "laggai", meaning "place of settlement", 
although "there are those who say this word derives from eilagat, a species of tree". The 
inhabitants of Sipora "refer to themselves as Sakalelegat, which derives from the word 
lelegat meaning "place", or Sakobou—from the word kobou ‘source of salt-water’". 
Along with this the "inhabitants of both the Pagai islands ... refer to themselves as the 
Sakalagan people [whereas] all three of the southern islands refer to Siberut’s inhabitants 
as the Siberut people ... named after a river in the island’s southeast" (Schefold 1991:18). 
Coronese, somewhat confusedly and without making clear his sources relates that "The 
Mentawaians themselves refer to the Siberut people by the name Sakalelegat and Pagai 
by the name Sakalagan (Coronese 1986:10).
In a recent publication, Luth (1980) notes the existence of two types of "adat" and 
"marriage" for Pagai and Sipora on the one hand, and Siberut on the other. Even so, 
within these are "many variations" where "each village is different" (Luth 1980:68). 
Nevertheless his discourse is a familiar one, concerning as it does, marriage rules within 
"Mentawaian adat". Thus the marriage ceremony itself as a manifestation of 
"Mentawaian" adat is called "punen putalimogat" (Luth 1980:69). In light of this 
purported variation in marriage rules along with the language variation, the usage 
‘Mentawaian’ appears to be a convenience. In Madobag in contrast to the situation 
described here by Luth, a marriage took place within three related but separate punen 
(ceremonial event) or, more accurately, puliaijat. The second in this series was a 
puliaijat pangureijat and, indeed, whenever anyone talked about marriage affairs the
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puliaijat taking central place was the puliaijat pangureijat8, and most closely 
approximates Luth’s punenputalimogat.
Luth makes much of this difference in "adat" between Pagai/Sipora and Siberut 
especially in respect of the position of women. Regarding inheritance, Luth represents 
women on Pagai and Sipora as having equal rights under the inheritance "law" since they 
are able to inherit from their father and their husband (Luth 1980:78), whereas on 
Siberut, "where women are regarded as objects to be bought and sold", they have no 
such rights except in respect of their hand held fish-nets, their "single possession" (Luth 
1980:50). Nooy-Palm acknowledges the position of men as "forming a corporate group 
with the umci as their centre" (Nooy-Palm 1968:236), but points to the Iroquois kinship 
terminology as indicating the presence of a matri-group (albeit non-manifest and un­
named) (Nooy-Palm 1968:205). Indeed women have an important role in the subsistence 
economy and "own" the taro gardens they tend (Nooy-Palm 1968:213). This is not the 
case on Siberut, however, as Luth points out.
But it is in Schefold’s work that a definitive clue as to the nature of the discourse 
operating to reproduce the "Mentawaians" is to be found. Schefold carried out fieldwork 
with the Sakuddei, a group located in the south western corner of Siberut who, it is 
clear, are "Mentawaians" first and "the Sakuddei" second, the latter being a subset of the 
former. In "Culinary Code", for example, we learn that "the Mentawaians" live "on 
Mentawai" or the "Mentawai islands" and are by dint of this fact an example of the 
"culture on the Mentawai islands" (Schefold 1982:68). This is the characteristic structure 
underlying all Schefold’s works despite the existence, once again, of a very muted but 
nonetheless quite evident undercurrent of difference. For example similar to Kruyt, as 
well as highlighting this disparity between the Pagai islands/Sipora and Siberut, Schefold 
notes the major difference between the set of marriageable kin on Siberut and Sipora 
where
Marriage is only expressly forbidden with a cross-cousin of the first degree, with a member 
of ego’s patrilinear [sic] descent group {muntogat) extending back in general as far as a 
great-grandfather, with one’s sister’s daughter and with the second wife of ego’s deceased 
father or a daughter generated from that union ... [a] clear difference with Siberut where 
the entire patrilinear kinship group (the sib) is excluded from possible marriage even if as a 
result of fission most of the members of one’s own sib dwell in other umcCs [sic] (Schefold 
1972-73:61).
Schefold, furthermore, notes that in each valley on Siberut in which are found several 
uma, a distinct dialect has developed (1991:29). He also makes note of a distinct identity
8 cf. Schefold (1986:75): "pangurei".
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possessed by the "inhabitants of the largest valley in southeast Siberut "who call 
themselves ‘the Sabirut’". On this basis the people of Pagai and Sipora refer to the whole 
of the neighbouring island as Sabirut which has changed to become Siberut (Schefold 
1991:32). This is characteristic for each of the other ten "valley areas" in Siberut. Each 
has its distinctive dialect and exhibits "various distinctive characteristics with regard to 
ceremonies, different eating habits, different apparel and tattoo styles" (Schefold 
1991:121).
Similar to Loeb, there is unease, although it is much more implicit, regarding the 
assumed generality implied by the category ‘Mentawai’ evident in "The unequal 
brothers-in-law..." (1986). As Schefold remarks, the "data to be presented in the 
following paragraphs all derive from Siberut ... and differ in some respects from the 
situation on ... North and South Pagai" (Schefold 1986:73). Indeed on Pagai, as opposed 
to Siberut, women inherit taro fields due, Nooy-Palm (1968:213f) has argued, to a 
double-descent ideology. This Schefold rejects, maintaining that in "reality" women’s 
inheritance of taro fields can be read as a "specific instance of the general bilateral 
extension of the right o f succession in Pagai, which is connected with the division of 
labour and has no structural significance" (Schefold 1986:78). This is because, when a 
woman’s brother marries, she gives a "suitable proportion" of her taro fields to her BW. 
This assimilating, homogenizing approach finds its rationale in the paper’s general 
objective namely to connect "Mentawai" to the Indonesian "structural core".
In reconsidering J.P.B. de Josselin de Jong’s (1935) structural criteria upon which is 
based the unity of "Indonesia" as a "field of ethnological study", that is asymmetric 
circulating connubium, double (bilineal) descent, and socio-cosmic dualism, Schefold 
argues that the circumstance o f the "floating alliances of the Mentawaians"— referring to 
a new husband’s subordinate relationship to his wife’s relatives, that is his group’s wife- 
givers— can be considered to be a "transformation of the established connubium in the 
asymmetric cross-cousin marriage in less archaic Indonesian cultures" since
both express the desire for an ultimate balance between the social groups within the 
community, a balance that corresponds to the general ideal picture of the cosmos among 
the Austronesian-speaking peoples ... (Schefold 1986:82).
This strategy is useful since through it "we may regard even highly divergent variants as 
transformations" (Schefold 1986:83).
This theme can also be seen as the basis for Schefold’s "involution" argument where, 
adapting Geertz’s (1963) Agricultural Involution thesis from the agricultural to the 
social realm, Schefold argues that the (Mentawaian) "taboo system" becomes more and 
more elaborate, ever more differentiated to the point where, in a novel move,
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"devolution" occurs, that is, a simplification of an area of complexity that has become 
too rigid. There is never "evolution", defined as the "fundamental change of religious 
ideas" (Schefold 1972-73:72), simply due to the "force of tradition" (Schefold 1972- 
73:80). From this point of view, then, the fact that "Within the Mentawaian archipelago 
there exist from place to place significant differences in the details of religious 
observances" is not a problem as these are differences in degree and not kind, as there 
has never been, nor is there likely to be, fundamental, evolutionary change: "The basic 
concepts ... are ubiquitous; concrete manifestations, however, differ from each other 
persistently" (Schefold 1972-73:79). ‘Mentawai’ as a structural whole internally 
involutes and devolutes ad infinitum, a result of the "force of tradition"— "communal 
belief in the validity of inherited ideas restricts all changes to within prescribed causes" 
(Schefold 1972-73:76). Involutionary and devolutionary moments
have been everywhere active in opposition to each other in local variations. And it is this 
antagonism which has been responsible for the fact that the traditional culture of the 
Mentawaians has not to date reached that “ critical moment” at which the only further 
development possible is in the form of a radical upheaval (Schefold 1972-73:79).
Quasi-structural contradictions result in evolutionary, radical, ‘real’ change.
Detectable within this theory’s machinations is the metonymic power it draws as a part 
within the total metaphor qua structure that is ‘Mentawai’. In a sense the argument is 
that the "culture" on the Mentawai islands also has a structural core, specifically, through 
the equation of Siberut and Pagai as transformations of each other, and collectively, as a 
subordinate transformation of the dominant "Indonesian" core. But it is through this that 
it finds its meaning— ‘Mentawai’ metonymically evokes the structural whole. Yet on its 
own, the power of the concept, ‘Mentawai’ performs this function quite well whereby all 
differences over the islands are fundamentally ‘Mentawaian’, although nowhere has 
anyone actually explicitly articulated what the essence of ‘Mentawai’ might consist in. It 
remains an unarticulated assumption embedded in, and thereby shaping, the discourse. 
The argument could be made, quite apart from the structural argument, that differences 
are indeed only superficial and therefore inconsequential, making a critique of 
‘Mentawai’ irrelevant. But in the absence of intensive, specific studies from a variety of 
areas, this is premature. In present and past discourse, meaningful difference is silenced, 
enduring paradoxically only as ‘noise’, as a sub(verting)-text in which the core 
discourse’s integrity is retained. Beguiled by its own magic, the discourse has, 
understandably, not seen any need to question its self-defining self-evident 
epistemological and ontological status. It is also not surprising that de Josselin de Jong, 
whose paper provides Schefold with his inspiration, in seeking to persuade his readers of 
the worthiness of his "ethnologisch studieveld", points out that "conclusions" arrived
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through a study of the "phenomena" outlined in his paper would be useful for "the 
administration, for the missions, and for all those who occupy a leading position in 
Netherlands East Indies society" (de Josselin de Jong 1977[ 1935]: 181). The scientific 
gaze and the colonial gaze reveal their common grounds in a power which subjugates: 
the former in its Platonic quest to reveal the primary structures of "reality" beneath the 
messiness of that "reality", the latter in its quest to similarly grasp the essence of this 
reality in order to, simply, be better able to craft it, an exercise of power in a movement 
from understanding to management.9
There is also the question of "tradition" versus "modernity" which nags away at the 
implicit assumption that is ‘Mentawai’. What implication does social change and possible 
attendant diversification have for the dominant discourse? Schefold notes that "the 
traditional lifestyle" which is the focus of his studies "nowadays has been given up in 
many locations" (Schefold 1972-73:77). In "Speelgoed voor de Zielen" (1991 [1979]:9) 
Schefold comments that in different areas across the islands the effects of modern 
developments upon the "original traditions" which are, accordingly, undergoing different 
types of change, are visible. The diversification, we might note, is within Siberut itself, 
the situation being such that "the inhabitants of central Siberut (ie. the Sakuddei) react to 
"other ways of life on the east coast" precipitating enhanced self-awareness manifest in 
the attitude "that they do not merely take their own institutions for granted but that they 
are proud of them and are conscious of their positive value" (Schefold 1972-1973 :76). In
9 The logical fallacies in this approach are manifold. De Josselin de Jong defines his "studieveld" as 
follows: "By this term we mean certain areas of the earth's surface with a population whose culture 
appears to be sufficiently homogenous and unique to form a separate object of ethnological study and at 
the same time apparently reveals sufficient local shades of differences to make internal comparative 
research worthwhile" (167-168), a practice securely grounded in "objective evaluation according to 
established clearly defined rules" (167). The "studieveld" that the author has in mind here is, of course, 
"Indonesia" or the "Netherlands East Indies". Despite the paradoxical acknowledgement that this area 
"is by no means homogenous; that the only thing knitting together the many parts of this archipelago, 
which is as heterogenous as can be with regard to race, language and culture, is the authority of the 
mother country..."(168), our attention is nevertheless drawn to "a few phenomena which shed light on 
the significance of the Malay archipelago as an ethnological field of study [in order to] reveal at least 
something of the unity which makes the diversity all the more instructive and interesting"(168). In the 
blink of an eye these "phenomena" congeal from shadowy heuristic suggestions into what can be 
considered an "integrated whole or system". And the further we look into this system "the clearer it 
shows itself to be the structural core of numerous ancient Indonesian cultures in many parts of the 
Archipelago". That is, as Schefold indicated "clan connubium" (168), "socio-cosmic dualism" and the 
"double descent system" (171). Of note here is the dialectic of authority where the "field" as structure is 
self referential—it draws authority from that which it purports to discover as an instance of an "objective 
evaluation according to established clearly defined rules". These in turn recursively support the initial 
premises with their authority. The "few phenomena" are the de facto dominant discourse which 
subordinates diversity within the unity that is the (dominant) "whole or system". Differences are in fact 
to be seen as "different local variants of the system" (174). Similar to Orientalist methodology "It shares 
with magic and with mythology the self-containing, self-reinforcing character of a closed system, in 
which objects are what they are because they are what they are, for once, for all time, for ontological 
reasons that no empirical matter can either dislodge or alter" (Said 1978:72).
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"Culinary Code" this change has become a potentially subverting issue where Schefold 
makes it clear that the paper concerns the "traditional situation, which is today primarily 
to be found in a few groups living in the interior of Siberut " (Schefold 1982:68). There 
is the implication here of the pristine homogenous entity disrupted by outside forces.
Where does ‘Mentawai’ begin and where does ‘it’ end? What essential invariable 
characteristics does ‘it’ display, or is ‘it’ a "fuzzy set" akin to the New Guinea Highlands 
(Hays 1993)? ‘Mentawai’ is surely finite, unambiguously so when taken as a purely 
geographic category— ‘it’ ends somewhere. But this is a matter of intensive empirical 
investigation, not a matter of unreflexive a priori givens. In each of the preceding 
examples of variation is a snippet of information providing a glimpse of what may well be 
a whole body of meaning in itself. Then again it may not. The answer is probably 
somewhere in between. But certainly, in the comparative perspective these glimpses are 
given short shrift, subordinated and silenced in the pursuit of ‘Mentawai’ as a quasi 
‘culture-area’.
The general approach hitherto has been to conduct research, in greater or lesser degrees 
of intensity or duration in (a)generally discreet location(s), research about the 
‘Mentawaians’ which legitimates the inclusion of selective examples from separate 
locations sometimes some distance removed from the research site in order to highlight 
that they do things differently there. But these are differences in degree not of kind, 
similar to the situation in Fiji where the colonial construction of a "Fiji customary order 
... glossed over considerable internal diversity in kinship, ritual, social structures, and 
language ..." (Thomas 1992:69).
The essentialization reproducing ‘the Mentawaians’ is sustained through this broad, 
vague comparative focus which is sustained itself by implicit recourse to the category. 
The essence of this gaze is succinctly articulated by Wagner where he writes
The original Mentawaian culture can be found today only among a few clans in the South 
of Siberut. Although not all details of their culture are representative we can conclude from 
earlier reports and from old photos that this vanishing minority lives in a tradition that 
flourished, with minor modification, throughout the four islands until modernization began 
step-by-step within the last seventy years (Wagner 1981:4).
Is this issue at base a rearticulation of the old ideographic versus nomothetic modes of 
enquiry and explanation? On one level yes, insofar as the nomothetic approach can be 
conceived as encompassing the notion of ‘field of study’ in respect of its preoccupation 
with ‘sameness’ over and above ‘difference’. But this is not to say that both approaches 
cannot be treated as complementary. A broad approach looking at similarities between 
areas that are clearly related is important, but it is also important for attention to be
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focused on particularities qua particularities in their own right, in this particular case 
outside the hegemonic totalization performed by the category ‘Mentawaif What, then, 
might such an approach look like? In the next chapter I develop a perspective by means 
of which, I argue, it is possible to avoid the problems associated with the category and 
the accompanying discursive formation, simultaneously laying a theoretical-cum- 
methodological foundation, facilitating, I contend, the emergence of a more adequate 
understanding of Rereiket social organization.
2The Production of Social Spaces: towards a de-centred 
Anthropology of the Mentawai Islands
An Ontology of Social Life
The broad theoretical orientation providing the metaphysical foundations for the 
argument set out in this work is on a fundamental level "anti-essentialist" (Vayda 1990). 
Vayda has recently sketched the contours of this "emerging anti-essentialist view in 
anthropology" where the task is viewed not as conducting enquiries based on dubitable 
or simply downright ethnocentric concepts such as the "family", "religion", and "culture" 
to name a few, but requires a starting point situated solidly in "actual behaviour and its 
consequences" (Vayda 1990:29). In this view, it is variation, fluidity, flexibility, 
inconsistency and contradiction, "diversity, lability, and change" which mark the starting 
point for enquiry. This is opposed to analytical homogenization which would seek to 
explain away such messiness in a misguided "quest for ‘congruence’ and ‘unitary 
symbolic structuring’", in short, the "essential pattern" or structure underlying disparate 
empirical manifestations (Vayda 1990:35).
More specifically, my argument draws inspiration from approaches committed to an anti 
essentialist vision variously described as "cultural materialist" (Milner 1993)1 (Williams 
1977), or "practice" oriented (Giddens 1979; Bourdieu 1977), where social life is viewed 
"not as the inevitable playing out of underlying principles", but rather as the manifold 
interplay of socio-political processes (Rosaldo 1980:22)2. At base these theoretical 
persuasions can be viewed as generally sharing an aim to overcome the divide between 
positivist and phenomenological theoretical approaches broadly defined, or to put it 
another way, in order to effect a marriage between the ‘lived in’ and the ‘thought o f. 
The central issue is how do categories, ideas, and thoughts articulate with the material 
(social, economic, political, ecological etc.) circumstances of people’s lives? Most 
theorizing in anthropology or in the social sciences generally has taken place on a basis
1 To be unequivocally distinguished from Harris' approach where the "cultural" is a reflex of ecological 
material forces. In his monograph Milner, following Raymond Williams' lead, outlines a perspective 
upon literary production that seeks to go beyond the culture-verses-material-forces divide.
2 Thus my objections to the discourse of the ‘Mentawaians’ ultimately operates on the same discursive 
ground— it is a case of competing ontologies, although a difference exits between the unreflexivity of the 
established discourse and the reflexivity of this approach attempting to make clear the grounds of 
contestation
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that sees one aspect as dominant over the other. A practice approach, however, looks at 
ideas and material conditions as being implicated each in the other within a matrix of 
practical activity. In this chapter I go further and argue that "ideas" and "material 
conditions" are but alternative heuristic moments o f meaningful activity-in-the-world.
Particularly this describes an ontology o f social life in which the most fundamental reality 
is ‘praxis’. This is
synonymous with the constitution of social life, ie. the manner in which all aspects, 
elements, and dimensions of social life, from instances of conduct in themselves to the most 
complicated and extensive types of collectivities, are generated in and through the 
performance of social conduct, the consequences which ensue, and the social relations 
which are thereby established and maintained (Cohen 1989:12).
This priority assigned to praxis is the fundamental assumption upon which and through 
which statements about social reality throughout this work are made, or in other words 
the
ontological element of scientific theory [which] can be understood as a series of internally 
consistent insights into the trans-historical potentials of the phenomena that constitute a 
domain of inquiry: ie. fundamental processes and properties that may be activated or 
realized in various ways in diverse circumstances and on different occasions 
(Cohen,1989:17).
As an ontology o f social life, of social being, it must be seen as separate from 
"substantive theory and empirical research". Because these processes or properties are 
potentials then they are ipso facto  "irrefutable on empirical grounds because they are 
formulated without regard to their manifestations in the empirical flux o f events". Yet, it 
is for this very reason that "the development o f substantive theories is required to 
determine how these processes and properties operate and appear in any given context" 
and it is these which are subject to empirical validation or refutation and hence 
modification (Cohen 1989:17). This, accordingly, allows great leeway in addressing 
substantive issues which is evident in the varying approaches o f Giddens and Raymond 
Williams, for example. It might be argued that the assumption o f social life as a process 
is unproblematic to most anthropologists. However this is not taking the concept 
seriously and treating it as a fundamental assumption making possible a certain kind o f 
analysis and theorizing (Holy & Stuchlik 1981:14). Hence I prefer the usage ‘praxis’ to 
that o f ‘process’ since it refers unambiguously to the being-in-the-world o f social life, 
unlike the latter.3
3 For example Radcliffe-Brown considered his whole theoretical endeavour to be aimed at the analysis of 
social process: "the concrete reality with which the social anthropologist is concerned in observation, 
description, comparison and classification, is not any sort of entity but a process, the process of social 
life. The unit of investigation is the social life of some particular region of the earth during a certain
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Giddens’ structuration theory, which provides the major ontological schema for this 
thesis, takes the practices of knowledgeable, although not omniscient nor omnipotent, 
agents as his starting point. Likewise Williams’ life-work was devoted to a vision of 
"human sociality" and society as a "material social process" directed towards the specific 
end of understanding literature as a social-material productive activity (Williams 
1977:59).
The specific element in Giddens’ ontology that I make most use of is the concept of 
"region" which, I will argue, along with the ontology of praxis as its Archimedean 
ground, makes possible an adequate description of Madobag sociality. It also articulates 
with contemporary dissatisfaction with ‘totalizing’ or ‘essentialist’ ontologies, in which 
we are arguably witnessing the final stage in the progressive dismantling of structural- 
functionalism, the emphasis being on the first term, since functionalism as a viable 
doctrine has largely been laid to rest. These variously subject the notion o f ‘society’ or its 
microcosmic analogue, the ‘group’, to extensive critique, modifying it at the very least or 
in some cases abandoning the concept altogether in favour of more empirically sensitive 
and sophisticated conceptualizations.
Culture, Society, Action and Praxis
The core essentialist concepts, ‘culture’ and ‘society’, despite having come to serve as 
the metaphysical foundation for much of anthropology’s knowledge claims and modus 
operandi have rarely been totally above question. The appropriateness or otherwise of 
various versions of the ‘culture’ concept has a long contentious history in anthropology. 
Indeed forty years ago Bidney (1953), for example, situated his study partly in relation to 
what he perceived as the "sharp disagreement ... as to the definition and scope" of the 
culture concept, although, as was the case with the overall debate, the concept’s 
ontological validity was not at issue. Echoing Vayda’s sentiments Austin-Broos points 
out that anti-essentialist "models of culture/social life that focus on process and 
incompleteness" have indeed been in existence in one form or another for quite some 
time dating at the least from Marx (Austin-Broos 1991:123). Similarly Erikson draws 
attention to the work carried out by the Manchester school from the 1940s into the 
1960s particularly their rejection of the "dominant view of societies as bounded and
period of time. The process itself consists of an immense multitude of actions and interactions of human 
beings, acting as individuals or in combination or groups" (Radcliffe-Brown 1952:4). Process here, 
however, consists of discrete monads ie. individuals interacting in aggregates of increasing 
inclusiveness, a far cry from the mutually implicated social persons engaging in constitutive praxis, an 
argument that will be developed in full below.
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stable entities" (Erikson 1992:10). In the present, one answer to the problem has been 
the move to anti-essentialism as Vayda notes, a move which has, furthermore, been 
injected with renewed vigour in light of the deconstructionist, reflexive or 
postmodern—whatever name one might wish to call it—critique of anthropology. Unlike 
the previous debates, however, the anti-essentialist orientation undermines the very basis 
of the foundation concepts ‘culture’ and ‘society’, through reworking and, on occasion, 
abandoning them completely. Since this thesis not only relies on the perhaps dubious 
concept of praxis but also constitutes an advocation of it as the guiding light in a truly 
anti-essentialist anthropology, it is necessary to justify such a position through clarifying 
what sort of relation it may or should have in relation to the foundation concepts 
‘society’ and ‘culture’. This is in order to be able to avoid committing the same crime of 
unreflexive reification upon my data that I have condemned in chapter one.
As a concept integral to the discipline, ‘culture’ in the American tradition displays, in the 
hands of different exponents, both holistic and individuating aspects, which are however 
subordinate, in the last instance, to the totalizing gaze. It is always a ‘culture’ or a 
‘society’ that grounds the analysis. In its individuating aspects the role of the individual 
in relation to some sort of cultural whole whether explicit or implied comes to the fore. 
Thus in Boas’ later writings, for example, the individual is the bearer of elemental 
cultural traits which, as an aggregate, make up, or metonymically invoke, on a theoretical 
level, a whole. At its core the problem is one of the relation of the individual as 
transcendental ego to the social or cultural collectivity. A common solution to the 
problem has been to foreground culture as ‘process’, ‘activity’, or ‘action’ and affirm the 
individual as a "self-determining, active agent, who is [nonetheless] affected by cultural 
products and patterns" Bidney (1953:33). This is Bidney’s favoured solution to the 
problem, an approach commonly known as ‘action’ theory. Interestingly enough, this has 
been a characteristic of the recent debates. On one side there are those whose solutions 
range between mild qualification and substantial modification of the ‘culture/society’ 
concepts. On the other there are those who reject both concepts and instead employ 
alternative organizing principles coming out of their own ethnographic experiences. I 
intend to look briefly at several such arguments in order to firstly situate my own 
approach, and secondly to ground the praxis ontology in relation to the eternally 
problematic issues o f ‘culture’, ‘society’, and ‘the individual’, arguing that the problems 
stem from continued reliance on a subject-object dichotomy.
In the European tradition, argues Goody, articulating the long established dichotomy 
between the Anglo-Continental sociological bias and the American cultural bias, there is 
no arbitrary division of the social and the cultural. The latter is rather subsumed within 
the former (Goody 1993:11). In general agreement with the irreducibility of the social in
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European theorizing, Wolf (1988) has, nonetheless, attacked the ‘society’ concept, a 
critique specifically aimed at its essentialist, harmonizing tendencies. Wolf argues that 
"social patterns always occur in the multiform plural and are constructed in the course of 
historical interchanges ... over time, not in some Platonic realm assumed apriori" (Wolf 
1988:757), an approach that has come out of his work on the nexus between indigenous 
peoples and the machinations of the capitalist colonial powers, where traditional notions 
of bounded static societies or cultures are at best a hindrance. He goes on to extol the 
virtues of looking at social life in
flexible and open-ended ways, relationally—in terms of relations engendered, constructed, 
expanded, abrogated; in terms of intersects and overlaps, rather than in terms of solid, 
bounded, homogenous entities that perdure without question and without change (Wolf 
1988:759).
But Wolf falls short of extending his critique to a consideration of how these 
observations might lead to practical theoretical innovation apart from a world-systems 
approach.
Barth has, for most of his career, disparaged the notions of both ‘society’ and ‘culture’, a 
dissatisfaction which has led to recent new theoretical innovations. His contention is that 
these concepts are "fundamentally stamped with the questionable assertions of holism 
and integration" since, among other things, they "celebrate the connectedness of 
disparate institutions" and the "sharing of premises, values and experiences within a 
community" (Barth, 1989:120), assertions of dubious veracity. As a remedy he proposes 
seeing "major patterns of culture" as being the "results of particular social processes" 
(Barth, 1989:123). Here the "multiplicity, inconsistency and contentiousness" that 
constitutes a culture which manifests itself in a "multiplicity of partial and interfering 
patterns, asserting themselves to varying degrees in various fields and localities", should 
be the focus of analysis (Barth, 1989:128). However, demonstrating the difficulty in 
discarding deeply entrenched anthropological ontologies, in effect Barth’s ‘culture’, 
which is ‘Bali’ in his specific ethnographic case-study, is divided up into " “streams” of 
cultural traditions ... each exhibiting an empirical clustering of certain elements" which 
endure over time and can be expected to "mingle in the life of the local and regional 
populations" (Barth, 1989:130). In effect Barth divides the pie that is Bali into 5 slices or 
units of praxis. "Actors" "positioned", partially or otherwise within these "streams", are 
still the carriers of Balinese culture as it is ‘distributed’ amongst them in the "streams" 
(Barth, 1989:137). As the argument unfolds it is clear that these "streams" are in effect 
shadowy stand-ins for a more traditional notion of corporate groups constituted by 
Radcliffe-Brownian (1952:4) "process", since each stream can be thought to engage in 
"boundary maintenance", effecting coherence and closure. This indicates that he is still
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working within a holistic paradigm reifying the individual and his/her society in which an 
adequate conceptualization of social praxis has no place, since it stands logically opposed 
to doctrines espousing holism and individualism.
Goody has recently scrutinized the culture concept noting its "rocky history" and the 
various attempts over the years to clarify problems by many commentators and theorists. 
Consistent both with much recent analysis, and with the themes of a long standing 
debate— in so far as he has the Geertzian, and very American, distinction between 
cultural symbols and social action in his sights— Goody doubts that it is possible to 
distinguish between "social structure" conceived as interactive behaviour on the one 
hand, and culture as a consistent system of beliefs, values and symbols on the other 
(Goody 1993:10). He agrees with this distinction if it is employed heuristically as a 
strategy which must be accompanied by an awareness that such symbols, values and 
beliefs are "intrinsic" to "social action". Thus culture should be seen as the "content of 
social relations not as some distinct entity" in itself (Goody 1993 :11). Therefore, Goody 
argues, it is unwise to attribute a spurious homogeneity or holism to a "given socio­
cultural system" (Goody 1993:23). However, he nevertheless views culture as useful if it 
is given the role of a "vague pointer in the direction of the more generalized aspects of 
the behaviour of a particular human group, indicating paths that might be trodden, might 
be explored, rather than established domains already staked out" (Goody 1993:19). 
Although, strictly speaking "it is not something about which one can have a theory", it is 
possible to have a theory about "particular" and bounded "clusters of ways and products 
of thinking and acting" (Goody 1993:30). His final solution is to proceed with an 
awareness of the potential differentiation within a "given socio-cultural system": "we need 
to be fully conscious of the varying boundaries, not so much of a culture but of cultural 
practices. A recognition of these features might make us wary of simplistic notions of 
cultural homogeneity" (Goody 1993:18). This specifically involves an awareness of the 
"internal domains" of the system, "religious, political, interpersonal" as well as the "local 
boundaries between adjacent social groups and individuals, boundaries that differ for 
different kinds of social action" (Goody 1993:23). We could, thus, expect "simpler 
societies" to be "relatively undifferentiated", the Nuer and the Tallensi for example 
(Goody 1993:23; 14). Similarly to Barth, Goody has responded to the inadequacies of the 
culture concept through stressing the primacy of social action. For both, societies or 
cultures consisting of the actions of individuals are, a priori, ontologically homogenous 
until empirical circumstances demonstrate otherwise (unlikely given the closure of the 
theory4).
4 cf. the discussion of de Josselin de Jong’s approach in chapter one.
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Erikson, working in what he terms an "unbounded social system"5 lauds both the fusing 
of Continental and British anthropological methodology into a synthesis between 
totalizing and individualizing perspectives—Bourdieu’s work for example—as well as 
the ‘struggle’ to "conceptualize society and culture as unbounded systems and never 
ending process" (Erikson, 1992:6-7).
On the one hand he contends that "Society ... should not be conceptualized as a noun, 
but as a predicate, as an aspect of, and as a condition for, meaningful interaction" 
(Erikson, 1992:7). Furthermore, "Both society and culture are dual phenomena in that 
they are accumulated results of on-going action ami necessary conditions for action to be 
meaningful; they are not things, and they change" (Erikson, 1992:7). On an even par with 
‘society’ is ‘culture’, which can be understood in two ways. In the first, analytical sense, 
it refers to "a shared idiom for discourse, an inventory of ways of communicating and 
solving tasks" (Erikson, 1992:7). In the second, "reified", more general sense it can be 
conceptualized as "humanly created, transmitted and distributed capabilities for 
communication and agency" (Erikson, 1992:8). Since, quite rightly, " “cultures” 
demonstrably cannot be spatially and socially delimited in an unambiguous way, the 
reification suggested by its pluralization becomes problematic"—there are no cultures in 
the plural. (Erikson, 1992:8). But there is Culture in the singular as per the second 
definition—if one does not pluralize6 it the boundaries disappear. However, it is not long 
before the meta-theory becomes explicit and we are informed that "societal wholes may 
be seen as integrated systems of interaction and symbolization". Whilst "they are also 
segregated and internally diversified" the central issue is, nevertheless, the familiar 
problem of the "relationship between social interaction and cultural integration" 
(Erikson, 1992:22-23). Indeed the central problem concerns "cultural integration". The 
achievement of this is the "underlying unity" making such a society viable in so far as it 
solves the classically Durkheimian problem of ‘order’ in its capacity as "the totality of 
rules and symbols adequate for a particular kind of... encounter to be meaningful to both 
parties involved" (Erikson, 1992:11). Culture in this view seems to satisfy, on some deep 
level, a functional prerequisite for integration and order so as to prevent "a possible 
schism between social reality and cultural models" of the kind that Geertz (1959) 
purportedly encountered in his Javanese case study. Although Erikson takes an overtly 
anti-essentialist line in which the notion of social process figures highly, as with Barth 
and Goody, this is ultimately subordinated to a atavistic holism grounding his approach.
5 Most of the approaches eschewing essentialist methodologies are in fact dealing with "complex" social 
contexts, usually an urban centre where the application of traditional models to non-traditional research 
situations could be viewed as essential before any comprehension could be reached. However, it could be 
argued that it is an a priori essentializing methodology that demands a "non-complex" traditional 
research situation to be an homogenous and integrated whole.
6 This can be traced back through Boas (cf. Stocking 1968:203) to Tylor (1871 1:5) (Ingold 1986:33).
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Mintz (1982), on a similar although slightly different tack has argued, with help from a 
heterogenous assortment of influences including Geertz, Wolf, and E.P. Thompson, that 
societies or organized groups exhibiting continuity through time do not each possess 
their distinctive cultures, ‘culture’ being defined as their "distinctive way of life" (Mintz 
1982:505) or, more specifically, "behaviour mediating symbols" (Mintz 1982:512). 
Analysts should, therefore, realize
that “ culture” and “ society” , though separable conceptually and usefully so, are neither 
perfectly coherent in themselves nor necessarily congruent with each other; and that actors 
in a single system may employ variant but equally acceptable cultural forms in the course 
of social maneuver (Mintz 1982:509).
On the one hand is the actor who acts through and with recourse to, on the other, the 
historically given socio-cultural "code" which is, however, never "ironclad" since there 
exist "choices and alternatives ... including the choice of not acting" and which comes to 
be "played out in various permutations although ultimately subject to external 
conditions" (Mintz 1982:511).
Beyond ‘Culture’: Action, Postmodernism, and Praxis
Process is an important concern for all of these theorists in their varying responses to 
perceived inadequacies with the concepts of ‘society’ and ‘culture’. However this 
process is constituted by ‘individuals’ whose relation to their ‘society’ or their ‘culture’ 
is that between element and aggregate, and even the individual in opposition to the 
aggregate where it assumes some superorganic form. The individuals who take part in 
action are actors, not decentred (Giddens 1979:38) selves (re)making themselves and 
being (re)made in social praxis, as distinct from social action or process understood in 
the Radcliffe-Brownian sense. The actor is a transcendental self,7 a ghost housed within 
the machine that is the corporeal body, who engages in action, whereas the agent is an 
embedded, contextualized self, a "person" in Ingold’s (1986) formulation. These selves 
make themselves and are remade in praxis, a perspective dissolving the 
individual/society-culture dichotomy and therefore presenting new possibilities for fresh 
substantive insights.
7 This perspective is explicit in Barth's (1987) Cosmologies in the making: A Generative Approach to 
Cultural Variation in Inner New Guinea, where the reproduction of ritual depends entirely on specific 
elderly (male) individuals who produce the template in their capacities as individuals carrying the 
knowledge without which the ritual could not go ahead. These acting individuals are not the decentred 
selves we encounter embedded, created and reproduced within praxis.
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The ‘postmodern’ critique of anthropology, stemming largely from the now widely 
quoted seminal works by Clifford and Marcus (1986) and Marcus and Fischer (1986), 
adds another dimension to the contemporary critique of the ‘culture’ concept. A 
foundation theme is that "Cultures are not scientific “ objects” ... Culture and our views 
of “ it” , are produced historically..."(Clifford 1986:18), inscribed, ossified, and reified in 
writers’ accounts. ‘Culture’, furthermore, cannot be viewed as a "unified corpus of 
symbols and meanings that can be definitely interpreted" (Clifford 1986:19), a view 
realizing the full implications of the long standing phenomenological critique of 
positivism (cf. Merleau-Ponty 1989[ 1962];333). But as Austin-Broos points out, 
commenting on the critique of anthropology at the hands of James Clifford (1988) in his 
The Predicament o f Culture, the predicament has been engendered not so much through 
problems with the concept of ‘culture’ and an anthropological practice which produces 
"serious fictions", but with an "anthropology which has come to lean far too heavily on a 
certain style of totalizing model . . ." (Austin-Broos, 1991:121). However, the critique is 
cogent and one that must be addressed.
Abu-Lughod (1992:147) accepts the postmodern critique of the culture concept, 
"shadowed" as it is by "coherence, timelessness, and discreteness", outlining three 
interested theoretical-cum-literary strategies which, she argues, have been formulated as 
a means to overcome these shortcomings: (1) a focus on practice and discourse (2) a 
focus on the historical, political, and economic relationship of the anthropologist to the 
people amongst whom he or she worked (3) the writing of detailed " “ethnographies of 
the particular” " (148-149). This third option is the one she herself advocates. The 
postmodern turn in ethnography, in response to its own critique, has adopted strategies 
that fall within the second category, strategies however which, contrary to the central 
philosophical aim, tend to bracket the historical, political and economic context, and zero 
in on the Self, the solipsism so much a part of this strategy, making objective knowledge 
irrelevant (eg. Dwyer 1982). Subjective knowledge is the goal, objective knowledge 
constituting an unattainable ideal.
Whilst sympathetic to each of the three strategies identified by Abu-Lughod, my own 
approach has most in common with the first and, to a lesser degree, the third, modifying 
it however to emphasize the role of praxis and the decentred self as ontologically prior 
which provide the foundations for an alternative. This is in accord with Austin-Broos’s 
sentiments and Carrier’s (1992:14-15) comment that the task is to overcome the 
essentialization that is at the heart of the ‘culture’ and ‘society’ concepts. But the 
question remains. What role should these concepts play in the present work? Retaining 
either immediately involves dragging along much baggage that, as metaphors, they tend
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to evoke— notions of holism, coherence integration, stasis, determinism, and idealism 
(very pronounced for the ‘culture’ concept).
Ingold considers process as practice to be a key concept in his attempt to craft a more 
adequate social ontology, an important part of which is the thesis of the decentred self or 
"person" as distinct from the transcendental individual (Ingold 1986:107). Rejecting the 
idea of cultures in the plural, each culture with its selection of individuals, each the 
bearer of cultural traits enabling them to operate in the social world, Ingold invokes a 
reworked culture concept, culture in the singular, in the spirit of Tylor’s original holistic 
intent. However, this must be seen as a "continuous process", the process of "social life" 
(Ingold 1986:66; 118), culture being the "vehicle" for its conduct (257). Echoing Giddens 
(although citing Salzman 1981), Ingold argues that the "rules and regulations of which 
culture consists" can be considered not as constraining but as "enabling" (257). This 
grounds Ingold’s commitment to creativity as the essence of the process wherein persons 
create themselves as they create others within ongoing activity (174). But having come 
so far, along with Gardner (1988:59) we might ask what role is there left for a ‘culture’ 
concept? There would simply appear to be no need for it. Why not just acknowledge that 
"practices have temporal depth and spatial dimensions in the topology of social life" 
(Gardner 1988:60) and abandon ‘culture’ as a concept altogether, since recourse to it 
even as a "handy term to designate common practices of a group of persons" does not 
obviate the ever present possibility of reification.8 I more or less agree with the strategy 
that regards ‘culture’ in this light. However, in view of the problematic nature of the 
concept which is intensified in the ‘Mentawai’ context, where any sort of 
juxtapositioning o f ‘culture’ with ‘Mentawai’ guarantees reification, I have opted to drop 
it altogether. The alternatives ‘Rereiket culture or society’, ‘Madobag culture or society’ 
also guarantee reification, even if served up with a caveat that ‘culture’ or ‘society’ here 
should be understood as referring to a circumscribed field of practices and not as a 
homogenous ‘thing’.
Regions and Locales
Giddens’ structuration theory has no problems with the culture concept as it has no place 
for it whatsoever. Indeed, in a recently published undergraduate textbook looking at 
‘culture’ from a sociological viewpoint, Giddens rates not a mention, even in the section 
dealing with defining culture and within that the subsection on "the Question of Structure
8 Not that this danger can ever be fully avoided. As Carrier (1992:14-15) suggests, ethnography as 
description and analysis will always entail some unavoidable degree of essentialization as a function of 
language.
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versus Agency" (Hall & Neitz 1993:15). Despite this, there is an intricate and vitally 
important, albeit implicit, part for culture’s cognate concept ‘meaning’. To apply 
structuration theory in an anthropological context, or more specifically this 
anthropological context, requires reinstating meaning as a tenet a little more explicitly 
than Giddens does. This is achieved by recognising that praxis is meaningful in all its 
forms and manifestations: the meaningful production and reproduction of human projects 
within the on-going flow of sociality that is the existential given, from the decentred 
subject’s viewpoint, and the ontological given from the analyst’s viewpoint.
Structuration theory, tendered as a counter to, on the one hand, the "imperialism of the 
subject", characteristic of interpretive and micro-sociological approaches, and, on the 
other, the "imperialism of the social object" characteristic of structuralist and macro- 
sociological approaches, is based on the axiom that social life is an ongoing, ceaselessly 
changing matrix of meaningful activity within and through time-space. Consistent with 
the ontological priority of praxis that is at the basis of this theory, the aim is to privilege 
"neither the experience of the individual actor, nor the existence of any form of societal 
totality, but social practices ordered across time and space" which, following Giddens, I 
prefer to simply refer to as ‘time-space’ (Giddens 1984:2). The regularized meaningful 
activities (praxis) produced by (decentred) agents can be understood through a revised 
conception of structure. Forms of praxis can be conceived, heuristically, to consist in 
‘bound’ time-space effected through "structuring properties" which "make it possible for 
discernibly similar social practices to exist across varying spans of time and space and 
which lend them systemic form". This "structure exists, as time-space presence, only in 
its instantiations in such practices and memory traces orienting the conduct of 
knowledgeable human agents", and forms both the means through which activities (and 
institutions) are produced and reproduced as well as the outcome of such activities which 
in turn make it possible, as the means, for such activities to initially take place (Giddens 
1984:17). Structure is specifically manifest through agents’ recourse to "rules and 
resources".9 Agents are knowledgeable in that they routinely monitor both their own 
activities as well as the social and physical characteristics of the environments in which 
they move. Such knowledge in the form of a "practical consciousness" is manifest in day- 
to-day life which can be conceived of as a "flow of intentional action". Nevertheless 
agents can also discursively articulate the "grounds of their activity" (Giddens 1984:5).
9 Rules are "techniques or generalized procedures applied in the enactment/reproduction of social 
practices" (Giddens 1984:21). Resources are of two types, allocative and authoritative. Allocative 
resources are "capabilities" or specifically "forms of transformative capacity" (ie. power, to be 
understood as the ability to ‘make a difference’ in the world) giving agents who, in certain contexts, 
possess such capabilities "command over objects, goods or material phenomena". Authoritative resources 
involve "transformative capacity" or the capability to ‘make a difference’ in respect of other agents 
(Giddens 1984:33).
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But agents, of course, are not the monadic individuals we encounter in "action" theory 
since agents are mutually implicated in each other’s designs, plans and strategies. These 
activities, however, have "unintended consequences [which] may feed back to be the 
unacknowledged conditions of further acts" (Giddens 1984:8), which in turn have 
consequences for already existing, or serve to facilitate, differential capabilities to ‘make 
a difference’, that is, to exercise power, in the world. These conditions may not be 
discursively recognised by agents even though they may be implicated in their practices 
on the level of practical consciousness.
Through placing praxis at the ontological centre of structuration theory, Giddens has 
cleared the way to abandon the core concepts o f ‘society’, ‘culture’, and the ‘individual’ 
along with all their attendant difficulties we encountered in the last chapter. The study of 
social life can be carried out in the most specific contexts (eg. ethnomethodological 
studies) or the most broad, in which the systemic and "deeply embedded" nature of 
practices becomes the focus for enquiry. What are designated as ‘social’ or ‘cultural’ 
systems in most of the reifying discources comprising social science are better 
conceptualized, not as ‘things’, but as decentred entities comprised of social activities 
reproduced by decentred subjects (persons) across varying spans o f  time-space. This 
provides a fresh starting-point for the study of "Mentawai" and, arguably "Indonesia" as 
a ‘field of ethnological study’.10
The specific aspects of structuration directly relevant to this thesis are the concepts of 
region and locale which obviate the need to return to any notion of a ‘society’. This is an 
interpretation, as well as an extension, of these concepts which refer to similar yet 
divergent phenomena. However, together, they tend to present an image of a social 
world already in existence rather than one (re)produced in practice, so going against the
10 Giddens, however, demonstrates tendencies towards latent essentialization where he goes on to 
develop these ideas, putting forward a decentred view of societies based on his very abstract "structural 
principles" which refer to "[principles of organization of societal totalities; factors involved in the 
overall institutional alignment of a society of type of society" (Giddens 1984:376). Identification of these 
principles leads to identification of discrete "societies" or "social systems which stand out in bas-relief 
from a background of a range of other systemic relationships in which they are embedded. They stand 
out because definite structural principles serve to produce a specifiable overall ‘clustering of institutions’ 
across time and space. Such a clustering is the first and most basic identifying feature of a society" 
although it is not the only one. Others, include an "association between the social system and specific 
locale or territory" which need not be "necessarily fixed areas"; "the existence of normative elements 
that involve laying claim to the legitimate occupation of the locale"; the existence among society 
members "of feelings that they have some sort of common identity, however that might be expressed or 
revealed ... manifest in both practical and discursive consciousness" whether or not they agree as to the 
specific nature of that identity (Giddens 1984:164-165). An application of these principles would result 
in a distortion and reduction of the value of a practice approach, especially in the Madobag context 
where, according to these principles each suku (descent group) constitutes a ‘society’, an absurd notion. 
We would be back to analyst bias: emphasis on difference would produce discreet groupings; emphasis 
on sameness would obliterate complexity. Social reality does not avail itself of such totalization.
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dynamic spirit of sociality as it is theorized in structuration theory. Indeed Giddens’ 
characterizations o f locale, region, and society exhibit tendencies toward latent 
essentialization.
A locale refers to the actual material features, human artefacts for example, constituting 
a "setting" which agents incorporate into their praxis (118). Giddens describes the locale 
as a "physical region" possessing "definite boundaries" within which certain practices are 
concentrated (375). A locale may be a "room in a house, a street-corner, the shop-floor 
of a factory", a town or a city, or even the "territorially demarcated areas occupied by 
nation-states" (118). Giddens uses the term ‘locale’ rather than ‘place’ since the 
"properties" characteristic of "settings" are put to use by agents as they carry on their 
activities in time-space (119), giving the impression that these are not simply inert givens, 
although they do take on the characteristics of givens.
A region, similarly, is not just a point or place in space but constitutes the creation or 
production of a specific time-space ‘zone’ through "routinized social practices" (119) 
which bind time-space systemically on a specific scale.11 Agents produce these time- 
space zones through engaging in ‘bundles’ of practices, "definite time-space locations 
within bounded regions" (112). A house, as a locale, can be conceived to be divided into 
various regions, rooms of the house for example since these constitute different time- 
space zones. They are used at different times of the day and the night for different 
activities (119). A school is a locale since it has "definite physical characteristics". We 
find within it contexts or constellations of praxis distributed across time-space marking 
out the "contextuality of the regions" that constitute it (135).
Each concept emphasizes aspects of the ‘binding’ of time-space brought about in praxis. 
A region could be characterized as a bracketing of the praxical aspects of a specific 
locale, which, when bracketed from the practices that occur in and around it (which 
constitute the region), takes on the air of an inert thing. This results from describing the 
locale as a singular ‘thing’ since this puts it into the same category as a region. Apart 
from this the locale is depicted as consisting of physical attributes in space. Thus a locale 
is essentially a "frozen backdrop" for the practices which constitute a region even though 
these are part of the region through being drawn upon in praxis (Pred 1990:126).12 The 
production and reproduction of spaces is unanalysed (Urry 1991:168). But, if central to 
the notion of a region is the "structuration of social conduct across time-space" which 
can "extend widely in space and deeply in time" (122) and, conversely, be limited in its
11 On this point I must note that in order to emphasize the contingent being-in-the-world nature of the 
region, Giddens in referring to a region uses the concept regionalization, rather than ‘region’ per se.
12 This is possibly a reflection of Giddens' general emphasis on time and history to the detriment of 
space (Soja 1989:143).
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spatial distribution and be temporally transitory, then the concept of a locale introduces 
unnecessary complexity and confusion into the analysis especially since a region and a 
locale can be technically identical, a room of a house for example (room as locale p. 118; 
room as region p. 119). The object is to focus on describing the creation and 
reproduction of time-space contexts which can be automatically assumed to involve the 
physical material milieu that are implicated in a region. It is, henceforth, in this sense that 
I apply the concept o f ‘region’.
This idea is central to Lefebvre’s definition of what he terms "social/spatial practice" 
where analysis shifts from "things in space to the actual production o f space" (Lefebvre 
1991:37). This space is "constituted neither by a collection of things or an aggregate of 
(sensory) data, nor by a void packed like a parcel with various contents ... [I]t is 
irreducible to a ‘form’ imposed upon phenomena, upon things, upon physical materiality" 
(Lefebvre 1991:27), the impression that Giddens gives in his characterization of space as 
region and space as locale which preserves a subject object dichotomy by implicitly re­
centring the subject13— individuals interacting with other individuals and objects in their 
environments. This can be avoided by recognizing that space is "neither subject nor 
object" (Lefebvre 1991:92). It is "simultaneously, both a field of action (offering its 
extension to the deployment of projects and practical intentions) and a basis of action (a 
set of places whence energies derive and whither energies are directed)"— it is "at once 
actual (given) and potential (locus of possibility)" (Lefebvre 1991:191). This works 
through the concept, not of the ‘individual’ who interacts with others or with things, nor 
even the agent, but the "intelligent body" (Lefebvre 1991:174), to be understood not as a 
passive participant or object within a space but a ‘becoming’ which actively produces 
that space, deploys its projects and intentions which are part of the production of that 
space and which are in turn made possible through the horizon of possibilities objectified 
as objective social reality in that space. Such space or spaces are objective, as long as we 
understand this objectively as social in its being and existing "only for activity" (Lefebvre 
1991:191).
Suku, Centres and Regions
Henceforth where I refer to ‘region’ or ‘regions’ these should be understood in Giddens’ 
structuration sense, as zones o f bound time-space. A region is not a thing, an existential
13 Wagner (1993:149) argues that Giddens's subject reproduces Heidegger's ultimately solipsist Dasein 
and requires being replaced with Alssein, “Being-as”, thus fulfilling Giddens' fundamental project which 
is the question not of "“how social systems bind time and space.” Instead, one has to start from the level 
of the de-centred subjects and show “how form occurs in social relations” (Giddens 1981:30)."
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entity with a centre, (its penultimate defining characteristic) but a constructed space. But 
then how, and by what criteria, do we identify a region? Because of its nature as a 
system of signs, language essentializes through labelling practices. It creates the illusion 
of a centre where in practical (praxical) reality no centres exist. What reality then do 
things like uma (House), suku, or Madobag itself as a village have since these are things 
that it would seem people refer to everyday, and if taken at face value would be easy to 
reify into substantial realities in their own right? Is an uma or a suku a (descent) ‘group’; 
what status does Madobag have as a village? A step in the right direction is to conceive 
of these as regions, as significant contexts of ‘bound’ time-space in their own right, 
without conferring on them the status of things.
Wagner’s (1974) deliberations over whether or not there are social ‘groups’ in the New 
Guinea Highlands are of assistance here. Among the Daribi, Wagner came across usages 
such as Weriai, Kurube, and Noru. But instead of automatically attempting to discover 
whether these ‘groups’ are ‘clans’ or ‘tribes’, Wagner argues that such usages must be 
seen in terms of categorical distinctions deployed in sociality:
Drawing boundaries by creating contrasts has the effect of eliciting groups as a sort of 
general context of one’s expression, alluding to them indirectly rather than consciously 
organizing or participating in them.
The most important distinction in this ethnographic context is that between pagebidi, 
wife/child-givers (or those who are ‘compensated’), and be’bidi, wife/child-takers (or 
those who ‘compensate’) which is substantiated through a "differentiating exchange" that 
takes place between them (Wagner 1974:108). This finds concrete affirmation at a 
deeper level where "the explicit distinction drawn in any exchange is one between those 
who share meat or other wealth and those who exchange meat or wealth" (Wagner 
1974:110). Names allude to and thereby " “elicit” social collectivities" whereas 
"exchanges elicit specific instances" of the same (Wagner 1974:111). The point is that 
they do not ‘refer’ to an existing social fact. The old structural-functional problem of 
order, solved through the integration of (corporate) ‘groups’ into the social, corporate 
whole is not relevant since persons order themselves and their collectivities as they go 
along.14 Nor is this merely an example of a group being mistaken for a category. On the 
contrary, central to this perspective is the idea that words and concepts such as pagebidi, 
be’bidi, and suku or uma for that matter, do not simply reflect (social) reality but play an 
active role in its creation and reproduction.
Given this, before we move on to substantive issues, we need to give a little more 
consideration to an important foundation stone of an adequate theory of practice: the
14 Yet not under conditions completely of their own choosing.
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distinction between discursive consciousness and practical consciousness. This is in order 
to better relate Wagner’s thesis to a practice perspective since, in the interests of not 
misrepresenting his project, he is by no means a practice theorist. What Wagner’s thesis 
problematizes for a theory of practice is the relationship between concepts and the social 
world.
A theory of practice presents a problem for the participant observer whose aim is to 
understand practices, and who, in doing so, objectifies them in a discursive text. Because 
informants’ reflections upon their practices are purely conceptual, the analyst, in relation 
to a specific event or circumstance he or she is enquiring about, must distinguish between 
an informant’s reflexive monitoring of conduct as reproduced for the analyst, and the 
ideal, and therefore ideological, elements in an informant’s exegesis. These present an 
ideal scenario, what ought to have happened in a particular situation and thus in the 
general category of practices alluded to by a concept, rather than what did actually occur 
and why. The question is how representative of the reflexive monitoring of conduct is the 
informants representation of it? I suggest that the reality of human sociality is to be 
found in the interplay between discursive representational consciousness, what the basic 
concepts are and what they mean, and practical consciousness, the concept in action, the 
mode within which humans spend most of their waking hours. The analyst cannot take as 
reality the former since sociality is much more than its representation by observers or 
participants in it, not least because of the unintended consequences of practices that 
escape intentional representation. But nor is reality to be found in the latter since 
practices do not speak for themselves outside the discursive context itself as a praxical 
event. Thus we are left with the task matching discursive representations with the 
activities within which they are implicated.
I propose, then, that the indigenous concepts presented in this thesis, and indeed such 
concepts generally can be considered vehicles for, as well as models of, rather than 
strictly models, for and of, social reality, in their capacity as discursive representations of 
practical consciousness. This work, then, is an attempt at showing how these are 
employed to create a world in practice and is therefore oriented away from presenting 
these concepts as pure idealities, as a ‘world-view’, although this is necessarily still an 
important part vis-a-vis the need to produce, here, a discursive account. 
Methodologically the problem is to strike a balance between the two aspects of human 
praxis: to account for practical consciousness by means of agents’ representations of it, 
whilst remaining alert to the ideological aspects of such representations. The task is to 
avoid reifying the discursive what ‘is’ into a coherent systemic world-view, whilst 
keeping a careful look-out for the ideological ‘based on what “is”, this is what usually
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(“ought” to) happens’ . 15 Throughout the rest of this thesis I use ‘formal’ to indicate that 
an idea or conception is a product of discursive consciousness, in contrast to the lived 
immediacy of the ‘informal’ concept-in-action, characterizing practical consciousness.
Kinship?: Uma, Clans, and Descent Groups
In the previous section I have outlined an alternative ontology furnishing a starting point 
from which it is possible to gain a better understanding of social forms, or specific 
constellations of practical activity constituting various regions, as they operate in 
Madobag. It also provides a new basis upon which to build a more appropriate 
ethnographic relationship to the Mentawai islands. This approach entails looking at the 
Mentawai islands as a series of—heterogenous or otherwise, whatever the case may 
be—regions, but which when considered as a whole have more in common with each 
other than with other adjacent and cross-cutting regions: the Minangkabau highlands, the 
Pesisir, or the Pariaman district or further afield to Nias and the Batak areas16.
This study, then, takes as its object a circumscribed field of practices carried out in 
particular time-space contexts by agents in the community known as Madobag, one 
dusun in the district named after the river which flows through it, the Rereiket. The 
Rereiket can be conceived as one district among several across Siberut each similarly 
containing its several dusun. Siberut is one island among four which collectively form the 
Mentawai islands. Hence the study focuses first and foremost on these practices. But in 
order to situate it within a wider context I have indicated this as being the Rereiket which 
in turn has a definite relation to the other islands. Madobag can be considered to be a 
region constituted by regions itself: the uma (House) as a region; the church/balai as a 
region on Sunday, and as a meeting region at other times; the various sapou as regions; 
each of the local shops as a region and so forth. This thesis takes as its primary focus, the 
nature o f uma as regions but this is not to say that this is purely a ‘kinship’ society. The 
point of the exercise is to promote a view of Madobag as a multi-centred community 
embedded within the Rereiket region and indeed connected with regions beyond, in a 
complex of sociality. Uma, along with the other regional contexts, are not to be 
understood as ‘things’, as beings-in-themselves, even though people do refer to them as
15 And we must always be aware that each discursive context itself consists of the interplay of practical 
and discursive moments. This means that these are themselves subject to ideological representation just 
as this representation has its practical and purely discursive elements.
16 It must also be acknowledged that in many respects these will have much in common when viewed in 
terms as regional variants of transnational and trans-provincial state economic practices.
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if they are, but as ‘nodes’ (Soja 1989) or ‘bundles’ of praxis, differentially implicated in 
the production of this sociality.
The substantive focus of this thesis could be said to constitute then, a study of ‘kinship’ 
in the form of the sukii and the utna and the relation between them. However, the 
concept requires substantial qualification in light of a practice centred approach, wary of 
recourse to avoidable essentialization.
Rethinking Kinship
In line with Vayda’s perceived anti-essentialist trends, Schneider (1984) has recently 
made a concerted effort at deconstructing the kinship concept, arguing that this is better 
understood and used as an heuristic, analytic construct and should not, a priori, be 
assumed to constitute the fundamentally important, even defining characteristic, of the 
societies studied by anthropologists. He characterizes kinship as it has been traditionally 
defined (more o f an implicit, practical definition than a discursively espoused doctrine) 
and pursued as a "network of ties of a distinctive, additive sort, a system of ties built on 
the relative products of the primary relations" (Schneider 1984:43) ie. the genealogy. Of 
course, the genealogy is a statement not of biological, but of social relations. A 
genealogy records the social mother and father along with the social brothers and sisters 
etc. However, Schneider argues, a genealogy is inconceivable without the "model of the 
pedigree". A social mother or a social father is based on the "social value and meaning 
which is attached to, and takes its reference from, the presumption of relations arising 
directly or indirectly out of human reproduction, of conception, creation, gestation and 
parturition" (Schneider 1984:55). Orthodox kinship is based upon the notion that this 
network of ties is drawn upon by all societies differentially depending on what particular 
type of kinship system they have.
In publications in the 1950s and 1960s, Schneider explained Yap society as based on the 
orthodox kinship notion o f the patriline identified as the tabinau. Schneider originally 
interpreted this as based on the citamangen-fak relationship, in which those who are 
father, father’s brothers, or father’s male patriparallel cousins are citamangen—the 
children of citamangen are their fa k , the relation between them being based on the social 
recognition o f the biological link (Schneider 1984:12). The most important function that 
Schneider considered the tabinau to perform was the delegation and regulation of land 
ownership, and in this it could be described as a land holding corporation (Schneider 
1984:13). In terms of orthodox lineage theory, the men are agnates; they hold together
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as a corporation and act in concert as a bloc because they are kinsmen (Schneider 
1984:19).
Repudiating this analysis in his critique, Schneider reinterprets his Yap data noting that if 
the tabinau concept is approached from a viewpoint focusing upon those aspects of it 
that do not fit in with orthodox patrilineal ideology, it becomes clear that tabinau as a 
concept is polyvalent, possessing a number of meanings used in different ways in 
different contexts. The tabinau is characterized not only by an underlying unity based in 
plots of land, but also a "more or less distinctive set of personal names for both men and 
women" (Schneider 1984:21). Children of women who marry men of the tabinau are 
given these names. Now a child is not usually named until approximately five days 
following birth. But birth into the tabinau per se does not mean that one becomes a 
member. It is said, rather, that a child is ‘formed of the tabinau’ which emphasizes that 
residence and activity are the important factors in the relationship between a child and 
his/her citamangen over and above "any simple rule of recruitment by birth" (Schneider 
1984:22). A citamangen provides for his fak. A fak  helps in fishing, gardening etc. and 
obeys the citamangen. Should at any point fak  fail to do the work which earns him/her 
rights in the land of the tabinau, and through which they come to be regarded as tabinau 
members, then they can be ‘thrown away’ and lose all rights in the tabinau. The 
important point here is that these terms are not referring to relationships in which people 
are defined by inherent attributes—these are not states of being but states of doing. 
Citamangen and fak  define and redefine themselves through processes of work and 
exchange. If a person standing as fak  to a citamangen fails to carry out the proper duties 
and someone who pleases the citamangen or land holder by carrying out the prescribed 
duties (ie. assumes the fa k  role) turns up, then the former fak  loses all rights. The 
newcomer now becomes fa k  "even where no ‘kinship’ relationship existed or exists" 
(Schneider 1984:31-33). This new fak  becomes the land holder when the current land 
holder, citamangen, becomes incompetent or dies.
The important issue that emerges from this work having implications for my own is that 
we, firstly, need to establish empirically whether or not the "fact o f engendering another 
human being" is awarded specific valency in the society (region) under study and, if so, 
to what degree. This must be treated as a hypothesis, a question to be tested empirically 
(Schneider 1984:198). Thus Schneider discovered that the tabinau as reproduced 
through the citamangen-fak relationship had nothing to do with ‘kinship’ as this is 
commonly defined and applied. The genung relationship in Yap society, however, is 
explicitly based on the idea of identity through a common ‘belly’. People apply this 
alternative method of constructing relationship through tracing their origins to a female 
ancestor. The point is that relationships in Yap are not to be viewed as simply reflexes or
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epiphenomenon of underlying, "inherent and therefore inalienable attributes" that is of 
"biogenetic relationship which is represented by one or another variant of the symbol of 
“blood” (consanguinity), or of “birth”" (Schneider 1984:72).
‘Kinship ’ on the Mentawai islands
The existing literature dealing with the uma on the Mentawai islands is unanimously 
based on the unquestioned assumed primacy of the pedigree. The uma as patriline is 
viewed as the central institution in social organization, an essentialism which has, I would 
argue, eliminated the possibility of perhaps making important insights into how uma 
function in the area.Loeb, who carried out his research on the Pagai islands, describes the 
uma as the "communal house" functioning according to the occasion as "council house, 
trophy house (for skulls collected in the hunt), reception house for visitors, dancing 
floor, and sleeping place for the men during punen, or religious celebration". Each uma 
had its several lalep (nuclear family dwelling) along with its attendant rusuk (unmarried 
couple’s dwelling) nearby. On Pagai, uma are collected into villages, each uma 
corresponding to a distinct sector or ward in the village and it was these and their 
surrounding lalep that comprised the "Mentawai social, political and religious unit" 
(Loeb 1928:409). The village never acted as a unit itself.
Despite the prominence and indeed dominance of the patriline Loeb nevertheless qualifies 
his position by pointing out that "a strong patrilineal power is lacking" in respect of 
"bride purchase" (Loeb 1928:421). Along with his observation that women own, 
outright, plots of land upon which they raise taro crops, this initiated a debate as to what 
degree the "Mentawaians" were patrilineal or matrilineal (Muensterberger 
1948)(Murdock 1949). Murdock interpreted the evidence as indicating bilaterality, but 
exhibiting the beginnings of a shift from matrilocal extended families to clan barrios 
(Murdock 1949:76). Wallace (1951) took this further, arguing that the shift was 
definitely one toward matriliny as the overriding principle, and that patrilineality only 
applies in respect of uma affiliation (Wallace 1951:372). He eventually describes the 
village as the "largest effective social unit", the uma being "essentially a patrilineal, 
patrilocal clan barrio" (Wallace 1951:374). The argument is made possible since unilineal 
descent is assumed to apply. The rest follows on. It is either patriliny, matriliny, double 
descent or cognatic, depending on your theoretical predilection.
In her extended sketch of the Pagai islands and Sipora, Nooy-Palm reports the existence 
of settlements (laggai) which are divided into two or more wards or barrios (Nooy-Palm 
1968:170-171). Each ward has a "Big House", or uma, as its focus with which is
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associated lalep and rusuk dwellings (Nooy-Palm 1968:73). As well as belonging to an 
uma, people also belong to one of twenty-five "“tribes”" or "patrilineal clans" called 
muntogat. Mun means ‘to have’, ‘to possess’, toga means ‘child’ or ‘children’. Thus a 
muntogat can be glossed as "“they who as a group of descendants belong together” or 
rather “they [the ancestors] who between them have many children”" (Nooy-Palm 
1968:199). The "kinship system" is unequivocally patrilineal, descent being traced to an 
ancestor whose name may possibly be known but who otherwise does not get any special 
veneration. The ‘tribe’ is not subject to the authority of a chief, has no "religious centre", 
no "common property or circumscribed territory, but only a common name". A village 
may consist of the descendants of different clans or ‘tribes’; likewise for an uma, its lalep 
and rusuk (Nooy-Palm 1968:199). Hence one village consists of several muntogat and 
several uma. But whereas uma are localized as to village, a muntogat is spread over 
various villages. In Nooy-Palm’s opinion the kinship terminology is Iroquois indicating in 
her view the presence of a matri-group, albeit non-manifest and un-named. Nevertheless, 
she concludes that the society "had better be classified as Dakota, a type with a clear 
patrilineal structure, but with an Iroquois cousin terminology" (Nooy-Palm 1968:205). 
At the very end of the article we learn that men form a "corporate group with the uma as 
their centre", which is also the only time the uma comes into the picture in its own right 
(Nooy-Palm 1968:236).
In Schefold’s work the uma is given a high profile although not consistently nor 
rigorously. It tends to be constructed as the background through which he pursues his 
main interest, namely ‘Mentawaian’ traditional religion, in particular how the major ritual 
event, the puliaijat, functions to increase social cohesion between groups (uma). Uma 
are important on Siberut, in contrast to the Pagai islands and Sipora since, according to 
the traditional model, there are no villages, only separate uma located just out of earshot 
of each other along the rivers. Although Schefold’s approach to social organization is 
relatively consistent, there is a significant shift between his work published in the early 
1970s and that published in the 1980s.
In an early article exploring the nature of religious change among the Sakuddei, Schefold 
describes Siberut society as being organized into exogamous "patri-clans" (uma) 
consisting of some five to ten "families" in common residence within the large pile 
dwellings also called uma, an approach relying explicitly upon precepts set out in 
Murdock’s (1949) Social Structure. Based on "half-historical, half mythical traditions" 
relating to the settling of different areas o f Siberut "particular descent groups", uma that 
is, "regard themselves as related to certain uma in other valleys and in combination with 
them constitute a sib" or sirubeiteteu (Schefold 1972-73:47). Here we have then a clan 
{uma), or a House, as a local descent unit which is in some way connected to another
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uma or other uma in a separate locale, forming a non-localized sib, the sirubeiteteu. 
However, a little further on, Schefold (1972-73:57) refers to the muntogat as a 
"patrilinear descent group", placing it on the same logical plane as the original definition 
of the uma.
In Schefold’s early writings the conceptualization of the uma as a "clan" of some five to 
ten families is consistent. But with "The Efficacious Symbol" (1982) there is a shift in 
definitions. The uma now belongs to one of the "clans that are spread over the islands" 
(Schefold 1982:126). This probably refers to the muntogat, since the "sib" {sirubeiteteu) 
does not rate another mention in any of Schefold’s other works. Henceforth the uma is 
no longer referred to as a "clan" but merely as a group of five to ten families "each 
differing in descent from its neighbours, yet related through common ancestors to 
particular uma, further along the river and in other valleys" (Schefold 1982:73). Now, 
echoing Nooy-Palm, Schefold notes that the population of Siberut as a whole "is divided 
into patrilineal clans all of which are derived from Simatalu, an area of common origin in 
the north-west of the island. There is no native appellation for these clans— some 25 in 
number—nor do they have individual names; the main factor linking the members within 
each clan is their sharing a common descent myth" (Schefold 1986:73). Yet in Speelgoed 
voor de Zielen (1979) Schefold mentions that clan members often recognize each other 
by means o f personal names, every group being "arranged around a number of names" 
which may not be used by members of other clans (Schefold 1979:97). Clans never 
manifest themselves as a whole. There is, ideally, clan exogamy, but which is only strictly 
adhered to within the uma (Schefold 1986:74).
What might have been the outcome of these analyses had an initial fundamental question 
been asked: "What is the basis, or bases, upon which social relationships are constructed? 
How do these people construct and live out their relationships?" This is somewhat unfair 
since the question simply was not possible given the dominant discourse at the time, 
grounded solidly in the genealogy as pedigree manifest in the hunt for matrilines, 
patrilines, descent groups or clans, and the classical structuralist quest for these as 
bounded groups. This is exemplified in Nooy-Palm’s insistence on the existence of a 
matri-group even though it was non-manifest and had no name— a convoluted sort of 
fetishism where we go from the name as fetish to a fetish without a name—which is also 
characteristic of Schefold’s approach. What is the relationship between the uma, the 
"sib" {sirubeiteteu), and the muntogat?
Herman Sihombing, an Indonesian academic who undertook a study tour of the islands in 
the late 1950s, reports in his 1960 monograph on rights and principles relevant to many 
aspects of social organization. His account considers several factors which could be
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considered to give alternate bases on and around which relationships are constructed. 
According to Sihombing, every family (keluarga) belongs to a "natural genealogical 
unity" called a muntogat or samuntogat (the prefix "sa" here indicating a unit), a unity, 
however, strongly focused on inheritance (Sihombing 1960:34). Actual items of 
inheritance include houses, land and gardens, large cooking pots, canoes, dishes, hand­
held fishing nets, clothing, and mosquito nets (Sihombing 1960:36). At first sight this 
looks like a classical African descent group which gains its existence and rationale 
through its functioning to apportion rights in goods and people in an orderly manner, 
thus promoting social cohesion. However, the identity of the samuntogat is to be found 
in the relationship o f people to such inherited items and thus to each other, as laid down 
in "adat", and is indeed shortly afterward defined as a "unity of inherited items" {satuan 
harta). The notion of order that follows from this is unimportant. Order is not at issue. 
"Adat" is all about correctness of procedure: adhere to the principles and all else follows. 
Nevertheless, aside from this, the analysis is one dominated by "law" (htikum) and its 
attendant formalism, ultimately based on the doctrine of the pedigree. Still, the focus on 
identity being caught up in inherited items is interesting, in light of recent theorising on 
the nature of social groups in insular Southeast Asia.
A hypothesis
Errington (1987) has found the orthodox notion of kinship wanting in her examination of 
beliefs pertaining to the birth of twins in Insular Southeast Asia. A major objective of this 
paper is a general reconceptualization of kinship groupings in the area which she divides 
into two: Eastern Indonesia and the Centrist Archipelago.
Eastern Indonesia, argues Errington, can be conceived to embrace East and West 
Nusatenggara, Tanimbar, Burn and Seram and is characterized by its asymmetric alliance 
systems. Societies consist of exogamous Houses which stand as wife-givers or wife- 
takers to each other as the case may be. These societies cast a wide variety of activities 
in dualistic forms demonstrating what Levi-Strauss has referred to as ‘concentric 
dualism’ which contrasts with what he refers to as the ‘simple’ or ‘reciprocal’ dualism of 
moiety systems (Errington 1987:404-5). Most importantly they have "multiple Houses, 
with clear boundaries and mutually distinct functions ..." (Errington 1987:405).
However, much of Insular Southeast Asia can be classified as belonging to the Centrist 
Archipelago, an expanse embracing the Malay Peninsula, Java, Borneo, the Philippines, 
Sulawesi and Halmahera. Errington terms these societies as Centrist since Houses tend 
to coincide with the whole society or are "centred on an Ego or set o f full siblings and to
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Stretch indefinitely from that centre, with no clear boundaries". Examples of the most 
hierarchical of these societies can be found in the ‘Indie States’, these being 
characterized by the aspiration to have a "single politically and symbolically hegemonic 
centre defined by Ruler, Regalia, and Court" (Errington 1987:405). The least hierarchical 
Errington terms "level" or "flat", and include hunter and gatherer bands as well as 
shifting dry rice agriculturalists, the Semai of the Malay Peninsula, the Ilongot, and the 
Iban, for example (Errington 1987:407). Much of the article is taken up demonstrating 
how the marriage systems based on Houses in Eastern Indonesia and the Centrist 
Archipelago are in fact structural transformations of each other and how the 
contradictions they face and solve as Houses are reflected in beliefs about twins. 
However, what is relevant to the present argument is Errington’s characterization of the 
House in the Centrist Archipelago.17
Errington’s thesis has its immediate origins in Levi-Strauss’ (1983) analysis of the House 
as it is found across the world. Levi-Strauss defines the House as a
corporate body holding an estate made up o f  both material and immaterial wealth, which 
perpetuates itself through the transmission o f  its name, its goods, and its titles down a real 
or imaginary line, considered legitimate as long as this continuity can express itself in the 
language o f  kinship or o f  affinity and, most often, both (Levi-Strauss 1983:174).
Through this formulation Levi-Strauss is attempting to construct a model which would 
explain the anomalies to be found in societies ranging from the Kwakiutl and the Yurok 
to those o f Medieval Europe. Contradictory principles including patriliny and matriliny, 
filiation and residence, achievement and ascription are confounded in these societies. The 
argument is that the problem is largely solved if they are viewed in terms of the principles 
contained in this definition of the House.
Nevertheless, whilst Levi-Strauss is definitely on the right track in seeing how these 
conflicting principles are reconciled by designating the House as the key to these 
societies, his formulation is grounded in notions which it was, in a sense, his project to 
avoid, and which furthermore do not make the transition to the Insular Southeast Asian 
context easily. The major problem is with the concept of a "corporate body" which 
"perpetuates itself' through the transmission of its name, goods and titles down a line, 
real or imaginary. It is a problematic image of static, reified, bounded groups brought 
undiluted from orthodox kinship theory. Errington modifies the definition beginning with 
the observation that many social formations in the Insular Southeast Asian area trace
17 Let me stress at this point that I am not persuaded by Errington's overall project. This classically 
stmcturalist Levi-Straussian division of Insular Southeast Asia into the binary opposition Centrist 
Archipelago: Eastern Indonesia is somewhat unconvincing, the examples being confined largely to the 
Iban and Luwu. Sumatra is also left out of the analysis.
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themselves to a point of origin often labelled with a word including the root pu  or f u , 
indicating cause, source, origin, root or ancestor, and embodied in living persons or 
pusaka (to use the Indonesian gloss): ‘sacred objects’ (Errington 1987:409). These are 
attended to by caretakers forming a "worship community". The main idea here is that, 
rather than struggling to fit the data into inappropriate categories like matriliny, filiation 
and so forth, it is better to regard Houses not as kinship groupings but simply as 
"worship communities unified around the pusaka they hold"—it is this that forms the 
focus of their production and reproduction.
A similar thesis has been put forward by Waterson (1990) who argues that kinship 
systems in Southeast Asia which fail to fit comfortably within conventional 
anthropological categories can be better understood if the House is viewed as the real 
focus of social organization (Waterson 1990:xviii). Problems with the analysis of these 
systems can be largely cleared up if they are looked upon as House-based systems. The 
question thus becomes "How does the house function to give shape and identity to 
kinship groupings?"
Taking a broader yet, simultaneously, more detailed perspective, Fox (1993) postulates 
generic characteristics for the Austronesian House as a type which includes noting that 
the House is a "repository of ancestral objects". It also contains within it as a part of its 
structure what he terms a "ritual attractor". This is a "specific post, beam, platform, 
niche, altar or enclosure" forming the focus of house rituals and which may stand as 
concentrated symbol of the house as a whole.
From the point of view of an ontology of praxis constituting regions in Madobag, one 
particular region could be argued to be the uma with its repository of ancestral 
heirlooms, and indeed this was the central problem to be investigated in the field, or in 
other words, the "substantive" or empirical part of a theory based on the ontological 
priority of praxis. What is the result if social organization is viewed in terms of Houses, 
uma, as entities defined through their relation to object(s) and/or person(s), that is, as 
caretaker communities focused around the heirlooms contained within the uma, as well 
as in terms of Fox’s generic Austronesian House? The evidence for this was scant in the 
literature dealing with the Mentawai islands, although it seemed at the time that this may 
have been a function of the orthodox perspectives brought to bear on the data reported 
in the early ethnography dealing with the Mentawai islands. This was purely a hypothesis 
to be tested in the field, the question being to what extent, if at all, the uma in Madobag 
could be viewed as regions focused on such objects or persons. The remainder of this 
work is aimed at arguing in the affirmative and, in doing so, exploring the evidence for 
taking this position. It furthermore develops a sketch o f the distinctive nature of
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Madobag as a House {uma) community, delineating the vital role the uma plays in the 
maintenance of a cosmological order at once social and spatial, a function in which the 
heirlooms play a vital part. We begin this exploration in the next chapter with a general 
outline of the cosmos as a sociospatial entity.
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Kecamatan on its own, with North and South Pagai constituting a Kecamatan together. 
Each Kecamatan has a main town serving as the centre for local government. For South 
Siberut this is Muara Siberut, located on the coast at the mouth of the Rereiket river.
The Rereiket river gives the general area its name. This is characteristic of South Siberut 
where each of the major river systems gives its name to the valleys through which it and 
its tributaries flow. Directly inland from Muara Siberut along the Siberut river— also 
known as Ojuk— at Siberut Hulu, the river branches, one branch continuing in a 
generally north-westerly direction past Silaoinan Tengah and Salappak, the area through 
which this flows being known as Silaoinan, the other turning south then north west. The 
area from Samekmek through to Matotonan is conceived as the Rereiket, the term 
meaning "deluge" or "downpour", which it rarely fails to do everyday.
In relation to the whole of South Siberut, 12.8% of the population live in the Madobag 
Desa which is the fourth largest, going by population, in the Kecamatan. The relative 
figures are as follows:
Table 3.1
DESA Males Females Total %
Madobag 861 868 1729 12.8
Pasakiat Taileleu 941 916 1857 13.8
Katurei 756 745 1501 1.2
Muara Siberut 1006 935 1941 14.4
Maileppet 331 333 664 4.9
Muntei 508 464 972 7.3
Saliguma 676 638 1314 9.7
Matotonan 412 409 821 6.0
Sagalubbek 424 305 729 5.4
Saibi Samukob 1038 921 1959 14.5
TOTALS 6953 6534 13 487 100
1991 Census Figures. Source: Desa Administration
Within the Madobag Desa itself the population is evenly distributed amongst its 
constituent dusun:
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Table 3.2
Dusun Male Female Total
Ugai 302 299 601
Madobag 294 306 600
Rogdog 265 263 528
Total 861 868 1729
1991 Census Figures. Source: Desa Administration
As with all the dusun along the Rereiket, and generally for all dusun on Siberut, 
Madobag is not purely the outcome of an indigenous initiative. Schefold's model of social 
organization, highlighting the contrast between Siberut and the southern islands, is based 
upon what he describes as the "traditional situation" (Schefold 1982:68). In brief, this 
holds that there exist exogamous, local groups or "uma" consisting of some five to ten 
families in common residence within the large pile dwellings also called uma. These are 
to be found distributed along the river banks at various intervals in any particular valley. 
Each group traces its own discrete derivation relative to its neighbours, although it is 
related to others, whether these be in the same river valley or in other river valleys across 
Siberut, through its sharing a common ancestor with them (Schefold 1986:73). Since the 
early 1960s, however, there has been on Siberut an ongoing government initiated and 
administered effort to bring these groups together into settlements, largely on or as near 
to the coast as possible. These contain many uma in order to facilitate the achievement of 
development goals which are broadly directed at the "advancement" (kemajuan) of the 
local people who the authorities perceive as "primitive" or "backward", although this is 
glossed as "isolated" in the program's official title: Isolated People's Prosperity 
Development Project (Proyek PKMT). The aim is to foster education and, through this, 
strengthen mainstream religious and national consciousness. In a perfect world this 
would mean both the relinquishing of the "traditional religion" which has come to be 
constructed as Sabulungan3, and the exclusive adherence to Catholicism or Islam. It 
would also mean proficiency in the Indonesian national language as well as people's 
increased awareness of themselves as "orang Indonesia" first and "orang Mentawai" 
second.
Ugai, Madobag, and Rogdog are the results of these initiatives. Madobag was originally 
established in 1961-1962 near the Madobag creek, a small tributary which runs into the 
Rereiket river a half-kilometre or so upstream. It was thus a lot closer to Ugai than is the
3 See chapter seven.
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case today. The move from the original location was precipitated by an altercation 
between a resident of Madobag and a visitor from Ugai in which the latter was struck 
down with a machete and subsequently died. A person dying in such a manner is believed 
to become a tinigeilcit, the most malignant and dangerous of the many varieties of 
"ghost" (sanitu) that are considered to inhabit the area. Since sanitu of any kind are 
conduits of death manifesting itself in the living in the form of disease, let alone a 
tinigeilat which is the embodied essence of bad relations between people (magoluk 
baga— "anger" which has led to conflict between people and the death of one), the 
decision was made to abandon the site. A concern with its propensity to flood was 
another issue. The present site suffered from none of the problems that the first one did 
and has continued to expand in successive phases over the years. The settlement now lies 
between the Rereiket river to the east and the mcilabaiet creek to the west. The name 
‘Madobag’ should have, ideally, been dropped and the name ‘malabaief adopted, 
consistent with dusun naming practices. However, it has been administratively more 
convenient to leave the name as it is.
The formerly dispersed groups glossed as uma in Schefold's traditional model, are 
referred to by people, with what would appear to be an introduced term, as suku4 rather 
than uma. These number fifteen in Madobag. For a provisional, working definition, a 
suku can be thought of a a social collectivity whose members share (1) a common 
ancestor and (2) a particular name— Sakukuret for example. The name comes to be used 
only when a person has official dealings with the government. Thus a male named 
‘Anton’ of the suku Sakukuret would, in such a situation, call himself‘Anton Sakukuret’. 
One is still able to enquire of a person "Ponia umam?" or "What is your uma?", although 
I only ever came across this form used by Minangkabau from Muara Siberut or those 
Minangkabau having had a long relationship with the island. It is not a form used by the 
locals themselves as usually everyone knows everyone else. Rarely does a completely 
unknown Siberut inhabitant pass through. Should such a person show up, or in clarifying
4 This is by no means the first instance of an introduced term coming to be adopted by the indigenous 
inhabitants. Very early on von Rosenburg (1853:433) in his short survey of the "language of the 
Mentaweijers" identified several usages as clearly being Melayu in origin. Indeed, in the early articles, 
Melayu language items are often used to describe items or activities. Thus scattered throughout von 
Rosenburg's texts, for example, are references to the Mentawaians who have "parangs" with which they 
clear their "ladangs", and who are attended to by their "doekuns" when they are sick. This tendency has 
become endemic in the present where Indonesian, functioning as the dominant language, even though it 
is not the most commonly used, has the effect of transforming the nature and meaning of institutions in 
Madobag in order to make those institutions intelligible from an administrative viewpoint. Thus villages 
are described in terms of how many "KK" (pronounced "kahkah") or "Kepala Keluarga" ("family head") 
they contain. "KK" refers to the husband of the household who represents the family as a whole. In the 
Rereiket the term for "family", or specifically, a husband-wife dyad and their children, is referred to as 
"lalep" or "sanga lalep", lalep being the small one or two roomed dwelling they occupy. In common 
parlance this is known as "sapou". A "sapou", then is occupied by "sanga lalep".
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the identity/origin of a particular individual the question is always phrased as "Kapai 
ubara", "Where is he, she, or they from"? An answer might be given in terms of their 
specific suku, hence Sajijilat, for example. Or it might be, as is usual, phrased in terms of 
the general area where that suku is to be found, in this case Silaoinan, the next river 
valley to the north named after the river flowing through it. The designation uma, 
generally refers to the medium to large-sized buildings which number some twenty in the 
dusun proper. Apart from one suku lacking an uma, the suku consist variously of from 
one uma, or what I will henceforth refer to as uma faction, up to six. Each suku is also 
identified with a more or less clearly defined tract of land, its pulaggajat, from the root 
laggai meaning rock/pebble", or in everyday parlance, porak ("land", "earth").
The dusun was originally located exclusively on the suku Salolosit's pulaggajat. In its 
present position it straddles three pulaggajat. Up until 1990 the dusun consisted of 
several uma and several dozen sapou ("residential huts") each occupied by one 
"household/family" (lalep) scattered over the area indicated on the map. The original 
building was the uma (2, l)5, one of five making up the suku Sakukuret whose land 
extends to the boundary of sections 1 and 2 (see figure 3.2). Sections 2 and 3 consist of 
the suku Sabagalet's land, the largest suku in Madobag. Section 4 consists in the suku 
Sakalio's land. All the other 12 suku and their uma are located on the land of one of these 
three suku, although they tend to congregate in an area in the general direction of their 
own land to be found beyond the confines of the dusun. Thus the suku Samalaiming who 
reside close to their uma (1,12) and Salolosit (2,16) respectively located their uma and 
residential huts {sapou) at the northern extremity of sections 1 and 2 since their 
respective pulaggajat are to be found outside the dusun in that direction at varying 
distances from it. Similarly the suku Samapopoupou (4,33) is located on the southern 
extremity of section 4 since its land is to be found in this direction where it shares a 
boundary with the suku Sakalio.
In 1990 the PKMT (Isolated People's Prosperity Development) project administered by 
the Social Affairs department swung into full operation in Madobag, setting up an office 
staffed by a permanent official representative to coordinate the establishment of dozens 
of new huts {sapou) in order to accommodate the many new "KK" ("family" groups)6 
who might otherwise dwell outside the dusun on their share of their suku's land. In early 
1993 the second phase of this project swung into operation in which 50 more huts were 
to be constructed. Materials are paid for by the Social Affairs Department, whilst labour
5 I indicate the location of buildings on the map thus: (2,1). The first figure, ‘2 ’, refers to the general 
sector in which the particular building ‘T is located. The ‘sections’ are purely conveniences of my own 
making.
6 See footnote 4 above.
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is supplied by the people who will occupy the dwelling. These new sapou were built 
around the existing dusun structure, structured roughly into ‘ward’-like groupings 
according to suku, resembling the wards into which villages on the Pagai islands and 
Sipora are divided (Nooy-Palm 1968). Thus Sabagalet established their new huts on the 
eastern extremity of section 1. They were originally confined to this sector's north eastern 
corner, but, with the availability of new huts, have expanded back into their own 
territory. The suku Sabeuleleu established its new huts in the east of section 3 as its 
pulaggajat lies 2-3 km to the far south eastern side of Sabagalet's land. In general, 
residential position within the dusun is a function of the reproduction of suku identity, an 
argument I will expand on in later chapters. Many new huts have had to be 
accommodated, however, wherever they have been able to be located, although they are 
never totally isolated from other suku members. Sakukuret, for example have three huts 
located together in section 3 (3,39; 3,40; 3,44). Some others are located in section 2 
(2,29; 2,30; 2,32; 2,41). Ideally they would have been located on the empty area between 
the two rows of huts in section 2. But since this became the soccer field they had to 
make alternative plans. The site for the dusun was chosen as it slopes away from the 
river to the east eventually becoming Mt. Simen (teitei si men) 750 odd m. to the east of 
the river. With even the highest flood, the river, having burst its banks, spreads towards 
the dusun only as far as (2,1) or (2,4) in the most critical instance. The cleared area is 
criss-crossed by gullies which leaves it well-drained, and so suitable for a large 
community.
The sociospatial cosmos
Barasi and Pulaggajat
As a village or hamlet, Madobag is represented officially as dusun, although it is never 
referred to as such on a day-to-day level, informally. The term used is barasi derived 
from the Minangkabau word for "clean" (bersih in standard Indonesian). People talking 
in a context where the ‘dusun o f Madobag’ is understood refer to it as the barasi which, 
as an extension of the Minangkabau term, means "cleared area", that is an expanse of 
ground cleared totally of vegetation. The other instance where land is cleared is for the 
establishment of a garden (mone). But here the vegetation is left lying around to rot and 
tree stumps are not cut right back to the very roots as they were in clearing the original 
area for the dusun, and as was the case when clearing the area for the recent PKMT 
Housing project. Shortly after bananas, cassava or certain species of fruit trees are 
planted. In due course forest growth, cultivated and uncultivated, returns, albeit in a
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somewhat modified form. Where the barasi is concerned there is in principle an ongoing 
effort to keep the area clear of grass and bracken growth. With the volume of human 
traffic, heavier growth is inhibited. People meeting on a path outside the dusun, in 
response to any inquiry regarding their destination (their version of the standard Anglo- 
Australian greeting "how are you"), reply with "I'm off to the barasi", not "I'm going to 
Madobag" or "I'm going to the dusun".
The barasi itself is situated in relation to two sociospatial vectors: pulaggajat and leleu. 
The word pulaggajat is the compound noun form of the simple noun laggai meaning 
"rock" or "pebble". In its compound form pulaggajat refers to the bounded tract, or 
tracts, of land set aside for the exclusive collective use of a particular suku. Within the 
bounds of a suku's pulaggajat is freshly cleared land (tinuggulu), along with the gardens 
created from these {monelmonen) worked by members of the suku. It also includes tracts 
of primary forest growth. Boundaries are marked out by streams, hill-ridge tops, as well 
as certain species of hardwood tree. Although these boundaries are fairly clear cut, this 
still does not prevent them from often becoming the focus of disputes and the 
concomitant boundary redefinition.
In daily parlance the word ‘pulaggajat’ as with ‘dusun’ is rarely used. Instead, people 
refer to their porak  ("land, earth") or porak mai ("our \lalep or suku] land") or simply 
mone. In the rest of the thesis I use these interchangeably even though, strictly speaking,
‘porak’ connotes the actual earth of the pulaggajat, whereas pulaggajat evokes notions 
of a suku and its land as a whole. In theory, porak can be bought and sold. In practice, 
however, it is rather a selection of the fruit trees or gardens on it that are alienated as a 
unit (imata: hence sanga mata mone; sanga mata gettelone mata of fruit trees or 
gardens; one mata of taro) as part of either a bridewealth or compensation exchange, an 
impossibility for the pulaggajat. The party giving the goods are represented as "buying" 
(saki), regardless of whether or not any Indonesian rupiah actually changed hands, 
although the party ceding land or a wife is not constructed as "selling" the land or the 
woman. Purported "sales" of porak  were described in the context of one member of a 
particular suku asserting hypothetical rights in land in fact owned by another suku, rights 
claimed by reference to common ancestral origins. The suku Sakukuret, for example, 
claims land in the Saibi area, a river valley system near the central east coast, as well as 
Sagalubbe on the South western coast. The assertion is based on the claim that they 
share a common ancestor with suku in that area. Similarly the suku Samalaiming has land 
in two separate locations near Madobag as well as a large expanse at Siribabak, a river 
on the far southwest coast a few kilometres to the south of Sagalubbe, land which has 
passed down to them from the ancestors. These suku claim rights in land at separate 
locations based on ancestral legitimation, rights which must be viewed as relatively
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insubstantial, however, in the case of Sakukuret since, if they were to actively pursue de 
jure rights in these areas, then there is no doubt that these would be vigorously opposed 
by the local suku who actually use the land on a day-to-day basis. Forthcoming 
permission to use the land would be based on a carefully negotiated and complex 
exchange and would be contingent on whether or not the Sakukuret people were moving 
there for good. Samalaiming, on the contrary, maintain a demonstrated presence on their 
separate land locations, spending around one week a month out there, the other three 
weeks being spent in the dusun. Even suku who are neighbours and share common 
ancestors, the suku Sabagalet and Sakaliau for example who, as is the case with nearly all 
suku, were both part of a larger antecedent suku, can become embroiled in heated debate 
as to who has what rights in which particular area. In this case both claimed rights in the 
one tract of land. Their land shared a boundary, a consequence of the division of their 
antecedent suku's pulaggajat. The exact location of the boundary was the subject of the 
dispute, both sides claiming rights with reference to the antecedent suku. It got to the 
point where both parties sought the mediation of the local government administration in 
Muara Siberut to help them to reach a mutually satisfactory outcome. Those suku who 
do have land in separate location still refer to these collectively as their pulaggajat.
Each household (lalep) has rights to the use and cultivation of a particular section of a 
suku's pulaggajat, the entire pulaggajat being divided amongst the total number of 
household constituting the suku. A household's primary livestock resources, its pigs and 
chickens, along with its sago palms which are processed into the staple foodstuff at 
regular intervals together with as its cultivating activities in general are, ideally, situated 
within the bounds of a household's particular porak division. However, since the dusun is 
situated on sections of three particular pulaggajat, it is closer for some to their 
pulaggajat than others. Accordingly several households for the sake of convenience have 
acquired permission from suku whose pulaggajat lie adjacent to the dusun to raise their 
pigs and chickens on sections of these suku's land. For those that elect to keep 
exclusively to their suku's pulaggajat this can entail a walk of several hours. This 
situation is complicated by the government regulations stipulating that pigs, for reasons 
of hygiene, must be kept on the east side of the river opposite the dusun, or over to the 
west in the next river valley. The water in the river along with the distance separating the 
dusun from the western valley keeps the pigs well away from human habitation. 
Formerly, in the time prior to residence in the dusun, pigs wallowed about beneath a 
suku's uma which were at that time located upon their respective pulaggajat, a time 
looked upon with great fondness. This is often cited by people whose pigs are some 
distance away from the dusun as a reason for frequent visits to them. Households erect 
small dwellings (sapou) there under which their pigs congregate. Chickens are also 
housed there. People often spend a week or longer at a time at these sapou. Some
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households have established a fully-fledged uma in place of a sapou, and in the case of 
one suku, most of its constituent households live in and around separate uma distributed 
about their pulaggajat just across the river to the east, in defiance of government wishes 
that they reside in the dusun proper. In token deference to government policy they have 
preserved a nominal presence in the dusun in the shape of several sapou and an uma 
where they may spend a few days at a time, thus going against the norm of largely dusun 
residence, with short visits to pigs and chickens out at the pulaggajat.
A major advantage of living in the dusun cited by older married people is the sense of 
community, of "many people" (maigi sirimanua). This is offset however by the heat 
{maka) of conflict that is an inevitable part of collective living, which, along with the 
great contentment to be experienced on one's pulaggajat observing the comings and 
goings of one's pigs and chickens, makes residence on the pulaggajat very attractive. In 
the words of one elderly resident of the dusun describing the munificence of his former 
life on his suku's pulaggajat.
Where I lived before I came to the barasi we had pigs and chickens. Maigi sibabara [lit. 
"lots o f occurrences"]. Now, here in the barasi, it is not so. At the uma it was not clean 
and there were not many people. But there were lots o f pigs and chickens. There were lots 
o f things from the past (ancestral objects). We would often eat monkey and deer. If 
someone came from another pulaggajat then there were lots o f pigs, lots o f meat. It was 
better before. Now I have a clean uma and there are lots o f people. If someone dies, there 
are people to help. But there are few chickens [some people raise some chickens around 
their houses in the dusun] and no pigs. We don't often eat monkey. There are pigs and 
chickens on the mone but no people— it's a sad situation (magoak bagata). If we fall ill 
there is no one to help us and we die.
Another informant expressed distaste for the constant "unproductive work" required to 
keep the dusun 'barasi', that is, clear of the grasses and brackens which quickly spring 
up to cover the paths and areas around the houses in the absence of the forest canopy. 
For him a much more profitable and enjoyable task is looking after pigs and chickens on 
the pulaggajat:
In the morning when you wake up, there they all are. Here in the barasi it is hot7 and we sit 
around with no work to do. Do the tourists8 stay here in the barasil No. They go out and 
stay in the leleu [forest]. A id  because we are not out with our pigs and chickens in the 
leleu, they get stolen or taken by snakes. When this uma falls down we will build a new 
one out in the leleu on the pulaggajat. If the government were not so insistent we live in 
the barasi, we would be living out in the leleu.
1 Maka:There is a play on words here since maka also has the connotation of heat coming from conflict 
between people.
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Despite the expressed benefit of living in a large community such as the barasi, 
informants talk about its lack of reciprocity, the lack of genuine sociality that they are 
able to experience living on the pulaggajat. This comes across quite clearly in this 
testimony extolling this virtue characteristic of life outside the barasi on the pulaggajat.
If you give me three chickens to eat, later I could come and ask for some tobacco from you. 
Another time you might give me some money and then later when you needed a pig for a 
puliaijat [a type of ritual event] I would give you one. Or you might ask for a durian tree 
which I would give to you.
The sentiment is clear even though in reality dusun life does entail just this sort of 
reciprocity between individuals as well as between suku.
Younger people unanimously support a dusun residential lifestyle preferring the 
communal atmosphere and the opportunity to socialize with large numbers of their peers, 
making day or overnight trips to feed livestock, hunt wild pigs (in the case of the young 
men), or collect forest fruits. But having married and become responsible for their own 
mone, pigs and chickens, this attachment wanes somewhat.
Leleu, Pulaggajat, and Suku
People heading out to their pulaggajat, or to their pigs if they are kept on another suku's 
pulaggajat for convenience, often phrase their activity in terms of going to "cross the 
river" (ka silak) to the east bank. However if they are going further afield then the term 
is ka leleu. Leleu has a variety of referents, or perhaps more exactly, connotations. It 
mainly refers to the "forest" or the "hills" and through this conveys a sense of otherness, 
that the forest/hills are places of danger since one is likely to encounter a "ghost" (sanitu) 
or a wild pig there. But, conversely and somewhat paradoxically, one is also likely to 
encounter good fortune in the form of meat— monkey, deer, or wild pig—whether or not 
one is specifically hunting for it or not.
At a fundamental level leleu must be viewed as relative to the sanctuary provided by a 
dwelling in the barasi or the pulaggajat which one has left and which one will enter at 
the end of the journey. The leleu is that relatively undomesticated, unsocialized (even 
anti-social) space traversed in getting to one's destination when viewed in the context of 
the journey itself, although from the point of view of the barasi one goes to the leleu 
rather than through it. From a barasi perspective this space is included within the
8 The area has become a favoured destination for mainland guides bringing foreign and domestic 
tourists for weekly visits.
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designation leleu but from the point of view of the destination in the leleu must be 
traversed again if one is to return to the barasi. Having arrived at one's destination, or 
the leleu from a barasi perspective, people define themselves as on the porak o f their 
pulaggajat. This is a socialized space (relatively) safe from wild pigs, accidents, or occult 
forces (bajou) pertaining to sanitu (ghosts), the defining elements of the anti-social space 
of the leleu and not of the human space of community and sociality having its locus in 
the occupied dwelling. This is especially the case should they be in an uma which by dint 
of its being an uma possesses objects, the ancestral heirlooms, containing "power" 
{gaud) utilized to prevent or distance negative influences from the uma's occupants. 
Sapou also may have certain gaud-containing objects. But it is also the fact that the 
occupants are simply within the bounds of the communal socialized space that 
constitutes the dwelling that automatically sets that space off from the space of the leleu. 
The primary inhabitants of the leleu, are defined as the monkeys, deer, and wild pig. 
They are hunted as sources of "forest meat" {iba leleu), and along with varieties of 
sanitu (ghosts) the sources of the life-threatening bajou, are sometimes referred to as 
taikaleleu or saikaleleu ("beings in the leleu"). They are in one of their aspects 
distinctive through their lack of an uma or sapou dwelling, the very opposite of human 
beings who, wherever they are, are characterized by their inhabiting a dwelling of some 
kind. This predilection is based on the differentiation between the pulaggajat and the 
leleu, the former consisting in a community of house-dwelling beings, the latter a 
dispersed number of houseless beings.
The concept, pulaggajat, evokes the notion of a whole and possesses an indexical 
relation to the suku as a whole. Suku names almost always have the unifying prefix "sa" 
serving to drive home the idea of a solid unity, an "us"9 against the Other, ie. suku mai 
("our suku") and sirimanua ("people"). People can talk about their suku, or their 
pulaggajat', each evokes the other; one is impossible without the other. Indeed, the 
cosmos as a whole is conceived as consisting of a variety of pulaggajat units located at 
various distances from each other.
This is exemplified in the way in which a stranger's origins are identified. As with most 
Indonesians, the people of Madobag are keen to find where a stranger (sareu) comes 
from, for to know ‘where’ is to know ‘who’. They question such a person in Indonesian, 
not with the standard "dari mana asalnya" (literally "where do you come from/what is 
your origin"), but rather with "di mana kampung", or "where/what is your village?" even 
though "kampung" in the sense of a settlement, a collectivity of dwellings and people, is 
not what is meant. There is no conceptualization of, nor word for "kampung" in the local
9 » Sarereiket" for example.
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language, explaining why the loan word barasi has been adopted. The subject of enquiry 
here is the person's pulaggajat, the quintessential social entity, and not the village or 
town from which the person originates.10
The association between a suku and its pulaggajat is clearly evident in the way in which 
the relationship between the two is discursively constructed. As on the southern islands, 
the suku attached to a particular pulaggajat is known as the sibakkat laggai, "that 
which/those who are at the base/foundation of the pulaggajat". Sihombing (1979) is a 
little confusing on this issue. On the one hand he states that the suku opening up a 
particular tract of land for the first time is known as sibakkat laggai, but two sentences 
below states that the sibakkat laggai is the "eldest person" in the suku (Sihombing 
1979:13). Nooy-Palm (1968:170) defines the sibbakkat laggai as referring unequivocally 
to the collectivity and not the individual. The only time I ever heard the term in daily 
usage in Madobag was in the context of one old man asserting propriety over his suku's 
pulaggajat, referring to himself as sibakkat laggai (<aku sibakkat laggai). However, this 
must be viewed in light of the tendency of individuals to declare propriety in items no 
one person has exclusive rights to, which includes virtually everything. Anything about 
which a person can declare aku sibakkat nia (I ‘own’ that) can be used by someone else 
who would also able to say of these same items ‘aku sibakkat n ia '. Refusal would 
require a very solidly stated case to support it. In the absence of good reason a person is 
liable to be labelled "stingy" {matibaga.lit. "dead inside"). In light of this it is not 
incorrect for any member of the suku to declare such ownership since all members 
potentially ‘own’ everything pertaining to the suku. The sibakkat laggai then are the 
people constituting a suku having rights to a particular tract of land, pulaggajat, 
although this would exclude the odd area (mata) of garden and/or fruit trees (mone) that 
has been ceded to someone else. However the suku retain exclusive rights in the land 
itself (porak).
The concepts of leleu and ka silak imply a lateral movement outwards and away from the 
Rereiket river which is at once also a movement away from habitation and community 
since settlements are still located as they have always been— close to the river. 
Supplementary values implicated in the production of the Rereiket as a region are 
"upriver" and "downriver", respectively ka ulu and ka leoruk, a movement in the latter 
direction ending at the river mouth or monga where Muara Siberut is located. A journey 
"upriver" or "downriver" may mean a trip to one's pulaggajat, a visit to relatives 
(saraina) or friends (siripok).
10 This is analogous to the North Sumatran (Nias/Batak) practice of enquiry as to a person's marga in 
order to locate them socially and spatially i.e. whether they are Karo Batak as opposed to Mandailing 
Batak for example.
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Through these sociospatial values the spaces of daily life are constructed. Life is lived 
largely in terms of people's dusun dwelling {uma or sapou) and gardening or husbandry 
activities, both of which take place for the majority on their suku's pulaggajat, all of 
which takes place against, and through, the background, the existential context provided 
by these values.
Regions
The reality of Madobag as a region exists in the spatial arrangement of its constituent 
suku (‘descent group’) which are constituted by their various uma factions and numerous 
residential huts {sapou) as regions in themselves. These form the locus of most daily 
activities and can be considered the foundation of the lives of the members of each suku 
and thus of the dusun. Whilst in the dusun proper, life is spent mainly in the sapou 
around which various crops including climbing beans and cassava are planted and tended, 
there is more to regional life in Madobag than these, however, important though they 
are.
The daily domestic cycle involves activities carried on within regions outside the dusun's 
bounds on the pulaggajat {suku land): tending livestock, making sago, working in taro 
plantations, and in the context of the leleu (forest;mountain): gathering forest fruits, 
hunting monkeys, deer or wild pigs, or searching for simoitek, a species of tree 
(Aquilaria malaccensis) prized as a raw material for making incense and purchased by 
mainly Minangkabau middlemen or the Nias storekeepers to be sold mainly to Chinese 
traders on the mainland.
In the durian season there is a veritable flood of fruit that has to be harvested and 
brought back into the dusun. Durian fruit is mainly for domestic consumption, consumed 
shortly after being brought back from the trees, which can be located up to several 
kilometres from the dusun and from each other. Some fruit is taken down to Muara 
Siberut where it finds a ready market. The durian season in the Rereiket occurs at almost 
the opposite time of the year compared with most areas in mainland West Sumatra where 
a lot of the fruit ends up. At this time people occasionally load up a canoe with durian 
along with bananas, coconuts, and perhaps some rattan which they take by canoe 
downriver to the coast. These are converted into cash which is then converted into every 
sort of consumable item: clothes, nails, buckets, fish, batteries, kerosene, and perhaps 
even a pressure lantern if the money is available. A round trip takes from 4-7 days. 
People go out collecting rattan all the year round. When enough rattan to fill a canoe or 
two has been collected they take this down to Muara Siberut, although, increasingly they
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sell it, at a vastly reduced price, to the Minangkabau trader resident in the dusun who 
arranges to take it down himself, citing more important social commitments as having the 
primary claim on their time.
Sago-making is a task carried out at regular intervals mainly by the male members of a 
household (lalep), a father with his son, or sons, if they are old enough. If the sago is to 
be consumed within the context of a puliaijat involving all members of the suku, then the 
male members of the suku's constituent households work together to produce sago for 
the event. A man may be helped by his wife if no other help is available, even though this 
is defined as a male activity. Many people establish sago-making platforms {pasaguat) on 
suku land other than their own, although most suku's pulaggajat is not so far away that it 
is difficult for them to get to their pasaguat periodically. The pasaguat must be 
constructed near a steady supply of water which is used to rinse the sago pith. Once a 
sago palm is felled, it is cut into sections which are sometimes floated down the river 
near to the pasaguat. Otherwise the pasaguat is constructed as close as possible to the 
felled tree(s). Each household usually has its own pasaguat, although brothers may share 
one between themselves or with their father. A fully grown sago tree yields a ten or so 
metre length of processable pith. Having been felled the stem is divided up into 1-1.5m 
lengths which are shaved away. The detritus from this is then rinsed several times. The 
starch-sediment issuing from the pith is collected and stored in small 10 litre bucket-sized 
containers (tappri) made out of sago leaf. This lasts an adult couple with several children 
from 2 to 4 weeks. One tree yields some 10 tappri. These tappri are stored under water 
at the pasaguat where they keep until required.
Important other foci for ‘bundles’ of activities, regions produced and reproduced from 
day-to-day in Madobag, are centred on the trading stores, the Social Affairs Department 
office to a lesser extent (its activities tending to be dispersed in space rather than being 
focused on a particular building or dwelling), along with the Church and the Islamic 
teacher's house. Three different trading establishments owned and run by outsiders 
operate in the dusun. The smallest is run by the dusun's only Minangkabau resident who 
married a local girl. The others are run by immigrants from Nias, who heard about the 
increasing number of foreign and domestic tourists as well as the volume of simoitek 
passing through the area, and decided to set up shop. People rely on the stores to 
supplement their staple diet of sago, taro, and bananas with rice. The shops have also 
made it unnecessary to make frequent journeys downriver to Muara Siberut so as to 
obtain tobacco, sugar and tea or coffee supplies which have also become staple 
consumables. Through its administering of the PKMT Housing project, the Social Affairs 
Department helps to reinforce the position of the trading stores in its capacity as an 
employer of local people, to carry out maintenance and development projects including
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path widening and bridge construction. Wages are often paid directly to shop owners, 
employees taking goods to the value of wages earned as they require them. Similarly the 
Church-cum-meeting hall (Balai Desa) houses the Sunday Mass congregations as well as 
providing a venue for meetings convened to discuss matters of government policy 
affecting the dusun administration, or domestic disputes requiring the mediation of desa 
officials. Allied to the Church is the Catholic Women's group and the Youth group which 
convene regularly to deal with issues regarding pregnancy and hygiene in the case of the 
former, youth sporting and recreational activities in the case of the latter.
The Church
The original Church building was constructed on a patch of ground at the western end of 
the soccer field. The land was "bought", from the suku Sagorojo upon whose land it lies, 
within the appropriate exchange (paroman) transaction. That is, Sagorojo gave the 
pastor the right to the exclusive use of that particular segment of land. Thus the pastor 
had to give something in return, paroman (lit. "help") which, in substantial terms, meant 
items such as mosquito net cloth, tobacco, and machete blades. Over the years, however, 
the building had become riddled with termites, reducing it to a ramshackle state. Church 
services were moved to the Balai Desa following its completion. Not long after this a 
working-bee spent two days dismantling the old Church. Still useable wood was carried 
off to be turned into extensions to people's sapou (residential huts). A disused building 
rarely remains standing for very long since it is considered to become a haunt for sanitu 
(ghosts) who gravitate to dwellings abandoned by the living (sirimanua). Indeed, shortly 
before it was taken apart, a shaman indicated to me that it should be burnt down due to 
the fact that it most definitely had become an abode for sanitu. The only thing that 
stopped him, he related, was the problems that this would provoke with the authorities. 
The plan is to build a new Church some time in the future, the Balai Desa being a 
temporary stop-gap measure.
Various individuals have been at various times heavily involved with the Church and its 
activities. One of the elderly members of the suku Sabagalet was, at one time, very active 
in the Church including leading Mass on occasions (as well as serving two periods as 
Kepala Dusun). However, having become deeply involved in shamanic activities, he 
ceased all involvement with the Church as well as the Desa administration, relating that 
these two spheres of knowledge and activity were mutually incompatible. This is more so 
from the administrative point of view since development philosophy is very much set 
against shamanic knowledge and practices which are officially construed as "backward" 
and "primitive". The Church, however, has a more flexible approach. According to the
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resident missionary in the Catholic complex at Muara Siberut it is sufficient that the local 
people believe in God and Jesus and live "decent" lives. As this does not conflict with the 
beliefs grounding shamanic practices, including the existence and importance of the uma, 
such "traditional" elements are not targeted by the Church, but are, in contrast to the 
state, even supported. The people attending Church services are mainly young women 
and their young children. Occasionally a shaman substitutes his loin-cloth (kcibit) for a 
good pair of trousers and his best shirt to attend Sunday Mass, although this is a rare 
occurrence. Christmas and Easter are the only occasions when the majority of people in 
the dusun attend services.
Islam
Official Islam was late in coming to the Mentawai islands although it had long had an 
unofficial and informal presence through visits by inhabitants of the Sumatran mainland, 
and even the Bugis who had been visiting the islands prior to European incursions. There 
is a recorded conversion to Islam at Simalegi in north Siberut in 1935 of the adopted 
child of a policeman (Karangan & Yunus 1981:116). Sihombing writes that the first 
Islamic missionaries arrived in 1950 following independence. The subsequent 
dissemination of Islam has been, and continues to be, facilitated by the administering 
authorities who are themselves Muslims. Early success in gaining converts was mainly 
limited to Siberut's north with some 500 conversions (Sihombing 1979:103). Whilst 
Catholicism has been the religion to take hold over most of Siberut due to its better 
institutional organization and the availability of funds through the Italian-run Catholic 
missions in Muara Siberut and Muara Sikabaluan in the north, Islam has been steadily 
gaining a more solid footing.
The administration categorizes dusun in Siberut's south according to whether they are 
Christian or Muslim, despite the fact that in any dusun labelled in this way as one or the 
other, there is a minority who adhere to Catholicism in a predominantly Islam dusun, or 
vice-versa. Along the Rereiket river only Matotonan near the headwaters is classified as 
Muslim. All the dusun in the Madobag desa are categorized as Christian, although 
Madobag, and to a lesser extent Rogdog, have considerable Muslim populations. In mid 
1992 a full-time Islamic teacher was installed in the dusun with the aim of developing 
and institutionalizing Islam there. Shortly after, a four-roomed sapou (4,34)n was built 
with funds supplied by the Social Affairs Department to serve as his living quarters as 
well as a teaching centre. In mid-1993 construction of a small mosque commenced. The
li See figure 3.2
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Islamic teacher is closely allied with the suku Sakaliau and Sabulau who had some 20 
years earlier officially accepted Islam, and in whose section of the dusun the mosque and 
the centre are located. This conversion, as is the case with contemporary conversions, 
represents a largely nominal adherence to Islamic doctrines and practices. As one young 
man put to me in explanation for his non-adherence to the prohibition on eating 
pork:"Our bodies are Muslim but our stomachs are not". Until the arrival of the teacher 
none of them adhered to the five ‘pillars’ of Islam. Even so, it has been mainly the 
younger people who have expressed an interest in converting theory into practice. The 
establishment of the centre has provided a regional focus for a more organized Islam as a 
counterpoint to the Catholic Church and its activities which, since its introduction in the 
1950s, and unlike Islam, has gone on to gain a degree of currency in select domains of 
ideology and practice. Officially 40 people are listed as Muslim with several conversions 
gained in the 12 month period to July 1993.
The school
The school, constituted by just the one long building divided into 3 rooms, represents 
another important regional parameter of dusun life. It is attended by a reasonably stable 
population of some 40 students. Most school age children attend classes fairly regularly. 
Classes are based upon the standard Indonesian state primary school curriculum (Sekolah 
Dasar) which is oriented mainly towards acquainting children with the idea that they are 
members of an entity larger than the village or the local and ethnic community to which 
they belong: they are Indonesians first, and ‘Mentawaian’ second, which bestows upon 
them the obligation to grant the former their undivided loyalty. This is done through an 
emphasis on fun activities, mainly singing, since it is only through such activities that 
teachers can attract the pupils. Most parents are indifferent to whether or not their 
children attend the school since there are many tasks that their children, in their eyes, can 
be more profitably engaged in. For these parents school does not offer tangible benefits, 
and whilst they do not generally actively oppose it, they certainly do not actively support 
it. There is, however, a minority of parents who have experienced secondary education in 
Muara Siberut, some even having spent several years in Padang over on the mainland. 
They see the benefits of an education, which provides an awareness of this wider context 
in which their lives are lived, as part of the modern Indonesian state, a world beyond the 
immediate community and beyond Siberut, a world which they perceive to be 
increasingly presenting them with challenges.
There are officially three teachers at the school, but only one of them, the son of a Nias 
immigrant and a local girl, is permanently resident in Madobag with his wife and children.
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One teacher is a local from the Saibi district to the north of Muara Siberut, the other is 
an expatriate Javanese Catholic. They spend much of their time in Saibi and Muara 
Siberut, respectively, for reasons of health, family, or both. The permanent teacher 
usually conducts the Sunday mass at the Balai Desa, an example of the strong link that 
exists between the Church and the school. Indeed school is the major source of Christian 
religious instruction for children. Apart from fulfilling the obligations set out in the 
standard primary school curriculum, extra-curricula hymn learning often takes place 
there. The other teachers may also sometimes lead the congregation when they are in the 
du sun.
People of the Rereiket
This thesis is not about the ‘Mentawaians’ of Madobag. It concerns, rather, a select 
series of events occurring within the community, Madobag, which is a part of one of the 
river valleys located across Siberut known as the Rereiket. People of the Rereiket can be 
understood as having similar sorts of practices that are directed towards similar sorts of 
ends, people who in certain contexts see themselves as Rereiket people rather than 
Sagalubbe people or Silaoinan12 people, Madobag people rather than Ugai people in 
other contexts. Or, and most significantly for this thesis, in most contexts, people of a 
certain suku (‘descent group’) as distinct from all others. This approach stems, then, 
from the concerns of the people o f Madobag and the multiple facets of their complex 
identity that are evident as a manifestation of those concerns.
On a general level they construct themselves as "Indonesians" since they have a definite 
relation to the entity "Indonesia", this relation varying amongst people according to the 
length and quality of contact with "Indonesians". Younger people and those educated in 
the schools in Muara Siberut, the administrative and trading centre for South Siberut, in 
certain contexts refer to themselves unequivocally as "Indonesians" using the national 
language ("Bahasa Indonesia") to articulate this identity: we are/I am "orang Indonesia". 
They have, to varying degrees, an awareness of Indonesia as an entity among other 
identities in a geo-political context, although for those who have not had secondary 
education this is in terms o f one pulaggajat amongst other pulaggajat. However, on the 
most inclusive level identity is formally articulated in terms of the opposition between 
simatawe and (sa)sareu.
12 See figure 3.1.
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The existence of the word simatawe arguably represents a case of what Thomas (1992) 
has described in relation to Fiji as substantivization13, where colonial discourse led to the 
selection, reification, and institutionalization of a specific cultural order consisting of 
certain practices selected from a possible variety of practices. Similarly an exogenous 
reification has been accepted and is reproduced as a living reification in the present by 
the very people who were the original subject of that reification in the term simatawe. 
"Matawe" is the root, a usage taken, as we have seen in chapter one, by Logan from 
Crisp, a word that has come to be applied in colonial discourse as ‘Mentawai/Mentawei’ 
and has hence come to be used by the people themselves to refer to their collective 
identity in certain contexts.
Sihombing (1979) reports that his informants told him that
“having gained control o f  the Pagai islands as well as having made contact with several 
villages on Sipora and Siberut the English would often meet with the local inhabitants who 
were always fearful o f  them, shouting out to their companions: Mei sita Ee [lets go, 
leave].” From this the white people named them “Mentawai” and popularized this to the 
outside world (Sihombing 1979:19).
Sihombing also relates a myth (which appears in no other source including Loeb's (1929) 
Mentawai Myths) concerning a man from Nias named Amatawe, or the "father" (ama) of 
the individual "tawe", who went out fishing from the south coast of Nias to be 
subsequently driven by a storm to Simatalu on Siberut's west coast. Having found 
favourable conditions there, he returned to Nias and brought his wife and child and a 
boat-load of people back to live on Siberut. Sihombing accepts this as the origin of the 
name ‘Mentawai’, although I would suggest that both explanations are creative local 
rationalizations for the existence of the word ‘Mentawai’. One young man in Madobag 
who had had extensive education in Padang on the mainland knew of this myth although 
no-one else, old or young, was aware of it, suggesting that he may have come across it 
through the Minangkabau living in Muara Siberut, many of whom know the story. In 
Madobag origins are very important, with Simatalu, in almost every case, cited as the 
origin point for suku there, a theme we will pursue in later chapters. Origins prior to or 
different from Simatalu are rare, consisting of, where they are postulated, an oblique 
reference to Nias or Sumatra for example.
Crisp reported the word for "man" (ie. "person", "human being") as "Mantaoo", although 
he came to accept the pronunciation according to the "people of Sumatra". The Rereiket 
word is similar today: simateu, the root being mateu. This is to be understood in its 
relation to its opposite, sinanalep, or "married female/woman" and, despite phonetic
13 cf. Giddens’ (1984: ) concept of the "double hermeneutic".
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similarity, bears no relation to simatawe which must be understood in its relation to its 
opposite (sa)sareu.
Simcitawe refers to anyone who can be defined as originating from one of the Mentawai 
islands who can speak the "Mentawai language" (nganga (si)matawe). It is part of a 
strategy to identify broad categories of "people" (sirimanua): simatawe, Minangkabau, 
Nias(ians), Batak people, Jerman (Germans), Inggiri (English). However, the word 
simatawe is hardly ever used in this positive sense, except when actively elicited from 
informants. It is, rather, a case of whether an individual is saren or non-sareu, not 
whether they are simatawe or not. Indeed, this facet of identity is only relevant in 
contexts where sareu may or may not be involved, the language criteria being of primary 
importance here. It is otherwise not important. I surmise that in the past it would have 
been a case o f ‘our sukiC against the rest, sirimanua, a subset of whom would have been 
sareu. But this distinction has been encapsulated within this introduced term simatawe.
Sareu ("those from afar") embraces other Indonesians or anyone simakotkot tubu 
("dark/black-bodied") not originating from river valley areas such as the Rereiket, 
Taileleu, Simatalu, Sikakap (North Pagai) whose first language is not nganga matawe, as 
well as (white) foreigners. These foreigners are referred to as orag turi ("tourists"), since 
they almost universally appear with backpacks, cameras and guides, these constituting 
the defining elements of an orag (Indonesian: orang) turi. Other Indonesians are never 
usually referred to as ‘orag Indonesia’ but rather simply as sareu.
One older informant highlighted the contradiction experienced by some between being 
Indonesian yet not being sareu which encapsulates things Indonesian: "Indonesian 
[language], Minangkabau are sareu languages. Indonesian is the language of us all, like 
tourists who all speak English although they come from Holland, America, Germany. 
You all speak a different language each, but you all speak English. Thus our language is 
simatawe, their language is Minangkabau, but we all speak Indonesian." My informant 
confirmed his first statement about Indonesian being a sareu language after, a little 
confused, I queried this. Although there is, on one level, a sense of identity as 
Indonesian, on another the Indonesian language and Indonesians themselves as with the 
Minangkabau are identified as sareu, as Other. Whilst they may speak this sareu 
language just as they follow, to greater or lesser degrees, the Catholic faith, both the 
Indonesian language and Catholicism are manifestations of arat (adat) sareu which have 
come to be adopted by the simatawe.
On a day to day, praxical level, in opposition to this formal, discursive distinction 
between sareu and simatawe, the most important quotidian distinction is that made 
between suku. This distinction is practically reproduced, or rather lived, in a multitude of
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regional contexts and is at the heart of daily life. Thus there is "us" (kai, or more usually, 
suku mai, "our suku") and "them" (sirimanua) the broad undifferentiated mass of 
humanity (within which is included sareu and orag turi). Sirimanua can be also 
differentiated according to river region in the relevant context, the people of Madobag 
along with those in the dusun of Rokdok, Ugai, and Matotonan defining themselves as 
"from the Rereiket" in opposition to those from Silaoinan, Sagalubbe, and those more 
distant, Saibi, Simatalu, Samukob, Terekan and others. Sirimanua can be conceived also 
to consist of all the other suku whether they be Sabetiliakek (a suku in the Ugai whose 
members live both inside and outside of the dusun), the suku Satoinong of Silaoinan, the 
pulaggajat of Padang, Minangkabau, Jerman (Germany), or Inggiri (Britain) and so 
forth.
In short, this somewhat simplistic formal (discursive) dichotomy between simatawe and 
sareu, relied on by several of those working within the discourse of the ‘Mentawaians’ 
(eg. Naim 1977; Coronese 1986), does violence to the lived, praxical reality of identity in 
the Madobag context, an identity we will explore more fully in the following chapters. As 
for ‘Mentawai’ suffice it to say that the category has a relevance limited to certain 
contexts where it is used to evoke the collectivity of islands directly adjacent to the 
province of West Sumatra, and thereby metonymically encapsulate the inhabitants of 
these islands.
In this chapter, then, we have considered the general categories and contexts implicated 
in the representation and reproduction of the sociospatial cosmos. These provide the 
context within which, and through which, daily life is lived in terms of the variety of 
regions. We have also considered the broad contours of a more complex identity than the 
discourse of the ‘Mentawaians’ allows for, laying the foundation for an understanding of 
how a particular aspect of this identity, as articulated within what I have glossed as the 
‘ideology’ of suku identity, is intimately involved in people's active manipulation of the 
elements within the cosmos in order to achieve beneficial outcomes for their suku in 
contrast to all other suku in the dusun and beyond. But before we can go on to explore 
these activities we must take a close look at the all important region, the uma, and its 
store of ancestral heirlooms.
4Houses and Heirlooms
In chapter three I introduced the major sociospatial categories through which the 
inhabitants of Madobag create the space they inhabit. These categories are, on one level, 
representations and therefore invocations of types of spaces. But on another they are 
implicated in the actual production of these spaces, providing the context both within 
which, and through which, the social life of the dusun inhabitants is lived. The leleu 
(forest) is, for example, an objectified representation of a particular space, objectified 
through its evocation and deployment in a variety of contexts including discussions about 
it with an anthropologist. But beyond this it is much more. It is a space also actively 
produced and reproduced, one with which people engage when they leave the dusun and 
head out to their pulaggajat. These spaces provide the broad context for the production 
of regions in daily life within the dusun and in the leleu. Many regions are easily 
identified through reference to them by means of a lexeme although they are certainly not 
simply reducible to or coextensive with language. We became acquainted with the major 
regions in chapter three, some of which were described with recourse to the local terms 
used to invoke them within interaction contexts. But some are much more diffuse, 
actually consisting within themselves of a variety of regions, ‘Islam’ for example. I have 
applied generic terms in such situations in order to designate particular types o f ‘bundles’ 
of practices, or time-space contexts, in the interests of exegesis in the text. Others such 
as the uma, however, are a little more compact and therefore more easily identified.
The Uma
In this chapter I begin an examination of the constitution of what I argue in this work to 
be the crucial region, the uma. Its importance derives from the way in which, as a region 
o f ‘bound’ time-space, it is made use of in order to effect specific outcomes in the world, 
in the sociospatial cosmos. In taking such a perspective we must not look upon the uma 
first and foremost as a ‘thing’, as an assemblage of wood, nails and bindings, but on the 
contrary emphasize its nature as a region of reproduced time-space. I propose then to 
look upon the uma as a strategy o f intervention in the cosmos when things go wrong and 
"life" (purimanua) is threatened. This is its primary function, as it were, and the basis for 
its regionality. But before we can develop this idea (the subject of chapter eight) it is
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necessary to define what exactly we mean by an uma. Having done this, in the following 
chapter we need to look at the relation between the suku, the uma faction, and the uma, 
it is in its function as a vehicle of intervention in the cosmos that the uma also 
differentiates the suku of which it forms a part qua uma faction. Because problems with 
the cosmos for "us" (suku mai) come from "them" (sirimanua), that is other suku, 
dealing adequately with "them" is achieved through means which are constructed as 
specific to "our suku", and which are thus critical in affirming suku identity, in affirming 
that "we" are distinct from "them". In short suku identity is intricately connected to 
intervention in the cosmos.
Uma in the dusun number twenty-one, the designation referring strictly to a particular 
type of dwelling as distinct from the twenty suku which, as the storehouses of ancestral 
heirlooms, they constitute. Uma, usually recognizable by their structure, appear in a 
variety of shapes and forms. The largest measure 7m by 19m, standing some 10m from 
the ground to the roof-peak. The smaller ones are impossible to distinguish from the 
small two to three roomed sapou (residential hut) where people spend most of their time 
when not out on their pulaggajat (suku land). Ideally an uma should be a grand, 
imposing structure as reflected in its full title uma sabeu or "great, large uma". But since 
obtaining the resources and cooperation required to construct one can be a difficult and 
protracted process, most uma are these days only marginally larger than the residential 
huts. Reflecting on uma which were constructed in the past, elderly people have 
recollections of huge structures with the sagging roof-beams characteristic of 
contemporary Minangkabau "rumah adat" (rumah gadang) houses, dwellings having up 
to eight compartments (lalep), each occupied by a married male member of the uma and 
his exogamously acquired wife along with their children. This was a time when the social 
group, the community and the uma were one. In the present the largest uma consist of 
only four, largely unoccupied, rooms.
All uma in the dusun are based on a set number of designs which are set out in order of 
increasing structural complexity in figures 4.1 to 4.6. I should mention that in some of the 
other areas of the Rereiket where I had the opportunity to inspect uma, I did not come 
across any other designs. But this is not to say that there are no further possibilities for 
variation. The point is that there is a wide variation of design based around a fundamental 
division between the inner sanctum where the ancestral heirlooms are stored (batnuma), 
and the space in ‘front’ of this, the laibok or tenganumallaibok.
The first type is exemplified by the suku Samalaiming uma, located at (1,12) on the map 
(figure 3.2), forming the focus for its constituent lalep clustered around it (1,10; 1,11; 
1,13; 1,14). The Sagorojo uma (2,5) and one of the three Sabagalet uma (1,3) are
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examples of other uma in the dusun based on this design. Uma are built up off the 
ground on supports in characteristic Austronesian fashion, at heights usually ranging 
between 0.5m to lm. The Samalaiming uma is built approximately 0.75m off the ground. 
None of the supports penetrate into the soil, most of them being placed upon smooth 
river rocks, a little wider in diameter than the supports. Since the thickest of these are 
only some 10 cm in diameter, they would penetrate deeply into the soil under the 
tremendous load which they must carry without the firm foundation the rocks provide. 
Uma are, furthermore divided into two equal halves, a left (sikaciu) and a right 
(.sikatoiet). Left and right are always calculated relative to a person standing at the 
entrance looking towards the back of the uma.
The entrance to 4.1— all the diagrams are arranged with the uma entrance facing the left 
margin of the page, apart from figure 4.5 with its entrance facing the bottom— is gained 
via removable steps (designed so in order to discourage dogs from entering when large 
amounts of fresh meat are being butchered or divided up). The area extending back to 
the boards forming the wall of the inner sanctum is known as the pulaibokat or, more 
commonly, laibok. Along the right-hand side extending from the front to the back wall is 
a bench used mainly for sitting on, although people prefer to sit on the floor, leaning 
back against a bamboo rail running along the length of the front and down the left-hand 
side to the back. In most uma the laibok floor consists of lengths of bamboo (mangeak) 
split down the centre into two halves, each of which are placed with the convex surface 
facing upwards. These are easily moved apart in order to allow waste products to drop 
through to the area below (teiuggu), where dogs or chickens dispose of any organic 
matter. Most uma combine areas covered by mangeak and areas over which boards are 
laid. Thus the Samalaiming uma laibok consists, on the right half, of boards whereas the 
left half is mangeak. The dotted rectangle represents an area measuring some 1.5m2’ 
utilized in rituals for specialized types of "dancing" (uturuk), referred to as the 
(p)uturukat or laperat.
Also marked on this particular laibok is the uggala siririok uma, an important yet not 
necessarily ubiquitous, part o f an uma. Uggala are the major supporting posts which 
extend from the ground up through the floor to where they connect with cross-beams 
(baibai), which in turn support the roof. Nearly all uma have at the least one pair of 
posts {uggala), on either side of the central longitudinal axis. In the older designs there 
might be several such pairs running down the length of the uma. The other posts provide 
support at the building's corners and along the walls. The uggala siririok uma is one of 
the most important supports. It is crafted from a species of hardwood, the ariggi tree 
and so is sometimes referred to as the bakkatnariggi, the addition of bakkat 
("base/foundation") attesting to the irreducible significance of this particular support.
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Riok means to "stand up straight", such "straightness" implying strength, fortitude, and 
so longevity. These qualities have a cosmological dimension insofar as they represent the 
quotidian consequences stemming from the gaud  ("power") possessed by this particular 
post. Healing potions often include fine shavings from the uggala siririok uma in order 
to transfer these properties to an ailing individual. Whilst other posts are more load- 
bearing and therefore more important from a structural viewpoint, cosmologically the 
uggala sirirok uma is a vital part of most uma and is also closely associated with the 
"power" of the ancestors.
Whilst the front, left, and right sides of the laibok are open, the inner sanctuary is 
completely enclosed by either wooden boards or sago-tree bark. Access to it is gained 
through an entrance from the laibok or at the rear. This area is known variously as the 
batnuma, kotnuma, or sometimes bat sapou. Bat indicates a "space". The compound 
batnuma is therefore technically the most accurate term for this inner sanctum.
‘Kotnuma’ technically includes the batnuma but extends beyond the back wall to 
encapsulate the space immediately to the rear of the building itself. Kotnuma was always 
the answer I received when asking about the correct term for what is, specifically, the 
batnuma. The latter is thus subsumed within the former. Still, in practice, people always 
speak of the batnuma and frequently the bat sapou, alluding to the unsuitability of calling 
a dwelling the size of this one, an uma when, from the point of view of structural 
aesthetics, it is technically a sapou. Indeed only the uma in Fig. 4.5 comes near to 
satisfying the aesthetic ideals commensurate with an uma sabeu, ie. a ‘real’ uma, in the 
du sun.
The reason why this particular dwelling is appropriately designated an uma is that it 
fulfils the defining criteria for an uma as a repository for the ancestral heirloom objects 
belonging to a suku, or if there is more than one uma in the suku, a uma faction. Any 
sapou housing such objects and having gone through the relevant ritual event is defined 
as an uma. In the case of Samalaiming the ancestral heirlooms kept in this uma are those 
belonging to the entire suku. Several years previously, these were moved to the sapou 
(1,13) just across the track, an even smaller sapou which became the uma for the suku. 
The original uma had fallen into disrepair, so suku members, facing adverse cosmological 
consequences from perhaps the ancestors, or even the objects themselves, moved them 
to the other sapou. Although smaller it was in better repair than the original uma. 
Following extensive renovations, the items were moved back to their former location.
The ancestral heirlooms, which include one or more large gongs, along with wooden and 
ceramic plates, are kept on the right-hand (sikatoiet) side of an uma. In this particular 
type of uma they are always to be found just inside the threshold of the inner sanctum
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(batnuma) arranged across the front wall. The area in front of these items consists of 
boards although, usually, mangeak (bamboo slats) make up the flooring in uma o f this 
type.
The uma's rimata, an elderly male of a suku or uma faction within a suku who enjoys a 
special relationship to the ancestral heirlooms, sleeps directly in front of these, although 
when this uma was in disrepair he slept adjacent to the batnuma wall on the left laibok. 
His wife sleeps over on the left side o f the uma on a permanent sleeping platform there. 
Ideally the rimata's wife sleeps in with the ancestral items, the rimata himself sleeping on 
the other side of the wall on the laibok, the standard practice in type 4 and 5 uma. In 
other uma such as depicted in Types 1, 2, 3, and 6, sleeping arrangements are adapted to 
the design and condition of the uma. The most important consideration is that the 
ancestral heirlooms be properly located, permanently on the positively valenced right 
side. This is not open to improvisation unlike sleeping arrangements which are quite 
flexible.
Since the rimata and his wife, as well as their nephew and his wife in this case, are 
shaman (sikerei), their equipment is stored on racks up above and a little to the rear of 
the ancestral objects on the batnuma's far right-hand side. Storage racks upon which a 
variety of personal items are stored run down both the left- and right-hand sides at 
approximately head-height. Down below on the floor are several padlocked wooden 
chests containing valuable personal items which usually include cash. Access to items 
kept in these ubiquitous features of every batnuma, and every residential hut (sapou), is 
by definition restricted, although keys are often left in conspicuous places, resulting in 
items vanishing now and again. But this causes no great consternation to the owner. The 
lock is a token gesture towards placing some sort of restriction on the use of some items 
and the existence of locked trunks does not necessarily inviolably place the contents 
beyond the reach of other suku members. On the other hand, the small chests (bakkulu) 
containing a shaman's equipment are not locked at all, since merely opening a bakkulu let 
alone helping oneself to its contents can lead to dire cosmological consequences for the 
offender.
On both of the side walls are small doors which are opened during the day to let in light 
and closed at night. These are often focal points where young men, women or children 
assemble and eat fruits they have gathered, throwing the remains of their meal through 
the door. Down the back in each corner are fireplaces where cooking takes place. Wood 
fuel is stored up above these. Attached to the rear of the uma and extending out into the 
kotnuma is a platform made up of mangeak (bamboo slat) lengths, the gare (access 
gangway). This is utilized mainly for cleaning pots or airing clothes etc.
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The second type of uma, depicted in figure 4.2, is similar to the first. It is more complete, 
in one sense, yet less complete in another. Firstly it has, as should all uma ideally, a gare 
connected to the laibok. Access to this is gained through traversing a log of wood, the 
oral, one end of which is laid on the ground, the other end resting on the lip of the gare. 
Footsized notches are carved into this to provide traction when ascending the log to the 
gare. There are no benches for sitting on anywhere on the laibok. Instead, bamboo rails 
are provided against which people lean while sitting on the floor as with the Samalaiming 
uma. Secondly, although it possesses a gare, the uma does not have an uggala siririok 
uma which one would normally expect for this design, although the uggala (post) 
supporting the uma where the gare (access gangway) joins the laibok can be used in 
place o f the uggala siririok uma should the circumstances demand. The gangway leading 
from the gare straight across the laibok to the batnuma (inner sancteum) entrance 
consists of boards. The rest o f the laibok to the left and right of this consists of mangeak 
(bamboo slats). Inside the batnuma everything is arranged as in type 1, apart from 
mangeak making up the total floor area. The rimata of this uma, one uma of four uma 
factions constituting the suku Sakukuret, prefers to live outside the dusun on his section 
of Sakukuret land where he and his wife have a small hut (sapou). His youngest son lives 
in the uma with his wife.
Type 3 (figure 4.3) is based upon an uma belonging to one uma faction of three in the 
Sabagalet suku and represents yet another variation on the first two types. Access to the 
uma, which lacks a gare (gangway), is directly into the laibok via a set of steps fixed into 
position. Bench seats have been built right across the front of the laibok whilst at the 
sides bamboo rails have been set in place. Boards cover the whole laibok area, as well as 
the batnuma (inner sanctum) floor. Directly inside the batnuma on the right, where the 
ancestral objects are kept in types 1 and 2, is a room normally occupied by the rimata's 
eldest son. The rimata himself sleeps over on the right behind the room over against the 
wall. His wife and their younger children sleep over on the left opposite wall. Arranged 
along the opposite side of the back wall of the room outside, in the batnuma proper, are 
the ancestral heirlooms.
This uma was at the time the most recently completed in the dusun. It was built partially 
from the allowance of material granted by the Social Affairs Department under the 
PKMT Housing scheme, materials enough to build a 4m x 5m hut. Falling back on his 
own resources along with those provided by his two sons and a nephew, the rimata 
added to this initial stockpile. The normal allowance paid by the SAD includes the wages 
of a chainsaw operator, compensation to the owner o f the trees to be cut down if the 
trees do not already belong to the intending house builder, as well as items such as nails, 
hammers, and saws. Compensation is also paid to the house builder himself for the time
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spent on the project, time spent away from normal pursuits such as collecting rattan from 
the forest, or attending the mone (plantation) on the suku land. Should anyone wish to 
build anything larger, such as an uma, requiring more materials than the allowance 
provides, then the raw materials and the nails must be at their expense. Because this cost 
is prohibitive many suku are prevented from pursuing this much coveted avenue. Every 
suku or uma faction would very much love to replace their existing uma with a newer, 
larger version.
The fourth type (figure 4.4) is modelled on the uma o f one uma faction from two 
constituting the suku Samwonwot, built merely two years prior to my entry to the field. 
This uma type is an exemplary, structurally complete, uma. The gare (access gangway) 
reached via a log (<orat) is roofed over unlike the gare in type 2. It consists of boards and 
there are bench seats running down either side. The boards continue on into the laibok. 
On both sides, the floor, consisting of mangeak (bamboo slat) lengths, is raised some 
30cm. The next section is on the same level as the laibok mangeak involving a step-up 
from the gangway to cross its threshold. Attached to a cross-beam overhead immediately 
above the threshold are three partitions (sauksauk), one for the left, one for the centre 
and one for the right. These can be let down sealing off the rest of the uma from the gare 
and the laibok. This area down to the batnuma (inner sanctum) wall towards the rear is 
known as the tenganuma or laibok lengah. In contrast to the gare and the laibok, the 
tenganuma has walls interrupted only by small doors opened for light during the day.
The boardwalk continues down to the batnuma entrance. Set half-way between the 
entrance and the sauksauk is the large central fireplace, bordered on each corner by a 
post (uggala). The uggala siririok uma constitutes the rear right post here. Over to the 
right, back against the batnuma wall the rimata has his sleeping mat and mosquito net set 
up. Stored up above on racks are the special items belonging to him and his two sons in 
their capacity as shaman (sikerei). The board walk continues through into the batnuma 
terminating at the back wall. As with the laibok and tenganuma, mangeak (bamboo slats) 
constitute the rest of the floor surface. Just to the right, inside the door, are located the 
ancestral objects. Directly below these the rimata's wife has her sleeping mat and 
mosquito net. Fireplaces are located in the rear left and right corners. A little in front of 
these, on the left and right walls, are the usual small apertures opened during the day and 
closed at night. Extending out the back into the kotnuma is a gare.
The fifth type (figure 4.5) is one of the two largest and oldest uma in Madobag. The gare 
and the laibok are constructed similarly to type 4 except there is bench seating along 
either side of the laibok. Due to its length, the tenganuma walls are punctuated by two 
doors on each side instead o f the one. This uma is occupied mainly by the rimata and his
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wife when they are in the dusun as they spend a great deal of their time coming and 
going between their sapou out on their mone (plantation) and the uma in the dusun. 
When at the uma the rimata sleeps in the back right-hand corner of the tenganuma. His 
wife sleeps on the other side of the wall in the room with the ancestral heirlooms. Next 
to the rimata's sleeping platform in the tenganuma, a large trunk holds copious amounts 
o f rice, sugar, tobacco, tins of sardines, much coveted consumables when the money is 
available to spend on them. When his brother sleeps in the uma he occupies a sleeping 
platform over on the left side, opposite. His wife sleeps in the room directly behind this 
in the batnuma. Their daughter and youngest son sleep in with their mother, the other 
son sleeping with his father.
Directly on the right as one enters the batnuma (inner sanctum) is the first of four rooms. 
The ancestral heirlooms are located in the left-hand corner. Various odds and ends are 
kept here including one or two small locked trunks full of personal items. The rear rooms 
are occupied by members of the suku on ritual occasions when the uma is the focus of 
much coming and going. Otherwise these remain unoccupied. Each room, apart from 
that containing the ancestral heirlooms, has its hearth. At the very rear is the usual gare 
(access gangway), although there are small gare projecting from the small doorways in 
the outer wall of each room, on which the messy jobs to do with food preparation are 
carried out. Apart from the boarded central gangway all other floor areas consist of 
mangeak (bamboo slats).
The sixth and final type (figure 4.6) is modelled upon the Samapopoupou uma, although 
variants are the Sagarojo and Sapuaiload uma respectively. It represents a radical 
departure from the previous five types indicating the flexibility that attends modern uma. 
Access to the uma is gained via the orat located on the left-hand side. The laibok floor 
consists of boards and is enclosed by bench seating on each side. Inside the batnuma are 
two rooms down the left side. The ancestral objects are located on the right-hand wall, 
shelving and bric-a-brac occupying the space against the batnuma wall where these 
would be located in other uma. Down the back is one fireplace beside which is the back 
entrance. Shortly before I left the field Sagorojo moved their ancestral heirlooms from 
their dilapidated type 1 uma (2,5) across to the sapou (2,4). The ancestral objects were 
arranged on the right wall as well as the batnuma!laibok wall in this case. The plan is, 
eventually, to replace the original uma. But for the time being the sapou-become-uma 
will suffice as a legitimate storage place for their heirlooms.
There are fundamentally, then, two basic uma types, those consisting of the laibok 
section and the batnuma, and those consisting of a laibok, a tenganuma with its 
sauksauk and central hearth mediating the laibok and batnuma. Each of the spaces
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marked out within an uma, the gare, the laibok, the tenganuma and the batnuma marks 
out in succession progressively exclusive spaces. A visitor not on any special errand who 
has not been summoned by the uma's occupants, upon arrival, sits out on the gare or 
perhaps a little further in on the edge of the laibok. A person having been invited to 
attend a puliaijat, the premier ritual event involving the ancestral heirlooms, or a visitor 
invited to partake in a meal may move to the tenganuma. However any subsequent move 
into the batnuma, or the actual room where the ancestral heirlooms are kept in the case 
of the type 5 uma, would also be contingent on a specific reason to do so, in a puliaijat 
context, for example, where a visitor may have a role to play vis-a-vis the heirlooms, or 
be carrying out a task in the vicinity of the heirlooms. Normally only visiting shaman 
would get anywhere near these or the batnuma area more generally. The exclusivity of 
the batnuma and the designation of this site as the location for the ancestral heirlooms is 
instructive. It is to a consideration of the latter, then, that we now turn.
Alei Katsaila
There are several types of objects which together make up the set that have been, in 
many cases, passed down from ancestors spanning several generations. The first and 
foremost is the bakkat katsaila. This is a length of bamboo some 30-40cm long with a 
12-15cm diameter. The bamboo is cut off below a joint, the natural partition forming the 
base. Inside resting on its base, placed there in the past by a particular ancestor, are a 
variety of objects including river pebbles, certain roots and leaves of particular plant 
species, and small slivers of lead. What exactly is to be found at the bottom of any bakkat 
katsaila, apart from those recently created or revamped, involves some speculation on 
the part of an uma's present inhabitants. Nevertheless it will fall into one o f these 
categories. Inserted into the open top of the cylinder are several species of gaud- 
("power")containing plants. These are initially only a few, but with each puliaijat, 
increase in abundance. Many years and many puliaijat later a bakkat katsaila will be 
overflowing with these additions, its bulk often dominating all other objects in the 
vicinity.
‘Katsaila’ derives from the preposition ka meaning "in", "on", "at", or "to/towards", and 
the verb "saila" which according to two of my informants means to substitute one thing 
for something else: "If there is a shirt over there and I go over to get it but when I get 
there what I actually find is a bucket—this is aisaila. Or if I am waiting for a certain 
person to arrive but the person who actually turns up is someone else and not the person 
I was specifically waiting for, then this is aisaila." In relation to the bakkat katsaila this 
means that people associated with it, that is the members of the uma faction in whose
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uma it is stored are, in a sense, "substituted" for something else not specified and 
therefore moved out of harm's way when it is heading in their direction. Another 
informant explained the concept in a slightly different way describing the action ka saila 
as deflecting harm away from a potential victim to one side rather than removing that 
person from danger through some sort of substitution. Thus an arrow fired at a person 
goes astray and he or she will be safe. ‘Bakkaf means "base" or "foundation" and serves 
to distinguish the bakkat katsaila from other katsaila which, along with it, form an 
important component of the puliaijat, a relationship we examine in detail in chapter 
eight.
O f almost equal importance to the bakkat katsaila is the gong. In each uma there is at 
least one gong and in some as many as three. But normally there is only the one large 
gong. In those uma possessing more than one these will vary in size, the smallest at 
around 40 cm in diameter to 55 cm for a large gong. The larger gongs are very difficult 
to obtain. However the smaller (modern) and more easily obtained gongs give out an 
unsatisfactory tone. Much fun was had at the expense of one uma faction which obtained 
a shiny new small-diameter gong. It barely resonated at all when struck, giving instead a 
dull and, worrying for its owners, lifeless thud. The gong or gongs are hung next to the 
bakkat katsaila and, similarly, are only utilized in the course of a puliaijat. The progress 
of a puliaijat is announced to those within earshot, each session of gong sounding 
indicating the commencement or completion of a stage.
Usually mounted alongside these items is a large 30cm diameter ceramic plate of Dutch 
manufacture. The rimata uses this in the appropriate context within the course of a 
puliaijat. Plates such as these were manufactured early this century and obtained, along 
with gongs, from the Dutch at Muara Siberut. They are much revered and are hung up 
with the other items in their own rattan-weave holder. Also hanging up are a set of 
elongated wooden dishes (lulag) numbering up to three, ranging from small to large, in a 
complete set, the irik, the pusikebbukat, and the kokoman sikebbukat. Each has a 
particular role to play once again in the course of a puliaijat. The smallest begin at 
around 35 cm long, being some 15-17 cm in width at the widest point, tapering off at 
each end. The largest measure up to 55 cm long. In some uma the irik is the smaller of 
the two. In others it is the pusikebbukat. The largest lulag is universally the kokoman 
sikebbukat measuring approximately 65-70 cm long and some 25 cm wide. If there is 
only the one lulag, this is defined as an irik, the most important lulag of the three. 
However, in the appropriate context, it is defined as, and thus used as, the pusikebbukat. 
Only in Ugai did I come across an uma in which there was only one lulag. In Madobag 
there were never less than two in every uma. an irik!pusikebbukat and a kokoman 
sikebbukat.
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Hung up near the lulag are two more items, the lakuk (bowl) and the sisip (ladle). The 
lakuk is crafted from a coconut half with its husk left intact and is used as a liquids 
container in a puliaijat. The sisip consists of a 50cm long shaft of wood some 0.5cm 
thick. On one end is attached an immature coconut-half inner shell used to transfer 
liquids from the lakuk. An important category of items although somewhat peripheral to 
the core heirlooms—the bakkat katsaila, the gong(s), the Dutch plate, and the lulag—is 
the set of three partially hollowed out tree sections, each fashioned into a drum or 
ludukal. A set consists o f a large (2-2.5m), a medium, and a small (l-1.5m) drum, each 
having a diameter of around 30cm. Each has its particular tone, the larger the tudukat the 
lower the tone. These are struck one at a time with a large pestle-like implement in 
special combinations and according to fast or slow rhythms which communicate the 
taking of "forest meat" (iba leleu) that is monkey, deer, or wild pig, and the death of a 
person affiliated to the uma respectively. All uma also possess a set of smaller hand-held 
hollowed out lm x 20-30cm drums, gajeuma, covered at one end with python-skin 
constituting the striking surface. Like each of the other items these are mobilised in set 
events during a puliaijat. The tudukat and gajeuma are marginal however to the other 
ancestral items even despite their incorporation into suku origin narratives. Gajeuma are 
usually stored above the central fireplace in type 5 uma or above head-height over the 
laibok in those uma lacking a tenganuma. Tudukat are stored up here also but more 
towards the front of the laibok. If they are to be sounded, someone (male) ascends and 
strikes them there. In some cases tudukat are kept to one side on the laibok, or even, in 
the case of the Sagorogo tudukat, kept outside on the ground under a special shelter 
erected over them. In addition to these items there is sometimes a small bottle of cooking 
oil or coconut oil (pakale) hung up alongside them, the lelebak. This is a potent source 
of gaud ("power") although not all uma have one, nor is the lelebak, strictly speaking, a 
part of the set of ancestral heirlooms.
The items themselves are never referred to collectively but only individually.
However everything is evaluated relative to the bakkat katsaila, since this is the vital 
heirloom. Indeed the minimum requirement for an uma to be defined as an uma is the 
possession of a bakkat katsaila (in Ugai I came across one or two uma having just a 
bakkat katsaila and nothing else). In the context of my enquiries about these items, 
people would talk about the bakkat katsaila and alei nia ("its/his/her companion^]"). I 
therefore refer to them collectively as the alei katsaila.
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Placement
Along with the variation in design and layout of Madobag uma comes a wide variation 
within each of the categories of ancestral objects and their placement in their respective 
uma.
Samalaiming have placed their bakkat katsai/a on the far left of the batnuma/laibok wall 
section, a mere 0.8m from the batnuma doorway, leaving 1.5m in between it and the far 
right wall. It rests on a small platform the same size as the bakkat katsaila's base attached 
to the batnuma wall lm above the floor. The largest of the three gongs, 50cm in 
diameter, hangs 0.5m above the floor a little to the right. The middle- and smallest-sized 
gongs hang in the corner. In between these hang two lakuk (bowls). A little to the right, 
at the same height as the bakkat katsaila, hangs the three lulag, the largest one first, with 
the other two hanging in front and on top of it on a nail tacked into the wall. There are 
three sisip each of which are inserted into the top of the bakkat katsaila, the usual 
storage place for these.
In contrast to this the type 2 uma belonging to one of the Sakukuret uma factions has its 
bakkat katsaila mounted centrally between the door and the right wall. A little to its right 
are two lulag, the smaller used as both irik and pusikebbukat in the appropriate context. 
Down to its left hangs the only gong. Suspended in between the lulag and the gong is the 
Dutch plate. The sisip (ladle) is located in the bakkat katsaila, the lakuk resting on the 
rafters running at head-height down the right o f the uma against the right wall.
The type 3 uma, belonging to a Sabagalet faction, similarly has the one large gong 
located a meter to the left o f a large 40 cm x 13cm bakkat katsaila, affixed one metre 
above the floor, on the back wall of the single room inside the batnuma. The leaves 
extend a further half a meter or so out the top of the cylinder itself, reaching above the 
top of the wall. The other items are arranged in between the bakkat katsaila and the 
gong. Nearest to the bakkat katsaila just to its left is the kokoman sikebbukat lulag 
hanging by itself on a nail. A little to the left of this again, the pusikebbukat lulag and the 
irik lulag hang together. In between these and the gong hangs the Dutch Plate.
One of the two Samwonwot uma, the type 4 uma, possesses a large bakkat katsaila 
immediately to the right of the batnuma doorway. Next to this is the first and largest 
gong, then the lulag (a complete set), a lakuk and a sisip, the Dutch plate, then the 
smallest gong (medium sized), finishing up with the newest gong (also a medium) 
acquired from a suku over in the next valley (Silaoinan). Due to lack of room the rimata 
and his sons have taken the decision to place the third gong just to the left of the 
doorway rather than have everything cramped together, an aesthetically unacceptable
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Situation, even though this means relocating the gong to the left, negatively valenced, 
half of the uma.
In the type 5 uma, the largest of the Sakukuret uma, the rimata has taken the unusual 
step of fastening a triangular wooden base-piece lm above the floor in the back left 
corner of the first room on the right, inside the batnuma. To the front and the side wall 
he has connected a 30 cm high length of sago-tree bark behind which have been 
progressively placed the anarchic profusion of leaves constituting the bakkat katsaila. 
Immediately to the right, a lattice of rattan holds an ordinary enamel plate in lieu of a 
Dutch manufactured plate. This is a common practice for those uma lacking a Dutch 
plate. Even those having one might store an ordinary enamel plate, such as this one, with 
the Dutch plate, and use this, rather than the greatly treasured porcelain plate itself.
Three suku in Madobag have a type 6 uma. Originally an ordinary sapou, these dwellings 
have been upgraded to uma status through becoming storage places for ancestral 
heirlooms. This recently took place in the suku Sagorojo, its members moving the 
heirlooms out across the way to the rimatds eldest son's sapou. Here the objects were 
arranged with the bakkat katsaila and one gong occupying what space was available 
directly to the right inside the batnuma door, the other items being placed on the right 
wall. In one of the other type 6 uma, Samapopoupou, the bakkat katsaila has been 
placed on the right wall along with the other objects, since no room was available on the 
batnuma wall where they would normally go. It might be noted that, apart from the one 
Samwonwot gong located on the left half of the uma, in no other uma did I come across 
any heirloom items placed on the left-hand side.
The uma come in all manner of shapes and sizes. There are those that are grand and 
imposing structures, unmistakably uma since sapou (residential huts) are simply not built 
in this way. There are the majority, however, which are structurally indistinguishable 
from the sapou for which they form the focus. What does distinguish them is the store of 
ancestral heirlooms kept within in particular the bakkat katsaila. Indeed, if a sapou 
possesses a bakkat katsaila then it qualifies as an uma. In their capacity as the umäs 
central distinguishing characteristic, the heirlooms can be conceived to form the hub of 
the uma faction as a community focused around these items stored in a particular uma. 
The importance of these for uma faction and suku identity is the subject of the next two 
chapters, in which we also clarify the relationship between the two. In doing so, we will 
also clarify the role the heirlooms play in creating suku and/or uma faction identity 
through what I have termed the ‘ideology of identity’. We will, furthermore, then be in a 
position to appreciate the nature of the uma as a reproduced region of time-space, rather 
than a mere assemblage of planks and beams, a reproduction ultimately hinged upon this
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universal distinction between the inner sanctum (batnuma) where the ancestral heirlooms 
are stored and the area without, the tenganumallaibok.
5The Suku: Profiles, and 
Interrelations
A suku and its constituent uma factions can be likened to a figure-ground Gestalt. Each 
is separate and distinct from the other yet each evokes the other. Unlike in the past, uma 
are no longer necessarily co-extensive with suku where the uma as both dwelling and 
social unit were one and the same. Even where a suku consists of just the one uma, these 
are constructed as separate entities: ‘there is our suku, and there is our uma'. The 
designation uma refers to a certain type of structure having a definite function: as the 
storage place for the ancestral heirlooms. We have, then, the suku composed of 
household (lalep) groups, each of these being focused on a particular uma within a suku 
thus constituting what I term an ‘uma faction’. However, the uma as the hub of a suku or 
uma faction within a suku tends to take on a sort of transparent insubstantiality as 
opposed to the sociological facticity of the suku as both an evoked and practical entity in 
terms of the household (lalep/sapou) units that constitute it. In other words a suku can 
be adequately described in terms of its constituent household units without mentioning 
the uma at all, since usually only the one household lives in it anyway. True, it is a 
repository of a store of particular heirlooms to which different members in the multi-uma 
suku have a relationship. Nevertheless, people of th e suku live and work in terms of their 
households, whereas just the one household dwells in the uma, making it no more than a 
sapou where the heirlooms are stored. Accordingly, in order to appreciate the uma's role 
we need to look a bit more carefully at the suku in terms of, firstly, its internal 
constitution and external relationships with other suku, and secondly in terms of its 
relationship to the ancestral heirlooms. In doing so we will draw nearer to our goal of 
understanding the uma as a ‘strategy of intervention’ in the cosmos.
Suku in Madobag range in size from those consisting of merely one member, to large 
suku consisting of many dozens of people belonging variously to several uma factions. 
There is no necessary correlation between suku size and the number of uma factions, 
although there needs to be a reasonable population in a suku before we find more than 
one faction. Yet one of the largest suku, Salolosit, consists of only the one uma. 
Recruitment to a suku, or an uma faction within it, takes place through a person being 
born into it, or affiliating with it through marriage or adoption. In most cases this 
involves a woman joining her husband’s suku, although sometimes a man joins his wife’s
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suku if he does not have the bridewealth to "pay for" (saki) her. Suku members generally 
strive to represent their suku to themselves and to others as distinct from, and therefore 
superior to all other suku. Accordingly, in respect of both formal and informal relations, 
suku do not have a great deal to do with each other. Yet it must be said that this holds 
more for older married people rather than the dusurf s youth who regularly associate 
across suku boundaries. For the former, daily interaction and formal occasions are 
generally carried on in terms of suku membership— one associates more with one’s own 
suku than one does with sirimanua, that is the ‘undifferentiated masses’ constituting the 
Other. Formal inter-suku relations take place in the context of marriage, the paabad, 
pakok, sinuruk, paroman, and tulou institutions respectively. Each suku demonstrates 
unique characteristics vis-a-vis other suku with regards to each of these.
The number of members in each genealogy I recorded for each suku must be regarded as 
approximate since, in every case, some suku members are not included. Revisions to 
genealogies in the field always involved increases in suku populations. However, the 
figures do adequately reflect the relative size of the suku in Madobag. Four suku have 
only nominal representation in the dusun; their members having migrated there from both 
nearby and more distant locations. The smallest suku consists of just the one elderly 
widower, the last of his uma faction belonging to the suku Sateburuk which has 
representation in the Silaoinan area to the north east of the Rereiket, and in some of the 
dusun located near to Muara Siberut. This particular man lives in his hut on suku land 
located 1.5 km to the south of Madobag, but is affiliated with the suku Sapojai in the 
dusun proper. Saleubajak and Saegioni from the Matotonan area, along with Sagoluk 
which has uma factions in Ugai and Rogdog, are represented by a single household each 
possessing and occupying a single hut in the dusun. Each has separated from its natal 
uma faction in the recent past. Such separations constitute a potential basis for the 
formation of new suku should they decide not to return to their original suku. All that 
would be required is the establishment of a new uma with a new bakkat katsaila, 
legitimized and advertised to the rest of the community through holding the relevant 
puliaijat (ceremonial event). In the case of these factions this has not yet occurred. In the 
dusun Saegioni has affiliated with the suku Samalaiming initially building a large sapou 
next to the Samalaiming uma (1,12). This was subsequently dismantled to make way for 
a new Samalaiming sapou. This affiliation was based upon the common ancestral origins 
of both suku. Both trace their immediate origins to the one suku and, along with several 
other suku, constitute a group of related suku known as a ‘rakrak'}  This particular 
household was granted a sapou (1,25) under the PKMT Housing project next to the one 
Saguluk household which affiliated with the suku Sabagalet. The space was made
1 I ask the reader to accept this provisionally. In the next chapter we go into this in much more detail.
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available there so they had to be content with the position they were given even though 
this meant living surrounded by the Other. The preferable position would have been over 
near Samalaiming where they were in the first place. However, it was not until the 
second phase o f the Housing project in early 1993 that the space for a new hut was made 
available with the dismantling of all the old huts in that far corner of the dusun.
A similar position was occupied by the smallest suku in the dusun possessing an uma and 
an array of ancestral heirlooms, Sakairigi, who have affiliated with the larger 
Samapopoupou suku. Sakairigi is constituted by a middle aged couple who have adopted 
a child from one Samapopoupou family since they have no children of their own. They 
added to the materials granted to them by the Social Affairs Department for a sapou 
building the uma (4,7;type 1) instead. The uma is also the focus for the Samapopoupou 
households clustered nearby on its north side.
Samatobe, with their uma located at (4,28) are a little more substantial with a total of 
five members divided amongst two households, an elderly couple along with their son his 
wife and their child. The younger couple were childless, as with Sakairigi, and responded 
to the offer when it was suggested they adopt the husband’s sister’s youngest child, the 
sister having died giving birth. Similarly the suku Sakakadut consisting of the rimata, his 
two sons, together with their wives and children inhabit the one uma (1,30a) when they 
are in the dusun. Saluluplup with some seven members divided into three households 
have an uma inhabited by the rimata and his wife across the river where they live with 
their pigs near to their sagu-making platform (pasaguat). Of the other two households, 
one lives in the dusun (3,37), the other near to the uma in a hut above their pigs. Sapojai 
with one uma (3,41) and one hut next to it consists of nine people divided amongst four 
households, three of whom live in the uma and various sapou, the fourth, the elderly 
widower who by himself constitutes the suku Sateburuk, attends events at the Sapojai 
uma as one affiliated to it. Sapojai claims an undifferentiated line of derivation beginning 
at Simatalu, the place claimed as the origin of all suku by every suku, with Sateburuk 
constituting an offshoot in the past. The rimata of Sabulau finds himself in an unenviable 
situation similar to Sakairigi. His suku's eight members, divided into two households, are 
predominantly female—the rimata o f the one uma, his daughters, along with his childless 
brother leave no male heirs. If the rimata acquired a son through adoption like Sakairigi 
then the problem would be solved. The uma would remain occupied. He has, however, 
not yet embarked upon this course of action and would not appear likely to. In common 
with some other suku, the rimata has a large sapou (4,18) in the dusun where he resides, 
the uma only being used when curing a member of the suku who has fallen ill, or when 
holding a puliaijat (ceremonial event). He also has a large sapou outside the dusun 
across the river where he raises his pigs and where he spends a lot of time.
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Samalaiming, which we have encountered in the form of the type 1 uma, consists of four 
households. In the uma lives the rimata, his wife and two daughters along with his 
widowed sister. This is an interesting case since the elder of the two daughters has 
recently been divorced. She married a man from the suku Sakaiload located in central 
Siberut in the Samukob area. Shortly after the birth of her second child, following 
problems with her husband and her in-laws, compounded with the tyranny of distance 
making visits back to see her family in the Rereiket prohibitive, she moved back to the 
dusun permanently. In accordance with the norm she moved with the children back to 
her father’s uma, of which both she and her children, formerly members of Sakaiload, are 
now officially members. The rimata's sister had married into the suku Sabagalet. But 
following the death of her husband, and despite the fact that her children and 
grandchildren remain members of this uma, she returned to her father’s (now her 
brother’s) uma. It is often the case that a widow returns to her father’s uma in this way, 
the contact with the natal uma having always been maintained.
A similar situation occurred in Samalaguret, a suku similar in size to Samalaiming centred 
upon the one type 4 uma (3,34). There are five households in this suku including the 
rimata who lives in the uma itself along with a widower son and a widowed daughter 
who was married to a man from Sapojai. Following his death she elected to move back 
to the uma. That they had no children made it a certainty that she would return to her 
natal uma, although even if they had had children, in conformity with the usual practice, 
she would have in all likelihood returned to her original suku and the uma with her 
children. The other households in this suku have huts (3,21; 3,19; 3,36) near to the uma. 
One of the rimata's sons, however, spends a lot of the time with his family (lalep) in the 
next valley to the west-southwest where Samalaguret has some land.
Samapopoupou, in a similar vein, is focused largely upon both a type 6 uma located on 
the very fringe of the dusun as well as the Sakairigi uma. The notable characteristics of 
this suku are firstly the return of the widowed sister of one of the two eldest males from 
her husband’s suku, and secondly, the inability of the rimata of the suku's eldest son to 
raise the bridewealth required to give to the suku Sakukuret in exchange for one of the 
Sakukuret uma rimata's daughter. Such bridewealth which includes pigs, mone 
(gardens), taro plots (gette), coconut, sago, and durian trees, as well as material for 
making mosquito nets, even glasses and plates, is contributed by each household in 
proportion to the number o f the respective items like durian trees to which they have 
rights, since individuals can acquire rights in these kinds of items from a variety of 
sources in a variety of different areas. People may have rights in individual durian trees 
or coconut trees on any suku's land. Collectively these items are given in exchange for a 
wife. However, if the demands cannot be met, and subsequent negotiations fail to bring
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about a satisfactory outcome, then a man may affiliate with his wife’s suku, rather than 
the other way around which is the usual practice. In this particular case the husband did 
indeed affiliate with his wife’s suku. He now lives in a large sapou (1,30) next to the 
unoccupied sapou (1,32) belonging to his wife’s father, in an area occupied by several 
Sakukuret households (1,29; 3,31; 1,41; 3,38; 3,32). Any events held at the uma he 
attends with his wife and children as a member of the suku, although only the events held 
at his wife’s father’s uma and not at any of the other three uma in the Sakukuret suku.
Sapuaiload represent probably the perfect ‘average’ suku with six sapou (2,18; 2,20; 
2,21; 2,22; 2,23) clustered close to the uma (2,18). What is perhaps somewhat atypical is 
their making the uma into a monument to Catholicism. Unlike any other in Madobag it is 
adorned with colour print portraits of Jesus along with a statue of the virgin Mary above 
the doorway. Displayed across the front of the batnuma (inner sanctum) wall were 
several vibrant scenes depicting the crucifixion. Mounted above the doorway was a small 
statue and a crucifix.
With 23 members the suku Sabeuleleu, the only suku lacking an uma, is one of the more 
substantial suku. The four households comprising the suku are, temporarily, divided 
amongst three longish sapou (3,7; 3,8; 3,11) recently completed in the first stage of the 
PKMT Housing project. They originally lived in the one uma and several sapou located 
in the next valley across to the west from the Rereiket. When the housing in the dusun 
was completed they moved to their present position, although they still spend a fair 
amount of time in their respective sapou on the suku land. With the move to the dusun 
the ancestral heirlooms were transferred to the rimata'§ sapou (3,7) where they remain 
today. They plan to build another uma in the dusun as an appropriate storage-place for 
the heirlooms when they are able to get the resources together. The rimata does not 
define the hut where they are presently stored as an uma even though it may well 
function as such on ritual occasions (see chapter eight).
Samwonwot is the first o f the suku made up of more than one uma. There are 35 people 
divided amongst two uma in this suku. In the first faction we find five households 
including the rimata's which is located in the recently completed uma (4,30). His two 
sons live directly opposite in two recently completed huts (4,31; 4,32). The other two 
sapou are located some distance away in section 3 on the map (3,9; 3,13), a location 
dictated by the availability o f space. Five households are centred on the other uma. Each 
uma has its own horde of ancestral heirlooms divided up when two brothers, the rimata 
of each of the existing uma, decided to go their separate ways. This suku's land is 
located quite some distance away from the dusun, to the west, beyond Sabeuleleu land, 
requiring a half-day journey cross-country to get there. This means that suku members
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spend a great deal of time out there rather than making the journey between the dusun 
and their land too often.
Whilst a largish suku is required before it is possible for there to be more than the one 
uma in it, the existence of the one large suku does not guarantee the existence of multiple 
uma. Such is the case with Salolosit, a 31 member suku focused upon a large type 5 uma. 
The suku is centred upon a core of a pair of brothers, one of whom is the rimata, and 
their brother-in-law (lakiit), Silikat. All three prefer to live on their particular segments of 
Salolosit land located just to the north of the dusun and a little further away to the east, 
but still spend time every day in the dusun. Silikat’s situation constitutes the second 
example o f a man who was not able to assemble the bridewealth to compensate the suku 
from which he gained his wife, Salolosit, and instead had to affiliate with them. His wife 
is the sister of the two brothers. His original suku was Saumanuk, located in the Taileleu 
area near the south coast, a suku o f which he is no longer a member. Nevertheless the 
patriarchal bias persists. When I was inquiring about the particular suku membership of 
each sapou in the dusun, informants labelled the sapou (3,4), inhabited by Silikat’s eldest 
son and his family, as Saumanuk, despite the fact that the household inhabiting the sapou 
define themselves as Salolosit. Similarly people label the hut, where the Sakukuret 
woman and her Samapopoupou husband live, as Samapopoupou whereas in reality the 
household is affiliated to Sakukuret. However, Silikat’s youngest son has recently taken 
a wife into Salolosit, the bridewealth for whom is the responsibility of the suku. His wife 
thus becomes unambiguously Salolosit.
The final three suku, Sakaliau, Sagorojo/Sakukuret, and Sabagalet are the largest suku in 
Madobag each consisting of multiple uma— 6, 4, and 3 respectively. Sakaliau number 54 
individuals, divided amongst 6 uma and some 12 households. In the dusun itself there is 
just the one uma with four sapou each affiliated to one of the various uma factions. Just 
across the river on the Sakaliau land the rest of the uma are located, each occupying its 
segment of suku land along with several sapou inhabited by the households affiliated to 
each uma. The uma are, in the main, inhabited by the rimata, his wife and his younger 
children, with married sons living in their sapou above their pigs. Each rimata keeps his 
pigs beneath the uma and rarely goes into the dusun. All those older Sakaliau members 
living out in this area have never elected to come into the dusun to live, although they 
occasionally stay overnight in the sapou that some of them have there. Their older 
unmarried children prefer to spend most of their time in the dusun. Any work that needs 
to be done on their segment of the suku land is only 15 minutes to a half-hour walk 
away.
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It is somewhat of a mystery how and why this suku came to be in its current situation 
when compared with the other suku in Madobag all of whom are almost 100% based in 
the dusun due to government ‘insistence’ that this is where they reside. Many informants 
cite government pressure as the reason they remain in the dusun rather than returning to 
a life of full residence on their pulagajat (suku land) pursuing the lifestyle that Sakaliau 
now enjoys. This pressure has been intense over the decades since Independence, coming 
in waves, periods in which uma along with the ancestral heirlooms within, along with the 
artefacts relied on by shaman to carry out their business, were destroyed. Administrators 
have consistently defined all these objects and the beliefs associated with them as 
anachronistic and "primitive". A rimata of one of the Sakaliau uma factions perhaps 
provided a clue when he talked about the close relationship that he had cultivated over 
the years with the authorities in Muara Siberut. Other Sakaliau members merely said that 
they wanted to live that way and so they did. Echoing this officials in Muara Siberut 
indicated to me that if the people upriver wanted to live that way then there was nothing 
much they could do about it, more a reflection of current policy toward the local people 
than a statement of fact. Along with this has been the official conversion to Islam by the 
whole suku in the previous decade, an event looked upon and talked about favourably by 
the predominantly Minangkabau Muslims of Muara Siberut. It is exclusively from among 
the Sakaliau people that the active members of the nightly Koran reading sessions in 
Madobag come. This factor, along with the recent change in tactics by the government 
leading to a more tolerant policy towards what they regard as a "primitive" and 
"backward" lifestyle, may help explain why this particular suku has been able to maintain 
their lifestyle where others have not.
The second largest suku in Madobag, Sakukuret-Sagorojo, has 52 members divided 
amongst four uma and 15 households. Sakukuret was the original suku from which 
Sagorojo under the present rimata, the oldest member of the suku, split away in the 
recent past. The rimata, his brother, and the rimata's daughter along with her husband 
who joined the suku from Samapopoupou are affiliated to the first, a type 5 uma (2,1). 
Four households are focused on the Sagorojo type 6 (3,6) uma, six households are 
focused upon one type 2 (1,40) uma, with the last three focused upon a type 4 uma 
located across the river a half-kilometre from the dusun. The rimata and his son spend a 
fair proportion of the day out here whilst sleeping in sapou (4,16; 4,17) in the dusun at 
night. The younger brother of the Sagorojo rimata whose uma was previously located 
directly opposite (2,1), together with his two sons, moved to Muntei a dusun not far 
upriver from Muara Siberut. Government officials had brought pressure to bear in order 
to get as many people as possible from Sakukuret to move to Muntei since they owned 
land half way from Madobag to Muntei where they all have huts and keep their pigs, 
making it much o f a muchness in travel to their land from either direction. From the
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government’s viewpoint it was better for them to be closer to Muara Siberut and 
‘beneficial’ influences. The brother and his sons dismantled their uma, re-assembling it in 
the Muntei dusun, but failed to convince any of the others to follow them. The bonds 
between them were still strong although weakening, since in the event of a puliaijat or 
healing event (pabete), for example, members of the Sagorojo and Madobag-based 
Sakukuret attend whichever uma it takes place at, but not the faction residing at Muntei.
Sabagalet is the largest suku in the dusun with some 62 members spread amongst four 
uma and 15 households. Sabagalet were, in Madobag’s early days, concentrated around 
the uma (1,1; 1,2; 1,3). (1,2) is the uma in which dwells the one household composed of 
a middle aged couple and their young son who also have a recently completed PKMT hut 
(sapou) (1,33). When the PKMT Housing project got off the ground in 1989-1990, the 
suku expanded toward the southwest. It now occupies 13 huts in this general sector. 
Those affiliated to uma (1,1) built a new uma (1,18) near an existing hut (1,15), as well 
as building another new hut next to it (1,17). The old uma has thus been abandoned. 
Those in (1,3) stayed where they were. In the most recent round of PKMT hut building, 
several old huts, located a little to the northwest, were pulled down to make way for new 
hut for each household (lalep). According to informants, the uma constituting Sabagalet 
have been drifting apart for some time. The faction remaining at (1,3) recently held a 
puliaijat o f separation in which they formally separated from the other uma. The rimata 
now refers to this uma as the ‘Sapeleggut’ faction (named after a type of tree). Given 
time this may become a new suku, Sapeleggut, as the younger members grow older 
depending on whether or not they want to strengthen the notion of a separate identity. 
Or perhaps like Sagorojo, who play down distinctions between themselves and 
Sakukuret, they gloss over the differentiation and continue to construct themselves as 
Sabagalet. On the other hand, the faction based on the (1,18) uma, whilst emphasizing 
their identity as Sabagalet, nonetheless differentiate themselves not only from the other 
factions within the suku but also unequivocally from all other suku in the dusun. They 
have a reputation even amongst other Sabagalet members as "brash" and "arrogant" 
having a history of engaging in pakok, a state of rivalry bordering on fighting with 
another suku in which each tries to outdo the other in successive hunting expeditions to 
the leleu (forest). They would broadcast their successes to all within earshot, aiming 
barbed insults targeting their opponents lack o f hunting prowess by means of the tudukat 
drums. They have also recently embraced Islam and number among the 40 people 
officially registered as Muslims although they are virtually non-active. In contrast, the 
Sapeleggut men have been closely associated in the past with Church and administrative 
affairs.
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An interesting exception to the marked tendency of suku to differentiate themselves from 
and define themselves in opposition to other suku is an isolated case of sister exchange 
between one of the Sabagalet factions and Sapojai. The rimata’s brother’s son took a 
Sapojai girl for his wife with his sister marrying his wife’s brother. On several occasions 
informants expressed that this was a desirable option but not necessary nor imperative, a 
claim backed up by the lack of such relationships in my field data.
Intermarriage
Marriage between suku is exogamous. In light of the efforts of each suku to mark itself 
off from the Other, we might expect marriage to tend towards endogamy thereby 
protecting and enhancing the exclusiveness of each suku. Instead, apart from one 
instance, the practice is for individuals to select a partner where there is no possible 
relationship demonstrable between them in ancestral terms. An individual must select a 
partner from not merely another suku but from a suku having no ancestral connection to 
one’s own. If people can be shown to share a common ancestor within four or five 
generations then they are not considered to be suitable partners, and there will be 
pressure upon them not to marry. There is, generally, no interest in creating or 
consolidating alliances with other suku through marriage. Where there is any interest in 
alliance it is achieved, rather, through the institutionalized relationship known as paabad, 
which we will examine shortly.
Marriage, largely an individual affair, takes place in one of three ways. Liaisons are 
conducted beyond the public gaze. As long as couples conceal relationships from 
parents, or as long as parents or older people in the relevant suku do not know about 
them, these are left to run their respective courses. However, should some such person 
get wind of the affair, then the suku quickly moves to ascertain the intentions of both 
parties in respect of each other. A father asks a son whether or not he is serious, as does 
the girl’s father of her. Should both parties be willing to go ahead then bridewealth 
negotiations are entered into. Following a preliminary agreement as to how many sago 
trees, pigs, taro plots and so forth should be given, then, on an agreed day, the girl is 
taken and formally inducted into her husband’s suku. Several weeks or months later, a 
separate series of events (puliaijat) takes place in which the girl is formally relinquished 
by her natal suku, the bridewealth finally settled upon and delivered. What is initially an 
affair between two people becomes an affair between two suku.
Should there be objections on whatever ground from either party, and if the couple are 
indeed serious about a permanent union then they may run off together. If only the girl’s
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parents are not happy with the situation then she might run off to become a wife in her 
husband’s suku anyway. Or if the boy’s suku is unhappy then the couple go out and live 
together in a sapou on the land of either suku. Or sometimes it happens that, as a means 
of informing people who might be adverse to a particular union (in the couple's 
perception), they still run o f f . If there are no objections then they are "called" back to 
the dusun whereupon formal bridewealth negotiations begin.
It sometimes happens that a liaison results in a pregnancy. In this case both parties move 
quickly. It is in this sort of situation that a man under pressure to obtain large amounts of 
bridewealth in a short period of time may have to affiliate with his wife’s suku if he fails 
to do so. Informants stated that where this had occurred, a man was always free to take 
his time to get the required amount of bridewealth together. Whilst he is working on 
getting this together he affiliates with his wife’s suku. However, men who find 
themselves in this position are usually never able to raise enough, instead staying 
permanently with their wife’s suku. This would appear to be the case with the young man 
from Samapopoupou who married into Sakukuret.
Parents sometimes put pressure on their children, especially sons, to get married 
although such pressure is usually reserved for widows and widowers. The thought of 
marriageable adults, or worse still, adults who have been married and have lost a spouse, 
living ‘alone’ is abhorrent, and such people are urged to marry. In the case of widows 
and widowers this person will also be someone who has lost a spouse. Whenever and 
wherever there are two likely people, negotiations are entered into. The eighty-eight year 
old rimata o f Sagorojo married the wife of the deceased brother of the Salolosit rimata 
at the instigation of the Sagorojo rimata's son’s wife. Likewise the Samalaiming 
rimata's brother’s daughter, who is now a member of Sakukuret, negotiated the 
marriage between an elderly widow from a suku based in the Matotonan area and the 
Samalaiming rimata. Both suku have a great deal to say and make much ado about the 
link that has been forged by a newly married couple, although they do not act upon it 
afterwards. No enduring long term alliance is set up requiring constant (re)afifirmation 
through future exchanges. At the most it enables members o f one suku to say of another 
that "they are our saraina (relatives)", but only in the context of that marriage link since 
in all other respects they are still Other, a different suku with different ancestors and a 
different pulagajat.
The data I was been able to gather on marriages reflects the fact that people interact 
more in terms of suku within the dusun or the immediate area in relation to marriage 
rather than with those people coming from suku based in other areas. In 54% of recorded 
marriages men took their wives from the suku within Madobag; 46 % took wives from
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outside the dusun; 70% of outmarrying sisters and daughters marry within the dusun, the 
remaining 30% marry outside. Marriage with people from outside the dusun is heavily 
biased towards taking a spouse in the nearby dusun of Ugai and Rogdog, accounting for 
80% of spouses coming from outside. 58% of the wives coming from outside the dusun 
are from Ugai the nearest dusun located some two km upriver. 22% are from Rogdog 
the next nearest dusun located four or so km downstream. A further 22% come from a 
variety of areas outside the Madobag Desa.
These figures also reflect the ‘centripetal’ force the suku exerts on men who form its 
core members. If men or youths leave the dusun to go elsewhere seeking work or 
education almost all return to the dusun and their suku of origin to settle down and 
marry. Only three men had permanently left the dusun. the brother of the deputy head of 
the Madobag Desa who had many years before gone to the mainland for secondary 
education eventually gaining a managerial position in a Coca-Cola factory in Padang; one 
young man had been accepted into the army; another was studying in Padang.
The situation is very much the reverse of the Minangkabau, Melayu, and Acehnese 
(Siegal 1969) centrifugal practice of male merantau, or migration away from his 
household, particularly the Minangkabau where the typical life trajectory of a male is 
forever outwards and away from his mother’s house (Ng 1993). On the contrary, in 
Madobag the centripetal force exerted by a male’s suku— or uma faction within his 
suku— of origin in Madobag is the overwhelming power in his life for as long as he lives. 
The experience of Petrus is testament to this. Petrus is eighteen. He completed primary 
school in Madobag but did not get any secondary education. He would like to go away 
from Madobag and find work elsewhere, even in Padang, in order to gain "experience" 
(pengalaman). However, his father was putting pressure on him to get married. It did 
not matter with whom as long as he found a wife. Personally he feels it is not yet time, 
citing his age:
Twenty-five would be a better age to be tied down. For that’s what it amounts to. Once 
you are married you can't really go anywhere. Well ... yes you can go away but not for 
very long. I would like to go away for six months or a year, but no longer. If I was married 
and went off somewhere, I could not stay away for very long otherwise my wife would 
return to her father’s uma. Someone else could then marry her.
It must be stressed that it is not the dusun as a community that exerts this force but the 
uma communities as constituent of the suku, the various factions that as an aggregate 
make up the dusun.2
2 On a general level parents are loathe to send their children to Muara Siberut or, heaven forbid, 
Padang. People who can be designated as relatives (saraina) must stick together. They can see no 
discernible profit in making forays into unknown worlds inhabited by non -saraina (sirimanua), the
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Also reflecting the suku’s centripetal power of exclusivity, in only two cases in my data 
are there marriages aimed specifically at alliance, at specifically strengthening ties 
between two suku. Firstly, there was the sister exchange we encountered in relation to 
one Sabagalet faction’s relations with Sapojai, two suku which in other respects have 
little to do with each other. In the second instance, Salolosit took two wives from 
Samalaiming in the same generation. The present rimata’s younger brothers both took 
their wives, two sisters, from Samalaiming in what is regarded by most people in 
Madobag as a very unacceptable set of marriages. Although suku exogamy is satisfied in 
each case, all parties to the marriage can be traced problematically to the one ancestor. 
Both suku belong to the largest and most self-conscious rakrak in Madobag, in an effort 
to lessen the distance between two suku which once belonged to the antecedent suku 
Satoleoru. But in doing so they violate the principle of no marriage between people who 
can trace an easily demonstrated relationship to an apical ancestor.
Paabad
In contrast to the lack of enduring ties set up between suku through marriage, a paabad 
relation, which may be reproduced over several generations endures between some suku 
in Madobag and suku in areas some way removed from the area, usually outside the 
Rereiket. Paabad is instituted to re-establish the peace between two suku where either 
one of them have at some time in the past killed a member of the other, or where a 
situation of extreme tension has brought both to the verge of bloodshed. Older people 
still have vivid recollections o f raiding parties sent out from their uma to distant places in 
search of a head, along with the attendant unease as a result of the possibility of reprisals. 
The Dutch did much to eradicate this sort of violence between groups, however there 
were isolated head-taking incidents until recently. Some paabad  relations were instituted 
even as late as the early days of the indigenous Indonesian administration. The exchange 
relations these incidents engendered in contrast to marriage are intended to be 
reproduced indefinitely.
The relationship itself is sustained between the rimata o f the uma factions within the 
respective suku. Three of the four Sakukuret rimata have an ongoing paabad 
relationship with the rimata o f the suku Sakelu located in the Katurei area near Muara
Other. Recent financial support schemes to send promising primary school children to Muara Siberut or 
Padang, making it possible for them to continue their education, have not been enthusiastically 
embraced by residents in the Madobag Desa generally, exasperating administrative officials. As one 
strategy within an overall development plan, the scheme is partly aimed at breaking down this sort of 
"resistance" through education.
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Siberut, as well as the suku Saumaru and Sabojiat both based in the dusun of Salappak, 
located near the headwaters of the Silaoinan river in the valley to the north-north east. 
All three suku take turns to visit each other in their respective districts. They each define 
the other relative to themselves as saraina (relatives), or siripok ("friends": literally ‘the 
one who is/sits opposite, next to, adjacent to ’ [oneself]). However when pressed on the 
matter informants felt that, all things considered, their paabad  relations are with people 
who are siripok rather than saraina, the latter term defining people so designated as 
identical to those who are unequivocally saraina, the members of one’s suku. As with all 
relationship terms it is used strategically in context to dissolve the differences between 
people, converting people who were formerly distanced from oneself and therefore one’s 
uma faction or suku, into staunch allies and thus totally trustworthy. Siripok are 
intermediate between sirimanua (the Other) and saraina. Whilst not above suspicion, 
they are certainly a great deal more trustworthy than sirimanua. Siripok, moreover, 
concerns the present or the recent past whereas saraina is more about the distant past, 
about long standing relations. There is no intermarriage between the two suku, consistent 
with the general lack o f interest in creating or maintaining alliances by means of 
marriage.
There are five individuals from the two Salappak suku, each having a specific relation to 
each of the elderly males in Sakukuret, which includes the rimata of two of the four 
factions within Sakukuret as well as a brother of one, and a son of another. On this 
particular visit the Saumaru and Sabojiat members stayed for two nights and one day. 
They did not bring any gifts themselves but were instead given gifts of money by 
Sakukuret. They usually exchange many types of articles, although these are largely 
restricted to the items and objects used by shaman (sikerei), since six out of the ten are 
shaman. These objects include the small bells (tairosi) worn about the ankles or by a 
shaman’s wife about her waist. Popular are tudak, short lengths of hollowed resin or 
ceramic threaded along a stiff length of wire, worn about the neck. A very common item 
is cash, Indonesian rupiah. When Sakukuret go to Salappak to reciprocate the visit they 
may do so by taking chickens along with them, or even a pig or two.
Because Sakukuret had been to Salappak recently it was now the turn o f the Saumaru 
and Sabojiat people to reciprocate by coming to Madobag. At the previous meeting in 
Salappak the subject of counter-gifts had been discussed. Both sides had agreed on a 
medium-sized cow along with its calf to be delivered to one of the Sakukuret uma 
factions, that of the rimata Sipange, for a payment of some Rp.200 000 leaving the 
remainder, Rp.600 000 to be paid over time. This was considered a windfall by 
Sakukuret particularly Sipange, since the ultimate aim is to breed from the female and 
sell the offspring while they are still young, either to the locals or to traders in Muara
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Siberut when they are full-grown. Hence the hefty price. One month later some young 
men from the Salappak suku brought the cows to the dusim, Sipange having given a 
down payment, the Rp.20 0 0 003 when the Saumaru and Sabojiat people were visiting. 
My informant in this case was not sure (or was not saying) what had originally 
precipitated their particular pacibad relationship. What he did point out as important is 
that the patuat ("thoughts/feelings") between the two suku, be compatible, indicating that 
the original rapprochement between the two suku ending the problem between them, was 
still of high quality.
One of the two Samwonwot uma factions also has a paabad  relationship with Sabojiat 
along with two others, the suku Sakarengdalegu near Muara Siberut and the suku Salaise 
also of Salappak. The paabad  relation with Sabojiat came about when Samwonwot was 
engaged in a puliaijat "quite some time ago". In order to "boost their prestige" and 
demonstrate to their neighbours that theirs was a suku to be reckoned with, they went in 
search of a victim in the Salappak area. The first person they came across was a man 
looking for rattan whom they killed, taking his head back to the urua. They did not know 
which uma (suku) he came from. The point is they were out in search of a head and he 
was the first person they came across. It would not have mattered who they 
encountered—whoever it was would be, simply, unlucky. There was thus no plan to get 
a victim from any particular suku, although they did make attempts to ascertain later 
from which suku the man came. The usual practice in these incidents was the taking of a 
head, a source of great pride and prestige for the individual actually taking it. It would be 
the subject of a puliaijat where it would be "tortured" and "teased", yet eventually buried 
with the other members of the suku as a suku member, with all the attendant precautions 
guarding against the pernicious influences of the victim’s ghost (sanitu). The person who 
actually carried out the killing was Baliktakkak, the grandfather of the present rimata of 
the two uma constituting the present Samwonwot in Madobag. Samwonwot knew that 
their victim was from Sabojiat long before Sabojiat knew that it was Samwonwot who 
had done the deed. According to the story, a member of Sabojiat eventually did find out 
but was reluctant to tell his relatives. Eventually the government stepped in. Some 
officials came to the area to ibaduakek ("institute paabad") that is to re-establish good 
relations between the two sides and defuse the situation. Following an exchange of pigs 
and chickens, the affair was settled.
The background to the establishment of paabad  relations with Sakarengdalegu is 
expressed more along mythical lines. Sabagalet and Samwonwot were on fairly good 
terms since they lived quite close to one another. The teteu ("ancestor") from
3 These are significant amounts. The basic wage for manual labour (on the rare occasions it is available) 
is Rp. 5000 per day. SA 1.00 is approximately equivalent to Rp. 1500.00.
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Samwonwot borrowed the canoe belonging to the Sabagalet teteu in order to cross the 
river so that he could get to his pigs4. The Sabagalet teteu became very upset about it, 
abusing the Samwonwot teteu and taunting him about the fact that he had never killed 
anyone or taken a head. The Samwonwot teteu was accordingly incensed at this slur 
against him and his suku’s prestige. So he went to the Sabirut (Muara Siberut) district 
near to the coast where he came across a woman whom he killed. The head was taken 
back and shown to the Sabagalet people. Once again the government (Dutch) stepped in 
to ibadtiakek ("make peace [between]") both sides.
The paabad relations between Samwonwot and Salaise were established under different 
circumstances again. Samwonwot had built a new uma for which the appropriate 
puliaijat (ceremonial event) was held. A group of four Samwonwot members went out in 
search of heads. Once again, they killed the first person they came across in the Salappak 
area. Besides the head they also took the left arm. Since this is the one used for cutting 
with a machete, the implement used to dismember a body, they were taking symbolic 
steps5 to ascertain that the same thing not happen to them in reprisal.
Samalaiming has quasi paabad relations with the suku Samangeak now based in Ugai, 
and Taksiriratei based in the Samukob region, stemming from an incident in the 1950s. 
The first relationship came about in order to resolve tensions engendered by a killing. 
Samalaiming wished to clear some land to make a garden (mone) and plant some durian 
trees. The land belonged to Samangeak who forbade them from doing anything at all on 
it. Samalaiming went ahead regardless, with the thought that when they had harvested 
the crops they were to plant they would simply abandon the plot. Samangeak, however, 
cut down one of their durian trees. Samalaiming retaliated by cutting down some of 
Samangeak’s trees which led to a state of competitive rivalry (pakok) between both suku, 
each deriding the other through messages transmitted via their drums (tudukat). 
Eventually overtures were made to end the stand-off with some Samangeak people 
coming to the Samalaiming uma, where they obtained 10 pigs, lots of chickens, lots of 
taro and much more. At this time Samalaiming held a puliaijat. Four days later some 
Samalaiming people went to the Samangeak uma to attend a puliaijat being held there, 
taking the same amount of pigs and chickens and so forth. Following this the hostilities 
were regarded as finished.
4 The projection of the present into the past. Before the days of the dusun pigs were kept under the uma 
and not at any separate location, across the river or otherwise.
5 ‘Symbolic’ from an objectivist anthropological standpoint, but from not from theirs, as this act has, for 
them, real instrumental efficacy: it is a measure taken to guard against a machete being used against 
them. A division between "expressive" and "instrumental" acts (cf. Leach 1976) is not appropriate in 
this context. This is a central theme in chapters seven and eight.
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The paabad  between Samalaiming and Taksiriratei followed the normal pattern of 
events. A Samalaiming raiding party set out from the Rereiket for the Samukob district 
with the sole intention of taking a head. There was no plan to hit any particular suku. 
However, it happened on the way they met a raiding party from Taksiriratei, whereupon 
a fight ensued. Samalaiming were successful, bringing a head back. When some time later 
Taksiriratei discovered that Samalaiming were the ones they had met on the trail and thus 
those responsible for the death of one of their numbers, they called in the Dusun Head 
and "Hansip" ("civil defence" officer) who went to the Rereiket. Samalaiming admitted 
that they were responsible for the killing. Taksiriratei took as compensation (tulou) from 
them pigs, chickens, and taro, a lot more than Samangeak had taken from them in the 
earlier incident, since that only involved a state o fpakok and not a death. The exchanges 
took place in the context of two two-day pidiaijat at both the Samalaiming and Samukob 
uma. Nevertheless, however many pigs and chickens Taksiriratei took from Samalaiming, 
Samalaiming also took from Taksiriratei. My informant claimed that there are rarely 
meetings in the present between the two suku as it is "too far". If the Samalaiming people 
were in the Silaoinan area a little further to the north, and thus nearer to Samukob then, 
he claims, there could be frequent visits.
Pakok
Intermediate between the state of paabad  and its opposite, open hostilities, is the state of 
pakok. In actual fact suku are every day engaged in an unofficial pakok in respect of the 
tendency to always differentiate themselves from each other. Every suku thus considers 
itself a cut above the rest, but it is when a suku pours all of its time and resources into 
affirming and broadcasting the fact to all other suku and one other in particular that a 
formal state of pakok exists.
The Sabagalet faction that converted to Islam was the group most recently to become 
embroiled in a pakok affair. This took place in opposition to Salolosit. This Sabagalet 
faction was, in many people’s eyes, always too eager to broadcast to the dusun their 
expertise in hunting and killing monkey out in the leleu (forest). Usually a monkey-hunt 
0uroro) is carried out in the context of a puliaijat, bringing the event to a close by 
capturing "forest meat" (iba leleu) as a complement to the domestically produced meat 
(pigs and chickens) that is consumed during the event. Upon taking a monkey, various 
details, including size and the number taken, are announced to the dusun by means of 
distinctive rhythms struck on the tudukat drums. However, Sabagalet would deride other 
suku in the dusun for their lack of prowess in contrast to Sabagalet’s demonstrated 
superiority, enabling them to take several monkeys in one hunt. On one such occasion
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they singled out Salolosit for special attention, directing their derision specifically at 
them. This led to a whole series of uroro, having no connection to any puliaijat, but 
hunting carried out for hunting sake. Men by themselves or in pairs sometimes go out on 
a hunt, although this is usually always because they have another purpose in traversing 
the leleu and happen to take along their hunting equipment. In pakok all the men who 
would normally go out en masse on uroro in a puliaijat go out on repeated hunts in 
response to the successes enjoyed by their rivals. In this case the mediation of the Desa 
Head was required before the pakok was formally ended between the sides.
Informants also report that pakok can often flare up between two suku over the matter of 
appropriate amounts of bridewealth. A marriage is formally completed within the context 
of a puliaijat, including the specific amount of bridewealth to be handed over, along with 
the exact types o f bridewealth item. Some weeks before these details are roughly agreed 
upon where the pigs, trees, and chickens and so forth making up the bridewealth, are 
inspected by the prospective bride’s suku. Should any of the pigs be a bit on the sickly 
side, or a bit too small, or one of the trees not have much life left in it, then fresh 
demands are made on the day, for more or replacement items. The sticking point is often 
over pigs where the wife-takers claim they have no more pigs to give and hold fast to 
this. If the wife-givers also hold firm in their demands stating, rhetorically, that the wife- 
takers would not have embarked upon their project to gain a wife for one of their number 
if they did not have any pigs, and that they should therefore hand them over or give it up, 
then there is always the possibility that a stand-off will lead to an on-going state of 
pakok. This point in the negotiations is always tense. It all depends on the flexibility of 
each side. Although pigs can be borrowed from "friends" (siripok) from other suku or 
even members o f their own suku, people try to avoid such a course of action, as this can 
lead to disputes, and thereby pakok, when it comes to returning a pig that compensates 
the lender exactly for the pigs he lent—the same number, same size, same gender.
Sinuruk
An important relationship, ostensibly between suku but obtaining more between two 
(male) individuals from different suku, is the sinuruk, where X from suku A calls upon Y 
of suku B to assist him on a project. This might be in the building of a new uma or 
sapou, but more often relates to the holding of a pabete (healing event) or puliaijat. The 
sinuruk is not passed on in the same way that a paabad  relationship is to subsequent 
generations but is established in one generation as a friendship in which each of the 
partners define the other as siripok ("friend") or perhaps saraina ("relative").
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For example, in one series of puliaijat held in order to inaugurate a new shaman, 
Samalaiming requested help from Amanbilijou of Sabeuleleu, the rimata’s sister’s son, 
the sister having married into Sabeuleleu, and who also attended proceedings. The 
rimata defined the fellow variously as putiu bua (ZC), or punu teteu (SC,DC), basically 
designating him as a ‘child relative’. The new shaman himself engaged the services of his 
official instructor (paumat), Amangaraikerei, along similar lines. Amangaraikerei is a 
member of the suku Samabailoi from the Matotonan area. Both the new shaman, 
Amanniknik, and Amangaraikerei’s father’s mothers were sisters originating from the 
one (unspecified) suku. In the context of shamanic activities there has been co-operation 
along these lines. But apart from this particular link, there is no enduring form of co­
operation between the two suku just as there is not between Samalaiming and 
Sabeuleleu. In other contexts they are defined as sirimanua (Other). If either engages in 
some business that requires the "help" (paroman) of others then they call them. This 
"help" is reciprocated through a share of meat should there be any, or in lieu of this a 
chicken or two, or perhaps some taro or newly sprouting coconut trees. It is not the case 
that "help" given now will be reciprocated by help sometime in the future. It is a 
relationship based on an exchange in the present, which holds a possibility for future 
paroman.
Paroman and tulou
Paroman is the term used to describe an appropriate exchange, including both the act 
itself as well as the actual articles exchanged. Thus it is possible to have an exchange of 
items, "help" for pig meat for example, that is defined as ‘not being paroman’. In 
enquiring about types of paroman in specific instances, sometimes informants would 
state that ‘there was no paroman’. There was an exchange of items, except that the 
amount or quality of these items presented to my informants was not enough and 
accordingly could not be defined in his view as paroman. ‘Paroman’ is the noun form of 
the verb "ropmakek". It can be translated as "help" although it is based on the more 
fundamental notion of "giving (something)", rather than "help" per se. For example, one 
of my assistants once requested his remuneration for "help" tendered in Indonesian: "Ada 
bantuan sedikit" (Do you have any help for me?) a direct translation from the concept of 
paroman which would have approximately been rendered in the local language as "Anai 
paroman ta boirok? Correct Indonesian would have substituted the word "bantuan" (a 
direct translation of ‘paroman’) as "upah" or "gaji". However, paroman, or the 
completion of an exchange between us—language assistance for money—was what he 
meant and so was the appropriate concept from a local viewpoint.
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Paroman can be considered a quintessential part of both inter-suku and interpersonal 
social relationships. Where there is not, or where there has not been in the past, paroman 
on some scale between persons, or between suku, then no relationship of any 
consequence exists. Strangers to the dusnn are greeted with a hand shake and a request 
for tobacco as a foundation for an even transitory relationship, with the onus on the 
visitor to do the giving. The implication is that the good grace of acceptance has been 
already extended to the visitor as a sirimanna (Other) on someone else’s pulagajat (suku 
land). The visitor would also normally be made a fuss of at the host’s uma or hut (sapou) 
and would be invited to have a light meal of sago and banana before he went on his way.
The quality of paroman between persons, whether of the same or different suku, whether 
sustaining a paabad relationship, or whether compensating for sinuruk services rendered, 
can precipitate great social tension. Poor quality paroman is indeed the major cause of 
the almost evanescent nature of inter-personal ties of this sort. People are forever 
engaging in new sinuruk relations as well as breaking off old ones in the shifting play of 
siripok relations which takes place against the more substantial background of suku self- 
proclaimed uniqueness. People who are allies one day cease to be allies the next with 
varying consequences. The split between S. and H., two men belonging to two uma 
within the one suku, is a case in point. H. gave S. Rp. 50 000 in exchange for nine small 
sago trees, young trees he intended to plant on his particular part of his suku's land. The 
usual price in Madobag for a small sago tree is around Rp. 5000. H. handed over the 
money. All that remained was to pick up the trees. However not long after S. asked for a 
further Rp. 70 000 bringing the total to Rp. 120 000 which H. thought was a bit steep. 
He determined to get the money back and buy his trees elsewhere. But by this time S. 
had already given the money to his paabad relatives from Silaoinan as part paroman 
payment for the cows he would later receive from them. H. decided to bide his time, 
waiting for the right moment to press his demands for the money after which he would 
have nothing more to do with S., despite a reasonably close relationship in the past. This 
is inappropriate paroman, or rather, simply not paroman. As H. commented to me: 
"Between suku members there should be paroman. He ‘helps’ me and I ‘help’ him. This 
is not paroman".
The reverse side of the coin, as it were, that is where paroman has not been forthcoming 
where it should have been, is the tulou institution. In the literature it is not seen in terms 
of an exchange but rather described as a "fine". Van Buuren relates that on Siberut a man 
cannot claim a woman as his wife, or simply have much to do with her at all before a 
transfer of bridewealth. If he does, then the girl’s parents can demand that the man pay a 
"fine" for his transgression (Van Buuren 1937:530). A similarly legalistic perspective 
leads Luth to describe tulou in terms of a "fine" (<denda), the "legal" sanction suffered by
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anyone found to be engaging in illicit sex (Luth 1980:55). Susanto et. al. talk about what 
they term the "tulou adat law" (hukum adat tulou) specifically designating tulou as "fine" 
(Susanto 1980:49). Schefold, similarly, describes those taking all the fruit belonging to a 
particular uma rather than taking just a bit for consumption as subject to the payment of 
a "fine" ie. tulou (Schefold 1991:61). However, a little further on he states that a person 
found to be stealing coconuts from a certain other person’s clearly marked tree, must 
make good the loss by compensating the owner three to four times the amount that 
would normally be paid for an unmarked tree. Tidou is probably best understood in the 
Rereiket context as compensation.
Situations incurring tulou are varied. In the context of obtaining materials for the PKMT 
Housing project, people wanting to build a hut (sapou) lay claim to suitable trees in the 
vicinity of the dusun. Although these are usually on other suku’s land, these suku make 
no specific claim to the trees unless they mark them out for their own huts. Should the 
tree be of the durian variety, then this requires payment of a pig or perhaps a sum of 
money, since durian are highly valued. The act of taking a durian tree without such 
paroman being discussed and settled upon first incurs tulou (compensation). Similarly, 
unless there was a prior agreement, someone who marks a tree out to be cut as material 
for their hut is able to claim tulou from someone else who uses it for their own hut 
instead.
The majority of tulou come about in the context of responses to marital infidelity. The 
onus is on the offending male to give tulou to the woman’s husband, his father and 
brothers—to compensate them for, in effect, taking something without having given 
paroman in return. A man caught in this position has a difficult time of it, since the 
settlement of an appropriate amount of tulou is a very public affair. One couple 
concealed their relationship from everyone until it became obvious that the girl was 
pregnant. A large meeting was convened to discuss the tulou that automatically would 
have to be paid, along with a rough outline of bridewealth items and amounts that would 
be required for the marriage puliaijat that would follow. Most dusun members attended 
this at one time or another as it dragged on through the afternoon, often giving their 
thoughts on the situation. The initial demands were unrealistically inflated, virtually 
hurled at the offender by the woman’s brother: 1 large cooking vat, an area (mata) of 
durian trees, 1 roll of material for making mosquito nets, a large hand-net used by 
women to catch fish and shrimps in the river (.subba). He was given one non-negotiable 
week to come up with the goods. After several hours, things having cooled down, the 
position was relaxed a little— he could pay up Rp. 750 000 in lieu of the goods. He left 
briefly to check how much money was owed to him from a recent sale of simoitek (raw 
material for making incense) to one of the dusun traders. He re-appeared with Rp. 45
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000 saying he would go out to the leleu (forest) in search of more simoitek that week in 
order to honour the debt. This would be quite possible if he was lucky and found a tree 
with good quantities of this highly sought after commodity. The demands were 
eventually modified to where he would be required to give the goods stated at the outset, 
whenever he managed to come up with them. This is a typical scenario. A hard-line 
assertion of power over a person subject to tulou, and not really in a position to argue 
the point is subsequently modified, moderated to a position everyone is comfortable 
with. Often tulou is never completely handed over. Informants are still able to cite 
instances of incessant meetings leading to a pakok-like stand-off, leading to more 
meetings between certain individuals that have still not been resolved.
In short if there has not been paroman between persons or groups where it comes to be 
seen that there in fact should have been, then the payment of compensation {tulou) to 
right the wrong, to even up the imbalance created in the relationships is required. It is 
misleading to define this in terms of a "fine" which immediately drags in notions of 
western jurisprudence involving ‘deterrence’ or the positivist, functionalist construction 
of analogous institutions to tulou in the literature as a ‘control mechanism’.
In this chapter we have examined the significant characteristics of the suku in Madobag. 
The most significant aspect of 'mtQX-suku relations is the sense of exclusiveness actively 
maintained between suku through the institutions o fpaabad, pakok, paroman, and tulou. 
This may seem paradoxical in the case of paabad since this very much resembles an 
alliance, a coming together, aimed at preventing a further outbreak of violence between 
the suku similar to the one that had led to the institution in the first place. However, the 
relation is governed by the paromanltulou institution and is, accordingly, carried on 
within very strict parameters about what is or what is not appropriate exchange between 
suku. This represents not so much a rapprochement as a stand-off where both parties eye 
each other with mutual respect from a distance, reflecting the general ambience within 
which inter -suku relations are conducted in Madobag and other dusun in the Rereiket. In 
the next chapter we explore this further in the context of the relationship of several suku 
to each other in terms of the existence of ‘higher order’ entities that have been identified 
on Siberut, and the other islands, by previous fieldworkers.
A section of the har bour village and administrative centre for South Siberut, Muara Siberut.
Up-river on the way to Madobag, some women are returning from Muara Siberut with goods purchased in 
the trading stores.
A path through the dusun, with a selection of residential huts (sapou) in various stages of 
completion on the left. On the right (middle distance), the front third of an uma is visible.
A sapou in the dusun.
The balai desa where church services or general meetings are held.
One of the largest uma, belonging to the suku Salolosit. Set back a bit to the right of this is the uma 
of one of the four uma factions constituting the suku Sagorojo-Sakukuret. Whereas the former is 
unambiguously recognizable as an uma, the latter is indistinguishable from a sapou. The fact that it 
contains a bakkat katsaila and a full complement of the other ancestral heirlooms, however, 
distinguishes it from a sapou.
The rimata (2nd from left) of the suku Samalaiming sharing a leisurely moment with his ZS and BS (far 
right) who acts as his pamuri in a puliaijat.
A freshly cleared area of land (tinuggulu) in the leleu, where banana trees and cassava are to be planted.
A sago-making platform (pasaguat).
The ancestral heirlooms belonging to one of the uma factions constituting the suku Samwonwot. From left 
to right: a recently acquired gong; the Dutch plate in its rattan holder; a large reasonably old gong; the 
lulag', the bakkat katsaila. The lakuk (bowl) and sisip (ladle) are partially concealed to the bakkat katsaila's 
left.
The ancestrall heirlooms belonging to an uma faction of the suku 
Sagorojo-Sakiukuret. On the top left is the lakuk behind which the 
irik and pusifcebbukat lulag are hanging. To its right is the bakkat 
katsaila fromi which hangs the one gong. To the right of this is 
the kokoman sikebbukat lulag.
A Dutch platte hanging in its rattan holder.
6Narratives of Differentiation: Muntogat, Rakrak, 
Sirubeiteteu, and the ‘Ideology of Identity’
In Madobag each suku is defined and represented in opposition to every other, evidenced 
in the paabad, pakok, and paromanltulou institutions we looked at in chapter five. What 
implications then might this have for the existence of collectivities which include several 
suku together in an apparent identity? In this chapter we explore the evidence for the 
existence of such collectivities, and through this, the general representation of each suku 
as articulated in the ‘ideology of identity’. This is the discursive counterpart of the active, 
praxical reproduction of identity we will explore in chapter eight.
The existence of higher order entities unifying the dozens of suku spread across the 
islands has been the focus of theorizing on the part of Nooy-Palm (1968) and Schefold 
(1972-73) who wrote on the subject of the muntogat as we encountered in chapter two. 
Schefold's (1986:73) argument for the existence of muntogat rests on the claim that 
muntogat identity is largely based on a ‘common descent myth’. However, my initial 
enquiries in Madobag as to the relationship between suku and muntogat turned up a 
blank. Informants did not generally know what a muntogat was. They picked up on the 
togat part since it is virtually the same as the Rereiket word for child, toga. However 
muntogat for most was either meaningless or "not often used".
One informant explained that muntogat referred specifically to a man, his wife, and their 
children—sanga muntogat ("one/whole/complete muntogat"). In this particular case 
there is, for example, Tarason, Amanmairep, Amanbaigakunen, Amanbajikmanai and 
Amansaileppet and their children all of whom trace descent directly to their father (ama), 
whose personal name cannot be mentioned due to the prohibition on mentioning the 
names of close deceased relatives.
At base they are of one father (sabe cimanda). Thus there is samuntogat. With
Amanmairep, he has children {toga) and grandchildren (pumi teteu). They are of one
father, Amanmairep. Thus they are samuntogat, sanga ama.
The term generally used to convey the idea o f several suku sharing a relationship through 
possessing the same ancestor {teteu), as opposed to ama, is ‘rakrak’, connoting 
"sociability", "togetherness" and "solidarity" rather than muntogat. Most of the twenty 
suku in Madobag belong to a rakrak if we provisionally understand this as a higher order
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entity in the muntogat sense, that is, in the way it has been defined and employed by 
Nooy-Palm and Schefold. Through this concept, suku construct themselves as having 
relations with other suku in Madobag, with suku in other dusun in the Madobag desa, the 
Rereiket and further afield. Such a relationship is traced back to an original suku in the 
area of the Simatalu river on the central west coast. Apart from one suku, all others trace 
their origins back to an ancestor who was a member of a founding suku (with the 
implication that he was the sole member or in some way the most important member). 
Ideally all suku should trace their origins from the one suku at Simatalu. There are shades 
of this in the vague assertions people make when talking about origins prior to Simatalu. 
Some mention Nias, others Sumatra. But generally people regard ultimate origins as 
unimportant, sentiments reflected in the narratives which relate the reasons for and the 
details of the original diaspora. This ties in conveniently with the growing influence of 
ideas stemming from Christian theology concerning ultimate human origins. Humans can 
be easily conceived to have been created by God in the form of Adam and Eve prior to 
Simatalu since the details of origin and identity, what really counts, concerns the events 
occurring after an ancestor or ancestors left Simatalu. Whilst all suku trace origins back 
to Simatalu, however, not all suku trace their ‘rakrak’ relationship to there.
The journey to the Rereiket is usually represented as involving several sites, or 
pulaggajat {suku land), each usually corresponding to successive ancestors, finally 
ending up at a particular pulaggajat location in the Rereiket in recent times. The original 
suku has undergone sequential transformations along the way corresponding to 
successive name changes. One of these forms of the antecedent suku is considered to be 
the one which related suku in the present consider themselves to constitute. There are 
those suku that do not trace themselves to a 1 rakrak’, although they do cite an origin in 
Simatalu with a specific suku.
In what follows we examine the way in which suku in Madobag construct their origins 
and thus their identities as suku. On one hand they have {rakrak) relationships with other 
suku both in Madobag, in the Rereiket area as a whole, and beyond. On the other, their 
members, paradoxically, emphasize their suku’s uniqueness as distinct from all other suku 
even those of their particular rakrak. I have come to term this phenomenon a suku’s 
‘ideology of identity’ which I define as the current official representation of a suku’s 
origin as articulated and thus author-ized by the eldest men or man, usually the rimata, 
within an uma faction. The ‘ideology of identity’ consists of two related narrative 
dimensions. There are, firstly, the narratives themselves describing a suku's rakrak 
relations through an account of its origins and subsequent dispersal giving the details of, 
and reasons for, successive movements from Simatalu. This is an example of what Fox, 
in a pan-Austronesian perspective, has come to term "topogeny", defined as an "ordered
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succession of place names which is similar in structure to an ordered succession of 
ancestral names ... analogous to a genealogy" (Fox 1993b:24). The second dimension 
consists of representations of the origins of ancestral heirlooms, the cilei katsaila. I argue 
that, rather than presenting an image of, or basis for, solidarity, in actual fact each plays a 
role in the overall ideological expression and affirmation of the suku as unequivocally 
distinct from, rather than the same as, all the other snku within the one ‘rakrak\
Rakrak relations form the first dimension of the ideology. However whilst all suku 
espouse narratives relating to their origins and the origins of their ancestral heirlooms, 
only 10 out of the 20 suku belong to what they define as their rakrak {rakrak mai ["our 
rakrak"]), and only six belong to substantial rakrak consisting of more than two suku. 
Four other suku belong respectively to two rakrak whilst all the others merely trace their 
origins directly to Simatalu. Having said this, it is nevertheless somewhat artificial and 
forced to classify suku with reference to the two criteria since each case is unique, which 
is, of course, the intended aim of the respective ideologies.
Most narratives focus upon a dispute between the members of the one suku, most often 
between an elder brother and his younger brother, a father and his son(s) or their 
wives.The problem arises over rights to the produce of a particular mango tree or 
perhaps two trees each owned by the respective protagonists. Where paroman breaks 
down between the protagonists and compensation is not forthcoming, the suku splits. 
One party moves away to a separate location near a creek, claiming the land in the 
immediate vicinity as its pulaggajat. Stripped back to their bare essentials the disputes 
concern appropriate relations between people as governed by and reproduced in the 
paroman ethic. They can also be viewed as metaphors for an original unity subsequently 
torn asunder.1 The recurrence of key place-names in all narratives indicates an historical 
connection amongst all suku in the past, that is it points to a general movement from 
Simatalu. But what is important is not so much their historical significance but what they 
tell us about the current political relations between suku and uma factions within a 
suku— a discourse of difference not of sameness.2
In table 6.1 I have listed each suku in Madobag along with the number and type of uma 
in each, the number of households in each, and the antecedent suku from which they see 
themselves derived. A detailed summary and a reference map are available for 
consultation in Appendix 2, in concert with the narratives.
1 I have Jim Fox to thank for pointing this out to me.
2 The narratives themselves (indented) are paraphrases of the exegesis of the rimata of the suku or 
particular uma faction involved.
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Table 6.1
Suku Utna Type(s) Lalep Antecedent suku
Salolosit 5 8 Satoleoru
Samalaiming 1 4 Satoleoru
Salulublub 4 1 Satoleoru
Sapuaiload 6 1 Satoleoru
Sabagalet 3 3 3 1 15 Satoto
Sakaliau 4 4 4 3 4 4 12 Satoto
Sabeuleleu — 4 Sabelepa
Samapopoupou 6 4 Sabelepa
Sakukuret/Sagorojo5 2 4 5 15 Sabeleksiri
Samwonwot 4 4 10 Sakelak
Sakakadut 4 3 Siripegu
Sabulau 4 2 Taksirikeru
Sakairigi 1 1 Taksiriabangan
Samatobe 4 2 Sapojai
Sapojai 2 4 Sapojai
Samalaguret 4 5 Sapojai
Numbers in bold type in the second column indicate uni a located outside the dusun.
Satoleoru
The most prominent rakrak in Madobag, which also contains one o f the largest suku, is 
Satoleoru, an intermediate suku between the original suku, Saileu, at Simatalu, and its 
constituent suku today. Four suku in Madobag, Salulublub, Samalaiming, Salolosit, and 
Sapuaiload belong to the Satoleoru rakrak. But there are also several in the dusun of 
Ugai, including the descendants o f the original suku, itself still known as Satoleoru. 
There is Samangeak and Sakabeiliad, a one household umalsuku located just across the 
river to the east o f Ugai outside the dusun.
Satoleoru exists in the current day as a small suku in Ugai. The rimata claims an ultimate 
origin for his suku at Simatalu in the antecedent suku Saileu.
The original ancestor was Talabbara who had two sons Bokolopura and Amanlegguk. 
Bokolopura remained at Simatalu whereas Amanlegguk moved to Terekan in the far north 
[a destination often appearing in origin accounts despite the geographical fact that it lies 
directly in the opposite direction to the ultimate destination, the Rereiket]. At Terekan 
Satoleoru was created. Amanlegguk’s son, Siubat, moved to the Alimoi creek area where
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both Salolosit and Samalaiming have land. One of Siubat’s son’s, Sibokbok, separated 
from Satoleoru to found his own suku Salolosit. One other son, Amankera, went to bat 
malaggai nearby. [‘Bat’ is derived from bat oinan meaning "river/creek". The word itself, 
as we saw in relation to the batnumua, indicates a "space" and in this particular case the 
"space" or the general area in the vicinity of the muonugai creek.] His son and his son, in 
turn, remained here. His son’s son’s son, Amangitakmanai went to bat muonugai. Of 
Amangitakmanai’s two sons it was the second, Siaok, who had descendants, Sibaijak and 
Teukibau in succession. The suku remained Satoleoru through all of this.
There is only the bakkat katsaila and two lulag platters both made by the rimatcC s father 
in this particular inventory o f ancestral valuables.
In his version o f Satoleoru/Salolosit origins the rimata o f Salolosit relates that
Salolosit has its ultimate origin at Simatalu where it was called Satoleoru. The particular 
ancestors, the rimata of the uma there, were Beggululaggai and his brother Amaneuwak . 
Amaneuwak’s son, Siubat, left Simatalu and made his way south and east to a place called 
Makromimik named after the small stream there. This was in the Rereiket proper but 
nearer to the present dusun of Matotonan than Ugai and Madobag. His son, Sibokbok, his 
son’s son, Sibotui, and his son’s son’s son, Amansupimanai, remained in the Rereiket. 
Each became the rimata of the uma in succession, ending up with Amansupimanai’s son, 
Sijaragjag, who is the present rimata.
According to Sijaragjag it was Sibokbok who established himself on the suku's current 
land located on both sides o f the river a little to the north o f the dusun extending to the 
east-north-east towards the Silaoinan district. His ancestral heirlooms are o f relatively 
recent origin. The gong was bought from the Dutch at Muara Siberut by Sibotui who 
also made the three gajeuma drums. The bakkat katsaila dates to the present rimata'$ 
father, Amansupimanai indicating that this may have been when the suku separated from 
Satoleoru. Amansupimanai also made the three lulag. Following a dispute, the details o f 
which were not forthcoming, the latter left Simatalu heading south for the Sagalubbe 
district. No one ever heard o f him again nor knows what happened to his descendants. 
However, as we see later, his fate is implicated within the present spread o f the Satoleoru 
rakrak.
Samalaiming is the other major suku in Madobag professing an origin in Satoleoru. The 
Samalaiming rimata, Situri, gives a version very similar to the one given by the Satoleoru 
rimata. According to him
the first ancestor was Talabbara at Simatalu, the rimata of the antecedent suku Saileu. His 
son Amanlegguk went to Terekan giving rise to the suku Satoleoru. Amanlegguk’s son 
Siubat went to the Alimoi creek area near Silaoinan, creating the present suku 
Samalaiming. Sibokbok, Siubat’s son, along with his successive descendants Asagoibag, 
Siboktekrukukat, and Gaur the father of the present rimata respectively remained in the
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Rcreiket in and around the area of bat malaiming, the particular stream from which the 
suku gained its current name.
Situri also relates that Siubat purchased one o f the three gongs from the Dutch (they are 
all quite old and look about the same age— it seems likely that all three have their origins 
with the Dutch). The bakkcit katsaila was fashioned by Gaur. The rimata did not know 
what it contained as it had never been taken apart in his lifetime although later that year a 
new bakkat katsaila was made, since the old one had fallen into disrepair, whereupon the 
items inside were transferred to a new bamboo container. This type o f event probably 
happens more often than mythical sensibilities or aesthetics are inclined to recognize. The 
rimata was not sure about the set o f three gajeuma drums apart from their "great 
antiquity". He did not go so far as to claim they came from Simatalu as would many 
other rimata in this situation. The Dutch plate was bought by Siubat.
The narrative describing the circumstances leading to the original move away from 
Simatalu given by the Samalaiming rimata is a variant o f one o f  the two most frequently 
related stories given by most rimata concerning disputes over mangos or pigs, or on a 
fundamental level, over the quality o fparoman exchanges between the protagonists .3 In 
this particular version there was
the antecedent ancestor Talabbara and his two sons each of whom owned a large mango 
tree. On one occasion they went out to inspect their trees. The fruit on the elder's tree was 
not very big whereas the younger brother’s tree had not only larger fruit but more of them. 
The elder brother began taking his younger brother’s larger fruit to compensate for his 
smaller mangoes. The younger brother soon noticed that someone was taking his mangoes 
and so set out to find who the culprit was. He asked his elder brother who denied taking 
them. The younger then accused him outright, precipitating a fight. Along came their father 
who, in order to break up the argument, took up an axe and struck the brothers over their 
heads. All three scattered, each wandering around from place (pulaggajat) to place over 
the years. Eventually the elder brother met up with the younger brother. Neither 
recognizing the other, the younger brother asked the elder where he was from. "A long way 
o ff  he replied. "I'm also from a long way off1, the younger brother said. It started to rain. 
They took shelter in an uma whereupon the elder brother asked the younger to search for 
lice in his hair. The younger brother noticed that the other's head was marked and so he 
asked him about it. The elder brother replied, "My father hit me". "What was it about?" "It 
was over mangoes" answered the elder brother. Then the younger brother suggested that 
the other have a look at his head. The elder brother asked him where he had got the marks
3 Disputes over mangos constitute the major reason presented for a parting of the ways, I surmise, since 
ow nership of the fmit in daily life is ambiguous, unlike the scenarios presented in the narratives. Fruit 
which has fallen from a tree, no matter who owns it may be taken away by anyone. Yet the tree's owner 
would demand compensation (tulou) should he find out who has helped themselves to fruit from his tree. 
The usage finango’ (sipeu) in reality subsumes a wide variety of fruits and functions in these narratives 
as a vehicle around which issues of (appropriate) exchange (paroman) can be expressed.
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he found there from. "I got them from my father too. It was about mangoes." He went on to 
relate the incident that had occurred all those years before. They came to the conclusion 
after this that they must be brothers. They immediately split up again. The elder brother, 
Bokolopura, went north to Simalegi whereas his younger brother, Amanlegguk, headed 
south to the Muara Siberut district eventually ending up at the Rereiket. The father had 
many years earlier gone to the Sagalubbe area where Samalaiming has land today.
Many of the elements present in the other versions are present in this, the most elaborate 
version I recorded, yet arranged differently and accompanied by the unique.
Whilst Salolosit, Samalaiming, and Satoleoru in Ugai present similar, yet particular, 
renditions of their ‘rakrak’ origin and development, the remaining suku in the rakrak for 
which I have data diverge sharply in various ways, retaining merely some superficial 
indications that they are members of an overall entity. In Salulublub’s case the ancestor 
at Simatalu is Siubat who has appeared in the Salolosit, Samalaiming, and Satoleoru 
narratives. His son, the familiar Amanlegguk, although appearing here simply as 
Silegguk, moved to the vicinity of a waterfall in the Matotonan area. His son, Sinaoi, 
moved to bat malaiming. The suku remained Satoleoru. Sinaoi’s son, Sigaeluk moved 
from here closer to the Silaoinan area, ie. Alimoi. His son Amangitakmanai moved from 
here to the Ugai area. From here there was a succession of ancestors, Sinonoasak, 
Sinyong, Sidodoigo, Sirabdab, ending with the father of the present rirnata 
Teutuduklaibok with whom the suku Salulublub came into being. All the ancestral 
heirlooms are traced back to Sirabdab.
With the narrative describing the emergence of Salulublub we are introduced to a unique 
type of origin narrative, the only one of its type that I recorded. In this the rimata’s 
father and his relatives made a lulublub or a small fenced enclosure for their pigs. Having 
been there a while the pigs had trampled the ground making it soft and boggy. The 
relatives planted a small sago tree there since the marshy state of the lulublub was 
perfect for cultivating sago. They then fought with the other members of Satoleoruk over 
ownership of the tree. The present Salulublub faction who actually had planted the tree 
asserted their ownership by breaking away from Satoleoru, forming their own suku, 
Salulublub ("the unity of those of the lulublub").
Sakabeiliad, the smallest and most recently established suku of those in the Satoleoru 
rakrak in the Madobag-Ugai area, is even further removed, ideologically, than Salulublub 
from the Satoleoru core. Their origins begin with
Amanpedduglaggai of Satoleoru at Simatalu. He moved out of the Simatalu area to bat 
bajak . His son’s son, Sigaeluk, one of three, moved out of the area to bat pojai then on to 
bat liliggut where he remained. His son, Amankera, moved to teitei sigarena (a 
‘mountain’) at the headwaters of the Rereiket and then on to bat daggi in the Rereiket
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proper. His son, Siubat, moved to bat tiop then to bat kainabag. O f his two sons 
Sitipputoggat moved to bat lulublub and established the suku Saluluplup. The other, 
Makottiktik, headed west to Sagalubbe. Subsequent ancestors, Dodoigo and Amanariebbuk 
remained at bat lulublub. Amanariebbuk’s son, Sialakkerei, came to the present uma’s 
location at bat wot a little way out o f Ugai, where the uma is occupied by the present 
rimata, Dodoigo, and his wife.
Dodoigo is named after his grandfather, a practice occasionally adopted to keep alive the 
memory of an ancestor. The current Dodoigo established the present suku Sakabeiliad. 
The name purportedly means "those who are despised" and derives from an unknown 
incident in which Dodoigo and his family asserted their separation from Satoleoru. In a 
return to the Satoleoru dispersal theme, Amanpedduglaggai moved from Simatalu 
because of a mango dispute.
There was just the single tree. In the past there had been many but as the suku fragmented 
over time the ownership o f the trees also fragmented. The dispute over this particular 
mango tree involved two women and one man. The mangoes on one side belonged to the 
women, the mangoes on the other side to the man. When in the night a mango would fall on 
the man’s half the women would exchange it for one o f the smaller mangoes that would fall 
on their half. When accused by the man they would deny it. "No, elder brother (kebbuk), 
we did not take your mango." Then in the night a large mango would fall on the women’s 
side only to be exchanged by the man for one o f his smaller mangoes. When challenged he 
would say, "No, mottok4, it is not so. I did not take it." The man finally got sick o f this. He 
requested the women to look after the tree and then took his leave.
The final suku in the Satoleoru rakrak is Sapuaiload, who present yet another radical 
version of Satoleoru rakrak ideology. Sapuaiload trace their origin to the now familiar 
Amanlegguk at Simatalu who moved directly to a waterfall in the Matotonan area. From 
there his son moved to the Ugai area where he remained with his son. With his grandsons 
the suku split into two collateral lines. The brothers Amansimmak and Amanusut’s sons, 
Simadobag and Siluko, moved to bat madobag. With their sons Saikebbu and Silaitak 
respectively, the suku which had remained Satoleoru through all these moves and 
separations, became Sapuaiload when they split away and moved to the vicinity of bat 
puailo. The core of Sapuaiload is today constituted by Saikebbuk’s three sons as well as 
his FFBSS (momoik) who constitutes a collateral line. The eldest of Saikebbuk’s son’s 
made the bakkat katsaila, whereas Simadobag procured the one gong, gajeuma drum, 
lakuk (bowl) and sisip (ladle), and the lelebak. There were once two Dutch plates both 
of which have since been broken.
4 Male term of address to female of same generation.
I l l
Satoto
The second most comprehensive rakrak, in terms o f sheer numbers, is Satoto to which 
belong the largest suku, Sabagalet and Sakaliau. Information on Sabagalet origins was 
gained from just the one uma faction from the three constituting Sabagalet. It was my 
intention to get details on origin narratives from the other two, however this turned out 
to be impossible due to unwilling informants. Nevertheless interesting comparisons can 
be made with versions o f origin narratives o f two uma factions in Sakaliau and one other 
suku in the rakrak based in Ugai, Samalelet. In the Sabagalet version
Amansaigit, of the suku Satoto in Simatalu, moved firstly to Terekan, then to bat sailiu in 
the Saibi area to the east. His son Amanpakale went from here to bat kinigdog near to the 
Rereiket. Successive descendants Tokkaileoru, Sabubuket, and Silaguruakek, who gave 
rise to the suku Sabagalet, remained in this area. With Silaguruakek’s son, a move was 
made to bat malabaiet, located on Madobag's west boundary. Subsequent descendants 
remained in this general area, Sigilik, Amangilakleleu, Amanailamanai, ending with 
Teremon in the present.
The other uma factions in the suku are related through collateral lines beginning with 
each o f Sigilik’s four sons. Teremon traces the bakkat katsaila for his particular faction 
to Amanailamanai, although he thinks it probably pre-dates Amanailamanai. The two 
gongs and gajeuma drums were respectively, made and obtained by Amangilakleleu as 
with the lelebak, lulag platters, sisip (ladle) and lakuk (bowl).
The reasons for the initial move from Simatalu are given in the second o f the two major 
narrative types which hinges upon, as with the first, a situation involving problems with 
appropriate exchange (paroman):
Amansaigit went off to the leleu (forest) hunting monkey where he came across five 
seemingly dead pigs. So he wrapped them up in sago leaves ready to be transported back to 
the uma} He took one back to the uma where it was divided up, cooked, and then eaten by 
everyone there. There was a rainstorm while they were eating. Having eaten, several of 
them set off to fetch the rest of the pigs back to the uma. However when they arrived at the 
place where Amansaigit said he had left the pigs, they were gone. The leaves in which they 
had been wrapped were open. Amansaigit’s relatives accused him of lying about the pigs. 
He suggested to his accusers that the pigs had been revived by the rain that had fallen 
earlier and had run off. Everyone returned to the uma where Amansaigit was subject to 
further ridicule. Finally taking umbrage at all this he gave one of his own pigs to 
compensate for those that had run off to his relatives for them to eat. After his relatives had 
eaten, they started on him again, saying that he had fabricated the whole event and had 
even lied about the pig he had just presented to them, claiming it was in fact one of the pigs
5 These are arranged so a pig can be carried by one person in rucksack fashion.
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that had ‘disappeared’. Not being able to put up with this any longer he went to Terekan. A 
problem with mangoes here saw him move to Saibi.
Similar to the general tendency in the Satoleoru narratives, each of the Sakaliau versions 
of rakrak origins differ (remarkably) from Sabagalet, and also Samalelet, as they do from 
each other to a certain extent. Each of the Sakaliau rimata willing to give me information 
presented different versions of an origin myth betraying the influence of their close 
contacts with the Minangkabau living in Muara Siberut. For the first faction, substantive 
origins begin as usual in Simatalu.
The first ancestor, Amangomak, came from Minangkabau on the Sumatran mainland. His 
brother Sueppa, a Minangkabau, went out of the area to the east never to be heard of 
again. In Simatalu Amangomak inaugurated the sukii Simatalu. His son, Marisabbuk, went 
to Simalegi giving rise to the suku Saterekat (read Terekan). A succession of ancestors 
then went respectively to bat pokai, giving rise to the suku Sapokai, to Saibi, hence the 
suku Saibi, then to bat majomak, hence the suku Samajomak. Siuggala arrived from 
majomak at bat matotonan giving rise to the suku Satoto. His son Jalaklakeu the father of 
the present rimata went to bat kaliau which runs into the Rereiket a little way downstream 
from Madobag.
In another variant on the mango dispute, whilst also incorporating a version of the 
second narrative type, we find Marisabbuk and his younger brother Tokoileoru shared a 
mango tree.
It was divided in two by a fence with a hole on each side in order to catch the fruit falling 
off the tree. The elder brother substituted his small mangoes for the bigger ones which fell 
on his younger brother’s side. There was a dispute over this resulting in Marisabbuk and 
his son, Laimik, leaving. Having lived for some time in their new location in the Simalegi 
area Marisabbuk told Laimik to go to the leleu and bring back some wild pigs he would 
find there. However he was unable to find any. He returned to the uma accusing his father 
of lying about the pigs. They went their separate ways, Laimik going to Saibi. Sailet was 
the ancestor who left Saibi for Majomak after a dispute in which he shot someone with an 
arrow.
The other rimata's account of the suku's origins is closer to the usual pattern. Whilst still 
portraying a lively, mobile set o f ancestors, it gives a better picture of the (ideological) 
development of the rakrak as a whole. In this version the elder brother came to Simatalu 
from Sumatra not belonging to any suku.
His son Amangomak created the suku Satoto. Along with his son Amanlaimik he went to a 
series of locations, Terekan, Sepungan, Silogui, finally ending up at Samukob, the moves 
being precipitated by a variety of problems. His grandson Amantailajet was the next to 
move along with his father Amanbuttetleleu to bat kinigdog. Here Amantailajet’s son, 
Simaluplab went his own way creating the suku Taksiriguruk. His grandson went to the
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Rereiket proper with his son ending up at bat kaliau where he created the suku Sakaliau. 
His son Silakka is the present rimata of this particular uma faction.
Silakka made the present bakkat katsaila when he occupied his new uma just the year 
before. It included elements from the old bakkat katsaila that presided over his father’s 
uma. His gong he brought recently from one o f the tourist guides who brought it from 
the mainland. Silakka also made the three lulag, the sisip and lakuk. He does not have 
any tudukat (drums).
The ultimate origin in Sumatra is the subject o f an elaborate narrative in which disputes 
came about over many issues besides mangoes.
On Sumatra there was a father and his sons whose names have since been forgotten. The 
elder brother was out working on the mone (garden). The younger brother was back at the 
uma. The elder brother came home tired and went to sleep. His younger brother was 
working at the uma making a racket waking his elder brother who complained to him: "I’m 
tired yet when I come home to rest you start working and wake me up. It’s too much." 
Then came prayer time. The elder brother asked his younger brother "What are you doing. 
Why are you prostrated like that (in the Muslim prayer position)?" Their father came along 
saying, "Oh, that’s our younger brother’s business there. You make the gardens, that’s 
your work. There was an argument. The elder brother speared his younger brother in the 
buttocks. Having done this he left. Their father said, "Your elder brother is angry. You 
have fought and your elder brother has now gone. You are left here." The elder brother 
went to Simatalu where he died. The move from Simatalu was due to a fight over mangoes. 
The move from Terekan was due to an argument over roiget-roiget, a type of bird. Once 
again it involved a father and his two sons. The father and two brother discovered the two 
birds in a tree. The father and the younger brother kept a small roiget-roiget for 
themselves whereas the elder brother and his family had a large one. There was an 
argument about this leading to the departure of the father, Amanmarisabbu and the 
younger brother who eventually came to Kinigdog.
Samalelet traces its origins as with the two Sakaliau factions to Amangomak o f the suku 
Satoto in Simatalu but not beyond, certainly not the Sumatran mainland. There is also 
little in common with either o f the Sakaliau versions.
Amangomak had four grandsons. One of them, Amantokkaileoru was the ancestor for the 
present Sabagalet. One other, Amantailauta, eventually led to Sakaliau. One other, Sibuji, 
began a line leading to Samalelet. Sibuji himself went to Samukob. His grandson 
Amantakgoiiri went to bat makromimik. Amantakgoiiri’s son Sijanggat, went to the Ugai 
area creating the suku Samalelet. His grandson Opumaggok, the (deceased) father of the 
current rimata, Pius. One more Samalelet branch beginning with Amantakgoiiri is to be 
found in a dusun near Muara Siberut.
The uma itself is a sapou containing a small bakkat katsaila, a set o f  lulag platters, a set 
o f tudukat drums, and a lakuk (bowl) with its sisip (ladle), all made by Oppumaggok.
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Unlike Sakaliau there is no narrative concerning origins prior to Simatalu. Pius, in fact, 
expressed no interest in origin narratives at all saying that it was important to know 
which ancestor went where, not why. This helps, he said, in disputes such as the recent 
one between Sabagalet and Sakaliau over tracts of land in which both claimed rights.
Sabelepa
The next most coherent rakrak is constituted by the two uma factions making up 
Sabeuleleu-Samapopoupou. Consistent with the way most suku describe their rakrak 
allegiances, they describe themselves, each relative to the other, as simply of the one 
rakrak, expressed as rakrak mai ("our rakrak"). Sabeuleleu say of Samapopoupou "they 
are our rakrak", or "rakrak with us" (parakrak kai). However, only the suku constituting 
the Satoleoru and Satoto rakrak, respectively, see themselves in some sense as part of a 
larger entity. Sabeuleleu and Samapopoupou both derive from the one suku Sabelepa. 
But they do not present themselves as members of "Sabelepa" in the way Samalaiming, 
unique in this respect, does in relation to Satoleoru.
The rimata of Sabeuleleu traces the suku origins from Simatalu over four generations 
(re de nan).
Sikorokutet was the ancestor who went from Simatalu to bat sigolok in the Matotonan 
area. His son Sisinguh went from here to bat mapopoupou giving rise to the suku 
Samapopoupou. His son Sipakpak went on to the Sabeuleleu area west o f Madobag’s 
present position establishing the suku Sabeuleleu. His son Simaebah is the grandfather o f 
the current rimata, Amanpiatkerei.
Amanpiatkerei bought the gong, made the bakkat katsaila, along with the three lulag 
platters, the lakuk (bowl) and sisip (ladle). The Dutch plate was acquired by Simaebah. 
One of the gajeuma drums, clearly of great antiquity, is traced back to Simatalu and 
Sabelepa. The narrative explaining Sikorokutet’s departure from Simatalu is another 
fairly common form of the familiar mango dispute, but exhibits a different configuration 
of protagonists.
The trouble here was between Sikorokutet’s wife and his mother. There were two trees 
belonging respectively to Sikorokutet’s wife and his mother. Sikorokutet’s wife made a 
fence around the tree she and her husband owned. If a ripe fruit fell within its bounds then 
nobody could take it except herself. Sikorokutet’s mother had made a fence around her and 
her husband’s tree to which the same rule applied. A large mango fell from Sikorokutet’s 
wife’s tree within the bounds o f  the fence, whereas only a small one fell within the bounds 
o f his mother’s fence. Early in the morning the mother went to have a look. She envied the 
large mango belonging to her son’s wife, as her own mango was only small. So she
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swapped the mangoes over. Later on Sikorokutet’s wife went to inspect, noticing a large 
mango in the area surrounding her mother-in-law’s tree. Yet the fruit still hanging on the 
tree was small. She came to the conclusion that her big mango had been substituted for one 
of her mother-in-law’s smaller mangoes. She told her husband and together they asked the 
mother how she would make good the loss, ie. what tulou they would pay. Her husband, 
however, thought it better that they simply move away.
The Samapopoupou version predictably differs somewhat from this.
The first ancestor of the suku Sabelepa was Luaklaku who lived at Paipajet in the Simatalu 
area whose son Bosalok moved to Samukob. From here his son moved to Katurei near 
Muara Siberut, then to bat sigolok near Matotonan, and then to bat mapopoupou where he 
created the suku Samapopoupou. The suku continued with his son Silokik the grandfather 
of the present rimata, Silajuk.
The bakkat katsaila was made by Silokkik, whereas the gong was obtained by Gelemi. 
The lelebak was brought all the way from the old uma at bat mapopoupou. The three 
gajeuma were the original ones from Paipajet. Silajuk made the three lulag, the lakuk 
and the sisip himself. The narrative begins with Gelemi at Katurei, events prior to this 
either unknown or Silajuk, the incumbent rimata, was not saying, apart from that it all 
began back in Simatalu. This narrative does not remotely resemble the Sabeuleleu origin 
narrative. Briefly, Gelemi lived at Katurei where one o f his children was taken by a 
crocodile. Fearing the rest would end up the same way he decided to move far away 
from the area, that is to bat sigolok.
Taksiriabangan
The couple constituting the Sakairiggi suku which has affiliated with Samapopoupou in 
the dusun related an origin narrative similar in some respects to Sampopoupou despite 
different origins.
The first ancestor was Amanpolei in Simatalu of the suku Taksiriabangan. Amanpolei had 
two sons, Talaklak and Taleggai. Talaklak had two sons, Sialeutet and Amansailiu. They 
all moved from Simatalu, firstly to Samukob, then to the east coast, then on to bat tiop 
where Amanpolei died. Following this they all went to Rogdog where Sitalaklak and 
Sialeutet stayed and where their descendants still dwell (Taksiriabangan). Taleggai and 
Sipojai went to the Matotonan area creating the suku Saleleggu. Amansailiu went to bat 
muonwot where Sailiu was bom. Sailiu eventually created the suku Sakairigi.
The bakkat katsaila and gajeuma drums were made by Sailiu. His father, who made the 
three lulag, the lakuk and the sisip as well as the three tudukat, also bought the gong.
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The main narrative is a familiar mixture o f the novel along with some o f the usual 
elements.
At Simatalu Amanpolei and his sons had a problem with some of the other members of 
Taksiriabangan. They were playing around throwing things at each other whilst bathing in 
the river. The missiles they were throwing at each other became progressively more 
substantial to the point where they were throwing sharp projectiles at each other. They 
decided that this was no longer play and if it continued there was a good chance they would 
kill each other. So Amanpolei and family went to the Samukob river area. They lived in 
this area for some time coming to share a mango tree with the inhabitants there. The tree 
was divided into two halves by a fence. In the usual fashion, in the morning the local 
people substituted the Taksiriabangan’s large mangoes for the smaller fruit falling on their 
side. The Taksiriabangan people went and saw what had happened. They decided it was 
better to move away than to make a fuss. They moved to Saddabak near the coast. Their 
subsequent move from here was not due to any problem in particular. The split occurring 
at their subsequent destination, bat rogdog, involved tortoises. The wives of the brothers 
Sitalaklak and Taleggai went fishing together. They took with them their lailai (a material 
used for binding) from the uma. When they returned to the uma they saw that some of the 
lailai (used to tie up canoes) was missing. This led to an argument involving the wives who 
had, by this time, returned to the uma. Talaklak’s wife said that Taleggai’s wife had taken 
it and vice-versa. The Taleggai faction took the name Saleleggu even though they did not 
actually split until after the canoe was completed. The later move to bat muonwot did not 
involve a problem. Sailiu moved from muonwot to the valley to the west of the Rereiket. 
After this he moved to bat bukulu. With the enforcement of dusun residence regulations he 
moved there in 1975.
Sakukuret/Sagoroj o
The remaining suku in Madobag do not regard themselves as belonging in any cogent 
sense to a particular rakrak. Nevertheless they have a strong sense o f origins, and thus 
identity, based on the same sorts o f narrative details we have encountered. Sagorojo- 
Sakukuret are a close-knit suku yet between at least two o f the constituent factions 
origin details differ considerably. The first version, articulated by a rimata o f one o f the 
uma factions, begins with a pair o f brothers at Simatalu.
Siegguakek and his younger brother Matalebbak belonged to the suku Sabeleksiri. It was 
Matalebbak who moved from Simatalu to the popular Samukob area, creating the suku 
Sagaragarak. Matalebbak’s son Sirajjak along with Siegguakek’s son Sibokulutetet moved 
from here to bat sigolok in the Rereiket where the suku became Sakukuret. It was his 
grandson, Sialadu’s son, Sialitok, that made a subsequent move to bat darogod where the 
suku Sakukuret has much of its land. As with Sabeuleleu the dispute was between the 
son’s mother and his wife over the one mango tree they shared. The large mangoes falling
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on the son's wife’s half were taken by her husband's mother. She told her husband which 
led to a split. The move from Samukob involved an unspecified problem with the local 
people. They kept moving until coming across clear running water at bat golok.
The bakkat katsaila was made by Aladu. The gong and Dutch plate were both obtained 
by Alitok. My informant, furthermore, claimed that the three gajeuma are shared 
between this faction and the Sagorojo faction. When required by the other faction they 
are taken away and used at the time. The rimata also claimed that the lakuk and sisip, 
although made by himself as were all the remaining items, are kept at the Sagorojo uma. 
However, it became clear to me that this was not the case— it was more an attempt to 
promote an image o f inter-uma solidarity since each uma faction’s uma has an almost 
complete set o f ancestral heirlooms o f each category. It was the only instance o f this I 
came across.
The Sagorojo rimata and the rimata o f one o f the other Sakukuret factions present a 
similar yet divergent view o f Sakukuret origins.
The originating ancestor of the suku Sabeleksiri was Amantelebak. A succession of 
descendants, Egguakek, Puleleleg, Rajjak, Bokulutetet remained in the Simatalu district. It 
was Bokulutetet’s son, Aladu, who moved to Samukob, that Sakukuret came into 
existence. Three ancestors later, it was Gegeakek who entered the Rereiket. He was 
followed by Porau whose son the present rimata [due to reasons nobody was willing to 
discuss, no doubt to play down the rift between Sagorojo and Sakukuret] broke away to 
form his own suku in the days before the dusun system was instituted.
The origin narrative begins with Aladu’s move from Simatalu to the Samukob area. The 
problem here was between Aladu’s wife and his mother who owned a mango tree each, 
in this case. The usual problem occurred with Aladu’s wife challenging her mother-in- 
law, who had taken her large mangoes, to pay compensation for them. But rather than 
make a fuss Aladu elected to leave the area.
The four remaining suku with which we will be concerned, Samwonwot, Samatobe, 
Sapojai, and Samalaguret are o f interest for a variety o f reasons. Despite common origins 
in the "one rakrak" (sanga rakrak) Samatobe, Sapojai and Samalaguret have very little in 
common. The members o f  Samatobe are singularly distinctive in their claim that all 
ancestral heirlooms originated in Simatalu. As we have seen, some suku have claimed 
that assorted items, mainly the gajeuma hand-held drums, originate in Simatalu. 
Heirlooms, on the whole, are constructed as having their origins with an ancestor two to 
three generations prior to the present. Similarly, Samwonwot conceive their three 
gajeuma and three tudukat drums to originate in Paipajet, the area in the Simatalu district 
to which their originating ancestor moved having left Simatalu. Unlike the other suku
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they claim a new bakkat katsaila was made with every new location their ancestors 
moved to.
Samwonwot distinguish themselves through their version of the mango narrative which 
involves the usual elder and younger brothers both owning the one mango tree divided in 
two with, once again, the elder brother helping himself to the younger brother’s large 
mangoes. Here the younger brother goes to Paipajet where he has two sons. He looked 
after two chickens on their behalf. Because the brothers were given to fighting over 
them, the father killed them. Following this the younger brother left, heading for the 
Matotonan area. Samalaguret claim their ancestor left Simatalu after fighting with his 
elder brother over ownership of a particular tree. The dispute was settled when the elder 
brother cut down the tree and the younger brother went south virtually directly to the 
Rereiket. Sapojai has the most unusual dispersal narrative, with their ancestor at 
Simatalu, Kutkutdere, emerging from a chicken egg. Kutkutdere’s younger brother 
eventually moved to the Sikakap area in north Pagai, whereas Kutkutdere went to the 
Rereiket via Samukob. The dispute was not over mangoes but came about through an 
incident where the younger brother killed one of Kutkutdere’s pigs when he was out 
hunting for wild pigs. In retaliation Kutkutdere killed the younger brother’s dog. They 
thus went their separate ways.
From one point of view the two narrative dimensions could be argued to present a 
coherent basis for identity. However, I would argue that what is presented is at best a 
superficial image of, or better still, an ideological justification for unity (hence ‘ideology 
of identity’), which conversely functions in effect to differentiate a particular suku from 
all others by means of the rakrak concept, rather than postulating a unity based on 
common identity. ‘Rakrak'" is thus better viewed as an intransitive verb rather than a 
noun which is the way I have used it up until now. A noun is required if we are looking 
for clan-like higher order entities that are the hallmark of a classical (descent/alliance) 
kinship approach. However such an approach would appear to be misplaced in this 
context at the very least. In my view both Schefold and Nooy-Palm have erred in their 
privileged treatment of the muntogat, making more of it than is warranted through an 
unreflexive reliance on orthodox kinship theory, and implicitly promoting this to the 
status of a pan-Mentawaian institution. I furthermore propose that Schefold has treated 
as a ‘thing’ what was clearly meant to be taken as a process in his interpretation of the 
sirubeiteteu which he defines as a "non-localized sib" (the uma being defined as a 
"clan").
Schefold's argument is that, based on "half-historical, half-mythical traditions" relating to 
the settling of different areas of Siberut, a selection of which we have surveyed in the
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previous pages, the "particular descent groups [uma] ... regard themselves as related to 
certain uma in other valleys and in combination with them constitute a sib" or 
sirubeiteteu (Schefold 1972-73:47). However, if we break down the concept 
"sirubeiteteu" we find it is a compound consisting of three words. The first is "si", a 
prefix having the same function as "yang" in Indonesian meaning "that which", or in this 
specific context "(that which is) the". The second is "rubei" meaning to "divide", "split 
up", or "separate". The third is "teteu" which, as a term of reference and address, refers 
to anyone in one’s parents’ parents’ generation (although anyone who has lost a child 
may be also addressed as "teteu" by his/her children). As a generic term it simply means 
"ancestor". The compound "sirubeiteteu" could be translated, then, as "the separation 
of/the division of the ancestors". Using orthodox kinship theory we could, indeed, 
consider sirubeiteteu to refer to a ‘thing’ such as a ‘clan’ or a ‘sib’, the elementary parts 
of which are constituted by various suku even if the links between these constituent suku 
is tenuously sustained by a ‘common’ mythical-historical tradition. But this designation 
would appear to be a description of a process not of a ‘thing’. In fairness to Schefold it 
should be noted that since his resort to it in the one article, he has never again used the 
concept. However, in his later writings the usage "clan", which formerly applied to the 
uma, has come to be used in place of it. "Clan" now refers to the 25 un-named 
"patrilineal clans" having their origins in Simatalu into which the Siberut population as a 
whole is divided, whose unity is based on "sharing a common descent myth" (Schefold 
1986:73).
My own initial enquiries about sirubeiteteu were met with corrections from informants 
who explained that the word describes a "journey" (puenungan) and not an ippak 
("group"). The concept actually used to encapsulate this depiction of origins is 
kabaranati (occasionally kabaraijat), the noun form of the verb bara meaning 
"(originate, emerge) from". So my initial enquiries phrased in terms of "Ponia 
sirubeiteteu mui?" (What is your sirubeiteteu?) were quickly replaced with "Ponia 
kabaranan mui?" (What are [the details of] your origins?"
An analogous interpretation could be placed on the rakrak concept without much 
difficulty. But this would also distort it since the argument against sirubeiteteu can also 
be brought to bear against it. People, as we have seen, describe a relationship between 
their suku and another through the expression "rakrak mai". One suku declared itself to 
be of "one rakrak" (sanga rakrak) with the other suku to which it was considered 
related. But they also frequently use the term "parakrak kai" ("we are close"), or 
occasionally "pasaraina kai" ("we are relatives"). They are, then, better thought of as 
being in a relationship of parakrak with another suku\ it is misleading to consider them 
part of a spurious overarching rakrak entity. The expression is best understood as a
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deployment of a strategy in the present moment, which effects a temporary ideological 
reduction of distance between the user's suku and the suku with whom they are 
‘parakrak’ through the deployment of the term. This can be discursively grounded by 
reference to a common origin in a person who was identified with a particular place, bat 
sigolok, or bat kinigdog and so forth.
Indeed in other contexts, however, the suku described as rakrak mai or parakrak are just 
as easily designated as sirimanua, Other, which is in fact their de jure status in the cut 
and thrust of daily life. Granted they often have similar ancestors, a similar kabaranan 
and even similar origin narratives. But many, if not most, of the ancestors are different. 
Suku defined as mutually parakrak, have different origins in the last instance. It is this 
that is reproduced and reinforced, both within the narratives articulated in their ideology 
of identity and in the quotidian reality of the fundamental distinction between "our suku" 
and "sirimanua".
Despite greater or lesser degrees of convergence between suku in various narrative 
details presented as part of the ‘ideology of identity’, suku represented as parakrak have 
very little in common, especially with regard to those fundamentally important elements 
of suku identity, the ancestral heirlooms. Indeed my ‘ideology of identity’ gloss could 
well be termed an ‘ideology of differentiation’, for, in effect, this is the ideology’s 
function: there is a discursive differentiation of each suku from every other suku, even 
those parakrak to each other complemented by the quotidian reproduction of suku 
exclusiveness. The narratives concern suku origins not rakrak origins, an impossibility 
anyway, since rakrak actually refers to a relationship and not to a ‘thing’. In the final 
chapter we come to appreciate the importance of this differentiation in practice within 
the context of the puliaijat as it is produced through the use of the heirlooms, and 
through the simultaneous production of the uma as a region. Here differential identity is 
deployed against the forces that constantly seek to undermine that differentiation, a 
deployment which serves to concurrently reproduce that distinctive identity through 
thwarting those forces. An assertion and reaffirmation of identity is the method by which 
the forces inimical to the "life" of the members of a suku are turned away—the living 
integrity of the suku is maintained. However in order to fully appreciate this, we firstly 
need to look a little more deeply into these forces of "life" and death that are at the 
foundation of the cosmos. This forms the topic of the next chapter.
7Entities of life 
Entities of death
In chapters five and six we looked in greater detail into the relationship between the 
suku, the uma, and the uma faction. The uma is the physical structure containing the 
ancestral heirlooms, whereas the uma faction is the social entity, a collectivity of people 
sharing common relationship to the collection of ancestral heirlooms stored within. 
Around half the suku in Madobag consist of just the one uma, and therefore have no 
uma factions. The other half are divided into two or more uma factions. We saw how 
suku origins are tied to the origins of the ancestral heirlooms that are stored within an 
uma's inner recesses, an identity discursively expressed and reproduced within 
narratives outlining the movements of ancestors through a quasi-mythical landscape, 
investing that landscape with meaning and identity through socializing a formally 
unsocialized space, just as the various significant locations across that landscape in turn 
invest a suku with identity through providing identifiable origins.
In the present, the heirlooms can be seen to carry the burden of that identity. But much 
more than this, they are definitively essential in terms of the service they provide 
through the agency of their ‘caretaker’ the rimata. This is especially clear in those suku 
with multiple uma factions where uma faction origin ideologies take precedence over 
that of the suku, in so far as each uma faction within a suku espouses divergent origin 
ideologies, in the same way as suku that are parakrak do. On a general level people 
profess solidarity within a suku as opposed to the ‘Other’—that is, all the other suku. 
However they have their primary links with the particular uma with which they are 
affiliated, and thus the heirlooms stored within. This forms the primary focus of their 
lives. With respect to Errington’s thesis they cannot be said to form a community of 
caretakers, however, since it is the rimata who assumes this role on their behalf. But it is 
certainly the case that the uma as a region is constituted by the community of people 
enjoying a special relationship to the ancestral heirlooms.
What we need to look further into, then, is exactly how the uma is (re)produced as a 
region and thus the consequences of this reproduction. In order to achieve this it is, 
firstly, necessary to carefully examine the ‘sacred’ aspects or, to put it in more 
appropriate terms, the sense in which the heirlooms are ‘powerful’. The item of 
particular interest in this regard is the bakkat katsaila. Having done this, we will be
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better equipped in chapter eight to understand how the reproduction of the uma as a 
region in turn reproduces a habitable space within the cosmos.
To this end, in this chapter we will look at the forces that are harnessed and those that 
are repelled in making the world habitable, the most important function, I argue, 
performed by the uma together with the ancestral heirlooms. The goal is to explicate 
how the primary space within the sociospatial cosmos, conceptualized through the 
concept of the pulagajat (suku land/community) is crafted from that inhospitable and 
unsocialized space of the cosmos, exemplified by (although not exclusively limited to) 
the leleu. This aspect of the cosmos has come to be labelled sabulungan or the 
(traditional) ‘religion’ of the ‘Mentawaians’.
Sabulungan is constructed as standing opposed to the mainstream religions such as 
Christianity and Islam. Thus outsiders or coastal indigenous people who are steeped in 
this discourse discuss to what extent the indigenous inhabitants (‘Mentawaians’) are 
Christian or Muslim, or to what extent they still adhere to their ‘own religion’, 
sabulungan. A research team from Jakarta conducting multi-disciplinary surveys in the 
Madobag Desa in 1993 demonstrated the important role the sabulungan concept plays in 
the administration’s attempts to come to terms with local practices. Sabulungan for 
them, far more than a mere religion, encapsulated all phenomena with which they came 
into contact—much as the colonial gaze did in regard to ‘Mentawai’— reifying it into a 
"total way of life". Almost needless to say, people in Madobag did not see things this 
way. In what follows I argue that if any bifurcation of the universe of practice is going 
to be made it is best done in terms of the existence of entities for the protection and 
enhancement of "life" (purimanua[ijat]) and those of "death" (simamatei), not so much 
in terms of whether practices or representations can be classified as belonging to 
‘sabulungan (and therefore an example of kebudayaan asli: "authentic culture") or not. 
I propose that intervention in and manipulation of the cosmos is carried out in order to 
promote and augment "life" at the expense of the entities of death. Within these 
machinations are elements both of what popular discourse might describe as sabulungan 
and non-sabulungan.
Ketsat and Simagere
In chapter three I argued that, as well as being implicated actively in the production of 
particular social spaces, the concepts ‘uma’, ‘sapou , ‘suku , ‘pulagajat’, and ‘leleu 
represented and described those spaces. These, however, are not the only concepts 
through which a sociable, and conversely, an anti-social space is produced. ‘Ketsat',
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‘simagere', ‘sanitu , ‘ba jou , ‘saukkui', ‘sabulungan', and ‘gowtf are other equally 
important representations employed in the production and reproduction of social space. 
We might say they are the content animating the form, the orienting context constituted 
by the uma, the pulagajat, and the leleu. Each concept has been dealt with in various 
ways in previous ethnographic analyses giving rise to varying interpretations. Because 
these bring into relief the particular meanings that each has for people in Madobag, I 
will look at how each concept is interpreted by different writers in developing my own 
interpretation.
The most generic kind of being is the ketsat which, in the literature, enjoys an 
ambiguous relationship to its, in a sense, alter ego, the simagere. In a comparative 
context it is unclear from the literature whether the latter is subsumed within the former, 
or whether the former is qualitatively different kind of being. It is also difficult to 
distinguish the way these concepts have been treated by different writers and the way 
they are actually constructed by their informants. Before we can settle on the status of 
either concept we need to look at how each has been used relative to the other.
Based on his research carried out on north Siberut and in the Katurei district on South 
Siberut, Kruyt uses ketsat and simagere interchangeably and a little inconsistently. On 
the one hand what he describes as the "life-spirit" (levensgeest) can be called the 
simagere or the ketsat (Kruyt 1923:20). The "life-spirit of the house" for example is 
called the "ketsat uma" (70). A young man’s "life-force/vital power" (levenskracht) or 
"life-spirit" otherwise known as his ketsat may be induced to leave him by a "ghost" 
{sabulungan), a sign that he is being called upon by the ghost to become a shaman 
(sikerei) (128). A ketsat, or a person’s "life-spirit", observes Kruyt, can leave the body 
and freely wander around, and indeed may be taken by a "dead spirit" or sabulungan 
(180). That is, the ketsat is equated with "life" (purimanua) and may be endangered by 
encountering an entity of death, a sabulungan. On the other hand we learn that the body 
of a dead crocodile in the context of a punen (ceremonial event) is disposed of by being 
removed far from the village where it is covered with leaves and "herbs" (kruiden) in 
order that the animal’s ketsat (levensgeest) does not return to cause sickness to the 
living inhabitants in the village (105). On a similar line of thought the ketsat 
(levensgeest) of a murdered enemy is said to follow the killers back to their village. In 
order to prevent this measures are taken to send this ketsat back to its place of origin 
(117). The puzzle about Kruyt’s formulation is that the ketsat as "life-spirit" is presented 
as a being of life in opposition to the "geest", the being of death. Yet a dead animal as 
well as a murdered enemy are both represented as possessing a "life-spirit".
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On a slightly different tack Loeb makes a clear distinction between ketsat and simagere 
in theory whilst violating this in practice. At first they are not differentiated— both are 
collapsed into a unitary concept of soul. Thus "Disease is commonly thought to be due 
to the temporary absence of the soul; death, to the permanent loss of soul". Having said 
this he makes the qualification: "The soul which leaves the body in dreams and sickness 
is called the si-magere. The soul which leaves at death is called the ketsat." This then 
becomes a sanitu (ghost) (Loeb 1929b: 188-189). Elsewhere in this article, however, 
forest animals like deer and monkey are said to have a ketsat (206). We also learn that 
"the priest holds the souls {simagere) of the people of the uma in his possession ...". A 
few lines on, the "people" are characterized as possessing ketsat ("soul"). A little further 
on again the dead priest is said to have a ketsat ("soul"). Then "the souls {simagere) of 
the people...", all in succession on the one page (Loebl929b:219).
Nooy-Palm encountered some differing interpretations amongst her informants. One of 
them claimed that ketsat referred to the souls of people living and dead. One other 
maintained that ketsat is used to refer to the souls of the living only (Nooy-Palm 
1968:224). Nooy-Palm herself uses the term to refer to "soul", elsewhere settling on an 
interpretation viewing the ketsat as that soul out of the two possessed by a human being, 
the other being the simagere, that remains after the human being’s death. In practice, 
though, the author is not very much concerned with either ketsat or simagere, reserving 
the usage simagere for the "souls of the game of the forest" (Nooy-Palm 1968:180).
Schefold records that once a person dies his "soul" is referred to as a ketsat, although he 
notes that "the souls of the living are also sometimes described as ketsat, pointing out 
also that in this context the term can be considered generic, as indicating simply ‘soul’ 
rather than ‘souls’ (Schefold 1973:17). Schefold’s general position on this issue is 
animist in the classic sense. Thus: "The people sense life everywhere, everything is 
animate, and therefore they suspect the presence of souls even where nothing is to be 
seen. Spirits are felt to be resident all over: under the earth, on the sea, on the beach, in 
the rivers, in the jungle, and in the sky" (Schefold 1973:17). However, neither this 
formulation nor those of Kruyt, Loeb and Nooy-Palm fit well into the Madobag 
conception of similar things, perhaps all for the same reason.
The relationship between life and death in Madobag becomes clearer when we 
distinguish between entities of ‘life’ and those of ‘death’. To maintain that something 
has a ‘soul’ in the Madobag context does not necessarily mean that it is alive, that is 
possesses purimanua ("life") For example, one of the puliaijat (ceremonial event) in the 
series, carried out to facilitate a marriage, involves the calling up of the "simagere" of 
all the bridetakers’ goods by the bridegivers in order to maximize the amount of goods
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they would receive. Invocations are directed towards the simagere of the wife takers’ 
cooking vats, the simagere of their mosquito nets and so forth. Informants 
unambiguously affirm that cooking vats and mosquito nets have simagere (although 
some younger and/or well educated people describe it away as merely a turn of phrase, a 
metaphor [gambar]). However they emphatically affirm that neither cooking vats or 
mosquito nets murimanua, "live", ie. possess the property of purimanua in the way that 
a plant, animal, or human being can be said to. These beings all "grow" and "develop"
(.utuktuk), and, specifically for animals and humans, "move" {mageret). This is brought 
into relief through considering the apparent misinterpretation in the literature on the 
Pagai islands and Sipora of the kina concept.
Kruyt describes one of the various types of "spirits" as being the "kina lalep", or house- 
spirit, which lives in the bakkat katsaila-like "katsaila" and "boeloeat" in the lalep 
{sapou in the Rereiket). He also notes that the punen (ceremonial event or puliaijat in 
the Rereiket) itself is addressed as "kina punen". However, in settling on a definitive 
interpretation for kina, he follows Adriani1 who views "kina" as related to the 
preposition "ka" meaning "to, at, on, in". It therefore can be understood as an honorific 
prefix (Kruyt 1923:119). This contradicts the interpretation implied in his translation of 
kina lalep as "house spirit" where kina functions as not as a preposition but as a noun, a 
specific type of spirit entity.
Loeb takes a similar approach. As we have noted, Loeb depicts the person as possessing 
two souls, the simagere and the ketsat. The ketsat is the soul that leaves the body at 
death and becomes a ghost {sanitu). However, in Loeb’s opinion, there is "another vital 
factor in back of all things, both of the animate, and of those which to us are inanimate", 
the "spirit, kina." All objects possess kina. "Lifeless objects have merely kina to animate 
them, living things have both kina and souls. Kina is spoken of as the animating spirits 
of the souls, as kina-si-magere, spirits of the souls" (Loeb 1929b: 189). For example 
"fetish sticks" (kera), which supposedly operate to prevent ghosts from entering a 
village, do not in themselves keep the ghosts out. It is rather the kina of these which 
achieve this (Loeb & Heine-Geldem 1935:194). Thus Loeb proceeds to translate other 
usages like "kina-buluat" as “Spirits of the altar”, or "kina-gaut" as “ spirits of the 
talisman” (Loeb 1929a:68) in a general animist vein. Loeb rejects Kruyt’s acceptance of 
Adriani’s translation of kina as ‘master’. He follows Borger2 instead stating in 
(unconvincing) justification that "My translation is acording [sic] to Herr Borger, and 
appears called for by my texts" (Loeb 1929c: 127). Building on this general line of 
reasoning in his publication with Heine-Geldern (1935), Loeb develops Borger’s
1 Kruyt does not give any reference here.
2 No reference given. Borger was a missionary stationed in Sikakap on North Pagai.
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interpretation further, arguing that "the kina, or spirits, are more fundamental than the 
souls of living beings. For while souls are found only in living beings, spirits (kina) are 
found in all objects. Even souls, si-magere, must have spirits, kina, to animate them!" 
(Loeb & Heine-Geldem 1935:194).
Nooy-Palm is not so comfortable with this interpretation although she goes along with it 
in the end. Nooy-Palm points out that the
word kina is never used independently, but solely in compounds, and then only if more 
or less sacred or particular notions are concerned. It serves to emphasize, to stress. 
Consequently, it can never be used substantively, in particular cases it may have the 
function of a demonstrative pronoun (Nooy-Palm 1968:224).
In the Siberut context Schefold has little time for the Borger-Loeb argument. He notes 
that the usage kina comes up only in situations where a sikerei (shaman) addresses 
objects within his invocations. In this case "a form of address called kina is used" and is 
best translated as ‘"Oh thou that possesseth a soul ..."’ (Schefold 1973:16). That is, it 
functions as demonstrative, honorific pronoun confirming Nooy-Palm’s suspicions. This 
is indeed the function it has in my own data.
The interesting thing about this misinterpretation is that it is instructive in relation to the 
idea I am developing about the fundamental divide between "life" (purimanua) and 
"death". Kina, in Loeb’s substantive conception of them, are analytically similar to 
Schefold’s ketsat or simagere. The difference here is that it allows Loeb to make a 
distinction between living and non-living beings which in the Rereiket makes all the 
difference. Everything has a simagere, or kina in Loeb’s terms, but not everything lives. 
The desire to convey this idea may have clouded Loeb’s assessment of the Adriani- 
Kruyt argument.3
In my own data it would appear that every ‘thing’ possesses a being or spirit entity, its 
ketsat or simagere. Anything that can be named potentially possesses a ketsat/simagere, 
although ‘ketsat’ tends to be used in relation to entities that are no longer alive. Thus an 
uma can be considered to have a ketsat, along with the individual elements that make it 
up, the boards, the supporting posts (uggala), the cross beams as well as all the items 
inside it, cooking pots, fishing nets and so on. That these beings do have ketsat only 
becomes of concern to people in a ritual (puliaijat) situation where an object is 
addressed directly using the honorific prefix "kina". Hence "kina uggala", "kina ngong" 
(gong) and so on.
3 I do not want to suggest that this is a pan-‘Mentawaian’ category since the ethnographic data allow, at 
the most, merely some speculation that this may be a relevant dichotomy in the Pagai situation.
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In the Rereiket context it is indeed tempting to characterize all beings as ‘alive’ and 
therefore the people who hold such views as ‘animists’. According to Schefold, 
everything the ‘Mentawaians’ "can visualize as an entity possesses a soul: living 
creatures, objects, and natural phenomena like floods and rainbows ... For the 
Mentawaians, souls (,simagere [and/or ketsat 1980:91]) are a kind of spiritual 
counterpart for everything in existence" (Schefold 1973:121). But it must be pointed out 
that beings possessing a ketsat are not necessarily "alive" (murimanua). They do not 
necessarily possess the property of "life" (purimanua). Beings categorized as plants, 
animals, or humans are represented as "alive" and therefore possess simagere rather than 
ketsat, although often the converse occurs: beings that are not defined as "living" are in 
ritual contexts often summoned through summoning their simagere. The word itself has 
close connections with the word meaning "to move", mageret. In determining whether 
or not an animal or a human is alive the question asked is "mageret peilek ia?", which 
might be answered in the negative as "Tak mageret (peilek) ia, matei ia" or "No, 
it/he/she no longer moves, he’s dead".
‘Ketsat’ is hardly used at all in any context. In ritual invocations and addresses, 
simagere are referred to as simagere, sanitu (ghosts) as sanitu. The only occasion 
‘ketsat’ is used is in relation to the animals taken for meat in the leleu. These are 
referred to in the ritual context as '\si)matei ketsat". But again, outside this context they 
are referred to by their names, joja, bilo (gibbon), sibeutubu (deer) and so forth, as are 
all other animals and plants.
Bajou
In terms of our orienting distinction, simagere are the beings of "life" {purimanua), 
sanitu (ghosts) beings of "death". But before we can fully comprehend sanitu we need to 
get some insight into a major force in the cosmos, bajou, since sanitu and bajou are so 
closely linked it is impossible to understand one without the other. Without bajou, 
sanitu would not possess the ability to cause sickness and death. Bajou is the distinctive 
property possessed by the ubiquitous sanitu. It is also the property which distinguishes 
the two main types of sanitu, sanitu proper (tubud sanitu) and saukkui (the ancestors), 
viz. the way it is used by each, and the effects it has on human beings (sirimanua), and 
their simagere. I have elected to subsume these within a set of binary oppositions, 
placing all the sanitu on one side in their capacity as wielders of bajou under a more 
general rubric "entities of death", and on the positive side of the equation simagere and 
gaud (‘power’) as entities of "life". This is a little awkward in relation to bajou since it 
is a complex property that does not allow itself to be so neatly encapsulated within such
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a dualism. Yet it serves to highlight the metaphysical chasm separating (the entities of) 
"death" from (those of) "life".
For Kruyt, bajou was an important concept. We first come across it in his work in the 
context of measures taken to prevent an un-weaned baby from coming into contact with 
"badjoe" which he translates as "evil". Kruyt relates that a mother of a newborn infant 
wears a "band" (nengnengan) usually made of coloured rattan just above her breasts, in 
order that they be pressed downwards. Taking issue with other (uncited) writers who 
interpret this as a means to simply obtain more milk for the child, Kruyt argues that it is 
a strategy to ensure that should the breasts come into contact with any bajou the milk 
flow would not be reduced, the consequence of an encounter with bajou. Kruyt was told 
that the nengnengan prevented contact with bajou through possessing a "protective 
power" (tegenhoudende [lit."check, stop"] kracht). The "power" possessed by the band 
is furthermore bolstered through the application of various plants and trees possessing 
"life-power" (levenskrachtige). In conjunction with this, the nengnengan is able to 
prevent the "life-spirit" (levensgeest ie. simagere/ketsat) leaving the child (Kruyt 
1923:48). The "life-spirit" ‘holds on to’ the nengnengan (Kruyt 1923:49).
A little further on we learn that following the birth of a child, a "time of poenen" 
(ceremonial event) is entered into. Between sunrise and sunset the child may not be 
taken out of the house. Whenever the parents return to the house, their head and 
shoulders are enveloped in "woodsmoke" in order to "combat" any bajou that may have 
become attached during the day’s activities. Bajou, hitherto undefined, is here described 
as "evil magic" (magisch kwaad) (Kruyt 1923:49) a usage he alternates with "magical 
influences" or "evil influences" (kwade badjoe) (eg. p.68). Similarly, if a house is 
burned, the whole village (dorp) undergoes a punen (ceremonial event) for several days 
in which the rimata of each uma, using oebaoe and salakoeai leaves, expels the "evil 
influences" {bajou) which had caused the fire. If left alone then other houses would be 
likely to be burned down (Kruyt 1923:80). Bajou is also perceived as the cause of 
sickness. Should someone fall ill then fire which contains "power" (kracht) is used to 
expel the bajou. The end of a length of wood wrapped in red rattan is burned, then the 
tip is stroked over the patient from head to toe (Kruyt 1923:82). Bajou also exudes from 
a corpse. In order to get rid of this, those taking the body to its final resting place fan it 
with a bunch of leaves. Accordingly this is called "masirusai"—the intransitive verb 
form of the root verb "rusa" meaning "wind" (as in ‘comes like the wind’) (Kruyt 
1923:177-178).
Similar to Kruyt although paying less attention to it Loeb translates what he calls 
"badju" as a "bad influence" which could be engendered if blood were spilled in a
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village, for example. Along with this it also indicates some sort of "ghost 
contamination" (Loeb 1929b:217). Further on, in describing the various types of punen 
(ceremony) and the reasons they are held, he notes the existence of a "punen masiaro 
s ik a ta ik a "Carry off Evil" {sikataik) punen. Launching into his description, we learn 
that "the bad", or "the bad influence" (badju), is removed through the agency of the 
"priest" (rimata) who blows on the leaves of the sot laggai flower in order that the 
"badju" be carried away with the leaves. Then there is a slight shift in the referent for 
"badju", or perhaps an addition to it: "The priest takes some of the sacred leaves and 
summons the blood of the dead man, “ Come you spirits of the bad blood. Be carried 
over to Siberut, do not remain in our village” ". The implication for bajou here is that, 
rather than a ‘force’ of some kind as Kruyt portrayed it and as Loeb had described it up 
until this point, it is coextensive with "ghosts" themselves as opposed to the 
"contamination" they bring (bajou as property) (Loeb 1929b:232). Further on ghosts are 
portrayed as bringing sickness to a village. Thus the ghost of a deceased person must be 
kept away. Along with this, that person’s house must be "thoroughly disinfected", his 
translation for the compound "pasibele badju" (lit. to ‘cause bajou to fall’). That is, 
"badju" as property, or "bad influence", is the definition he returns to. "Badju" as a 
being ("spirit") is no longer used (Loeb 1929b:242).
Writing about Siberut, Schefold portrays bajou as an "impersonal force", a "kind of 
radiation" emanating from everything possessing a "soul" {simagere}— it is "neither 
good nor evil" (Schefold 1973:15). Coronese, to the contrary, is with the early 
ethnographers in his treatment of bajou as an "influence", indicating that it manifests 
itself through its consequences rather than merely existing absolutely. Moreover, it can 
have either a positive or a negative effect on the object or person it comes into contact 
with. Indeed, there is "good" bajou, and "bad" bajou which have accordingly "good" or 
"bad" effects on the person or object with which they come into contact (Coronese 
1986:42).
Bajou was described in various ways by my informants. But through their differing 
explanations it was clear that, rather than a neutral force, it was definitively associated 
with sanitu (ghosts) and death. Some associated it with "sickness" and, as articulated by 
Kruyt’s informants, with rusa or "wind", referring to the difficulty of learning of its 
presence outside of its effects/manifestation— it comes and goes like the wind. Some put 
it this way: should a person fall ill one could say of him that he was "in the/a state of 
bajou" (mabajou id). One informant described bajou as a "smell", or an "odour" that 
clings to people returning to the barasi after they have been out in the leleu for more 
than a month. It is, for him, an "air" or a "wind", something inherently "bad" {sikataik) 
that has its origin in the leleu. One informant described bajou explicitly as a "property"
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of sanitu. All my informants associate bajou directly with sanitu (ghosts) to the extent 
that bajou is used as a synonym for sanitu, although they are actually separate entities 
that are very closely linked. This is evident in the clear distinction shaman {sikerei), as 
specialists in the manipulation of bajou and sanitu, make between the two even though 
in practice they tend to also use ‘bajou and ‘sanitu interchangeably.
Yet not just sanitu have bajou. Anything possessing a ketsat/simagere ipso facto 
possesses bajou which manifests itself in the people (sirimanua) with whom it comes 
into contact in the form of negative consequences for that person, most often illness or 
perhaps an accident. Indeed bajou is only ever evident through its (negative) 
consequences in the world. It is in the interests of the prevention of the effects upon 
oneself of an object’s bajou that one addresses its ketsat, lets it know what is happening. 
If the ketsat ‘understands’ then its bajou will not present a danger.
The bajou possessed by people (.sirimanua) can present a real danger. Thus there is the 
possibility that the bajou of a person who has come from a different pulagajat, and 
therefore a different suku, defined and labelled as salalaggai, is potentially hazardous to 
their hosts, just as their hosts’ bajou may be detrimental to their guests. The bajou from 
one may "surprise" (ipakisei) the simagere of the other, causing it to flee, or simply, 
since simagere are rarely with the corporeal body of the particular human to whom they 
give life, the bajou enters the person causing them to become ill.
A person has nothing to fear from their own bajou or that of fellow suku members but, 
rather, from salalaggai in their capacity as sirimanua (Other). Thus, when salalaggai 
gather at the uma of a suku or uma faction in the context of a puliaijat, measures are 
taken to ensure the bajou of all humans and significant beings involved in the event, 
particularly the bakkat katsaila, do not do mutual harm to each other. At any other time 
however, should saraina (relatives) or siripok (acquaintances) be passing through, they 
may stop or be invited to stop and partake in a meal, no such measures are taken.
The relation between a sanitu and its bajou is analogous to that between a human being 
{sirimanua) and his/her simagere. Wherever bajou strikes a human being, the sanitu 
responsible is not far away; a human and his/her simagere should, ideally, not be too far 
away from each other. In each case the object is to keep the two as close together as 
possible—the bajou that stays with its sanitu is bajou that is not causing havoc amongst 
the living {sirimanua). The main difference between them is that a sanitu can, in theory, 
leave a bit of bajou here and there since this is not a unity in the same way the simagere 
is, but a ‘force’ or ‘substance’, although when shaman talk about sanitu and the illnesses 
they cause, they represent bajou as a unity through using bajou as a synonym for 
sanitu—a sanitu is enjoined to come and take away its bajou, the cause of the illness.
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Whilst every object—every entity that can be named— is conceived to have bajou which 
would not seem to involve the presence of sanitu, sanitu are nevertheless deemed to be 
present. For example, the building of a new uma requires the cutting down of a great 
many trees for use in its construction. The bajou inhering in the planks cut from these 
trees is considered to pose a threat to the living following completion of the uma. So 
before the uma may be occupied, a series of puliaijat are held in order to expel this 
bajou from the uma. Put to me in a slightly different way, this was described as 
expelling sanitu, distancing them from the living people who were to occupy the uma. 
The sanitu here were the now dead ketsat of the trees constituting the uma's substance. 
These had turned into sanitu. Similarly, when an area on the pulagajat (suku land) is 
cleared to make a garden (mone), the "sanitu", formerly the living ketsat of the trees that 
have been cut down, or more exactly the "heat" of their "anger", constituting the way in 
which bajou is manifested in the phenomenal world, must be "cooled down" in order 
that it not cause sickness in those working on the mone. In short bajou manifests itself 
as ill-health in the living. When the shaman work to restore a person to health it is not 
disembodied abstract bajou that is dealt with. Rather, its removal and distancing from 
the patient and the uma is carried out in communion with a particular sanitu that is 
defined as the source of the bajou.4
Sanitu
Having had a general look at the bajou concept, we are now in a position to look at the 
flip side to bajou, its alter ego, the sanitu. To avoid the ill-effects of bajou one must 
avoid sanitu which is not an easy thing to do for non-shaman, who make up the majority 
of the population. The problem is that an ordinary person cannot see sanitu. For 
example, when a shaman is out walking in the leleu he/she is able to see a sanitu and 
take measures to avoid it whereas a non-sikerei cannot. The sanitu transfers some of its 
illness-causing bajou by either touching a person, or addressing him/her, 
communication of which the victim is unaware. The sanitu normally asks a question 
such as "What are you doing out at this time of night?" or if in the daytime "Where are 
you going?" Sanitu usually do not talk to humans so it ‘surprises’ us, or, rather, our 
simagere which is well aware of what is going on should it happen to be with us at the 
time. If the simagere is there then it flees at the contact with bajou which afflicts the 
victim in the form of illness of some sort, from perhaps a mild head-ache through to 
high, life-threatening fever. But whether or not the simagere is present, the bajou
4 A logging company working to the south of the desa was considered to be engaging in dangerous 
practices by not taking any measures to "cool down" the trees felled and taken out of the forest.
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precipitates illness nontheless. Every meeting with a sanitu, however, does not bring 
about illness. It all depends on the sanitu. Should a sanitu say something to a person 
when it meets them on the track, this manifests itself in a dose of bajou leading to 
illness. Some informants felt that illness came about as a result of failing to answer the 
unperceived communication from the sanitu bringing on a state of mabajou. Others 
emphasized that whether or not one answered it depended on the sanitu—whether or not 
what it said to a victim was dreadful, hence simakataik nganga ("foul language"), words 
said in anger, full of heat and bajou. I was once called to treat a woman who had come 
down with what seemed to be an attack of malaria. She was experiencing chills and 
bouts of fever which started the day after she had returned from the leleu. This sickness 
was put down to contact with a sanitu, unbeknown to herself, while she was going about 
her business there. The attack was mild, clearing up the next day, so a ‘healing event’ 
(pabete) was not necessary in which, should a pabete have been held, steps would have 
been taken to find out which type of sanitu was responsible in order that its bajou be 
returned to it.
There are several different varieties of sanitu as well as a wide variety of synonyms for 
them including simamatei ("the dead ones"), simakataik nganga ("bad 
words/language"), rusad manua ("wind of the sky"), the ketsat of the deer (sibeutubu) or 
general "forest meat" (simatei ketsat). The major varieties are firstly the "ordinary 
sanitu/]ust sanitu" (tubud sanitu) without specific names, but also include the named 
silakokoina, tinigeilat, sipiktok, and silakikio. These are sanitu sikataik as opposed to 
sanitu simaeruk, sanitu simakolou ("decent, understanding sanitu") the second major 
type of sanitu which we have otherwise encountered as the saukkui, the ancestors.
‘Ordinary’ sanitu (tubud sanitu) are thought to congregate around the rivers as well as 
inhabiting the leleu, which is where one is most likely to encounter one. These are the 
sanitu of people who have met untimely ends: they may have fallen out of a tree, or 
have been overcome suddenly by illness and died out in the leleu (ie. away from the 
uma), or even have been hit by a machete. These sanitu are, hence, from a whole variety 
of suku. Wherever anyone has died in that way, buluad5, consisting of a collection of 
gaud (‘powerful’ plant) varieties, is placed near the spot in order that the vengeful sanitu 
of the victim of an accident there is rendered incapable of causing similar harm to 
anyone else, or particularly, any members of the suku passing that way in the future. In 
other circumstances a person dying would automatically become a saukkui (ancestor). 
But in this unfavourable context they become a sanitu (sikataik). Often when I was out 
walking with people in the leleu they would stop and tell me to concentrate on a certain
5 Also another name for the bakkat katsaila.
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sound in the trees. What to me sounded like the susurrus of cicadas to them announced 
the presence of a sanitu. A popular story frequently told to me concerned some western 
tourists who reported to their guide that, when they were bathing in the river, they had 
seen three dark figures over on the opposite bank. When the bathers called out to them 
the figures promptly ran off. These figures were, apparently, the sanitu belonging to 
some undergraduate university students from the mainland who had attempted to cross 
the river when it was in full flood. The students’ canoe capsized with the result that they 
all drowned. To prevent further sightings and to make sure that these sanitu would cause 
no harm to anyone required their fathers to come to the scene of the accident in order to 
place buluad there. This would lessen the danger to the living.
Of the named sanitu, the silakokoina and the tinigeilat are the most dangerous, and 
therefore feared, due to their ability to cause debilitating illness. The silakokoina is 
reputed to live in the tree-tops from where it can pounce on victims below. The most 
dangerous, however, is the tinigeilat, the ghost of a person who has died in conflict with 
another person, especially as the result of wounds received from a machete. It is 
represented as having wild, staring, red eyes, appearing covered in blood. Madobag was 
moved to its present position in its early days in order to avoid problems with a 
tinigeilat, the sanitu of a man from nearby Ugai who had died from blows received from 
a machete wielded by a Madobag dweller on the original site.
The sipiktok are the ubiquitous inhabitants of every uma. These are the very essence of 
death since they originate from the bones and the hair on the body of a decomposing 
human corpse. Despite this origin and association they do not present the danger to 
humans that the other sanitu, the silakokoina and the tinigeilat, do. The sipiktok also 
count as a quasi saukkui since it comes, potentially, from the body of a dead ancestor, 
which would seem to account for the tolerance towards it living in the uma where it is 
only on certain occasions expelled. The rimata of one uma reported that sipiktok were 
indeed saukkui but the saukkui of other suku, of other people (sirimanua), not of 
relatives (saraina). Every uma is conceived to have its resident sipiktok most of the 
time. A person on his or her own in an uma, quickly attracts sipiktok to reside there, a 
characteristic they share with the silakikio. However in a choice between sipiktok as a 
sanitu and as saukkui, informants nearly always classified them as sanitu. Indeed, any 
illness that is cause for concern is treated in the uma. If sipiktok are allowed to remain 
they are sure to make the patient even more ill. Alongside this if the sipiktok are allowed 
to remain for a long period of time, then people in the uma are sure to become ill. 
Sipiktok are also defined as sanitu of the forest (leleu), since they can be found where 
there is rotting wood or lots of long grass.
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The silakikio inhabit the tree tops along with the silakokoina and, as with the latter, are 
thought to jump on their victims from up above. But they also like to take residence in 
empty, abandoned houses. Should one wish to enter an unoccupied dwelling it is best to 
shake it gently or tap on it together with a quietly voiced ‘shhhhhh’ in order to drive 
away the silakikio that are certain to be inside. If children are seen to be playing in, or 
around, abandoned dwellings, even if these are near occupied houses, they are angrily 
admonished by parents or relatives to leave the area well alone lest they disturb a 
silakikio sanitu and suffer the consequences. A sanitu so disturbed becomes "angry" 
{magoluk baga) and directs that anger in the form of "bad language" (simakataik 
nganga) at the unwitting person disturbing it.
Saukkui
The ancestors, saukkui, also known as the teteu siburuk ("ancestors of the past") or teteu 
simalose ("deceased ancestors"), or even, somewhat ingloriously, the teteu simamatei 
("dead ancestors"), are usually classed together with the tinigeilat and the sipiktok as 
sanitu. However when probed at any length for the details of particular sanitu, the 
saukkui are singled out as apart from these other inherently malevolent beings. Similar 
to these beings, the saukkui possess bajou as potent as any, and, having the ability to 
cause sickness, are accordingly treated with the respect due to such powerful beings. 
Whilst I never came across an instance where illness was attributed to the saukkui, they 
always remained a potential source of sickness and were thus always taken into account. 
There is a constant tension between saukkui as relatives (saraina) and allies (alei) and 
the inescapable fact that they are sanitu. Yet, in a comparison with sanitu, informants 
extol the virtues of the saukkui in opposition to the former, stressing the latter’s good 
intentions and the kinship human beings share with them, whereas the sanitu are 
constructed as unequivocally dangerous beings.
Trance, striking people during the course of a puliaijat, is perceived to be caused by a 
gobok. Strictly speaking we may say of a person that they are, or have been, igobok, 
expressed by means of the verb form of the noun. That is it is not really an entity, a 
being as such but rather an event caused by something else, namely the bajou of the 
saukkui. Thus, people also refer to a gobok as friend/associate {alei), or relative 
{saraina), or simply as saukkui mai ("our ancestor"). However, in the carefully 
controlled context of the puliaijat where a trance experience is actively sought, a 
reflection of the high value placed on this experience, this bajou does not cause illness 
but merely brings on temporary disorientation {langok) and often a short period of 
unconsciousness. The gobok (ie. bajou) experience begins with the feet, where the bajou
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enters. This is accompanied by a cold feeling spreading up the legs, eventually exiting 
all of a sudden from the head after a few seconds, or even up to several minutes later. 
The afflicted person flies backwards, legs and arms stretched out in front of them. They 
are restrained only by onlookers until the bajou leaves the body, following which the 
person holds the top of her head, suffering a headache for her trouble. As ancestors the 
saukkui are "good" (maeruk) and having them around at this time is highly desirable. 
However this does not change the fact that they are indeed sanitu possessing bajou, 
meaning that they may not remain since this bajou can still precipitate illness. During a 
puliaijat, participants accordingly wear an abundance of ‘powerful’ manai 
("decorations") without which they may suffer adverse effects from saukkui bajou.
The saukkui are conceived to live in areas away from the uma. The nature of this area 
depends specifically upon the suku or uma faction concerned. The rimata o f one of the 
Sakukuret factions represents his saukkui as living on their pulagajat (suku land) a little 
way up-river along the Siribabak river near Siberut’s southwest coast from where 
Salolosit and Samalaiming have land. The Salolosit rimata is more specific, 
representing his saukkui as residing in this same area on Salolosit land at mongan 
bokkolo, the mouth of the bokkolo creek. The Samalaiming rimata represents his 
saukkui as living in this area on Samalaiming land where they have their own uma and 
where they keep pigs and chickens, in short, existing in the style of their living relatives. 
The rimata of one Samwonwot uma faction conceived his saukkui to be living near the 
Matotonan dusun in the vicinity of a rocky outcrop on a hill there, below which runs a 
river they often frequent. One of the Sabagalet rimata reported his saukkui as residing 
on Sabagalet land in the leleu near some exposed boulders on the slope of a hill. Any 
land slippages in that area can be construed as a sign that a death or calamity of some 
kind has happened, or is about to happen, to a member of the suku. The rimata of one of 
the Sakalio factions, however, was not sure exactly where his saukkui live. He did not 
consider it very important. Like many other rimata he supposed that they could be 
found in the "abode of the simamatei—the graveyard (ratei)" where they have their 
uma. One of the Sakukuret rimata stated that the place for the saukkui was at the bakkat 
siririok uma swppori(uggala siririok uma) and that apart from this there was no special 
place for them as in the case of the Salolosit and Salolosit saukkui, for example. When 
there is a puliaijat, then they appear. The point is that it does not matter where they are 
outside of the puliaijat/pabete ritual context when their presence is requested. The 
important thing is that they are not around their living relatives until there is a good 
reason for them to be, such as when either ritual is being held. They are called, they 
come, partake of the food, then leave again, all as it should be.
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Sabulungan
All the concepts we have been discussing up to this point belong to what has come to be 
defined as arat (adat) sabulungan, or agama sabulungan, the "sabulungan religion". 
This is contrasted to the other arat the people of Madobag adhere to, arat Katolik 
(Catholicism), and arat Islam. The nature of sabulungan and the degree to which 
‘Mentawaians’ adhere to its principles has come in for a variety of interpretations. 
According to Naim (1977) "Below the surface, the skin" it is plain that "the 
Mentawaians" are "on average still bound to the ‘sabulungan’ religion". Their "practical 
lifestyle in which soil cultivation beyond cutting back the forest is unknown, shifting 
cultivation, and almost everything else makes them dependent on their natural 
environment". It is not surprising, then, that this forms the basis for their "beliefs where 
nature, including the forest, the trees, the hills, rocks, water, sea, wind, clouds, rain and 
so on possess their own souls or spirit, or kina, just as humans and animals which live 
also possess kina" All of these kina are "believed to be under the leadership of 
taikamanua who lives across the sea ..." Whilst reproducing the Borger-Loeb fallacy, 
Naim sketches out the contours of the sabulungan world-view where the most important 
animistic principle is the considerate treatment of the kina in the interests of good 
health. Alongside the kina are the ketsat which inhabit the corporeal part of an animal, 
plant or human. Upon death the ketsat leaves the body and changes into a sanitu. The 
simagere is the spirit that goes wandering when a person sleeps. If the person falls ill 
then it is the shaman’s job to recall the patient’s simagere and reunite it with its body. 
All of these elements including the ‘punen (ceremonial; ritual) periods’ are all 
meaningful in terms of the "sabulungan belief [system] principle" which is ultimately 
oriented towards achieving an accommodation with the natural world. The author 
clearly defines "sabulungan" as a "religion", specifically an "animistic religion", in its 
own right to be viewed relative to the "new religions", Protestantism, Catholicism, and 
Islam. This distinction is developed further into that between a "Tittle tradition’" and a 
"‘great tradition’" (Naim 1977:36-37). Luth similarly contrasts the "kepercayaan asli 
“Sabulungan” with Christianity and Islam (Luth 1980: 47). Coronese describes "the 
Mentawaians belief [system]" as "uArat sabulungan ’" locating the origin of the root 
word bulu meaning "leaves" (Coronese 1986:36).
The designation "sabulungan" had been around for some time, having a variety of 
cognate meanings before it came to refer to a fully-fledged "religion". This would 
appear to have been necessary as a device through which agents of Christianity and 
Islam, disseminating the major religious traditions across the islands, were able to 
encapsulate various beliefs and practices under the one rubric, thus constituting an 
entity, a ‘religion’, just as Christianity and Islam are religions, similar to the way the
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categories ‘Mentawai’ and ‘Mentawaian’ have functioned, and continue to function, on 
a sociological and administrative level. Sihombing reports that a "“meeting o f the 3 
religions”", that is between adherents to Christianity, Islam and Sabulungan, was held in 
1953-1954 "which among other things gave the freedom to the followers of the 
Sabulungan religion (the original religion)" to convert to either Islam or Christianity and 
leave their original religion, with the result that, with a little "force" applied here and 
there in the odd "kampung", the official position is that by 1955 "in the whole of 
Mentawai Sabulungan had been eradicated, the indigenous people having taken up one 
or other of the religions, most following Christianity" (Sihombing 1979:99). The usage 
would appear to serve the function of bringing together a diverse range of phenomena 
under the one rubric in a part-whole relationship in order to facilitate short term control 
with a view to eradication in the long run.
Saboeloengan {sabulungan) according to Kruyt is the generic name for "good spirits" 
(cf. Maass 1898:545) that entice people to become shaman (sikerei), rather than a 
specific type of spirit. Included here are tree spirits, taikamanua ("sky spirits"), 
taikaleleu ("forest spirits") formerly humans who became spirits, the Lakikiau for 
example, and water spirits, all provided they help the shaman {sikerei) implying that this 
‘goodness’ is contingent (Kruyt 1923:152-153). All shaman {sikerei) have sabulungan 
as their "friends". Wherever these spirits are found they speak to sikerei. At first a 
shaman does not know so very many but eventually gets to know dozens (Kruyt 
1923:129) (Nooy-Palm 1968:197). The word itself, Kruyt suggests, is derived from bulu 
which means to "pay deference to". Thus the buluat is the place where such deference 
occurs. The sa is derived from si and operates as does the honorific prefix, sang, in 
Javanese. The compound, then, refers to the object of this deference, in this case those 
spirits that help a sikerei (Kruyt 1923:159). When a human’s ketsat or simagere dies it 
becomes a sanitu. Most go to the "land of the souls" {sabeoe laggai), apart from a few 
who do not—these change into "good spirits", that is sabulungan, helpers of sikerei 
(Kruyt 1923:182).
For Nooy-Palm, however, this "autochthonous religious system of the Pagai-islands and 
Sipora has become a thing of the p ast... When talking about this past, the people refer to 
it as waktu sabulungan [or] tetere’t sabulungan", the era of sabulungan (Nooy-Palm 
1968:224). Specifically the designation sabulungan refers to "spirits", apart from ketsat 
and simagere, which are divided into four classes:
1. taikamanua, the spirits living in the air (the heavens); 2. taika-polak, spirits dwelling 
on earth, the soil; 3. taikabaga, the sabulungan living underground 4. the sabulungan 
who keep watch over the animals. (Nooy-Palm 1968:225)
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These are in tum subdivided into various categories. Sabulungan helped Sikerei and 
kept the sanitu in check, these being defined as "spirits who bring evil, disaster and 
illness" most of them being the "souls of dead persons, mainly those who died a “bad” 
death" by drowning, execution, or a woman in childbirth (Nooy-Palm 1968:226).
Sabulungan, understood as a coherent system of religious beliefs and practices or, as 
Nooy-Palm puts it, an "autochthonous religious system" counterpoised to Christianity or 
Islam, is the way government officials in South Siberut refer to the "indigenous 
religion". On an excursion in the Katurei district not far to the south of Muara Siberut, 
the locals described the suku to me in terms of whether or not these were "pure", that is 
baptized (as Catholics) or based wholly on Sabulungan. My initial enquiries in these 
early days of the fieldwork concerned what items if any were inherited from the 
ancestors, and if so, in what way these were valuable. The items that I have come to call 
alei katsaila I referred to at that time as alat sabulungan ("items or implements of 
sabulungan"). Having established myself in the Madobag dusun I once again pursued 
enquires shaped by the concept of sabulungan. Answers came in extremes. One 
informant stressed that sabulungan was merely about healing people who had fallen ill, 
and nothing else. One said that for him it referred to everything to do with kerei, Sikerei 
that is. Another stated that sabulungan meant "everything". When I asked him to be 
more specific he could only emphasize the first response saying that it meant "the whole 
world" to him. Other informants said it was an "agama" ("religion" in Indonesian) of 
"leaves", "sabulungan" being derived from bulu meaning "leaves", pointing out the 
importance of a wide variety of plants (gaud) for the "agama", or the 
simagere!sanitulsaukkui etc. complex, so reproducing an often cited rationalization- 
cum-definition of the "agama" by both indigenous people and indigenous 
Minangkabau—sabulungan, the "religion of leaves".
However, towards the end of my time in the field, it became clear that sabulungan 
meant sanitu generally, and saukkui in particular. Bulu and buluad indeed refer to 
"leaves" and also the bakkat katsaila which consists largely of bulu. But these are to be 
distinguished from the concept sa-bulungan with which they have only a superficial 
relationship. Similar to Kruyt’s formulation, sabulungan appears to derive from the 
intransitive verb "pasibulu", an activity aimed exclusively at the saukkui involving the 
presentation of some gaud or food to them in certain contexts in a puliaijat or pabete 
(healing event). It may or may not involve bulu {gaud leaves) per se. In a puliaijat it 
most often does not. In their identity as general sanitu, sabulungan may appear as one of 
the named sanitu, silakokoina or tinigeilai for example, which are interrogated in order 
to find out which one is responsible when someone has fallen seriously ill. When the 
particular type of sanitu has been identified its bajou can then be returned to it.
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Some informants make a clear distinction between arat sabulungan, arat katolik, and 
arat isilam (Islam) .6 Arat katolik gains its identity from having the Injil (Bible) as its 
focus. At a sermon the pastor reads (pasibasa) from the Bible whereas in arat 
sabulungan it is the act o fpasibulu to the saukkui, an act of paroman between the living 
and the dead, as well as the involvement of the other beings we have considered above 
which are brought into the activity metonymically, that defines this as an arat clearly 
distinct from the former. But outside this highly discursive elicited response people do 
not deal with the world in terms of sabulungan or arat sabulungan. The closest they 
come is making a distinction between arat teteu siburuk ("the arat of the ancestors") 
and arat sibau ("new arat"), that is, Christianity. What has become current in the 
discourse exogenous to Madobag that defines their (Mentawaian) ‘religion’—  
sabulungan— is not used by them to describe a meaningful part of their world, except of 
course if they are prompted to by an inquisitive anthropologist. If one talks about 
sabulungan then one gets a response of one kind or another that includes sabulungan. 
The contrast that most readily emerges is one between kunen kerei ("sikerei business") 
and kunen pastor ("pastor business") or pastoran which refers to the Catholic 
missionary complex down on the coast at Muara Siberut. Kunen kerei includes all of the 
characteristics that are attributed to arat sabulungan whereas kunen pastor includes all 
of the beliefs and practices belonging to the arat sibau. This distinction between the two 
is legitimized by the respective ancestral figures constructed as the origins of both 
streams: Pagetasabbau for kunen kerei; Taikamanua ("God") for kunen pastor.
Pagetasabbau is the being to whom shaman trace their knowledge and skills. 
Taikamanua, an indigenous formerly polytheitic concept, has come to be exclusively 
reserved for the Christian concept of a monotheistic god. Pagetasabbau is the ultimate 
patron and legitimizing figure for all practices involving sanitu, saukkui, bajou, gaud 
and so on, which encompasses the puliaijat and the pabete (healing event) ritual events. 
Taikamanua is the legitimizing figure for the Church, the pastoran complex, and the 
pastor himself. In theory and practice both streams are mutually exclusive. The Church 
and its practices are focused, in regional terms, on the Balai Desa, or the school where 
children learn about their ‘agama’ within the standard curriculum. Whilst a puliaijat or 
pabete does not have anything to do with Christian doctrine or practice, on a mytho- 
ideological level there is some exploration of the relationship between the two. Some 
versions of the origin narratives concerning these figures construct Pagetasabbau as, 
perhaps, not supreme but definitely autonomous. Others explore the problematics of 
their relationship, postulating ultimate origins with Taikamanua and subsequent
6 Another example of substantivization or the "double hermeneutic"— exogenous conceptions of 
indigenous society are incorporated into indigenous population’s representations of their own practices.
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autonomy for Pagetasabbau. Basically, Pagetasabbau watches over sikerei in their 
dealings with gaud and satiitu, a favour not enjoyed by the non-shaman, who leave the 
complex techniques associated with correctly using gaud alone (an exception here is the 
rimata of an uma), lest they attract the wrath and bajou of all the entities they would 
come into contact with through ignorance and, therefore, misuse. This is another angle to 
the conception of shaman as having a sabu/utigati for a helper. Indeed they do, the 
ultimate sabu/utigan, Pagetasabbau.
Gaud
So far much has been said about gaud without going into it in any detail. Yet it is 
arguably the most important concept with which we must come to terms. If simagere and 
satiitu can be said to face each other across the gulf separating life and death, gaud dhd 
bajou can be said to do so in the same way. Gaud would appear to be another pan- 
Mentawai island concept which has come in for a variety of interpretations. It is seen to 
operate in diverse ways on the Pagai-islands, Sipora, and Siberut. In Madobag I argue 
that it is the critical preserver of "life" (purimanua) at the expense of death.
Kruyt (1923:20-21) describes what he glosses as gaoet (gaud) in a variety of related ways 
as "herbs having the power to heal" in one context, and as "packages containing powerful 
means of defence" in another. It basically refers to all kinds of "herbs" and objects 
possessing the "power" (kracht) to direct and turn away "evil" (kwaad) (Kruyt 1923:54). 
Elsewhere in his text Kruyt refers to gaud as "magical medicine" (68), "flowers and 
foliage having the power to heal" (129), and "medicinal herbs" (133). For example the 
leaves of plants and vines of various kinds are used as "medicine" (gaoet) on fishing nets 
so that when they are used, many fish will be caught, an example of gaoet djarik (fishing 
net gaud). Kruyt presents an interpretation of gaud based on the theme of "power" which 
accords with my own interpretive proclivities. However Schefold has presented an 
equally plausible and commonsense interpretation that I have also found persuasive.
Schefold defines what he calls gaut as "special mediators" employed during a puliaijat to 
"influence" certain phenomena, "particularly certain sacred plants whose souls are called 
upon to lend their support in influencing the souls of the relevant phenomena to grant the 
wishes uttered in ... invocations" (Schefold 1980:89). The category also includes 
"particular pieces of sacrificial food". Mediators are classified as “bad” (sikatai) or 
“good” (sitimeru) (Schefold 1982:79). They are required to bridge the gulf between the 
visible world and the invisible world of the spirits towards which efforts are
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directed (Schefold 1991:127). This happens in the following way. A house (uma), for 
example, directs, by means of its soul, anger at anyone behaving inappropriately, and it 
is through its soul that the house must be appeased if it has made someone ill from that 
anger. The remedy is, then, to firstly dispel the bajou that has caused the illness and also 
“cool down” the house and the patient. This is done through the mediation of the 
aileleppet plant, a species of "gaut", employed along with various other mediators. Its 
"soul" contacts the house’s soul and "invites it to allow its wrath to cool off' (Schefold 
1982:129). This is all based on the underlying idea of human beings having to get along 
with natural or supernatural beings as "equal partners". "Coexistence is achieved 
through incessant communication and reciprocation" (Schefold 1982:128).
In light of my data revealing the importance of reciprocity between partners, paroman, 
the thesis that constructs gaud as based in ideals of reciprocity is very apt in my own 
field-site. It is also appealing in light of the ‘black box’ type of interpretation that 
constructs gaud as "power": we don’t know quite how it works but it does. Schefold’s 
explanation shows how it does work, for the Sakuddei anyway. Yet none of my 
informants ever represented gaud in these terms. It was presented much as bajou was 
presented, as a definite "force" or "energy". The way that it was spoken about, and 
conceived of, with regard to its deployment in specific situations was as if it was a 
similar type of substance/entity to bajou, which is represented as an efficacious force in- 
the-world. Informants would often say of a plant species that it "had gaud' (anai gaud 
nia), representing gaud as a property possessed by these species which lends itself to a 
translation of gaud as ‘power’. To translate gaud in this way is to convey that these 
species, and any gawd-containing object for that matter, perform as an effective agency- 
in-the-world, an agency brought into being through the agency of the person using them. 
It is an intentional form of energy, its intentionality deriving from human agency. This 
interpretation helps to make sense of the widely varying ways gaud is effective in the 
world.
Gaud types, almost exclusively species of plants, are divided into two divisions 
corresponding to their most general function and which also dictate the order in which 
they are applied in either a pabete (healing event), or a ‘preventative’ event, a puliaijat. 
The gaud contained in one sort of plant or object is the same ‘strength’ as in another, 
only the function is different. Since sanitu and their bajou are the cause of illness, 
casting over "life" (purimanua) the shadow of death, these are categorized in a broad 
division of things sikataik ("bad", "undesirable", "rotten", "putrid"). On the other hand 
simagere, together with the pabete and the puliaijat in their pursuit of "life", are 
classified as simaeruk ("favourable", "benign", "good (fortune)", "fragrant", "strong"). 
Thus, on the most general level, the object is to free a person, family (lalep), uma
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faction, or suku, from the influence of the sikataik beings, through an application of 
gaud sikataik. Success in this endeavour is consolidated through applying gaud 
simaeruk, making sure that immediate return of the sikataik is impossible. Whilst there 
is a large number of varieties in each category, there are some half-dozen or so that 
carry the primary burden, especially in a puliaijat. In contrast, in the pabete a much 
wider range tend to be drawn upon. Each category is characterized by a great 
redundancy in effects achieved by each variety, since several carry out broadly similar 
functions. Each performs its function in terms of whether it is sikataik or simaeruk. But 
there are many particular methods of achieving these general objectives.
Essential to the effective deployment of gaud against sanitu is the particular ritualized 
phrase directed at each gaud type utilized. This has the effect of, firstly, mobilizing it for 
its intended purpose, and secondly for simply informing it, lest it misunderstand the 
purpose and the mission it must fulfil, thereby striking down its user with its bajou. The 
particular characteristic of the set phrases directed at gaud is their functioning, which 
resembles the English past tense. Like many East Asian languages, tense in the local 
variant of the Mentawai language is not indicated. Rather an action is depicted as 
imminent, occurring at a particular time, or completed. Completed action is indicated by 
adding the prefix "a" and usually also the suffix "ad" or "an" to the verb. This casts a 
ritual phrase in a curious light, giving it the function not of a request or even an 
imperative, but declaring a desirable outcome a fait accompli. Thus it is not "Banish 
illness!" for instance. Instead "Illness has been banished". There are several examples of 
this in the following overview of gaud types and functions although I do not dwell on it 
in detail since we go deeply into the substance of these addresses in looking at the 
conjunction of the forces of gaud and the ancestral objects in the puliaijat in the next 
chapter. In what follows I deal with each variety in terms of the general function it is 
defined as serving.
Gaud Sikataik
Comparing the multitudinous varieties of gaud sikataik and gaud simaeruk there 
appears to be a lot less redundancy in the functions carried out by the varieties of gaud 
sikataik. The most commonly applied gaud sikataik are taipotsala, sikulu, ubek, 
sianguiakek, osa, engeu, teiteiloinak, kalipegi, tepa, ngungut tolu, sikkak, and sari. 
Taipotsala plays on the word sala meaning "wrong". It is defined as having the property 
of ‘making a sanitu wrong’, causing it to err in its purpose of precipitating illness and/or 
trouble for the living. Anyone wearing this or, more usually, employing it in a ritual 
context would gain a measure of protection against a sanitu. An associated variety, but
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one used far less than taipotsala and other varieties, is pangesele. This plays on the root 
sele (from the adjective masele) also meaning "wrong". The expression announces that 
"illness" has been set off on the wrong track. Human beings may stand their ground with 
impunity whilst a sanitu goes off in the "wrong" direction.
Sikulu is one of the most commonly applied and, therefore, so taken-for-granted that 
informants did not offer very enlightening perspectives upon it apart from pointing out 
that with it one could ‘sikulu this’ and ‘sikulu that’, sanitu that is. However it was clear 
that the small sharp thorns it carried were implicated in its effectiveness against sanitu 
and bajou. This logic is brought into relief against the variety sianguiakek which is 
considered an "associate" (alei) of sikulu in that it paradoxically achieves the same 
objective by an opposite method. It was explained to me in terms of a deployment 
against other people with a "very severe" attitude towards the user, people who would 
help themselves to whatever they pleased for example in that person’s house. Like sand 
against the sharpened blade of a machete, sianguiakek blunts the efforts of such people 
and of course the sanitu who would seek to make trouble for them. These incursions 
were "blunted", amanguiad, derived from the adjective mangui ("blunt"). The bajou or 
"bad language" (simakataik nganga) of a sanitu, then, is ‘blunted’, made ineffective 
against the user of sianguiakek.
Osa is another very commonly employed variety of gaud sikataik. The user has the 
objective to amaosaad bajou, from a specified person in a pabete for example, who is 
rendered maosa ("healed") or free from the bajou afflicting them. Engeu has a similar 
effect although it operates through "frightening" or "discouraging" sanitu from 
approaching humans, or if they do, it acts to send them away again. It connotes a feeling 
of distaste associated with walking barefoot through mud or slime, where one 
experiences the automatic reaction of wanting to retract one’s feet. This is postulated to 
be experienced by the sanitu coming into contact with the gaud. Teiteiloinak and its 
associated variety pukateitei both employ the concept teitei meaning "back" or "behind". 
Teiteiloinak ensures that a sanitu is either always a long way behind us and/or has its 
back to us. Being unable to "see" (iogouakek) us, we are protected from the effects of 
that (malevolent) gaze, which manifests itself in illness or an accident. Its use is 
accompanied by the phrase "sickness has been put to the back (of us)/aipateiteiad kai 
or ingen". In a similar fashion with pukateitei a person might be engaged in a task whilst 
behind them, out of sight, also engaged in a task with their backs towards this person 
might be some others, sanitu for example. The person and the sanitu have their backs to 
each other, neither party being aware of the other. The important element here of course 
is that the sanitu is ignorant of the human being’s presence, and is therefore not able to 
cause trouble. It cannot see or approach its potential victim.
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The next several varieties all achieve their purpose in various ways. Kalipegi is derived 
from the commonly used expression kalipogi or kalipo meaning to "forget". Thus, under 
the influence of kalipegi, potentially harmful sanitu "forget" living humans and thereby 
cause no harm. Dubbak is one of several types that rely on the notion of separation of 
humans from sanitu, with the implication that a contact has been or is about to be made. 
Dubbak itself simply means to "free (oneself) from". If a person has come into contact 
with a sanitu and its bajou, it is iterubbak ("separated") from them by means of dubbak. 
My informant described this effect as similar to casting off a tom, unbecoming shirt, or 
wiping away animal droppings that cling to one’s skin. Ubek is as commonly applied as 
dubbak and means to directly "separate". The concept is cognate with rubei which we 
encountered in relation to sirubeiteteu in chapter six. A little bit more intense is bakbak, 
hence "the ghost has been separated from our bodies/aibakbak sipuailiggo ka tubu mai". 
Bakbak draws its power from its association with stripping bark away from a tree-trunk. 
Kalulubbak, similarly, relies on the power of stripping bark in this manner with an 
added nuance emphasizing the ease with which, in this case, the separation is done. 
Hence "ailulubak sipuailiggo ka tubu mai". Where before one may have had great 
difficulty in ridding oneself of a sanitu and its bajou, the inclusion of kalulubbak helps 
ensure that difficulties are smoothed over. One other often used related variety is 
bekkala, virtually identical in function to bakbak.
Another group of related gaud sikataik is based upon the metaphor to ‘chip away’ bit by 
bit until an objective is reached. Tatabaga is presented as operating on a sanitu's 
handiwork in the same way as a large gathering of people slowly but surely devour food 
at a feast. Tatabaga, little by little, in the fullness of time gets rid of the bajou. Similarly 
tataiktaik, where we cut away at something, take little pieces of it (pataiktaik), bajou 
that is, from someone suffering illness. Sikkak relies on the power of association gained 
from the image of pushing something away little by little until it is well enough away, or 
flicking at it bit by bit until its gone. A variation on this is situapei where, as banana 
leaves grow older eventually falling away from the stem (iapei), so too does bajou from 
an afflicted person or persons.
Tepa is the first of two related types linked by virtue of the brute force they are 
conceived to bring to the battle with sanitu. Tepa means to "hit" or "slap". Thus we 
simply itepa (hit) the sanitu that would venture close to us. Interestingly, this was 
explained in terms of a person or people making use of this gaud to "strengthen" their 
"own bajou" in the face of the impending bajou belonging to a sanitu, as well as a 
counter to the force possessed by bajou itself. Similar to tepa is lippat. If a fire flares up 
we can lippat it. So too with bajou. We strike it and quickly rid ourselves of it.
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The final redundant image envisages sanitu that have embarked upon a course of 
mischief-making, to not quite achieve their goal. The chief variety utilized to bring this 
about, taipaalik, means exactly that. This particular variety of gaud sikataik is presented 
in terms of a growing mushroom, bajou, developing to the point where it is almost fully 
mature. However someone comes along and treads on it—the sanitu and its bajou are 
sent away. The other type is taituratta. Taituratta describes the circumstance where a 
person might have someone or something in sight, a sanitu in respect of a human, just a 
little further ahead but is unable to reach them. A case of so near yet so far.
These are merely a few examples of the major and most frequently used varieties of 
gaud sikataik in order to illustrate the way in which imputed characteristics o f certain 
plant varieties are viewed as able to be tapped as a source of ‘power’ to achieve definite 
outcomes in the world.
Gaud Simaeruk
In contrast to gaud sikataik, gaud simaeruk exhibits a far greater redundancy in the 
various functions the many varieties within this category perform, whilst being 
nonetheless based on similar ‘power’ of association. Any operation directly against 
sanitu and their bajou in a pabete or a puliaijat involving gaud sikataik never occurs 
alone but in dyadic units with gaud simaeruk. This is based on the idea that, having 
been successful in expelling bajou or distancing bajou/sanitu from a person or group, 
this is then consolidated with an application of simaeruk, likened to ‘stopping up the 
holes’ that are figuratively conceived to have been caused by the bajou, in order that 
bajou may not enter again. Like gaud sikataik, there is a core of gaud simaeruk varieties 
most frequently relied upon, which may be used alongside other cognate varieties 
having similar functions, in order to enhance the overall effect. Each of the core 
varieties, as with gaud sikataik, performs a function different from each of the other 
core varieties, ensuring that the range of possibilities is covered. These are respectively 
ailelepet, momunen, duruk, palugerejat, soga, polak, nakka, simakainauk, taibeleki, and 
simuinek. As with gaud sikataik we consider the varieties in terms of their general 
categorical functions.
Aileleppet performs the most fundamental function of gaud simaeruk by "cooling down" 
the "heat/anger" that is bajou. There are two words meaning "cool, cold" in the local 
language, maileppet and mainut. The latter refers to the subjective experience of feeling 
cold. The former, from which aileleppet is derived, refers to "cold" and "coolness" as an 
objective property belonging, potentially, to objects and people. The aileleppet plant has
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been defined as the essential embodiment of this property and therefore as a powerful 
antidote to the heat of bajoir. Performing a similar function, but less frequently applied, 
is talinga sikaoinan ("crocodile ear"), a species of water lily. It draws its "life" from the 
depths of the cool water it grows in to the extent that it cannot be separated from this 
environment without it losing its life. It is the essence of ‘coolness’ and is thus 
addressed in an identical manner to aileleppet.
Momunen, referred to as katowomunen in addresses, is derived from the adjective 
maomun, used as a synonym for maeruk (favourable, benign) in certain contexts. It is 
also means "strong" in "life", strength coming from lots of laughter, talk, and 
movement, all of which are "life"-affirming activities. My informant commented to me, 
"Tak maron ita, tak maomun ngangata. Tak maeruk patuat, tak maomun nia/If we are 
weak (unwell), our words are not strong (have no penetration). If our hearts/thoughts are 
unwell, we are not strong". Momunen has many cognate varieties which are often used 
alongside it, particularly in the course of a puliaijat. One is Patagorak, consisting of the 
compounds pata ("high") and gorak (from magorak:"happy), each implying and 
reinforcing the other. According to my informant, "We are strong, we talk, we eat, we 
are joyful. Because of this we are "high" (tall). Surak is conspicuous by its striking 
green, red and yellow stripes—the colour of "life". The word is most often used in the 
compound masurak bagata which is often translated as "thank you", although it actually 
is used by someone to express an inner state which reaches out to encompass all those 
involved in a particular encounter rather than to express something extended from one 
person/group to another: masurak ("colourful" ie. joyful) baga ("inside") ta ("us, ours"- 
includes addressee). According to my informant, "Oto urimanua, masurak bagata, 
masurak bagata autuituiad sipuailiggo/If we live we are joyful, we are joyful that the 
ghosts have been sent away. If there is a ghost near us [that is, we are suffering the 
effects of bajou] then we are not joyful." Soga means to "call, summon". It is used 
alongside the others where its ‘power’ is utilized to "summon" "life" (purimanua), 
specifically in the form of the simagere. Related to all these in function is kiniu 
(tumeric) a tuber producing a vivid, yellow dye used by shaman and others in a 
puliaijat, mainly to cover their faces and torso as the mood takes them. Its use in 
cooking as a spice furnishes a sense of enhanced palatability, which, along with the 
other characteristics, associates kiniu with good food and beauty of body decoration. It 
also connotes another definitive characteristic of "life": malatsat ("clarity, purity"). 
"Imakiniu patuatta, imalatsat patuatta/If our hearts|thoughts are beautiful (colourful, 
sapid [ie."nice tasting"]), then our hearts will be clear and pure" . 7
7 This is not to be understood in a moral, theological sense but purely metaphorically. Malatsat evokes 
images of "clear" and "pure" running water, the very essence of "life".
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Duruk is the adjective meaning "all" and therefore the name given to a type of gaud 
gaining its power through referring to the collectivity, as exemplified in the phrase 
delivered when exhorting it to do its work: "Duruk, kailek maruruk/ Duruk, here we 
gather together". Palugerejat, tangentially related to duruk, is quite versatile. Besides its 
ritual applications, it is often ingested as a pleasant, and powerful, tea preparation. 
Palugerejat is often referred to in ritual addresses as sigereibagana, the "gay one". This 
is its strength, its power to foster and enhance ‘happiness’ which connotes ‘movement’, 
‘noise’, and ‘laughter’. These are signs and enhancers of "life" since they are the 
products of large numbers of people coming together in a puliaijat, or a pabete, in the 
uma for example, characteristics assured to repel the attack of a sanitu. Taibeliki and 
taimalauklauk are employed to ensure that the number of people that are made the 
targets of these varieties do not "become less" because of sanitu initiated sickness. In the 
words of my informant, "Tak moi ibeleki ita oringen, tak ilauklauk ita/Our numbers may 
not be reduced through sickness, we remain". Closely related to these is simuinek, 
drawing power from an image of "wholeness", "fullness" and "roundness": "Ta 
tumuinek purimanuaijat/We are whole in life". This is applied, as with taibeleki and 
taimalauklauk, in order that the whole, that is the suku or uma faction, not be reduced 
through the loss of any one of them. Also related, and often used alongside these other 
varieties, is tadde, derived from the verb iade, to "count". This is aimed at bringing 
about an increase in numbers, or, at the very least, ensuring that one by one each suku 
member is "added up" until the total of all suku members is achieved, or, better still, in 
the form of new members through birth or marriage.
Sijar draws on the power coming from the association of many people, similar to 
palugerejat and duruk. This variety of gaud is mobilized through the phrase, "Gaud mai 
tatogaku sijar, kailek ujar dere tatogaku/Ouv gaud, gaud of my children, sijar, loud are 
our feet". "If we are by ourselves, our feet make no sound. However when our children 
are around, when we are all together, when we are many, then there is much noise and 
commotion." There is no death here; there can be nothing "deathly" in such an overt 
manifestation of life. One person by him- or herself, alone, makes no sound, and thus 
epitomizes death. A common practice is for shaman to wear small bells (tairosi) on their 
ankles or around their waists. These are defined as containing gaud through the ringing, 
tinkling sound they make when worn by someone walking along. It actually sounds like 
several people. The point is that death is silent. A corpse cannot walk and make tinkling 
sound through wearing tairosi which is why sanitu are conceived as silent, shadowy 
beings. But a being of "life" (purimanua), a si-rimanua, makes noise in living, in short 
exhibits "life". In exhibiting "life" a person, therefore, also contributes to its 
reproduction and ensures its continuity.
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Very commonly applied are those varieties that "open" out to "life", sibukak, bekeo, and 
to a lesser extent, bailak. Sibukak is straightforward. The word is derived from bukak 
meaning "open". The compound means "that which opens up". "Ta bukak patuatta, ta 
paale ka sirimanua, ta bukak patuatta ukerajo, ta bukak patuatta murimanua/'We open 
our thoughts/hearts, we associate with people, we open our thoughts/hearts to work, we 
open our thoughts/hearts to living", was my informant’s comment on this. Bekeo 
participates in this openness to "life" and living. Hedges bordering houses (sapou) in the 
dusun are often created from cultivated and carefully pruned bekeo bushes. At night the 
distinctive red flowers are closed up. Come daylight, they open out to the light. When 
utilized as gaud, the accompanying phrase is "Sibukak, italek mabukak tubu, italek 
mabuka mata purimanua/Sibvkdk, (as you do) we also open our bodies, we open our 
eyes to life". The central image here is the opening out to the sunlight which is 
considered synonymous with "life". When people go out of the dusun to their gardens 
they often wear bekeo flowers as a form of "decoration" (manai) and not as gaud per se, 
although its importance for them ultimately rests on its identity and function as gaud.
Other important varieties are kelakelak and kelakbaga, both drawing on images of 
"hardness", "resilience" and "resistance" in the face of advances from sanitu. Kelakelak 
is effective in making people’s "words" more forceful if they are confronted with "bad 
language" directed at them by a sanitu, which manifests itself in a state of sickness 
Cmabajou). The logic is that if our words are "strong, compelling" then we are protected 
from a sanitu’ s attack, or according to my informant, "Bulek imakelak ngangata, 
imakelak patuatta, ka tubud sipuailiggo/Our words are hard, our hearts-thoughts are 
hard towards the shadowy ones" . 8 Kelakbaga also depends on the idea of "hardness" 
and "resilience", not of "words" however, but of one’s "insides". It is also defined in 
terms of the resilience of one’s own bajou faced with a sanitu s bajou: "Imakelak bata 
purimanua, imakelak patuat bajouta, ituitui sipuailiggoIOm insides are resilient in life, 
hard is the bajou of our hearts|thoughts. Thus the shadowy one returns from whence it 
came." "If our thoughts are not hard, and we are soft, then the thieves will come to us, 
steal from us, take our tobacco, our money. When our thoughts become hard, they do 
not come, they fear us", my informant added. We can understand this latter statement in 
two ways. Firstly, we can take this literally to refer to actual people in other suku who 
would seek to steal from us, or even do us harm. Secondly, sanitu can be included
8 Such an exegesis does not sit well with my interpretation of gaud as power in this particular instance 
since there is a clear explanation of how the gaud carries out its task here. Instead, we could extend 
Schefold’s explanation of the functioning of aileleppet, where there is conciliation carried out on behalf 
of the patient and the offended house’s ketsat, and posit a similar explanation for the functioning of this 
particular variety. It is conceivable that the "forceful language" giving this gaud its power is too much for 
a sanitu in a confrontation between it and the kelakelak ketsat. However, this may be taking too many 
liberties with the actual exegeses given by my informants, which do not support such an interpretation.
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within this category, sanitu who would seek to steal people’s simagere, their very life 
essence away from them, leaving in its place a good dose of bajou. Kelakbaga can be 
deployed against these possibilities.
These, then, are the major varieties of gaud and the rationale behind their individual 
efficacy. There are still some uses of gaud, however, which are directed towards ends 
other than the banishment of the entities of death and the enhancement of "life". These 
involve enticing and capturing a person’s simagere to whom one wants to do harm. This 
gaud is known as gaud sikataik, so named due to the ill purpose to which it is put, not 
because it functions to drive away sikataik beings, the major function of gaud sikataik 
as we have understood it in this chapter. Gaud can also be applied in hunting, which is, 
once again, aimed at summoning the simagere of the animal to be hunted. Such was the 
course of action taken by my next door neighbour. He could not catch a particular fruit- 
bat which kept visiting his baited snare each night despite numerous attempts, including 
sitting up all night with an air-rifle in the hope of picking it off. The problem was, he 
related, the animal’s simagere "knew" about the snare he had set. Thus he applied soga 
(to call) and duruk (to gather together), in order to compel the simagere to come so the 
animal could be caught. A similar rationale is behind the sometimes practiced gaud 
sinanalep ("woman" gaud), where a man or youth attempts to cause a girl with whom he 
wishes to liaise or marry to adopt a favourable attitude towards him. There is also, 
conversely, gaud simateu ("man" gaud), practiced by a woman in order to influence a 
man with whom she wishes to liaise or marry. However, this is, according to my 
informants, male and female, a rare occurrence. It is defined as underhand in contrast to 
gaud sinanalep with which nobody has any problems.
In this chapter we have looked closely at the major categories of powerful beings and 
entities that animate the spaces of the cosmos, the broad context within which the 
entities of life, the simagere, contend with the beings of death, the sanitu. In an ideal 
world, each member of a suku would be perpetually unified with his/her life-essence, 
his/her simagere. However, the cosmos is frequented by the dead of the Other, sanitu, 
that perpetually roam the landscape, in particular the unsocialized space of the leleu, or 
dwell in uninhabited dwellings, far too frequently effecting a transfer of the essence of 
death, bajou, to unsuspecting individuals, effectively separating them from their life 
essences. Hence the existence of the puliaijat, in which the ancestral heirlooms, 
primarily the bakkat katsaila, are mobilized to (re)establish an unambiguous separation 
between humans and their simagere on one side, with ghosts and their bajou on the 
other, in the interests of creating a space free from, or at least resistant to, the entities of 
death through confining them to their own space in the anti-social space of the leleu. 
The means and techniques through which this is accomplished is the subject of chapter
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eight where we examine how, through the puliaijat as a strategy of prevention, and in 
the pabete as a strategy of cure, the uma as a region is produced, the reproduction of 
which also reproduces a space of life within the cosmos.
8Puliaijat for the prevention; pabete for the cure
In this chapter we will look closely at how the concepts we discussed in chapter seven 
form the focus of the two types of ritual practiced, the puliaijat and the pabete (healing 
event), in particular the puliaijat. We explore how this event shapes the hospitable space 
of the pulagajat out of an inhospitable space, exemplified by the leleu, through the uma 
and the ancestral heirlooms, articulated within the praxical dimension of the ideology of 
identity. The production of the uma as a particular complex of spaces—the inner 
sanctum (batnuma) and the ‘outer’ (laibok)— has the intentional effect of 
simultaneously producing this habitable space within a largely hostile cosmos. From 
this perspective, the puliaijat can be viewed as a temporary intervention, by means of 
the uma and its ancestral heirlooms, in the cosmos to ensure the triumph of "life" over 
the entities of death. This is the general end towards which each puliaijat is directed. 
Where the powers deployed in a puliaijat have ceased to be effective or have simply 
failed, then it is the object of the pabete to excise the bajou from an individual or a 
household (lalep), to push back encroaching entropy restoring he, she, or they fully to 
"life" . 1
Most of the time, the uma remains unoccupied, and even then it is only occupied by the 
rimata, his wife and children when he is in the village, despite the fact that it is, 
sociologically and cosmologically speaking, the hub of the uma faction of the suku of 
which it forms a part. However it is only in a puliaijat that the uma's sociological 
import becomes obvious. For the duration of the event the uma comes alive. Apart from 
those brief intervals when the particular events making the puliaijat what it is take 
place, when the rimata retires into the inner sanctum to perform his art in concert with 
his heirlooms, the place is in virtual uproar, a cacophony of barking dogs, animated 
conversations, surreptitious gossiping, including laughing, screaming, crying and 
fighting children— it is very much a social event. Nevertheless it is still the rimata’s art 
that defines its import. But before we can proceed to look at it in detail, we need to look 
a little more closely at the bakkat katsaila's properties in its capacity as an entity of
1 Endicott’s depiction of the logic underlying Malay medicines reveals a similar principle at work : 
"Malay ‘medicine’ is almost entirely magical; even when procedures of real medical value are used, the 
reasons given are magical. The term ubat [cf. gaud] applies equally to remedies that work by magic and 
those working by chemistry... [T]he causes of disease are supernatural forces, and their cures are the 
magical methods by which those forces can be controlled" (Endicott: 1991:26).
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"life", since it is this, as "ritual attractor" (Fox 1993:1), which is the centre of 
proceedings in the puliaijat.
The bakkat katsaila is also glossed as the bakkat uma ("foundation of the uma") or riok 
uma. Riok means to "stand" and has connotations of being "firm", "enduring", "upright" 
which we met in relation to the uggala siririok uma (chapter 4). As with all the ancestral 
heirlooms the bakkat katsaila must be "looked after" and "respected". As its "guardian" 
only the rimata may freely tamper with it without fear of reprisal, but only then if there 
is good reason, such as in a puliaijat. In the words of one rimata: "If the bakkat katsaila 
was a human being (.sirimanua), then it could be said to be my foundation (bakkat), just 
as a parent is the bakkat of his children." In actuality then the rimata looks after the 
bakkat katsaila in order that the bakkat katsaila looks after him and through him every 
member of the suku or uma faction.
Each bakkat katsaila is represented as having its own specific, "powerful" constituents. 
Not many rimata that I interviewed about this were sure what exactly was inside their 
respective katsaila although they would say what "usually" went inside. All items are 
associated with "life"; since the bakkat katsaila is purely a repository of "life" there are, 
therefore, no gaud sikataik objects included amongst these. In each case the ingredients 
were represented as several drawn from a set of items common to all bakkat katsaila, 
located at the bottom (bakkat) of the katsaila's bolobok (bamboo cylinder). On the two 
occasions where I was able to witness the recreation or renewal of an old bakkat 
katsaila, it turned out that the ingredients used were indeed drawn from those 
represented. The fruit of aileleppet, momunen, taimalauklauk, and duruk are often 
included. Ubiquitous is a small quantity of bulau (lead). Its power as gaud, similar to 
aileleppet, comes from its imputed "coolness". In the same way a river pebble or two 
might be included for the "coolness" they exude having come from the "cool" depths. 
There is often a tairosi (small bell), powerful in its capacity as an adjunct to "life" in 
that a live being "moves" (mageret) and "makes a sound" (ulamo), a tinkling sound if 
wearing a tairosi. This property is felt to inhere in these bells. Some claimed that rattan 
(bebeget) leaves were also included, the power from these stemming from their 
characteristic fluttering in the breeze, movement indicative, once again, of "life". In one 
instance I observed the rimata cut a sliver of lead from a sinker he kept stored near the 
heirlooms. He placed this on top of a "base" (pereman) of aileleppet and momunen all of 
which were placed on top of an initial base of duruk. Fruit of each type was included 
after this, along with some taimalauklauk and bukak. An old pebble from the former 
bakkat katsaila was also placed in with these. In line with its identity as an ancestral 
object informants claimed, in respect of other cases where such renewals had occurred.
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that only the bolobok had been changed. The objects inside were represented to be from 
the ancestors and therefore had to be retained.
To understand the puliaijat one needs to, firstly, understand the bakkat katsaila in its 
role as the premier ancestral heirloom, and secondly, the rimata' s relationship to it. The 
puliaijat can, in fact, be described purely in terms of the relationship between the rimata 
and his bakkat katsaila, mediated by a special series of events, the puiringan, involving 
the other heirlooms. Through a close examination of these events, which are at the heart 
of the puliaijat, the relationship of the bakkat katsaila to the uma, the suku, and the 
rimata, as well as the relationship of each in to the other, viz. the role they play in 
producing a viable space within a hostile cosmos, become clear.
The Puliaijat
There are a great many types of puliaijat, each being held in order to achieve a specific 
purpose for the members of the suku or uma faction involved. For example there are a 
series of puliaijat carried out in order to bring a new wife into the suku through 
"introducing" (isegeakek: lit. "to inform") her to the bakkat katsaila (the bakkat katsaila 
is "informed" that she is now one of "us", and no longer one of "them"), effectively 
making her into a new member of the suku. Two separate puliaijat are held, sometimes 
many months apart, in this case. There are also puliaijat conducted by her original suku 
in order to relinquish her, to define her as no longer a part of the suku. There are two 
"preliminary" puliaijat followed by a further two complete puliaijat carried out at 
intervals over a period of several months, a year, or longer after a member of the suku 
has died, in order to free the suku, and particularly the immediate family (lalep), from 
the deleterious consequences that this person’s sanitu can have upon them as well as the 
whole suku.
A puliaijat, strictly speaking, only lasts for one day. However, puliaijat often occur 
together in a series held on successive days. For example the final puliaijat for a 
deceased uma faction member, an eeruk simaeruk, actually consists of three individual 
puliaijat which take place over three days. They are collectively referred to as a puliaijat 
eeruk simaeruk. On each day participants define themselves as being in a state of mulia, 
the intransitive verb form of the noun pu-lia(i)-jat. Each day consists of a fixed sequence 
of events, the puiringan, which take place in every puliaijat. Dispersed within this fixed 
structure are other events defining the particular type of puliaijat it is and the ends 
towards which it is directed. The nature and ends towards which these secondary events 
are directed determine the specific purpose for which the particular puliaijat is held. The
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Standard events are the sogi katsaila, aggaret, lia goukgouk, irik, pusikebbukat and the 
kokoman sikebbukat, each performed in succession. The aggaret, irik, pusikebbukat, and 
kokoman sikebbukat constitute the all important puiringan events. These define the 
general purpose to which the puliaijat is directed: the enhancement of "life" through 
distancing the entities of death, within which is subsumed the puliaijat's specific 
purpose, a marriage, a death and so on.
All events typically take place in the daylight hours although they may run into the night 
if, for some reason, proceedings get held up. Or, conversely, they may only take up a 
morning. The concurrence of these events as a unit in the one day defines the puliaijat. 
There are no instances where events are held over until the next day. All the puiringan 
events take place on the floor section within the batnuma (inner sanctum) in front of the 
bakkat katsaila and the other ancestral heirlooms. Each event lasts a few minutes, 
although the pace at which these are executed depends partly upon ‘not rushing things’ 
as well as what other events are happening in between these main events that are 
standard in every puliaijat. Indeed each event can be viewed as a differential means of 
channelling the life-giving, life-preserving ‘power’ of the bakkat katsaila from the 
katsaila itself through the mediation of the other ancestral heirlooms, specifically the 
irik, pusikebbukat, kokoman sikebbukat lulag plates, and the lakuk, to the suku or uma 
faction members.
The human agent mediating this is the rimata of the uma factionJsuku. It is an important 
position. People continually stressed to me the gravity of the events executed by the 
rimata in which he addresses the bakkat katsaila. He is the one member of the suku or 
uma faction who is able to approach, converse with, and touch the bakkat katsaila and 
the other heirlooms in this context. For anyone else to do so may bring untoward 
consequences—accidents, or sickness brought on by the bakkat katsaila's bajou as the 
manifestation of its disapproval—not only to the rimata himself but the other uma 
faction members. The wrong attitude in the execution of events, or simply errors in 
execution, could have disastrous consequences for everyone.
The first three events occur directly after each other early in the day. The sogi katsaila 
involves the rimata presenting several varieties of gaud to the bakkat katsaila. Then the 
rimata distributes some to all the other puliaijat participants. Straight after this the 
aggaret takes place. This is the first of the puiringan events involving the ancestral 
lulag (platters). Here the rimata opens a coconut, part of which he presents to the bakkat 
katsaila, and, depending on the suku, also to the gong or gongs, the uma, and then the 
ancestors (saukkui). The coconut pieces are laid out upon the premier lulag, the irik, 
which gives the puiringan events their names. The other events, the pusikebbukat and
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the kokoman sikebbukat each have their own lulag by means of which they are 
conducted. The left-over pieces are given to the rimata's grandchildren, or if they are 
not in attendance, any other children who are present. Once the aggaret is completed the 
lia goukgouk takes place. A chicken is presented firstly to the bakkat katsaila, then to 
each of the puliaijat participants, then it is killed, bringing to an end the first group of 
events. Following this one or more pigs are killed. Along with the chicken they are cut 
up, most of the meat going towards a communal meal. However specific parts of the 
anatomy of the chicken and the pig(s) are prepared separately since these are used in the 
upcoming irik, pusikebbukat, and kokoman sikebbukat events. Just prior to the meal 
itself, the rimata enacts the irik, once again utilizing the irik lulag. This marks a hiatus 
in proceedings for, straight after the irik event, everybody disperses to their huts (sapou) 
to eat. After the meal the pusikebbukat is carried out: a meal of chicken eaten in front of 
the bakkat katsaila by the rimata's eldest grandson. Then the kokoman sikebbukat event, 
a meal eaten by the rimata and his wife in front of the bakkat katsaila, takes place. 
These are the core events around which every puliaijat is constructed. In this context the 
extent of the bakkat katsaila's significance as the "foundation" of the suku or uma 
faction, its defining principle as reflected in the name, bakkat ("base; source; 
foundation") katsaila, cannot be underestimated
Out of all the ancestral heirlooms we encountered in chapter four, apart from the bakkat 
katsaila, three categories are of primary importance in the puliaijat context: the gong, or 
gongs; the lakuk (bowl) and its sisip (ladle); the three lulag, the irik, pusikebbukat, and 
kokoman sikebbukat. Where an uma possesses only the irik and the pusikebbukat, the 
Dutch plate is used in place of the kokoman sikebbukat. In some cases an ordinary dish, 
stored up with the Dutch plate, is used in lieu of the plate itself. The tudukat drums are 
only used on the fourth day of a three-day puliaijat following the taking of a monkey in 
the hunt (uroro). The gajeuma hand-held drums are used briefly as accompaniment to 
three of the six events forming the core of the puliaijat.
During the course of the puliaijat all participants face certain restrictions (keikei). They 
may not eat except at appointed times when they are all together. Nor may they engage 
in sexual intercourse. In fact on this point, during a puliaijat lasting more than one day, 
men sleep in the uma, or in nearby huts {sapou), on the laibokttenganuma. The women 
and children sleep in the batnuma (inner sanctum). Neither the rimata nor his wife may 
eat at all during the day until the final event, the kokoman sikebbukat.
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The Puiringan
The puiringan events constitute the core of the puliaijat. Each event, the sogi katsaila, 
the aggaret and so forth, takes place in the inner sanctum, where it reproduces its 
particular piece of time-space, a reproduction which takes place within the general 
context provided by the simaeruk (positively valenced) half of the uma—the 
reproduction of these specific spaces reproduces the simaeruk aspect of the space of the 
uma which produces a habitable sociospatial cosmos.2 The door is closed having the 
effect of restricting access to an area, the batnuma, through which people move freely in 
carrying out their duties and activities at other times in the puliaijat. The space 
(re)created outside, on the laibok, is, ideally, a space of silence and muted voices, in 
contrast to the normal situation of uproar and mayhem in between events, at which time 
the only evidence that a puliaijat is taking place is in the amount of people gathered at 
the uma. One’s suspicions would only be confirmed if one waited long enough to 
observe whether or not any events took place inside the inner sanctum, signalled by the 
attendant gong beats and drum rhythms. The ultimate object of each event is the 
enhancement of the ability of the bodies (tubu) of the suku or uma faction members to 
create a space for themselves safe from the threat posed by the dead of the Other, the 
sanitu, once the puliaijat is over. The enhancement of these abilities achieves the overall 
goal of producing a generally habitable cosmos through this detailed production of 
person-specific spaces, where each person is in a better position to repel the advances of 
the sanitu than they were prior to the puliaijat.
In the puiringan events, the role of the ritual phrases addressed to the simagere, gaud, 
simatei ketsat, sanitu, and saukkui respectively is crucial. They form an integral part of 
each event coupled with the particular activity defining it. The metaphors drawn upon in 
these must be viewed as actively instrumental in bringing about the effects that are 
expressed as their content. Indeed to gloss the images produced within these phrases as 
‘metaphors’ or even simply as ‘images’ downplays their active role in producing 
outcomes. Similar to the phrases accompanying the application of the various types of 
gaud we encountered in chapter 7, the effect described is presented as a fait accompli— 
a desired state of affairs presented as an objective description of the present state of 
affairs.
These phrases invariably differ from suku to suku, and often between uma factions 
within a suku, although these differences are not discursively articulated as part of the
2 I refer the reader to the diagrams of the various uma in chapter 4 which should be consulted in concert 
with the following.
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differentiating ‘ideology of identity’. They are variously constructed by each suku or 
uma faction rimata out of a range of available phrases. The activities carried out within 
the puiringan events, however, are constructed as different and, indeed, turn out to be 
different in many cases, regardless of the type of puliaijat being carried out, although 
upon investigation these differences are not, empirically, so great as represented within 
the ideology which constructs them as suku specific. The contradiction here is that 
nobody really knows whether or not the various puiringan events as executed by other 
suku are different or not since they have rarely, if ever, had occasion to witness them. 
They could only do so if the rimata or the pamuri—his partner in the puiringan 
events—of their suku died suddenly without passing on this knowledge to anyone else 
in the suku3. In this case they could "purchase" (saki—ie. give paroman ["help"] for) 
the knowledge from another suku. Yet this is not an issue for them at all. The 
differences are assumed to exist and thus form a crucial aspect of both the discursive 
and praxical reproduction of suku identity.
The ritual phrases articulated during these events, along with the general activities 
involved in their production, are structurally similar in all the puliaijat for which I have 
data. Nevertheless specific details within this general structure vary amongst the suku. It 
is these that are the focus of the ideology of identity. The way in which suku 
discursively and practically construct the boundary between them and other suku, or, 
more generally, creates a habitable space in a cosmos brimming with the forces of the 
Other forever looking for a chance to inflict damage through invading this space, is at 
the heart of the puiringan events. I was under strict instructions wherever I witnessed 
these events not to reveal anything about what I observed in the batnuma (inner 
sanctum) to other suku in the interests of not jeopardizing purimanuaijat mai ("our 
life"). To reveal these to the Other was conceived to negate the efficacy of the puiringan 
events. Yet I was always under pressure from each suku or uma faction within a 
particular suku to reveal details of how other suku conducted their puiringan events! My 
data on puliaijat, based on attending 16 different puliaijat as performed by five suku, 
indicate that different activities coincide with the different suku and not different 
puliaijat. The puiringan in a pane get puliaijat and an eeruk simaeruk puliaijat carried 
out by Samwonwot are the same. However the puiringan in a Samwonwot paneget are 
not the same as the puiringan in a Salolosit paneget for example. In order to illustrate 
the mechanisms where suku identity is actively produced through these activities aimed 
at crafting a habitable world, I propose to compare and contrast the ways in which 
several suku practice their puiringan events.
3 This could also come about if they were involved in some way in the puliaijat of another suku, perhaps 
in the context of sinuruk or siripok relations (see chapter five)
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Buka nia
Shortly after sunrise the day the puliaijat is to be held, the rimata sounds the gong, or 
gongs if there are more than one, several times. This segment has no set name, and I 
induced much reflection on the part of my informants when I asked for it. After much 
deliberation the term "buka nia" ("its opening") was suggested. This encapsulates the 
activity’s function which is to firstly officially "open" the event whilst simultaneously 
broadcasting to all other suku in the dusun that a puliaijat is about to take place in that 
particular suku or uma faction. People need merely to hear the gong and note its tone 
and direction in order to pinpoint whose suku is holding a puliaijat. The second function 
this serves is to inform the suku members’ simagere a puliaijat is about to get under 
way that they ought to attend. It involves a series of ritual phrases spoken either before, 
during, or after sounding the gong(s).
For example the rimata of one Samwonwot uma faction stands in front of the gongs at 
around 6 am4 :
Our fine meat, by the side of the sapou, fine bodies of life.
Iba mai simaeruk, ka bebet sapou simaeruk, simageret tubu simaeruk.
Come, enter, come hither again our simagere of life, simagere of my children. 
Kona, kona, kona, kona, guruk, guruk peilek kainek simageret purimanuaijat mai 
tatogaku.
Don’t go to the foul mouthed ones. Don’t go to the dead ones. Don’t go to the 
angry ones. Don’t go near broken things. Don’t go near sharp things. Don’t go 
near alalatek. Don’t go near thorns. Don’t go near the ketsat that cling. Don’t go 
near the illness from other laggai. Come hither simagere of my children.
Ba ei ka simakataik nganga. Ba ei ka simamatei. Ba ei ka simagoluk baga. Ba ei 
ka sipakataik. Ba ei ka sikalauruad. Ba ei ka alalatek. Ba ei ka rui. Ba ei ka 
simaekket ketsat. Ba ei ka bolo laggai. Kona, kona, kona, kona, kona, guruk, 
guruk, simagere mai tatogaku.
Following this he strikes the one gong 14 times.
4 In common with many Austronesian societies, these phrases exhibit classic parallelism in many 
instances (Fox 1988). However I have elected not to emphasize this aspect of the ritual phrases since my 
focus is on the primary images and themes embedded within them. Rather than present these as sets of 
parallels I therefore group thematically related sets of phrases together in paragraphs in order to draw 
attention to these themes.
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This passage is more complex than others I recorded for this segment. I include it here 
since it provides an initial good example of the way metaphors are used to (re)produce 
the gulf that must exist between the entities of life and those of death in order that the 
former not be overwhelmed by the latter. It also demonstrates the redundancy that is at 
the heart of this ‘technology’. As with other segments it draws its power through the 
same devices—the redundancy of image functioning to achieve the same effect through 
different means. "Fine meat by the side of the sapou" refers to pigs gathered near to the 
small huts {sapou) erected on people’s particular area of their suku's land (pulagajat) as 
a focal point for feeding the pigs, where people often spend several days or sometimes 
weeks. These are, furthermore, described as "fine bodies of life", that is as healthy, 
living beings. This association with "life" {simageret— "they who move") leads in the 
next phrase to the summoning of the simagere of the suku, who the rimata constructs as 
his "children", and who are invited to "enter" the uma for the puliaijat. Thus just as 
healthy pigs gather around the safe haven of the field-hut {sapou) on the suku land 
(pulagajat), safe from sanitu (ghosts) or humans harbouring evil intent towards them, so 
too will the simagere be safe gathering within the uma. This is the focus of the next 
several lines where the simagere are exhorted to both keep away from the entities of 
death, the sanitu, variously represented as the "foul-mouthed ones", the "angry ones", 
the "ketsat that cling", and the "dead ones", as well as avoid the consequences o f their ill 
intent towards the living, the "broken things", "alalatek"— a stinging nettle— and 
"thorns". "Broken things" might include a branch breaking under someone scaling a 
durian tree. "Sharp things" refers to sharp objects lying inconspicuously on the path 
where a member of the suku may inadvertently tread on it cutting his or her foot. The 
simagere are requested to keep away from all these since a simagere's contact with any 
could bring illness or death to the suku member whose simagere it is. The "illness from 
other laggai" {bolo laggai) has two connotations. It firstly refers to illness afflicting the 
pulagajat, that is, the whole suku and possibly its livestock as well. Or, second, sickness 
which has its origins in another laggai!pulagajat, the Other, sirimanua. At base the 
illness comes from sanitu, which are by definition the dead of another suku; every 
suku's own dead are the saukkui, the ancestors. This expression usually appears in the 
puiringan events where sanitu and their influences are actively repelled with gaud 
sikataik. In the current context it serves to emphasize the separation of the entities of 
life, the simagere, constructed as the rimata's "children’, from those of death through 
highlighting the existential gulf between them.
In contrast to Samwonwot is the suku Sagorojo version:
Come hither auspicious lauru, auspicious salo, come and enter.
Kona peilek kainek lauru simaeruk, salo simaeruk, kona, kona, konai, guruk,
guruk.
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Come simagere of the forest meat, it is you who I summon.
Konan simagere simatei ketsat, anai ekeu ku nanaknak.
Come hither our simagere, simagere of my children. Don’t go to the dead ones.
Don’t go to thunder, or lightning. Don’t go to things that bite.
Konan peilek kainek simagere mai tatogaku. Ba ei ka simamatei. Ba ei ka lelegu,
ba ei ka bilak. Ba ei ka pasosot.
There we are in mulia, we bring you in.
Edda kai mulia it a, ku gurukakek kai ekeu simagere mai.
Similar to Samwonwot, the simagere are summoned which is simultaneously an 
exhortation to keep clear of the sanitu ("dead ones"), along with events that will result in 
their interference with the living, the loud noise of thunder (lelegu) and potentially fatal 
lightning bolts {bilak). Loud noise can "startle" (ipakisei) a suku member’s simagere, 
causing it to flee from his or her body. The fact that it has left the body of the human to 
whom it gives life will eventually cause sickness to that human. This can only be treated 
by returning the simagere to its body. It is, furthermore, also likely to meet with a sanitu 
with whom it may be persuaded to team up, making it even more unlikely that it would 
return. Lightning is simply fatal to humans or their simagere.
The piece begins with an appeal to the salo of the lauru, the spots {salo) appearing on 
the transparent membrane lining different areas of a chicken’s intestine {lauru), 
inspected after the lia goukgouk segment in a puliaijat. The configuration of these spots 
is examined in order to be able to gain an indication on the efficacy of the activities 
carried out in the puiringan. This is also linked to the taking of forest meat {iba leleu\ 
simatei ketsat) in the activity the day after a puliaijat series has come to an end, the 
uroro. Generally these phrases uttered in the buka nia segment draw from the stock of 
ritual phrases used in the main puiringan events. They function here to set the stage for 
these more specific activities. Having completed this first activity the rimata goes to the 
forest nearest the uma to collect the gaud which will be utilized in the puiringan events.
Sogi Katsaila
Two or three hours after the initial call to the simagere the main events begin with the 
first manipulation of gaud. Although the gaud collected earlier is used in other events 
throughout the course of the day, nearly all is used in the sogi katsaila. The specific 
types, drawn from a limited range, vary from uma to uma. The sogi katsaila, as with all 
events, is performed in a casual, matter-of-fact sort of way, with the rimata taking 
himself off to the batnuma (inner sanctum) when he feels the time is right. In fact most
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of his time during the puliaijat is spent talking with other puliaijat participants since it 
is also a festive occasion.5 As with all the others, the event is conducted by the rimata 
who enters the batnuma, closes the door to the tenganuma/laibok tengah, or, if it is a 
type 5 uma, he closes the door to the room housing the bakkat katsaila and other 
heirlooms. He squats down in front of the bakkat katsaila facing the left of the batnuma, 
remembering that directions are calculated from an observer’s viewpoint looking into 
the uma from the front (laibok). The bakkat katsaila is thus on the rimata's left.
With the gaud lying by his feet the rimata begins. The first type he deals with is polak. I 
omitted to include this variety under the discussion of gaud in the last chapter since it is 
specific to this segment of the puliaijat, and is not applied anywhere else. It takes the 
form of a fibrous shoot of a new leaf sprouting from the top of a young doro/roro tree. 
Its power comes from its "hardness" (makelak kulit) and, thus, the resilience of this type 
of tree. A one-metre length is cut off at its base from the plant in the forest to be used in 
the sogi katsaila. In the event the rimata grasps it at its base, holding the tapered end 
away from him in either his left or right hand— it varies with the individual. In repeated 
movements he runs the other varieties of gaud he intends to utilize along the polak 
towards the tapered end, uttering the ritual phrases which vary from suku to suku, and 
from rimata to rimata— similar to the phrases uttered during the buka nia segment— 
both in length, detail and content. However certain elements are universal. Each type of 
gaud mentioned is directly followed by its purported consequences. The rubbing action 
is described as poporot which marks the commencement of the speech:
The caressing of our katsaila, the katsaila of my children, engeu. Sickness has 
been driven away.
Poporot katsaila mai tatogaku engeu, amaengeubad oringen.
Sikulu, the winds from the sky have been driven away.
Sikulu, sikuluad rusad manua.
Soga, we summon a favourable lauru, we summon life.
Soga, soga lauru simaeruk, soga purimanua.
Daba, we are sated (joyful), my children are sated in life. We are sated until we are 
old, until we are stooped over, until our hair is white.
Daba, kailek maraba tatogaku purimanua. Kailek maraba ka babajak, ka 
kukuiluk, ka leleubad.
5 Indeed the Indonesian translation for "puliaijat" is "pesta" (party), an inappropriate term because it 
emphasizes the festive, ‘partyMike aspects of the event, obscuring the puliaijat's underlying, more vital 
objective— repairs to rents in the cosmic weave. This is functional from an administrative viewpoint, 
whose ultimate aim is the obliteration of ‘Sabulungan’, the ‘Mentawaian religion’. The usage pesta  is a 
step in this direction. It trivializes and obscures the cosmological import of the event.
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Sibukak, open our eyes to life.
Sibukak, bukak mata mai purimanua.
The caressing of our katsaila, doro, we are firm in life, we are firm until we are 
old, until we are bowed over.
Poporot katsaila mai tatogaku, doro, kailek maroro purimanua, kailek maroro ka 
babajak, ka kukuiluk.
We pass by, my children pass by, the countenance of sickness is struck, grasp the 
faces of those harbouring ill will towards us, struck are those who would curse us. 
Kai panabau tatogaku, ailippat matat or ingen, alak matatda sipaga kai, ailippat 
simakataik nganga ka tubu mai.
Following this the rimata ceases "massaging" the polak {doro) with the leaves and 
commences slapping it on the floor in order to split it in half. Having separated the 
halves he continues to pound one, then shreds it into its constituent fibres. In due course 
these are taken out to the laibok/tenganuma to be distributed amongst the puliaijat 
participants who each wear one, as their personal katsaila. The half that has not been 
split up is placed in the bakkat katsaila.
The event so far can be understood as treating the bakkat katsaila through association 
with the polak, firstly with gaud sikataik: engeu and sikulu. This clears the way for the 
application of gaud simaeruk which outnumbers the varieties of gaud sikataik: soga 
("summon"), daba/kararaiba ("sated"), and sibukak ("open"). "Doro" refers to the polak 
length itself. At work here is the characteristic redundancy of images reinforcing the 
replacement of things sikataik, the sanitu that is, appearing as "those who curse us", 
"those harbouring ill will" (which refers not just to sanitu but also to living members of 
other suku who would seek to entice suku members’ simagere away from them thus 
causing illness) and "sickness", with "life", otherwise equated with obtaining a 
favourable reading of the intestinal membrane (lauru) belonging to the chicken that will 
be killed in the lia goukgouk to take place after the aggaret segment.
The rimata then turns his attention to the length of polak to be placed up in the bakkat 
katsaila. He separates the fibres at the very tip of the tapered end, addressing it (as 
‘doro’) as he does so. The sikataik beings are exclusively focused upon here:
Our katsaila, the katsaila of my children, doro. We are whole in life, we are firm in 
life. Sickness is shredded (separating the fibres), foul language is stripped away, 
the shadowy ones are stripped from our bodies.
Katsaila mai tatogaku, doro. Kailek mamuinek purimanua, kailek maroro 
purimanua. Aibakbakan oringan, aibakbakan simakataik nganga, aibakbakan 
sipuailiggo ka tubu mai.
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We are in (pu)lia(ijat), my children, (kat)saila (drive away) the words of 
illness,(kat)saila the words of the shadowy ones, the winds from the sky is 
stripped away from us.
Aulia kai sailangangan oringan, sailangangan sipuailiggo, aibakbakan rusad 
manua ka tubu mai,
Having completed working on the bakkat katsaila polak and crafting the individual 
katsaila for each participant, the rimata gathers all the gaud together with the prepared 
doro stalk. He stands up in front of the bakkat katsaila, then proceeds to place each type 
in sequence into the bakkat katsaila's bolobok, the bamboo cylinder containing similar 
assemblages of gaud dating back to the time the bakkat katsaila was created or 
reconstructed. He mentions each by name within a similar series of ritual phrases as 
those uttered prior to this calling for their active intervention once again:
Our bakkat katsaila, katsaila of my children, daba, we are sated in life, we are 
sated until we are old, we are sated with a favourable reading of the lauru, we are 
sated in life.
Bakkat katsaila mai tatogaku, daba, kailek maraba purimanua, kailek maraba ka 
babajak, kailek maraba ka lauru mai simaeruk.
Our bakkat katsaila tatogaku, sibukak. Open our eyes to life, open our eyes in 
order for us to take forest meat.
Bakkat katsaila mai tatogaku, sibukak. Bukak mata mai purimanua, bukak mata 
mai pangalak simatei ketsat.
Our bakkat katsaila, bakkat katsaila of my children, soga. We summon again a 
favourable lauru, we summon again a favourable salo.
Bakkat katsaila mai tatogaku, soga. Soga peilek lauru simaeruk, soga peilek salo 
simaeruk.
Our bakkat katsaila, bakkat katsaila of my children, simuinek (whole, complete). 
We are taking in a new child6, we are whole in life, until we are old, until we are 
bowed over.
Bakkat katsaila mai tatogaku, simuinek. Ku alak kai toga sibau, kailek mamuinek 
purimanua, kailek mamuinek ka babajak, ka kukuiluk.
Our bakkat katsaila, bakkat katsaila of my children, taibeleki. We are complete, all 
my children are present. I gather together my new children, we are not lacking (in 
number). We are firm in life, we are firm until we are old, until we are stooped 
over, until we are white haired.
Bakkat katsaila mai tatogaku, taibeleki. Kailek taibeleki tatogaku. Ku rurukakek 
tatoga mai sibau, kailek taibeleki. Kailek maroro purimanua, kailek maroro ka 
babajak, kailek maroro ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad.
6 This particular puliaijat (tuptup) was held in order to make a girl, who was to be married to the 
rimata's youngest son, a member o f the uma.
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Having addressed the sikataik beings in preparing the katsaila for the bakkat katsaila, 
and then the individual katsaila for the puliaijat participants, the rimata squats down 
again in order to craft his own personal katsaila. This particular activity simply involves 
splitting the tip in a manner analogous to the doro stalk placed in the bakkat katsaila 
whilst uttering ritual phrases at the same time. The structure consists of the usual 
movement from the bakkat katsaila to the sikataik beings, then to the intermediate 
"forest meat" simagere (simaeruk), and then, in completion, to the simagere of the 
puliaijat participants. Note the rhetorical conversation with the bakkat katsaila in the 
second stanza where it purportedly asks the reason for the puliaijat. This is immediately 
answered by the rimata:
Katsaila, saila the foul mouthed ones, saila sickness.
Sail a ku saila, saila simakataik nganga, saila oringen.
Why is this all done in such a rush? I am subjecting to lia a new child. Here she 
lives, saila the words of sickness, saila the sickness from other laggai.
Ponia ausoiload tokoili? Aku lia toga sibau. Uleleg ka jene, saila ngangan 
oringen, saila bolo laggai.
We are separated from sickness, we are separated from the sickness from other 
(pu)laggai(jat), we are separated from the winds from the sky.
Aiubek kai oringen, aiubek kai bolo laggai, aiubek kai rusad manua.
Once again there is our katsaila business and forest meat. Once again there is our 
katsaila business and a favourable reading of the lauru. We are firm in life, we are 
whole in life.
Abara peilek katsailakenen mai simatei ketsat. Abara peilek katsailakenen mai 
lauru simaeruk. Kailek maroro purimanua, kailek mamuinek purimanua.
Stroking his freshly crafted katsaila, he continues:
The massaging of our katsaila, we massage the back of the dead ones, we massage 
a favourable lauru, we caress life.
Poporot katsaila mai, ku porot kai teitei simamatei, ku porot kai lauru simaeruk, 
ku porot kai purimanua.
When we pass by the legs of the foul mouthed ones are folded beneath them.
Kai panabau aileukleuk bog simamatei.
Come hither our simagere, our simagere of the favourable lauru, our simagere of 
the favourable salo. Once again there is our katsaila business and forest meat. 
Konan simagere mai lauru simaeruk, salo mai simaeruk. Abara peilek 
katsailakenen mai simatei ketsat.
The rimata places his katsaila in his coloured headband (luad), picks up the stack of
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katsaila, then takes them out of the batnuma, depositing them on the tengannuma/laibok 
where all the other puliaijat participants are gathered. Each participant fashions his or 
her own katsaila from these to be worn in the same way as the rimata.
The nuances of the usage "poporot" become clearer here. Just as the bakkat katsaila is 
"caressed", coaxed, or even courted by the rimata, so the bakkat katsaila will "caress" 
the backs of the sanitu, coax them away from the living. It will "fold up" their legs so 
they are unable to approach the living even if they still had the desire to after all the 
previous supplication. This is linked to the chicken’s intestinal reading (lauru), 
constructed as demonstrating a successful outcome to the hunt (uroro) as the conclusion 
to the puliaijat. Any monkey or deer taken here is presented, in accordance with the 
paroman ("help") ethic, to the bakkat katsaila. It is also interpreted as a sign that the 
puliaijat is successful.
Since these phrases are all spoken extremely rapidly, the speech and its attendant 
activities thus takes just a few minutes. In this particular puliaijat, I witnessed the most 
elaborate production of the sogi katsaila event from the many I was able to observe. 
Most of the others were nowhere near as involved as this one. However the structure is 
the same. The difference is in the distinctive style that each rimata brings to the event’s 
production. Varieties of gaud sikataik and gaud simaeruk are presented in different 
order, or some are used in place of others. Variations in phrases are also common:
Duruk ("all"), we assemble life; Sari ("bright"), our bodies are radiant; Nakka 
("light"), we are light in life.
Duruk, kailek maruruk purimanua; Sari, kailek masari tubu; Nakka, kailek 
manakka purimanua.
In one variation on this event, the rimata of the one Sabagalet uma faction whose 
techniques I was able to study, characteristically makes use of the major gaud simaeruk 
in a very brief cursory sogi katsaila articulated in this way:
The caressing of our katsaila, aileleppet, momunen, duruk, we gather life, we 
gather life until we are old, until we are stooped over, until we are white haired. 
When we pass, sickness is battered, sickness from other laggai is smashed, the 
foul mouthed ones are beaten from our bodies.
Poporot katsaila mai, aileleppet, momunen, duruk, kailek maruruk purimanua, 
kailek maruruk ka babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad. Panabau kai lippat or ingen, 
ailippat bolo laggai, ailippat simakataik nganga ka tubu mai.
Or the Samalaiming rimata'.
The caressing of our katsaila, the katsaila of our children, we gather purimanua. 
Palugerejat, we are joyful, until we are old, until we are stooped over, until we are 
white haired.
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Poporot katsaila mai tatogaku, kailek marurukpurimanua. Palugerejat, kailek 
igerei bagana ka babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad.
In these cursory sogi katsaila, the bakkat katsaila-sanitu-simagere structure breaks 
down somewhat and in some, such as this Samalaiming example, gaud sikataik is not 
mentioned at all, although it is still utilized. Just gaud simaeruk is addressed. Some 
rimata strike the gong before, some after the event.
In thinking about an appropriate interpretation for this event I initially favoured an 
explanation which envisaged gaud as a life-giving or life-preserving property to be 
transferred from the bakkat katsaila, mediated by the polak and the agency of the 
rimata, to the puliaijat participants ("my children") in the form of the individual 
katsaila stalks. However, my informants were not taken with this when I put it to them. 
In reflecting upon their practice they corrected me saying that what was given was "life" 
(purimanua), not gaud. Gaud ("power’) then is important as a means7 for obtaining 
"life" understood as a property. A general point might be made here: it is important not 
to read too much into practice through analytical, discursive overkill. As a practice, the 
nature of gaud, or purimanua, in terms of a discursively articulated definition, is not 
only inconsequential, but simply irrelevant. Purimanua is the goal, gaud the medium .8
Aggaret toitet
I now turn to an examination of the aggaret segment as performed by two suku in order 
to highlight the differences between them, differences drawn upon in the ideology of 
identity. I also refer to several other suku in the interests of comparison where 
differences in execution are significant. Once the katsaila stalks have been delivered to 
the puliaijat participants, the rimata returns to his place in front of the bakkat katsaila to 
initiate the aggaret, the first of the puiringan events. He is often accompanied by his son 
or the senior male member of the suku/uma faction for this event, referred to in this 
context as the pamuri. All doors are closed apart from the right side door, left open to let 
in light. The rimata begins by fetching the irik lulag down from where it hangs close to 
the bakkat katsaila. He places it in front of the bakkat katsaila with the end by which it 
is suspended when in storage, pointing towards the bakkat katsaila. The other end points 
towards the rear of the uma. The rimata squats down on the lulag's right side facing the 
uma's left wall, the position he assumes for each event. The pamuri squats down at the 
end pointing to the uma's rear thus facing the bakkat katsaila. His title derives from his
7 cf. Schefold’s "mediators".
8 There is nothing more to it except what an observer/analyst steeped in a long tradition of looking for 
essences might care to find.
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position relative to the irik along with the rimata's and the bakkat katsaila's position 
relative to it. "Muri" simply means "rear; behind". "Mata" means "face; front" hence the 
appellation rimata, or in its complete form, sirimata, the "one to the front". "Mata" here 
also implies that is the rimata who "faces" the bakkat katsaila throughout the whole 
puliaijat: he is the only one who may address and touch the bakkat katsaila on behalf of 
the other participants.
This first aggaret segment is that carried out by the rimata of one of the uma factions 
within the suku Samwonwot. The pamuri in this case is his eldest son. Two relatives 
locate themselves just behind the rimata and his son, each holding a hand-held ancestral 
drum (gajeuma) which they will play during the first phase of this ritual. Holding a 
coconut, the rimata occupies his usual position on the irik lulag's right side in front of 
the bakkat katsaila. The pamuri brings up the rear. The rimata takes up a machete. Just 
before he proceeds to work on removing the coconut’s husk he utters the first ritual 
phrase:
When we pass by, when my children pass by sickness is put behind us, anger is 
put behind us, the winds from the sky are put behind us.
Kai panabau tatogaku, aipakurug kai oringen, aipakurug kai simagoluk baga, 
aipakurug kai rusad manua.
That is, wherever the puliaijat participants go they will "leave behind" any sanitu that 
would seek to do them harm. The sanitu here appear as "sickness", "anger", and "wind" 
emphasising their characteristic invisible wind-like nature. Then the rimata strikes into 
the coconut shell uttering the phrase:
The favourable lauru does not err, life does not err.
Tak sesele lauru simaeruk, purimanua.
In other words just as the machete blade does not "err" as it strikes into the coconut, a 
"favourable (reading of the) lauru" (chicken’s intestine), a synonym for "life", is not 
diverted— does not "err" from the correct path, towards sanitu. Therefore neither will 
the suku members "err" in their pursuit of "life".
Once the shell has been chipped away the flesh is cut and the coconut water allowed to 
run out into the bowl (lakuk), located over on the left side of the irik opposite to the 
rimata. Its ladle (sisip) is placed inside it. The rimata reaches up to the bakkat katsaila, 
takes a duruk leaf from amongst the gaud varieties that he placed there in the earlier 
sogi katsaila, then places it on the irik with each tapered end aligned to the uma's front 
and back. He then cuts a small 4cm x 2cm strip from the flesh which he divides into 
three equal pieces. Each is placed on the duruk leaf. One piece is placed directly behind 
the first along this same axis. The first piece nearest to the bakkat katsaila is for the 
rimata's household (lalep) and, by extension, all the members of the suku affiliated to
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this uma faction. The second is for the rimata' s second and youngest son’s lalep. The 
third is for the pamuri. Next the rimata takes three fine slices in succession from the 
first piece. Each slice is placed one after the other in front of this leading piece. The 
rimata then picks up the first slice in his left hand and begins the major ritual speech. 
Simultaneously the two gajeuma players strike up a slow beat accompanied by one 
other person striking the largest of the three gongs:
Receive this. For you bakkat katsaila your aggaret, coconut that is one with us in 
life, until we are old, until we are stooped over, until we are white haired. 
Siloooooo. Ka ekeu kina bakkat katsaila, toitet pakerek baga italek pakerek baga 
purimanua, pakerek baga ka babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad.
Ancestors who are no longer with us, here is your aggaret, we have been removed 
from the path of sickness, we have been removed from the path of sharp things, 
we have been removed from the path of sickness from other laggai.
Teteu mai simalose, anai ka kam aggaret mui, aipabebead kai oringen, 
aipabebead kai sikalauruad, aipabebead kai bolo laggai.
Come hither again simagere of the favourable lauru. It is you who I summon, 
come hither, enter.
Kona peilek kainek simagere lauru simaeruk. Anai ekeu kunanaknak. Kona kona 
kona kona kona guruk guruk jene.
Come hither again simagere of the joja*, simagere of the b ilo \ simagere of the 
deer. Come hither, enter.
Kona peilek kainek simagere sipukakkala, simagere sipumaggok, simagere 
sipurere. Kona kona kona kona kona guruk guruk.
Come hither again our simagere, simagere of my children. Don’t go near sickness. 
Don’t go near the dead ones. Don’t go near the wind from the sky. Come hither 
again, enter.
Kona peilek kainek simagere mai tatogaku. Ba ei ka oringen. Ba ei ka simamatei. 
Ba ei ka rusad manua. Kona peilek kainek guruk guruk.
Our simagere, the simagere of my children have arrived. As my hand is separated 
(from the slice), so we are separated from sickness, we are separated from sharp 
things, we are separated from sickness from other laggai.
Lettu simagere mai tatogaku. Ubek kabeiku, aiubead kai oringen, aiubead kai 
sikalauruad, aiubead kai bolo laggai.
Where we pass by, where my children pass by, we are put out ot the way of 
sickness, we are put out of the way of sickness from other laggai (he moves his 
right hand over the lulag towards the back of the uma), we are put out of the way 
of anger.
* Species of mokey, alluded to through the noise they are imputed to make.
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Kai panabau tatogaku, aipabebead kai oringen, aipabebead kai bolo laggai, 
aipabebead kai simagoluk baga.
The irik has banished sickness (the rimata moves both hands towards the bakkat 
katsaila parallel with the lulags left and right rims). The ghosts cannot see us. 
Open our eyes to old age, until we are stooped over, until our hair is white. We 
follow along behind life until we are old, until we are stooped over, until our hair 
is white.
Diriringi, airiringiad kai oringen. Keikerei matat sipuailiggo. Bukak mata mai ka 
babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad. Kailek mapaipai purimanua ka babajak, ka 
kukuiluk, ka leleubad.
Come hither again our simagere, simagere of my children. I welcome us again to 
life until we are old, until we are bowed over, until our hair is white.
Kona peilek kainek simagere mai tatogaku. Aku pasilokpeilekpurimanua, aku 
pasilok peilek ka babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad.
At this point the hand-drums and gong cease being struck. The players take the former 
outside closing the door after them, leaving the rimata and the pamuri in the inner 
sanctum (batnuma) The rimata picks up the irik in his right hand reversing it as he does 
so— the ends now point in the opposite directions. He takes up the piece of coconut that 
was at the back (but which is now at the front). He offers the irik to the pamuri who 
takes the piece nearest him (which was at the front before the reversal). The rimata 
reverses the irik again. He takes up the remaining piece in his right hand with the duruk 
leaf which he holds up high near his head. He takes up the three slices placed on the irik 
one by one during the first segment in order to commence the second phase:
Felicitations. In this way I lift up our aggaret, the aggaret of my children. As we 
do
not get as far as the high hills, we do not get as far as the ill-wind from other 
laggai. To the tip of the eilaggat tree so tall, we are tall in life, until we are old, 
until we are stooped over, until our hair is white.
Surak simatulu, isine ku sasaakek aggaret mai tatogaku. Ka leleu sabeu tak aliet, 
tak aliet kai rusad laggai. Ka ottoina eilaggat situlolok, kailek tulolok purimanua 
ka babajak mai, ka kukuiluk mai, ka leleubad mai.
The joyful movement of the bebeget leaves, we are joyful in life, until we are old, 
until we are stooped over, until our hair is white. When my words cease, the wind 
from other laggai will cease to afflict our bodies, the sickness from other laggai 
will cease. Come hither again our simagere.
Teteket bebeget sigorak bagana, kailek magorak bagana purimanua ka babajak, 
ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad. Ari ngangaku, auariad rusad laggai ka tubu mai. 
auariad bolo laggai. Kona peilek kainek simagere mai.
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With this the second phase ends. The rimata hangs up the irik, takes up the lakuk with 
the coconut water in it. On his way out of the batnuma he places the three slices of 
coconut in a two centimetre diameter bamboo cylinder (umat simagere) attached to the 
bakkat katsaila. He and the pamuri take their coconut pieces out to the laibok where all 
the other participants in the puliaijat are waiting. The pamuri gives his to his wife who 
shares the piece with any children interested in having some, although this is biased 
towards their grandchildren. The rimata gives his pieces and the lakuk containing the 
coconut water to his wife, who shares them out to nearby children. She also takes the 
duruk leaf which she places in her hair. At the end of the day she will return this to the 
bakkat katsaila.
In both phases of this segment, ritual phrases are linked to activities performed upon the 
coconut slices and upon the lulag itself. In the first this involves manipulating the three 
slices taken from the pamuri's coconut piece. The first slice is for the bakkat katsaila, 
presented to it whilst it was simultaneously being made aware that there was an offering 
for it in the opening sentence of the ritual speech. The second slice, picked up and held 
during the second sentence (Teteu mai...), is for the ancestors who are conceived to be 
attending the event below the uma. The third slice, held momentarily during the third 
sentence, is not for the lauru (chicken intestine) per se but its simagere. This turns the 
context from death—the ancestors (saukkui)— to life, setting the scene for a call to the 
simagere of the "forest meat", leading in turn to a summons to the living suku members’ 
simagere. Once the slices have been dealt with, the lulag itself becomes the focus of, 
firstly, manipulations in the form of hand gestures accompanying the ritual phrases, and 
secondly, as a medium of exchange between the rimata and the pamuri.
The structure echoes that of the sogi katsaila segment. First the bakkat katsaila is 
addressed in its role as, not only the "foundation katsaila" but as the "foundation" 
(bakkat) of the suku or uma faction. Next the sikataik beings are addressed, the sanitu 
ancestors (saukkui). They are, however, not being driven away as were the "ordinary 
sanitu" (tubud sanitu) in the sogi katsaila. Rather their assistance is obtained. As with 
gaud this assistance is not requested so much as considered, and thus constructed, as a 
fait accompli in keeping with the way ritual phrases present such "requests" as givens. 
The rest of the passage reaffirms the separation of the sikataik (unfavourable/death) 
from the simaeruk (favourable/life) affirming "life" and rejecting death in the form of 
(tubud) sanitu which appear variously as "anger", "shadows", and "sickness", beginning 
with the setting down of the third slice on the irik—the separation of the rimata's hand 
from it has efficacious "power" in bringing about the separation of death from life. 
Important here are the consequences resulting should there be no separation, described 
as bolo laggai, the "sickness from other laggai" or simply the Other (sirimanua). Sanitu
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arc the dead members of other suku and must be distanced, unlike the saukkui whose 
active assistance and protection is solicited.
The whole ritual is essentially aimed at the Other through the suku-specific reproduction 
of a technology deployed against them; the specifics of these events are at the core of 
uma/suku self identity. The coconut draws its "power" through its life-giving properties 
contained and protected within the very difficult to penetrate shell and outer husk. 
Indeed, it provides a "power’-ful metaphor for the function of this segment as a whole. 
The number of coconut pieces varies with the importance (whether it is makeppu 
["thick"] or not) of the puliaijat. The "thicker" the puliaijat, the more pieces of coconut. 
A puliaijat for a suku/uma faction’s new uma, for example, might include every 
household (lalep) in its aggaret event, which would mean ten coconut pieces on this 
uma faction’s irik. The variable and suku specific elements, as constructed within the 
ideology of identity, focus on (1) the arrangement of the pieces, (2) the manipulation of 
the slices and the irik itself. Nevertheless from what I could gather, the arrangement of 
pieces was largely the same in all the suku/uma for which I have data. What did differ 
was the placement of the slices, their manipulation, and the manipulation of the irik. The 
Samwonwot faction’s activities described here are constructed by the rimata and the 
pamuri as specific to their suku. Anyone wishing to know about these, and provided 
they had a good reason for wanting to know about them—for example, in order that they 
be able to conduct puiringan events in conjunction with their own bakkat katsaila 
should they not know (the rimata might have died prematurely without formally 
instructing anyone how to execute the event)—must give paroman ("help") to the 
rimata. Even the rimata's son had to do this in order to be able not only to witness the 
event but, more importantly, to be able to actively apply this knowledge himself as 
rimata in the future. Other (male) members of the uma faction have some idea of what 
goes on if they have been gong or hand-drum (gajeuma) players during the first phase at 
some time. However, they would never be in a position to legitimately apply their 
knowledge without having presented the rimata paroman.
The next aggaret event we will consider was conducted by an uma faction in the suku 
Sakukuret-Sagorojo, which followed on from the first sogi katsaila event we examined 
above. The rimata takes the same position vis-a-vis the bakkat katsaila and the irik 
lulag. Notable in this event is the differential treatment of the slices and the irik relative 
to Samwonwot. The gaud base (pereman) for the coconut piece is duruk as it is in most 
of these events, although taibeleki or soga are also used, either by themselves or in 
combination in other aggaret events for which I have data. Squatting down the rimata 
takes up a coconut in one hand and a machete in the other. Just before striking into the 
coconut he begins the ritual phrases:
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Jilai belek, sickness has fallen away, sickness has fallen away from our bodies, 
the shadowy ones have been stopped, the winds from the sky have been stopped, 
the foul-mouthed ones have been stopped.
Jilai belek, abelead oringen, abelead or ingen ka tubu mai, auariad sipuailiggo, 
auariad rusad manua, auariad simakataik nganga.
We summon a favourable lauru. (The rimata cuts into the coconut). We see once 
again a favourable lauru.
Ku soga kai lauru simaeruk. Auiccapeilek kai lauru simaeruk.
He chips the shell off, then takes the irik lulag and the lakuk (bowl) down placing these 
in exactly the same place as the Samwonwot rimata. He cuts a piece of coconut from the 
flesh, then places it on a duruk leaf: "Your base, aggaret. Duruk, we gather together, my 
children gather together/Lakoknu kina aggaret. Duruk, kailek maruruk tatogaku." This 
particular puliaijat was held for a new member of the suku, the new wife of the rimata's 
youngest son. Since this is defined as a fairly low key puliaijat, it did not warrant any 
more than the one coconut piece. The pamuri, the rimata's eldest son, was not present 
inside the uma's inner sanctum (batnuma) for any of the puiringan events in this 
puliaijat since it was not a "thick" (makeppu) puliaijat. Nor were there any gajeuma or 
gong players. In other puliaijat I witnessed carried out by this uma faction which did 
involve the pamuri, regardless of how many coconut pieces there are on the lulag, the 
rear piece is reserved for him. This is because the irik is not reversed the way it is in the 
analogous segment for Samwonwot where the first piece is for the pamuri, the rear one 
belonging to the rimata.
The rimata takes three "pinches" (ektik) from the first piece. He places these in front of 
it on the duruk leaf protruding from beneath. He takes up one in his left hand then 
touches it to the bakkat katsaila:
Receive this. Here is your aggaret, katsaila. Coconut pasababaga9, pasababaga in 
life, we are pasababaga, until we are stooped over, until our hair is white. Bring us 
to old age, to where we stoop with age, katsaila.
Silooooo. Anai ka ekeu aggaretnu kina katsaila. Toilet pasababaga, pasababaga 
ka purimanua, kailek pasababaga ka babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad. 
Bajakakelek ita, kukuilukakelek it a kina katsaila.
Why this fuss all of a sudden? (the rhetorical question) I am subjecting to lia a 
new child. We are the same in life, until we are old, until we are stooped over, 
until our hair is white.
Poni nia ausoiload tokoili, aku liaakek tatoga sibau. Pakerek bata purimanua, 
pakerek bata ka babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad.
9 This refers to the coconut's inner lining which is the same thickness over the whole circumference. If 
the lining is thick then it is thick all over. If it is thin then it is thin all over.
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Now the rimata rubs the pinch of coconut on the uma post (uggala) upon which this 
bakkat katsaila is mounted.
Your aggaret, uma. We are the same in life until we are old, until we are stooped 
over, until our hair is white.
Aggaretnu kina uma, pakerek bata purimanua, pakerek bata ka babajak, ka 
kukuiluk, ka leleubad.
Then he presses it to the floorboards for the saukkui:
Ancestors who are no longer with us, here is your aggaret. Out of the way, we are 
put out of the way of sickness. For your children, we are placed out of the way of 
the winds of the sky, we are put out of the way of thunder, we are put out of the 
way of the angry ones.
Teteu mai simalose anai ka kam aggaret mui, ka bebet nia, aipabebead kai 
oringen, ka teteunu, aipabebead kai rusad manua, aipabebead kai lelegu, 
aipabebead simagoluk baga.
Taking the second pinch up, he continues:
Come hither again simagere of the forest meat, simagere of the joja, simagere of 
the bilo. Come hither, enter here. Come hither again simagere of the favourable 
lauru, it is you who I summon, it is you who I call.
Kona peilek kainek simagere simatei ketsat, simagere sipumaggok, simagere 
sipuaggak. Kona kona kona kona kona kona kona, guruk guruk. Kona peilek 
kainek simagere lauru simaeruk, anai ekeu ku nanaknak, anai ekeu ku sosoga.
Come hither again our simagere of life, simagere of my children. Don’t go near 
the shadowy ones, Don’t go near the dead ones, Don’t go, fearful are we. There is 
our aggaret it forbids us. Don’t go near lightning, Don’t go near the winds from 
the sky, Don’t go near the foul-mouthed ones, Don’t go near badly cut wood,
Don’t go near things that bite. There is our aggaret, it forbids us. Coconut 
pasababaga, we are pasababaga in life, until we are old, until we are stooped over, 
until out hair turns white.
Kona peilek kainek simagere mai purimanua tatogaku. Ba ei ka sipuailiggo, ba ei 
ka simamatei, ba ei, magila ita. Edda kai aggaret ita sikera ita, ba ei ka bilak, ba 
ei ka lelegu, ba ei ka rusad manua, ba ei ka simakataik nganga, ba ei ka teteket 
sikataik, ba ei ka pasosot. Edda kai aggaret ita sikera ita. Toitet pasababaga, 
kailek pasababaga purimanua ka babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad.
With the next set of phrases he places the third pinch down on the lulag:
Our simagere, the simagere of my children have arrived. The dead ones have 
returned (to where they came from). Ash from the rear (of the uma where the 
fireplaces are), sickness is behind us, the foul-mouthed ones are behind us. Our 
simagere have arrived, the simagere of my children, we are gathered together.
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Lettu simagere mai tatogaku. Aitoiliadsimamatei, aitoiliad sipuailiggo. Abu 
teitei, aipateiteiad kai oringen, aipateiteiad kai simakataik nganga. Lettu 
simagere mai tatogaku, kai maruruk.
My hands number ten, ten times we are forbidden (from approaching or being 
approached by sanitu). Where we pass by where my children pass by, the irik has 
banished sickness (he moves his hands along the sides of the lulag towards the 
front) from other laggai. When we pass by, when my children pass by, we are 
gathered together, sickness from other laggai is behind us, sharp things are behind 
us (his right hand sweeps out towards the back of the uma). The foul-mouthed 
ones have been prevented from coming to our bodies.
Pulu kabeiku, pulu sikera kai. Panabau kai tatogaku, airiringiad kai bolo laggai. 
Kai panabau tatogaku, kailek maruruk. Aipateiteiad kai bolo laggai, aipateiteiad 
kai sikalauruad. Auariad simakataik nganga ka tubu mai.
Come hither, welcome, I welcome again life. Ten are my hands (he holds the sides 
of the irik lulag with both hands), ten times we are forbidden. Where we pass by, 
where my children pass by, sickness reaches its boundary, lightning reaches its 
boundary, the foul-mouthed ones reach their bounds.
Konan ngemet. Aku pangemetpeilekpurimanua. Pulu kabeiku, pulu sikera kai.
Kai panabau tatogaku, keikereiad kai oringen, keikereiad kai matat bilak, 
keikereiad matat simakataik nganga.
Far away is my hand (he moves his right hand out towards the back of the uma), 
sickness is far away from our bodies, the shadowy ones are far away from our 
bodies. We emerge to the life that is ours (he moves his left hands towards the 
bakkat katsaila), we emerge to a favourable lauru.
Areu kabeiku, areu oringen ka tubu mai, areu sipuailiggo ka tubu mai. Bela mata 
mai purimanua, bela mata mai ka lauru simaeruk.
Come hither, welcome, I welcome again life. Where we pass by, sickness has 
retreated (he moves the lulag slightly towards the back of the uma), the things that 
bite have retreated, the foul-mouthed ones have retreated.
Konan ngemet, aku pangemet peilek purimanua. Panabau kai, aipuputnan 
oringen, aipuputnan pasosot, aipuputnan simakataik nganga.
The phrases are all spoken very quickly, taking a few minutes all up. The first pinch 
goes to the bakkat katsaila, to the uma, and then to the ancestors (saukkui) below the 
uma. Often the gong is included in this following the bakkat katsaila. Hence: "For you, 
gong, your aggaret/Ka ekeu aggaretnu kina sereming'no .
The ancestral items, including their store place, the uma itself, are requested to assist in 
the uma member’s pursuit of life, to actively intervene and ensure that each member live 
out the full measure of their years, until they are "old" and "white-haired" and so forth, 
although, again, this is presented as already accomplished. The bakkat katsaila is
10 The ritual name for the gong.
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constructed as asking what all the fuss is about, to which the rimata replies, giving the 
purpose of the puliaijat, which in this example was about inducting a new wife into the 
suku. Not all rimata mentioned the specific purpose of the puliaijat in similar speeches I 
recorded in other aggaret events, nor in the other puiringan events for that matter. 
Following this the rimata equates the bakkat katsaila, as an embodiment o f "life", with 
the uma members—the bakkat katsaila delivers "life" to them. The ancestors are the 
final beings to be co-opted to this purpose. Then the simagere of "forest meat" are 
summoned in order that they can be successfully hunted at the conclusion to the 
puliaijat, meat which supports "life" since it comes to be shared with the ancestors 
(saukkui) and the bakkat katsaila. In return for this paroman ("help") the ancestors and 
the bakkat katsaila assist in the uma members’ pursuit of "life’. The profusion of 
metaphors for these as for the sanitu is characteristic, where each (sipuaggak, 
sipumaggok) monkey species is identified by the particular noise it makes. The deer 
(sipurere) is identified by the tracks its feet (rere) leave in the earth. This leads to the 
characteristic summons to the suku/uma faction simagere in order that they be 
unambiguously separated from sanitu, including the latter’s harmful activities, such as 
leaving sharpened sticks (teteket sikataik) where people might step on them, weakening 
branches of fruit trees which may break should someone be harvesting fruit up there, or 
causing snakes or wild pigs ("things that bite") to create havoc. The active agency of the 
irik lulag as it connects with the agency of the rimata, the bakkat katsaila, the aggaret, 
and the other heirlooms, is emphasized through the various movements performed upon 
the lulag itself. Things sikataik are waved out the back of the uma. The power of the 
rimata's hands in conjunction with the irik in holding both ends, forms a boundary 
(siker a-” forbid”) against sanitu. With the separation of the rimata's hand from the irik, 
sickness /sanitu are carried away from the uma members. Even the fireplace, as the space 
where the new wife will spend a lot of her time, is incorporated into the multi-faceted 
complex of interacting agencies invoked to affirm and preserve life in the face of death.
The second phase proceeds in a way similar to the analogous segment in the 
Samwonwot aggaret. However here the rimata lifts the irik up onto his knees, a 
standard practice with nearly all such segments. He takes the coconut piece in his right 
hand:
Felicitations, in this way I situate our aggaret, the aggaret of my children. The 
foul-mouthed ones have been beaten off, the shadowy ones have been beaten off, 
the dead ones have been beaten off.
Surak mai simatulu isinelek kuleleki aggaretmai tatogaku, autokkoad simakataik 
nganga, autokkoad sipuailiggo, autokkoad simamatei.
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Cieeeeeee, come hither, come hither, our hands dance to the orat (the log gangway 
at the front of the uma), we do not err, life does not err. In this way I lift up our 
aggaret, aggaret of my children. We have not reached the high hill, we have not 
reached sickness, sickness is suspended, the dead ones are suspended.
Cieeeeeee, koia, koia, pasagilak kabeina ka bukunu orat siruanga baliu tak ka 
selead, tak ka seleadpurimanua. Isinelek ku sasaakek aggaretmai, ka leleu sabeu 
tak iahet, tak iahet kai oringen, audoload oringen, audoload simamatei.
To the top of the eilaggat tree so tall, we are tall in life, we are tall in taking forest 
meat, until we are old, until we are stooped over, until our hair is white.
Ka ottoi eilaggat situlolok, kailek tulolok purimanua, kailek tulolok pangalak 
simatei ketsat, ka babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad.
The joyful bebeget leaves, we are joyful in life, we are joyful, until we are old, 
until we are stooped over, until our hair is white.
Teteket bebeget sigorak bagana, kailek magorak bagana purimanua, kailek 
magorak bagana purimanua ka babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad.
Behind the polagbangi tree (its wood is made into a flaming torch for use when 
out and about after dark) who listens, we listen to life, we listen when we take 
forest meat. My words cease, sickness ceases to afflict our bodies, the things that 
bite cease to approach us. Come hither our simagere, simagere of my children, do 
not stray, do not wander. Come hither, enter.
Ka teiteina polagbangi situarep, kailek tuarep purimanua, kailek tuarep pangalak 
simatei ketsat. Ari ngangaku, auariad oringen ka tubu mai, auariadpasosot ka 
tubu mai. Konan simagere mai tatogaku, ba pur us a, ba pubebe. Kona kona kona 
kona, guruk guruk.
The rimata picks up the pinches, stands, then places them in the top of the bakkat 
katsaila, rather than the umat simagere as with the Samwonwot faction:
Come hither our simagere, simagere of my children, it is you who I call, it is you 
who I summon. Come hither, enter. We are raucous in life, my children are 
raucous in life.
Konan simagere mai tatogaku, anai ekeu ku nanaknak, anai ekeu ku sosoga. Kona 
kona kona kona kona kona kona, guruk guruk. Kailek ukoikoi tatogaku.
He hangs up the lulag, then takes the leaf base with the coconut piece out to his wife 
who is with the other puliaijat participants on the laibok (type 2. uma). She receives 
these, puts the leaf in her hair, then gives the piece of coconut and the coconut water in 
the lakuk to one of the children.
The movements accompanying the ritual phrases uttered during the aggaret event, the 
leaf base, along with the variable number of coconut pieces, indicating the relative 
importance (makeppu) of the particular puliaijat, are standard elements in all puliaijat in 
all suku, although some rimata, the Samwonwot rimata for example, do not gesture 
over the lulag very much at all. However, the particular way in which the aggaret
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coconut slices are handled and the manipulation of the irik in relation to the pamuri do 
differ. Where the pamuri is involved (in the more important puliaijat) in this Sakukuret 
uma faction, there is no reversal of the irik, nor in the case of Sabagalet and 
Samalaiming, unlike the Samwonwot faction we considered. The pamuri and any other 
males from the other household (lalep) units present simply pick their pieces up off the 
lulag as it lays on the floor at the end of the first phase. Yet the Samalaiming rimata has 
no elaborate series of pre-arranged pinches taken from the aggaret pieces. He simply 
takes them as he needs them. The first goes to the bakkat katsaila. Then he presses it 
against, whilst simultaneously addressing, each of the three gongs, then the uma, and 
then a monkey skull hanging next to them (simatei ketsat). The second goes down to the 
ancestors (.saukkui). He lifts up the third briefly when summoning the simagere of the 
uma members. This is placed down on the lulag with "guruk, guruk" just prior to the 
second phase. Then, in this phase, he takes up the first piece of coconut with the duruk 
base in his left hand, placing the lulag on his knees. Having finished his speech, the 
rimata then passes the piece with the duruk leaf in his right hand across to the pamuri's 
left hand, although on some occasions he hands the lulag to the pamuri who places it at 
right angles to its original position on his knees:
Come hither again simagere of life, simagere until we are old, until we are stooped 
over, until our hair is white.
Kona peilek kainek simagere purimanua, simagere ka babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka 
leleubad.
He reaches across handing the piece in his left hand, or the irik itself, to the pamuri:
Brother, receive our simagere.
Alei, doroi simagereta.
The pamuri answers:
I receive them. Again I receive life, until we are old, until we are stooped over, 
until our hair is white. Bajak (addressing the rimata) we are pure/sincere as our 
aggaret is pure/sincere. We are old, we are stooped over.
Ngemet. Aku pangemet peilek purimanua, ka babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad. 
Bajak taborota ka aggaretta. Italek mabajak, italek makuiluk
The rimata answers him, ending the exchange:
Exalted are you in receiving, once again, life, until we are old, until we are 
stooped
over, until our hair is white.
Masurak ekeu apasilok peilek purimanua, ka babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad.
The rimata puts the pinches of coconut in the bakkat katsaila, hangs up the lulag, then 
along with the pamuri goes out to the laibok. Each gives his pieces to his wife who in 
turn gives them to some children. In contrast to this the Sabagalet rimata, like the 
Samalaiming rimata, takes the pinches from one of the three coconut pieces. Just prior 
to the second phase he reverses the lulag, then takes up the first piece himself. The
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pamuri then takes his piece. The rimata reverses the lulag back again, places it back on 
the floor, then continues. When he finishes, similar to Samalaiming he passes the piece 
in his hand to the pamuri who thus gets two out of the three.
Lia GoukgoukJ Liad Tubu/ Lia Bakkat Katsaila
Straight after the aggaret, the rimata takes a chicken into the bakkat katsaila. The 
gajeuma drum and gong players once again assemble in the same positions they were in 
during the first phase of the aggaret segment. The stage is thus set for the next event, 
the lia goukgouk, alias the lia tubu ("body [of the chicken] lia"), or the lia for the bakkat 
katsaila. This is not a part of the puiringan events as it does not involve any of the lulag 
platters. However it is intimately linked to the structure of the puliaijat as a whole, 
aiming to achieve an analogous effect through different means. This event is focused on 
the chicken’s ketsat, which is exhorted to preserve "life", directly and indirectly. It is 
conceived to directly benefit "life" by actively distancing sanitu and their consequences 
for the living in the same way as gaud sikataik. It does this indirectly through contacting 
the simagere of ‘forest meat’, convincing them not to flee the hunters, making them 
easier to capture in the hunt (uroro) as the conclusion to a puliaijat.
In the first phase of this segment, with the gajeuma players playing a fast rhythm, the 
rimata, facing the bakkat katsaila, touches the chicken’s tail feathers or back feathers to 
it:
Receive this. For you your lia, katsaila, a munificent chicken, we are munificent in 
life, we are munificent until we are old, until we are bowed over, until we are 
white haired. The back of a chicken, we are put behind sickness, we are put behind 
the winds from the sky, we are put behind the foul-mouthed ones. Delivered salo, 
delivered lauru.
Siloooo. Anai ka ekeu lianu kina katsaila, goukgouk situkakkara, italek tukakkara 
purimanua, italek tukakkara ka babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad. Tetei goukgouk, 
aipateiteiad kai oringen, aipateiteiad kai rusad manua, aipateiteiad kai 
simakataik nganga, silepa salo, silepa lauru.
We are in lia, katsaila, bring us to old age, bring in the forest meat, bring in life. 
Our lia, lia of my children, delivered salo, delivered lauru.
Mulia kai, katsaila, bajakakeklek ita, kukuilukakeklek ita, paguruk simatei ketsat, 
paguruk purimanua. Liad mai tatogaku, silepa salo, silepa lauru.
In accordance with appropriate exchange the chicken is presented to the katsaila, and 
then, often, to the gong, in order to obtain the benefits of their intervention. Following 
this the chicken’s ketsat is called upon to actively intervene, in line with the sikataik-
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simaeruk structure: sanitu in their various forms are distanced, then "life" in the form of 
"forest meat" (iba leleu) is summoned. At the completion of this segment the chicken’s 
intestinal membrane (lauru) is examined for the configuration of spots (salo) visible on 
it. Their arrangement is conceived to give an indication of the hunters’ chances of 
success in the hunt (uroro) once the puliaijat has formally ended. To take ‘forest meat’ 
is akin to taking "life" (paguruk purimanua) because some is shared with the bakkat 
katsaila which reciprocates by granting the givers protection. Whilst it is not incorrect to 
gloss this as "divination", the consultation of the lauru must be seen in its relation to the 
segment as a whole, where the chicken is exhorted to carry out a task in the world. An 
unfavourable reading of the lauru may be interpreted that it will not carry out its 
instructions. In this case another chicken may be brought before the bakkat katsaila and 
even a third if this lauru is still unfavourable. In this sense the lauru is not simply a 
passive slate on which the outcome of future events is recorded but, in keeping with the 
active nature of the various agents employed in the puliaijat, and indeed the puliaijat 
itself, is an active force, an interventionist strategy in-the-world.
The rimata continues in this vein whilst taking the chicken around to all puliaijat 
participants, briefly touching its tail feathers to their bodies:
Distance sickness, distance the shadowy ones, delivered salo, delivered lauru (a 
feit accompli).
Areu or ingen, areu sipuailiggo, silepa salo, silepa lauru.
At the very front of the uma the rimata exposes the chicken briefly to the sun:
We open (out) our faces to the sun, we open out to life.
Kailek beta mata ka matat sulu, kailek bela mata ka purimanuaijat.
Then he brings it back into the bakkat katsaila. He touches its beak to the katsaila's 
bolobok with "pat’.
Boro, boroi, pat. Leave your salo.
Boro, boroi, pat. Galag salonu.
With this the gajeuma players cease, then leave the batnuma.
Squatting down in the same position he occupies for the sogi katsaila and the aggaret, 
with the tail of the chicken facing towards the bakkat katsaila, the rimata proceeds, once 
again, to exhort it to distance sanitu and then bring "life" in the form of ‘forest meat’. 
Again, the length of the exhortation, along with the specific images incorporated into it, 
varies amongst rimata. Nevertheless, as is the case with the ritual exhortations in sogi 
katsaila and aggaret, there is the familiar basic structure, a movement from the sikataik 
(death) to the simaeruk {purimanua—"life"). This is revealed in the following excerpt:
You, fowl, deliver your salo. Distance sickness from us, distance the foul-mouthed 
ones. Once you have done this then fetch our meat, our forest meat. When you 
have done this, so be it. Deliver your salo.
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Ekeu puradmanuk, kut salonu. Areu oringen, areu simakataik nganga. Lepa 
nuareuakek, alak matat iba mai, situkakkala, sipuaggak, sipumaggok. Lepa nu 
alak matat iba nia, iabai. Boro, boroi, pat. Galag salo.
The rimata then hands the chicken to another male member of the suku who breaks its 
neck. This transforms its simagere into a ketsat, liberating it from its body in order that 
it be able to complete the tasks appointed it by the rimata. It is inappropriate (tak 
mateuk) for the rimata to do the killing himself since his task is not to cause death but, 
on the contrary, to call "life". He is a dealer in "life" not death. In other more important 
(makeppu) puliaijat, chickens are dealt with in a similar way, one by each husband of 
every household (lalep). These chickens are treated the same way as the rimata’ s except 
that they are not presented to the bakkat katsaila. They are also killed by offsiders. The 
intestines are quickly obtained and examined for the position of the salo on the lauru. 
The rimata's chicken is examined first, followed by the others.
Then attention turns to the killing of one or more pigs (teinungakek) each of which is 
assigned similar tasks to the chickens by the rimata and the pamuri. This does not 
involve any of the ancestral heirlooms, although gaud is applied to facilitate the task. 
Each variety, beginning with the sikataik, is applied in succession before an offsider 
kills the pig by cutting its throat. The rimata begins, laying a katsaila stalk against the 
pigs body:
Your death, pig. Distance sickness. We eat, we make you into our meal. You have 
lived there, now we make you into our meal, we who will eat you, my children, 
my relatives. Prepare your teinung. Your teinung is prepared, the face of our deer 
meat. Bring us our meat, simakobuk. Your teinung is delivered.
Pasimatteinu kina sainak. Areuakek oringen. Muujai kai, ku ujai kai ekeu, 
aurimanua ekeu ka edda, ubujai kai sipukob, ubujai kai satatogaku, sasarainaku. 
Ukut teinungnu, silepa teinung ekeu, matat iba mai sileleukleuk. Alak matat iba 
mai simakobuk, silepa teinung ekeu.
The pig is made aware that even though its death is immanent, it should not be 
concerned. It has lived "there" below the sapou with its relatives (the other pigs), but 
now it is to become food for the uma members. It is enjoined to distance sickness 
(,sanitu) and bring "life" in the form of meat, deer and siamang monkey, which will be 
taken in the hunt. The success of these exhortations are to be read in the animal’s heart 
(teinung) which serves an analogous function to the chicken’s lauru.
Then the pamuri takes over with a dauk sainak: an assemblage of gaud doused in water, 
hence dauk, from rauk meaning to "bathe".
Your death, pig. Taipotsala, turn away sickness, turn away the shadowy ones.
Your death, pig. Aileleppet the cool one, our bodies are cool, the bodies of your 
relatives are cool. Your death, pig. Cool is our pig, simakainauk the bountiful one. 
Your death, pig. Momunen, aileleppet, taimalauklauk, my pigs do not decline.
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Cool are the bodies of your relatives, pig, you who ask for the pot (ie. ask to be 
eaten), you who asked to be downtrodden (treated in such a manner). Loud is the 
sound of my pigs feet. My pigs are replaced.
Pasimatteinu kina sainak. Taipotsala, salaakek oringen, salaakek sipuailiggo. 
Pasimatteinu kina sainak. Aileleppet simanene, kailek manene tubu, nene tubud 
aleinu. Dauknu kina sainak, simakainauk siparegeina. Pasimatteinu kina sainak. 
Momunen, aileleppet, taimalauklauk, tak ilauklauk sainakku. Amaleppet tubud 
aleinu kina sainak, siobak kalik, siobak tudduk. Sainakkulek ujining dere, 
sainakkulek ipasili.
Firstly gaud sikataik in the form of taipotsala is applied, followed by gaud simaeruk, 
aileleppet, which ensures that the pigs with whom this particular pig was raised, its 
"relatives", will be resilient in the face of the influence (bajou) of sanitu that would 
cause them to "become fewer" (ilauklauk). This is its task, consolidated through an 
application of simakainauk (useful for its property of "abundance"), once its ketsat has 
been liberated from its body by killing it. The dauk is splashed with a little blood from 
the freshly killed pig then placed up with the pigs’ skulls belonging to pigs killed in 
previous puliaijat, strung up under the eaves in a row at the front of the laibok. This is 
in order to bring "coolness" and "abundance" to both the pigs’ relatives, and also to the 
humans that pass underneath in and out of the uma for the rest of the day and into the 
future.
The heart (teinung) gives an indication of what success the pig’s ketsat will have in 
fulfilling its task. The heart is divided into a right {simaeruk) half and a left {sikataik) 
half along a large blood vein running from top to bottom {bakkat) on one side. Should 
there be any fat, visible as white against the magenta of the heart towards the base 
{bakkat), then the planned excursion to the leleu in search of meat in the hunt must be 
postponed, although this also depends on the interpretations of the other teinung from 
any other pigs that were killed at the same time. This is an indication that death in the 
form of a sanitu inspired accident may be waiting for one of them there. The closer to 
the base of the heart the fat is perceived to be, the more dire the peril for the suku. On 
the other hand the further away towards the top, the less the risk to the suku. 
Furthermore, the likelihood of whether or not forest meat will be taken is indicated in 
the configuration of the small veins converging on the central vein on the right side. 
Should these converge, then meat for the puliaijat participants and the bakkat katsaila, 
and thus "life", is in the offing.
As with the lauru (chicken intestine), the relative significance of such a sign is widely 
discussed, resulting in often quite contrary readings. Should there be a consensus of 
sorts that misfortune of this type is indicated, then the option remains to kill another pig 
and ‘remake’ the teinung—similar to the lauru, the teinung is not simply a passive
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register of ‘fate’ but is, rather, an active player in the producer of a favourable future. 
However normally a lauru or a teinung is simply declared "acceptable, okay" (maeruk). 
It may not indicate success but if it also does not indicate misfortune then there is no 
cause for concern.
The lia goukgouk and teinungakek events are a standard part of every puliaijat, enacted 
similarly with minor variation amongst suku. They are essentially preparatory events for 
the most important puiringan events the irik, the pusikebbukat, and to a lesser extent the 
kokoman sikebbukat.
Once the pigs and chickens have been dismembered, specialized meat preparation for 
the upcoming puiringan events can go ahead. The pamuri takes up position on the right 
side of the laibok—or the forward section adjacent to the laibok of the tenganuma if the 
uma has one, in short one space removed from the batnuma where the ancestral 
heirlooms are stored—on the right side of a large wooden tray. The pam uri's task under 
the supervision of the rimata—reversing the positions they respectively occupy in the 
aggaret in the batnuma— is to prepare the chicken liver and then the thigh meat from 
the right half of, firstly, the chicken the rimata presented to the bakkat katsaila in the lia 
goukgouk, then the meat from the pig’s back right leg (iba simaeruk). The significance 
of the liver is in its location. When the chicken is cut in half in order to obtain its 
intestines, the liver is found to be lodged in the positively valenced right half. Along 
with this, similar to the coconut, it is contained within the chicken and is therefore 
protected from damaging influences from the outside. These two characteristics define 
the liver as containing gaud.
The pamuri places a few slices of liver together with a little of the chicken’s tail-fat into 
one bamboo container (ogbuk), uttering a ritual phrase as he does so. This makes use of 
the ‘power’ of the tail-fat which is referred to as kurug: "When we pass by, when my 
children pass by, distance sickness, sickness is behind us, the shadowy ones are behind 
us/Panabau kai tatogaku, areuakek oringen, aipakurug kai oringen, aipakurug kai 
sipuailiggo." Then the pamuri places meat from the chicken’s right thigh, or as is often 
the case, the whole right leg into another ogbuk by itself, for the pusikebbukat event. 
Any meat left over is added to the meat taken from the right legs of the other chickens 
and placed in one ogbuk. Then meat from the pig leg is put into yet another ogbuk. 
Together the contents of these two ogbuk are consumed by the rimata and his wife in 
the kokoman sikebbukat event. The remaining meat, along with the left halves of the 
chickens, is chopped up by other men of the suku. This is cooked on the central fireplace 
or, if the uma does not have one, on a fire prepared on the ground in front of the uma.
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The rimata' s wife cooks the puiringan ogbuk over a low fire on the right fireplace at the 
rear of the batnuma. When these are ready the irik event is executed.
Irik goukgouk
When the bamboo cooking vessels (ogbuk) containing the puiringan meat have been 
over the fire for some time, the rimata enters the batnuma, closes the door, then fetches 
down the irik lulag, the lulag used in the aggaret segment earlier. He sets himself up in 
exactly the same position, in front of the bakkat katsaila on the right side of the lulag. In 
there with him is the pamuri occupying the same position as in the aggaret, together 
with the gajeuma and gong players. In the smaller one-day puliaijat the rimata conducts 
the aggaret, lia goukgouk, and irik by himself—neither the pamuri nor the others are 
involved in the pusikebbukat or the kokoman sikebbukat. The ritual phrases uttered in 
the irik are virtually identical to those articulated in the aggaret event. The important 
difference is to be found in the execution of the event itself as constructed in the 
ideology of identity. However, once again, the differences are not as radical as their 
representation in the ideology leads us to expect. In the following analysis I highlight 
the ways in which the irik event differs from the aggaret as a whole, and then the 
particularities of specific irik events as executed in several suku.
Having sounded the gong three or four times the rimata places one or more dumplings 
(subbet) made from mashed taro rolled in grated coconut on the irik, one after the other 
if there is more than one. He splits open the irik ogbuk (bamboo vessel) containing the 
pieces of cooked liver and tail-fat, uttering phrases similar to those accompanying the 
opening of the coconut at the beginning of the aggaret segment. The way in which the 
dumplings are arranged differ amongst suku consistent with participants’ constructions 
of their events as contrasted with the irik segments of other suku. The differential 
arrangement is focused on the placement of the tail-fat. Manipulation of the irik and the 
organization of the "pinches" (ektik)— of, in this case, subbet—as per the aggaret 
remain the same.
The Samwonwot rimata firstly opens the irik ogbuk. He then pours the juice from the 
cooked morsels inside into the lakuk (bowl) which is located across from him on the left 
of the lulag. Whether there are many dumplings or just the one, he places the tail-fat in 
front of the dumpling nearest the front. He presses the piece, or pieces, of liver into the 
top of the dumplings, one for each. The rimata takes up a "pinch" of liver and then of 
coconut, then commences the ritual phrases. The first pinch goes to the bakkat katsaila'.
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Receive this. Here is your irik, katsaila, munificent chicken liver, we are 
munificent
in life, we are munificent until we are old, until we are bowed over, until our hair 
is white.
Siloooo. Anai ka ekeu iriknu kina katsaila, atei goukgouk situkakkara, italek 
tukakkara purimanua, italek tukakkara ka babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad.
Then to the ancestors (saukkui): "For you ancestors, your irik/Teteu mai simalose, anai 
ka kam irik mui." The rest of the speech proceeds as in the aggaret. The next two 
pinches are for the ketsat of the ‘forest meat’ {simatei ketsat) and then the simagere of 
the uma members. With the commencement of the second phase the gajeuma players 
leave, if they have been in attendance. The rimata reverses the lulag, takes up the tail-fat 
in one hand whilst holding a dumpling in the other. If the pamuri is present then he 
takes up the dumpling immediately behind the tail-fat. At the conclusion of the event he 
receives this tail-fat from the rimata as in the aggaret. The only difference in the ritual 
phrases in this second phase is instead of "raising up" (sasaakek) the aggaret, the irik is 
raised up: "ikine ku sasaakek irik mai ..." The rimata and the pamuri give their 
dumpling and tail-fat, via their wives, to children. The rimata places the pinches in the 
small container (umat simagere) attached to the side of the bakkat katsaila.
The rimata of the Sakukuret faction, whose aggaret we examined earlier, strikes four 
beats on the one gong in order to commence his irik. He proceeds in much the same way 
as the Samwonwot rimata. However, the tail-fat is pressed into the top of the first 
dumpling just behind the liver, which he pressed into the front of the dumpling. Should 
there be several dumplings, the tail-fat is pressed into the top rear of the last dumpling, 
the pamuri's dumpling, just behind the piece of liver also pressed into the top. 
Furthermore, in contrast to the Samwonwot rimata, the Sakukuret rimata here takes 
each pinch as he requires it. None are prefabricated. The first one goes to the bakkat 
katsaila, to the gong, the uma, and then to the ancestors. A second one is for the 
simagere of the forest meat, with a third for the simagere of the uma members. With the 
commencement of the second phase he places the irik lulag on his knees holding the 
dumpling in his hand. In contrast to them all, the Samalaiming rimata places his tail-fat 
on the front dumpling regardless of how many dumplings there are, although all other 
aspects are similar.
The aggaret and the irik events can be viewed as two halves of a whole since they are 
both based on the utilization of the irik lulag. Indeed the former is often referred to as 
the irik aggaret. The latter, the irik goukgouk, complements this through introducing 
meat into the equation. There is firstly "raw" coconut, then cooked "meat". The irik 
goukgouk must be seen in relation, furthermore, to the lia goukgouk event through 
making use of the liver enclosed within the chicken, similar to the way the coconut
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lining is enclosed within the shell. Building upon this it makes further use of the 
chicken, specifically its tail (soroi), referred to in the phrases as kurug (nia). Just as a 
chicken passes by on its daily meanderings, taking what is and what is not useful to it, in 
the same way, through harnessing this ‘powerful’ characteristic, humans are able to 
‘leave behind’ the things that are injurious to them, the sanitu. It is no problem if sanitu 
approach humans from behind because it is where they are able to revile us with bad 
language to our faces that sanitu are potentially dangerous. This is complemented by its 
simaeruk aspect, the "multiplicity" characteristic of chicken reproduction as invoked 
through the term situkakkara. At a fundamental level this is the multiple replication of 
"life". It is this which is harnessed and transferred to the uma members. Very 
significantly the bakkat katsaila gets to "eat" not simply before anyone else but eats 
meat in the form of the liver. Thus, once the irik is complete, the cooked meat (iba 
siberikabaga— "general meat") is divided up into piles according to households (lalep). 
All uma factions within the suku, whether or not their members are attending the 
puliaijat or not, are included provided they are sufficiently close. For example each of 
the Sakukuret uma factions sets aside meat for every other. This is delivered to them, or 
conversely they may come and get it themselves during the event themselves. However, 
the two Samwonwot factions no longer exchange meat in this way since they regard 
themselves as separate and no longer have anything to do with each other. Following the 
meat division, everyone partakes in the general meal, apart from the rimata and his wife 
who may not eat until the kokoman sikebbukat segment, the final puiringan event in the 
puliaijat.
Pusikebbukat
The pusikebbukat and kokoman sikebbukat events following the irik and the general 
meal see a shifting of focus from the relationship between the bakkat katsaila and all the 
puliaijat participants as mediated by the rimata, to the relationship between the bakkat 
katsaila, the younger members of the uma faction, and the rimata. Within the event 
following the meal, the pusikebbukat, they effectively constitute his "substitute", 
pusikebbukat being the abbreviated form of punu sikebbukat. Punu means 
"representative/substitute"; sikebbukat is derived from the root kebbuk meaning "elder 
sibling". On its own it is a synonym for the rimata. Thus pusikebbukat can be conceived 
as the "substitute for the rimata" event.
This event is the most private and perhaps, therefore, the most important in relation to 
the existential perpetuation of the suku or uma faction and its reproduction as distinct 
from all other suku. As in the aggaret and irik events there is a basic structure which is
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subject, however, to a wide variation both in the elements included within this structure 
and their particular arrangement. Whilst the bakkat katsaila is actively engaged in both 
the aggaret and irik events, neither it, the gong, nor the uma are generally prevailed 
upon to actively intervene in this event—they have already done this indirectly with 
regard to the younger members of the uma, who consume the coconut and the 
dumplings in the aggaret and irik events respectively. Even in the one instance in my 
data where these items are prevailed upon, they nonetheless occupy a peripheral position 
compared with the entities directly addressed in the pusikebbukat, the ancestors and 
then, depending on the rimata, the simagere of the ‘forest meat’ (,simatei ketsat), 
followed by the simagere of the uma members. Whether or not the ‘forest meat’ 
simagere are summoned here, there is, at base, the usual sikataik-simaeruk structure.
The rimata of the Sakukuret uma faction with whom we are familiar begins with three 
beats on his gong. He does not possess an actual pusikebbukat lulag, so he uses the irik 
as a substitute. He places one elongated dumpling on it on top of a taibeleki leaf in 
distinction to the rounded dumpling used in the irik event, its ends aligned with the ends 
of the lulag which is, in turn, aligned with the front and back of the uma as in the 
aggaret and irik. Just to the right of this, relative to the uma, the rimata places a 5cm 
length of lead (bulau) simultaneously uttering the ritual phrases: "Our gaud, gaud of my 
children, taibeleki, we are not diminished, my children are not diminished in life. Cool 
bulau, our bodies, the bodies of my children are cool/Gaud mai tatogaku, taibeleki, 
kailek taibeleki tatogaku purimanua. Bulau simanene, kailek manene tubu tatogaku". He 
takes up the pusikebbukat ogbuk, cooked earlier with the other puiringan ogbuk. As he 
opens it: Jilai (to brush against, touch) sele, sickness is diverted, the angry ones are 
diverted///'/«/ sele, sele oringen, sele simagoluk baga ka tubu mai. He pours juice from 
it into the lakuk (bowl) located in its usual position across on the left side, then extracts 
the piece of chicken meat which he places immediately to the right of the lead. The 
ritual phrases are, once again, exactly the same as those in the aggaret and irik events 
apart from certain words substituted as appropriate for this event.
Having prepared his "pinches" of meat (silimen) and dumpling, the rimata begins with 
the first which he touches to the bakkat katsaila: "For you your silimen, katsaila. Bring 
us to old age. The silimen has sent sickness away from us, it has sent away thunder, 
lightning/4««/ ka ekeu silimennu kina katsaila. Bajakakeklek ita, kukuilukakeklek ita. 
Aisilimen kai oringen, aisilimen kai lelegu, aisilimen kai matat bilak." He then repeats 
this for the benefit of the gong which appears as "sereming" in place of "katsaila". He 
leaves this smeared on the boards just to his left. Then the uma members’ simagere are 
summoned. Whilst in the second phase the lulag is not lifted up, the usual hand 
movements are still carried out over on the lulag itself. Having completed the ritual
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phrases, the rimata goes to the door to the batnuma to summon his wife and his son’s 
eldest son, the one who would be rimata after his son. He hangs back some distance 
from the lulag over to the left, observing events. His wife takes his place on the right 
side of the lulag; the boy takes the pamuri position. She enunciates a short ritual speech 
whilst performing basic operations upon the lulag in a simple sikataik-simaeruk 
structure: "Sickness has retreated (pulls lulag slightly towards the back), the shadowy 
ones have retreated. We open out to life (gestures over the lulag towards the bakkat 
katsaila), until we are old, until we are bowed over, until our hair is whitdAitupuputnan 
or ingen, aitupuputnan sipuailiggo. Bela mata mai purimanua mai, purimanua ka 
babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad." The rimata's wife hands the boy the meat then the 
dumpling for him to eat. He takes a drink from the juice poured into the lakuk earlier. 
Having finished the rimata hangs up the lulag then sounds the gong. They all exit.
In contrast to this is the Samalaiming rimata's organization and execution of the 
pusikebbukat event. Following three gong beats he places the whole right chicken leg 
from the ogbuk to the right of an elongated dumpling on a base of duruk. There is no 
lead utilized here however. The rimata, furthermore, takes his pinches of meat and 
dumpling as he goes. He begins with the ancestors (saukkui) quickly moving on to the 
suku members’ simagere. When the boy has finished the meal, he places the chicken 
bone inside the bakkat katsaila.
The Sabagalet faction rimata conducts his pusikebbukat event similarly to Samalaiming 
although he uses the gaud variety, taibeleki, for the dumpling {subbet) and meat 
(silimen) base. His ritual speech is also the most unelaborated of all versions I recorded. 
He begins with a pinch for the saukkui: "Ancestors, here again is your provenance 
..JTeteu mai simalose anaipeilek ka kam subu mui ...’ One pinch goes to the uma: "For 
you again, your provenance, uma .../Ka ekeu peilek subunu kina uma ...' The final pinch 
is for the uma members’ simagere. There is no second phase in this particular set of 
ritual phrases. Salolosit also have their own arrangement of elements. In order from 
right to left on the lulag there is the subbet, a tairosi bell, a piece of lead, then a chicken 
leg. The bell is an object of "life" since movement causes it to sound— only live beings 
move and are thereby capable of making noise.
Kokoman Sikebbukat
Following very close behind the pusikebbukat is the final puiringan event, the kokoman 
sikebbukat, a meal of meat, dumplings and sago taken by the rimata and his wife inside 
the batnuma in front of the bakkat katsaila, a little further back however than was the
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phrases, the rimata goes to the door to the batnuma to summon his wife and his son’s 
eldest son, the one who would be rimata after his son. He hangs back some distance 
from the lulag over to the left, observing events. His wife takes his place on the right 
side of the lulag-, the boy takes the pamuri position. She enunciates a short ritual speech 
whilst performing basic operations upon the lulag in a simple sikataik-simaeruk 
structure: "Sickness has retreated (pulls lulag slightly towards the back), the shadowy 
ones have retreated. We open out to life (gestures over the lulag towards the bakkat 
katsaila), until we are old, until we are bowed over, until our hair is whitdAitupuputnan 
oringen, aitupuputnan sipuailiggo. Bela mata mai purimanua mai, purimanua ka 
babajak, ka kukuiluk, ka leleubad." The rimata’s wife hands the boy the meat then the 
dumpling for him to eat. He takes a drink from the juice poured into the lakuk earlier. 
Having finished the rimata hangs up the lulag then sounds the gong. They all exit.
In contrast to this is the Samalaiming rimata's organization and execution of the 
pusikebbukat event. Following three gong beats he places the whole right chicken leg 
from the ogbuk to the right of an elongated dumpling on a base of duruk. There is no 
lead utilized here however. The rimata, furthermore, takes his pinches of meat and 
dumpling as he goes. He begins with the ancestors (saukkui) quickly moving on to the 
suku members’ simagere. When the boy has finished the meal, he places the chicken 
bone inside the bakkat katsaila.
The Sabagalet faction rimata conducts his pusikebbukat event similarly to Samalaiming 
although he uses the gaud variety, taibeleki, for the dumpling {subbet) and meat 
{silimen) base. His ritual speech is also the most unelaborated of all versions I recorded. 
He begins with a pinch for the saukkui: "Ancestors, here again is your provenance 
..JTeteu mai simalose anai peilek ka kam subu mui ...’ One pinch goes to the uma: "For 
you again, your provenance, uma .../Ka ekeu peilek subunu kina uma ...’ The final pinch 
is for the uma members’ simagere. There is no second phase in this particular set of 
ritual phrases. Salolosit also have their own arrangement of elements. In order from 
right to left on the lulag there is the subbet, a tairosi bell, a piece of lead, then a chicken 
leg. The bell is an object of "life" since movement causes it to sound— only live beings 
move and are thereby capable of making noise.
Kokoman Sikebbukat
Following very close behind the pusikebbukat is the final puiringan event, the kokoman 
sikebbukat, a meal of meat, dumplings and sago taken by the rimata and his wife inside 
the batnuma in front of the bakkat katsaila, a little further back however than was the
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Uroro
Later that evening, the rimata, the pamuri, along with all the other men who are to go 
out on the hunt the next day, conduct an ukob tenganuma ("tenganuma meal") designed 
to reinforce the lia goukgouk and teinungakek events carried out during the puliaijat, 
where the chickens’ and pigs’ ketsat were enjoined to seek out the ketsat of the animals 
they wish to capture, making their capture easier. The event is carried out at the centre 
of the tenganuma in front of the batnuma door, or if the uma lacks a tenganuma it is 
held on the laibok in front of the batnuma door, in short, in front of the beam (abag 
manang) mounted across the breadth of the uma above the batnuma entrance along 
which are arranged the skulls of all the monkeys and deer taken in previous hunts. The 
ketsat of these animals, conceived to dwell there, are requested to go out to the leleu. 
The hunters leave in the early hours of the morning, returning successfully or otherwise 
in the late morning. Any "meat" (iba) taken in the hunt is prepared, cooked, then a little 
presented to the bakkat katsaila and the other beings, similar to the irik or aggaret. If the 
hunt has not been successful then "substitute meat" (punu iba) is presented to the bakkat 
katsaila and other beings in an irik format by the rimata alone. The important thing is 
for the bakkat katsaila to have "eaten" meat. This brings the puliaijat to an end.
Pabete
The other side of the coin, where the puliaijat’s protection could be said to fail in 
respect of certain individuals—although it is not perceived to be a "failure" as such 
since the argument is that, had the puliaijat not been carried out, the consequences 
would have been catastrophic— is the pabete. Any person whose illness remains for 
longer than two or three days, or worsens to the point where they are in great distress, is 
taken to the uma of the uma faction to which they are affiliated in order to rid them of 
the bajou defined as the cause of the illness. The spaces created here reproduce the uma 
in a different way to the puliaijat, although the goal of separating death, in the form of 
the sanitu, from "life" (purimanua) in the form of living humans, remains the same. The 
patient is located on the left (negatively valenced, sikataik) side of the rear of the uma's 
laibok or the tenganuma, the mirror image to the position of the bakkat katsaila located 
inside the batnuma on the right side. This is where shaman, both those from the uma 
faction if it has any and those invited from other suku on the basis of sinuruk/siripok 
relations, treat the patient and the other members of his/her household (lalep). A pabete 
lasts for several hours in the daylight hours on the one day. Or it may go for two or more 
days should the patient not respond to treatment. The structure of the event replicates
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the sikataik-simaeruk distinction again, where bajou from the offending sanitu is 
returned to it once it has been identified through the agency of gaud sikataik and a wide 
variety of techniques, including of course the uma itself, since the patient is located on 
the ‘sikataik’ side, the reproduction of which in this event contributes to the expelling of 
the sikataik {bajou) from the victim. Then the patient is "consolidated" through an 
application of gaud simaeruk and other substances all grouped together as laggeg 
(medicine) in this context, in order to make him/her inviolable from further attacks from 
sikataik beings.
A pabete follows a q\i&s\-puliaijat format, yet it does not involve the bakkat katsaila. 
Instead, a length of doro (polak) together with some duruk and perhaps aileleppet, is 
attached to an uggala {uma pile) on the left side of the fireplace adjacent to where 
treatment is taking place. This is the "sickness katsaila" {katsaila oringen). There is a 
sogi katsaila prior to the creation of this for the shaman, the patient and the members of 
his household {lalep) carried out by the shaman. Interspersed with the implementation 
of healing techniques occurring in sikataik-simaeruk dyads, there is a lia goukgouk, a 
teinungakek, then a meal. In the evening one more sikataik-simaeruk event takes place. 
If the patient has improved by the next morning then the shaman are presented with 
their paroman ("help") gifts, consisting of a chicken or two, perhaps a little cash, and 
some meat left-over from the previous day’s teinungakek. If not, then the pabete 
continues with similar events taking place the next day, and perhaps the day after. In 
short, the pabete is a sikataik event and must be viewed in light of its relationship to the 
puliaijat, a simaeruk event. Each consists of a series of sikataik-simaeruk activities 
although the former is specifically, first and foremost aimed at getting rid of bajou (the 
essence of the sikataik beings), whereas the latter is aimed at the simaeruk and, 
therefore, emphasizes the enhancement and consolidation of "life". The sikataik must 
always be dealt with in conjunction with the simaeruk and vice-versa.
In summary, then, the puliaijat is a complex event consisting of a number of activities 
achieving a variety of effects on a variety of levels. Firstly, on one level each participant 
is endowed with the praxical ability to create a space, safe from the threat posed by the 
dead of the Other, the sanitu, wherever they go, particular during sojourns through the 
leleu (forest). The first event, the sogi katsaila, where the rimata crafts individual 
katsaila for all participants, grants this ability to every participant equally. Similarly, the 
lia goukgouk is aimed at the "general group" of participants {siberikabaga). The aggaret 
and irik events are specifically aimed at the youngest members of the uma faction or 
suku as a whole. The pusikebbukat event narrows the focus even further, concentrating 
on those children closest to the rimata, usually his son's son(s), who receive the edible 
items from him. Yet, despite this, on another level, there is a sense in which each event
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is simultaneously aimed at all participants evident in the generalizing nature of the ritual 
phrases. These contain numerous personal pronoun references to the general participants 
("us"; "our") whilst singling out individuals for specific attention.
Secondly, the puliaijat achieves these particular objectives, and therefore the overall 
goal of producing a habitable cosmos, through the detailed production of specific, 
positively valenced (simaeruk) spaces in the context of the puiringan events, the 
reproduction of which, simultaneously, produces the uma as a region. Through the 
reproduction of the uma as a ‘bundle’ of activities, that is the various events that 
together make up a puliaijat, the cosmos is made habitable. In each puiringan event the 
ancestral heirlooms are utilized in concert—through the agency of the rimata (whose 
very self in this context is produced in relation to these items) and the particular 
machinations performed with them, the cosmic weave is woven. In the darkened, 
secretive confines of the uma s inner sanctum (batnuma), in view of a privileged few 
and in league with the ancestors, crouched over the heirlooms they once cared for, the 
rimata builds a world. Countless times he has articulated the ritual phraser, and 
gesticulated over his lulag, as he will on many more occasions, in the perpetual effort to 
(re)create a habitable space for all uma factionJsuku members.
CONCLUSION:
THE PRODUCTION OF SPACE
On a fundamental level, this work can be considered to be an experimentation in seeing, 
an exploration of an alternative direction from which we might approach the construction 
of a revamped ethnography of the Mentawai islands. In pursuit of this objective, I set 
out, in chapter one, to question the concept ‘Mentawai’ which has, almost universally, 
oriented previous ethnographic endeavours. I argued that resort to the usage, and, 
behind this, the conception, is based on the assumption that there is a self-evident 
collectivity of people living across the Mentawai islands, the ‘Mentawaians’. The 
implication is that they also perceive themselves as ‘Mentawaians’, despite numerous 
examples, embedded within the early, very rich, descriptive ethnography, of a great 
diversity of identities. These are, however, obliterated in the underlying objectivist 
project: to present ethnographic details as minor variations on a pan-Mentawaian theme.
In chapter two, as a remedy to this essentializing gaze, I have, in effect, asked the reader 
to accept an a priori assumption of my own concerning the fundamental nature of social 
life, where, in place o f ‘cultures’ or ‘societies’— and in terms of the substantive content 
of the thesis, specifically ‘Mentawaian’ culture or society—we find praxis, or practices 
situated in specific time-space contexts. The particular formulation o f ‘practice theory’ I 
applied was based on Giddens’ contention that the collective or institutional dimension of 
the social world, its very ‘socialness’ as it were, can be conceptualized through the 
notion of the ‘region’, to be understood as a ‘bundle’ of practices. The main point is that 
a new approach to the ethnography of the Mentawai islands, at the very least, must begin 
with the particularities of social life there and then work towards the general. The 
application of practice theory offers a means to this end. Given this, I suggest that much 
more ethnography, focused upon the experiential realities of local populations, needs to 
be done before we can have a really firm foundation upon which it may then be possible 
to talk about ‘Mentawai’ as in the past.
This was my own explicit a priori, laid out as a counter to the implicit a priori of the 
discourse o f ‘the Mentawaians’. I presented this as an alternative ‘ontology’, an ontology 
which shaped my approach to phenomena in the field, and the subsequent interpretation 
of these phenomena in the substantive part of this thesis. In one sense in terms of its 
underlying philosophy— as a discourse proceeding upon the basis of several foundation 
assumptions— it differs little from the dominant discourse of ‘the Mentawaians’. 
However, I have distinguished between the ontological form shaping my approach and
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the substantive content, in order to lay out clearly its foundation and not let it linger as an 
unarticulated spectre in that obscure realm constituting the unsaid.
The substantive, empirical element of the research, then, was erected upon these 
ontological foundations, making possible the development of the argument concerning 
the nature, and the role, of the House (umct) in the lives of the people in the village of 
Madobag. The empirical question was, simply, given Errington’s (1987) 
conceptualization of the House in Insular Southeast Asia as a collectivity of people 
focused upon a store of inherited, valuable objects kept within it, to what extent did this 
promote an understanding of the nature of the House on Siberut, or specifically, in the 
village of Madobag? The remainder of the thesis was given over to a presentation and 
exploration of the evidence for this, which led us to a consideration of the place of the 
House and its store of ancestral heirlooms in the construction and maintenance of a 
habitable, sociospatial environment.
The general drift of the argument I developed is that uma faction and, through this, suku 
identity— the most meaningful dimension of the multifaceted nature of identity in the 
local, Madobag, context— must be viewed relative to the ancestral heirlooms stored 
within the uma, the most important among these being the bakkat katsaila. I pursued this 
thesis through an examination of the evidence for higher order entities, ‘descent’ groups 
in other words, in relation to previous analysts’ claims to have detected these. I argued 
that their findings could be seen to be the result of the application of an inflexible, apriori 
concern with the existence o f ‘groups’ defined as ‘things’— in the classical sense of social 
facts—to the data, a concern, ultimately, based on the implicit assumption of the 
importance of the pedigree (Schneider 1984). Contrary to this, in the Madobag context, 
rather than ‘groups’ we find collectivities of people related not primarily through ‘blood’ 
or ‘blood-relations’, but through their common relationship firstly to a set of ancestral 
figures, a relationship articulated in the various narratives relating their origins, or rather 
their origination, through space as this in turn relates to significant points in the 
landscape, and secondly to the heirlooms which originated with particular ancestors. The 
heirlooms are at the centre of suku or uma faction identity through their relationship to 
the past through place. However this is not a case merely of passive being since they are 
called upon to actively preserve this identity, to actively intervene in the lives of the 
living in order to protect that ‘life’ in the course of a puliaijat.
They achieve this through mediating the existential poles, ‘life’ and the entities of death 
(the sanitu). The heirlooms can be thought, then, to be at the figurative ‘centre’ of suku 
identity. But they are also the ‘foundation’ upon which the continual effort to keep these 
poles separate in a world full of these sikataik beings, striving to tip the balance in their
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favour, is constructed. In this effort the ancestors (.saukkui), the essence of death are, in 
their identity as saw tu, paradoxically a source of power for ‘life’. The ancestral 
heirlooms, vital to the maintenance and renewal o f ‘life’, have been handed through time 
from ancestor to ancestor, a source o f ‘life’ coming from the essence of death: from the 
original holder of the first bakkat katsaila, an ancestor who is now a potential source of 
death, comes ‘life’. This linkage is, furthermore, mediated by the living being who is the 
current holder of the bakkat katsaila, the present rimata who facilitates the transfer of 
the life-giving properties inhering in the bakkat katsaila, not only to the puliaijat 
participants in general, but, in particular, to the youngest members of the suku who 
receive the aggaret and irik pieces, and partake of the pusikebbukat meal. The bakkat 
katsaila, then, can be conceived to be the ‘foundation’, the ‘base’ or even the ‘source’ of 
the ‘life’ that nurtures and sustains the young people who are the future of the uma 
faction or suku, just as the most powerful items facilitating this are at the base (bakkat) 
of the bakkat katsaila.
However none of this is possible without the uma, the primary vehicle for the 
construction or reproduction of the habitable space of the cosmos. The House in 
Madobag remains largely unoccupied apart from the occasions the rimata and his wife 
reside there. The rest of the time they spend in their sapou in the dusun or on their 
pulagajat. The locus of life for the other members of the uma faction or suku is 
exclusively concentrated on the regions such as the sapou, whether in the dusun or 
outside on the pulagajat. However when circumstances demand, the uma comes ‘alive’, 
so to speak, in the puliaijat. In praxis the uma is created, its spaces making both the 
production of those practices that create it possible whilst simultaneously being produced 
through the agency of those personages most closely involved with them— for example, 
the inner sanctum (batnuma), the storage site for the heirlooms where the rimata and the 
pamuri create themselves in the course of creating a habitable space at the foundation of 
which is the uma. The ideal outcome of a successful puliaijat is the expansion of this 
space to include the personal bodily hexis (Bourdieu 1977:87; cf. Lefebvre 1991:174: the 
"intelligent body") of each participant. In traversing the hostile spaces beyond the uma's 
bounds, especially during sojourns through the leleu to the pulagajat it is not an absolute 
space that is created. Each ‘body’ and its simagere is ideally rendered inviolable— it 
constructs a habitable space for itself as it goes. Thanks to the rimata's techniques in 
conjunction with the uma and its store of ancestral heirlooms, it is granted the capacity 
(power) to achieve this, to ‘make a difference’ in the world where, prior to the puliaijat, 
this capability was either lacking or severely diminished.
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Of existing approaches to the House in Southeast Asia1, perhaps Sather’s (1993) 
examination of the Iban longhouse, building on Ellen (1986), has most in common with 
my own. This is because his perspective, where the meaning of the House in a ritual is 
not "fixed" in the House’s physical constitution but "constantly created and re-created in 
the course of rituals" (Sather, 1993:65), moves away from the idea of the House as a 
"representation of a cosmological order" (Fox 1993:1), which is, firstly, not relevant in 
the Rereiket, and secondly, constructs the House (community and building) as a pre­
existing, ontological given. Nevertheless, due to the underlying assumption that space 
itself is a preconstituted, meaningful being— space is "used" rather than, like "meaning", 
created— prior to the human being-in-the-world that invests it with that meaning or 
rather actively produces the time-space contexts that constitute it, the analytic strategy is 
restrictive if transported to the Rereiket context.
Reminiscent of the existential divide between ‘life’ and (the entities of) death in the 
Rereiket, Sather (1993:103) has, furthermore, argued that the Iban longhouse is 
positioned "as a threshold between the worlds of the living and the dead However, it 
is not helpful, in the current context, to think of the living and the dead as existing in 
separate worlds. They inhabit the same worlds with the former actively crafting their 
space in order to exclude the latter. That this may not be so much a matter of differences 
in ethnographic particulars but more a case of differences between Sather’s perspective 
and my own is perhaps visible in his ultimate reliance on the Durkheimian dichotomy 
between collective representations (the expressive) and the social, ritual ‘process’ 
(efficacy), refracted through Turner. At base the Iban rituals are structurally determined 
by the teleology of the longhouse as a group, a superorganic entity. Similar to Schefold’s 
(1982, 1988) analysis of the pidiaijcit as it functions for the Sakuddei uma group, the 
function of the Iban rituals is to "help establish and sustain the longhouse as a social 
community" (Sather 1993:105). The puliaijat event in the Rereiket could be seen to 
‘function’ in a similar way, except that we would have to view it ‘counterfactually’ 
(Giddens 1984:296), that is through the reflexive monitoring of conduct, the intention-in­
action of the rimcitci and the puliaijat participants, where the uma is created as an 
existentially, experientially meaningful part of their life-world. Sather’s analysis is 
refreshing and on the right track. My only reservation is that it does not go far enough, 
but is restricted by an antiquated subject-object ontology. What agency there is here is 
the agency of the system, not of the praxis of decentred subjects, who, in the Rereiket 
context, forge their destinies and their selves in the same moment they forge a habitable 
space in the world safe from the ravages of the Other.
1 eg. Barnes (1974), pp. 65-77: Cunningham (1964); Feldman (1979); Freeman (1970); Waterson 
(1990); and see the essays in MacDonald (1987) and Fox (1993).
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On a final note, one particular implication of this study for further research carried out on 
the Mentawai islands, then, is, perhaps, its suggested basis upon which to reconstruct a 
revamped ethnographic approach that is much closer to the particular representations 
and practices of the various people who inhabit them, thus doing greater justice to the 
variety of experience that exists there. One does not necessarily need a theory of practice 
to achieve this, although I would argue that it certainly helps in the process of breaking 
free of entrenched, anachronistic ways of thinking. Hopefully this opens a space in which 
the complexity of lived identities across the islands may resound in the future. More 
generally, this study points towards the fruitfulness of inquiry that looks at the House in 
the House societies of Insular Southeast Asia, not so much as a container of activities or 
a structure of inscribed ‘meanings’, but more as an extension of human agency, a crucible 
of engagement with a meaningful world, which requires paying more attention to the 
ways that the House is implicated in human projects. In this way we can begin to focus 
on gaining an understanding of the House as an ‘experience’, thus moving towards that 
dimension of anthropological enquiry that values the exploration of the subtleties and 
nuances of ‘other’ experience. In this thesis, I have attempted to lay the ground, in the 
Madobag context, for this approach, for such an excursion into that experience which I 
would envisage to proceed in the spirit of Bachelard’s (1969) phenomenological 
exploration of the poetics of space. However, whether or not the ethnographic genre 
could do justice to this dimension is another thing altogether and must, anyhow, be the 
subject of another story.
Glossary
Alei: "friend, acquaintance".
Alei Katsaila: the name I have given to the ancestral heirlooms— lit: ‘friends of the (bakkat) 
katsailcC.
Arat: the local version of the Indonesian word adat.
Bajou: "negative powerful emanations". Inherently negative— see gaud.
Bakkat: "base, foundation, ‘source’".
Bakkat katsaila: Pre-eminent ancestral object and major repository of gaud.
Bakkatnariggi: see uggala siririok uma.
Barasi: "Dusun", "village". The term Dusun is not used in daily parlance. When people talk 
about and refer to Madobag as a Dusun, they use barasi. From the Minangkabau word 
meaning "clean; clear". That is, the Dusun is a place clear of forest (and mud).
Bat: a "space".
Batnuma: an uma's inner sanctum.
Bolobok: a large bucket-sized, bucket shaped container; the bamboo container component of 
the bakkat katsaila.
Buluad: a synonym for the bakkat katsaila; an assemblage of gaud leaves.
Dauk: an assemblage of gaud placed inside a small bamboo cylinder analogous to the bakkat 
katsaila, containing water or doused in water. This water is then splashed on the object 
of the gaud.
Desa: an administrative unit area composed of several Dusun.
Dusun: "hamlet'V'village". Physical unit of residence.
Gare: access gangway leading to the Jaibok of the uma. These are often located along the 
sides of the larger uma, and at the rear of most uma.
Gajeunia: hand-held drum used in a puliaijat. A category of the ancestral heirlooms.
Gaud: "power". Specifically contained in (a) selected species of plant (b) the bakkat katsaila 
(c) selected objects. Inherently positive— see bajou.
Gaud sikataik: varieties of gaud specifically for expelling sanitu (ghosts) through excising 
their bajou.
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Gaud simaertik: applied after gaud sikataik, that is after a scmitu and its bajou have been 
expelled, in order to encourage the return of the life-essence {simagere) of the person or 
the group on whose behalf it is applied.
Goukgouk: chicken
Iba: "meat".
Iba leleu: "forest meat".
Ibadnakek: to "make peace". See ‘paabacf.
Kabaranan: "origin".
Kabupaten: higher order administrative unit composed of a number of Kecamatan.
Kecamatan: administrative unit composed of several Desa. Several Kecamatan go to make up 
a Kabupaten.
Ketsat: ‘spiritual’ entity.
Kina: honorific prefix used when addressing an object in a ritual context. Hence ‘kina uma\
Kotnuma: the area, including the batnuma {uma's inner sanctum), extending into the space 
immediately behind the uma.
Laibok/Pukalaibok: the space at the entrance of the uma. In most, this extends to the 
entrance to the batnuma {uma's inner sanctum). In the larger uma, this abuts the 
tengannmaUaibok tengah which mediates the laibok and batnuma.
Lakuk: a bowl made from a coconut shell; one of the ancestral heirlooms.
Lelebak: a bottle in which is stored a ‘powerful’ {gaud) solution consisting largely of coconut 
oil.
Leoruk: ka leoruk— downriver.
Lalep: (1) "hut", "house" (as opp. House ie. Uma[sabeu]) on the Pagai islands and Sipora. (2) 
In Madobag it refers the persons sharing common residence in a sapou, hence 
"household" {sanga lalep).
Laperat: see uturukat.
Lauru: clear membrane of a chicken’s intestines, the focus of divinatory practices in a 
puliaijat or pa bete.
Lulag: elongated wooden platter. A category of the ancestral heirlooms.
Mangeak: a length of bamboo split in half lengthwise utilized for flooring in uma.
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Mata: "area"., eg. sanga mala sagu— "one ‘area’ of sago (trees)", ie. a collectivity of sago 
trees in »close proximity.
Mone: "garden", "plantation" where fruit trees (durian, mango) as well as bananas and cassava 
are planted in the style of a swidden.
Monen: see mone.
Muntogat: clan’
Murimanua: to "live". See simagere.
Ogbuk: a bamboo cylinder in which meat and taro are cooked.
Orat: log resting on the lip of the gare leading to the ground allowing access to the uma.
Paabad: a relationship of ‘peace’ instituted between two suku that were in a state of mutual 
hostilities, and perpetuated across the generations.
Paakok: a state of overt rivalry between two suku characterized by mutual derision and 
activities (eg. hunting) in which each attempts to upstage the other.
Pabete: a healing event.
Pamuri: the rim ala's partner in the puiringan events in a puliaijat.
Parakrak: The verb form of the noun rakrak— see rakrak.
Paroman: "help"— refers to the items exchanged in an exchange context.
Pasaguat: a platform erected over water where sago processing takes place.
Patuat: "thoughts/feelings".
Porak: the land or a section of land on a suku's pulagajat.
Puiringan: the core events constituting the puliaijat—aggaret, ink , pusikebbukat, kokoman 
sikebbukci.
Pukalaibok: set laibok.
Pulagajat: a defined tract of land belonging to a suku, connoting "community".
Puliaijat : The )re-eminent ritual event. Significant events are all ‘i\\&akek' in a puliaijat. This 
is tlhe con ext in which the ancestral heirlooms come to be used, handled, and addressed.
Puriniamua: "lfe. See simagere.
Punen: ritual -.eremony on Sipora and the Pagai islands. Its analogue on Siberut is the 
puliaijat.
Rakrak: a relatonship between two or more suku sharing a common ancestor— see parakrak.
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Region: a ‘bundle’ of practices ‘binding’ time-space.
Rereiket: The area encapsulated by the valley through which the Rereiket river flows including 
its tributaries. On the map this includes the Dusun of Sameme, Rokdok, Mctdobag, Ugai 
and Matotoncm.
Rimata: "owner/holder" of the bcikkat katsaila, and thus the most important personage in a 
puliaijat.
Rusuk: the institution which existed, up to the early part of the twentieth century on the Pagai 
islands where a man and woman would live together in a dwelling, also called rusuk, and 
have children together, prior to official marriage, in which case they would constitute, 
and therefore occupy, a lalep {sapou on Siberut).
Sabulungan: (1) the ‘Mentawaian’ indigenous ‘religion’ as this is glossed by non-indigenous 
commentators and government authorities. (2) saukkui (ancestors) as a variety of sanitu.
Saki: "buy", "purchase".
Sainak: "pig".
Sanitu: "entity of death". This includes the "ancestors", saukkui, who are, however, of 
ambiguous status and present at all times during a puliaijat unlike other varieties of 
sanitu, the silakokoitia or the tinigeilat, for example, which are unambiguously conduits 
of death and thereby to be kept as far away as possible from the living at all times.
Salalaggai: A person belonging to another suku/pulagajat.
Sapou: "house" occupied by sanga lalep— see lalep above.
(Sa)Sareu: "stranger", "foreigner".
Saraina: "relative".
Sauksauk: doors, in the larger uma, attached to a beam above the boundary to the laibok and 
the tenganuma, which can close off the tenganuma from the laibok.
Sibeutubu: "deer"
Sikaciu: "left". Negative connotations.
Sikataik: "negative", "bad", "evil", "rotten".
Sikatoiet: "right". Positive connotations.
Sikerei: "shaman'V'healer".
Simaeruk: "positive", "good", "beneficial".
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Simagere: "spirit", "soul" or the "life essence" endowing human beings (sirimanucr."that which 
lives") with "life" (purimanua). Every sirimanua has a simagere without which he or she 
would cease to "live" (murimanua) and so become a satiitu.
Siniateu: "man"; "boy".
Simoitek: the tree species Aqua/aria malaccensis. When infected with a certain type of 
fungus, it yields a dark compound used to produce incense in Sumatra and the Middle 
East.
Sinanalep: girl, woman.
Singamngam: "shaman'V'healer". Mainly women.
Sinuruk: where a person of one suku calls on a person of another, upon the basis of personal 
friendship, to enlist that person's help on a task such as building an uma, or holding a 
puliaijat and so forth.
Siripok: "friend".
Sirubeiteteu: (1) ‘sib’. (2) "the division/diaspora of the ancestors".
Sisip: "ladle". The companion to the lakuk.
Subbet: ‘dumpling’ made from mashed taro and covered in desiccated coconut, prepared and 
eaten within the context of a puliaijat.
Suku: main social unit whose members share (a) the one ancestor (b) a particular name 
indicated as ‘my suku is x \  The name comes to be used only when a person has official 
dealings with the government in some capacity. Thus someone called ‘Anton’ of the suku 
Sakukuret would in such a situation call himself‘Anton Sakukuret’.
Tairosi: small 1 l/2-2cm diameter bell.
Tappri: an approximately ten litre capacity container made from sago leaves within which is 
stored the processed sediment rinsed from sago pith at the pasaguat.
Tudukat: "drum". Much larger than the hand-held drums (,gajeuma), these number amongst 
the heirlooms, and similar to the gajeuma, come in sets of three. They are usually stored 
above the laibok or the tenganuma.
Tengamima: the space, in the larger uma, mediating the laibok and the batnuma (uma’s inner 
sanctum).
Tulou: "compensation" paid in settlement of a violation of paroman relations between 
individuals, between an individual and a suku, or between suku.
Uggala: uma pile.
Ulu: "upriver". Occurs together with ka (to) in the compound ka ulu.
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Uma faction: a collectivity of people focused on, and therefore sharing common relationship 
to a particular horde of ancestral heirlooms stored in an uma, where there is more than 
one uma within a suku.
Uma: House. Contains the ancestral heirlooms.
Uturukat: a 2m x 2m area located just outside the batmmia where ritual ‘dancing’ takes place 
in a puliaijat context.
APPENDIX 1.
This information should be consulted in conjunction with the map provided at the end of 
the appendix. On this I have marked the major, identifiable, locations mentioned in the 
various representations of suku origins as summarized in the following.
Satoleoru
Person Place Suku
Talabbara Simatalu Saileu
Amanlegguk to Terekan Satoleoru
Siubat to Alimoi (Rereiket area) Satoleoru
Amankera to bat malaggai Satoleoru
Sigulug bat malaggai Satoleoru
Situruklaggok bat malaggai Satoleoru
Amangitakmanai to bat muonugai (Ugai area) Satoleoru
Siaok bat muonugai Satoleoru
Salolosit
Person Place Suku
Amaneuwak Simatalu Saileu
Siubat to Makromimik Satoleoru
Sibokbok
(near Matotonan) 
Makromimik Satoleoru
Sibotui Makromimik Satoleoru
Amansupimanai Makromimik Salolosit
Sijaragjag to Madobag area Salolosit
Samalaiming
Person Place Suku
Talabbara Simatalu Saileu
Amanlegguk to Terekan Satoleoru
Siubat to Alimoi (Rereiket area) Satoleoru
Sibokbok to bat malaiming Samalaiming
Asagoibag bat malaiming Samalaiming
Siboktekrurukat bat malaiming Samalaiming
Gaur bat malaiming Samalaiming
Salulublub
Person Place Suku
Siubat Simatalu Satoleoru
Silegguk to Matotonan Satoleoru
Sinaoi to bat malaiming Satoleoru
Sigaeluk to Alimoi Satoleoru
Amangitakmanai to Ugai area Satoleoru
Sinonoasak Ugai area Satoleoru
Sinyong Ugai area Satoleoru
Sidodoigo Ugai area Satoleoru
Sirabdab Ugai area Satoleoru
Teutuduklaibok Ugai area Salulublub
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S a k a b e i l ia d
P e r s o n P la c e S u k u
A m a n p e d d u g l a g g a i fr. S im a ta lu  
t o  b a t  b a ja k
S a t o l e o r u
S ig a e lu k t o  b a t  l ig g u t S a t o l e o r u
A m a n k e r a t o  b a t  d a g g i
( n e a r  R e r e i k e t ) S a t o l e o r u
S iu b a t t o  b a t  k a n a ib a g S a t o l e o r u
S i t i p p u t o g g a t t o  b a t  lu lu b lu b S a lu lu b lu b
D o d o i g o b a t  lu lu b lu b S a lu lu b lu b
A m a n a r i e b b u k b a t  lu lu b lu b S a lu lu b lu b
S ia la k k e r e i t o  b a t  u w o t S a lu lu b lu b
D o d o i g o b a t  u w o t S a k a b e i l i a d
S a b a g a le t
P e r s o n P la c e S u k u
A m a n s a ig i t fr. S im a ta lu  
to  Sa ib i
S a t o t o
A m a n p a k a l e t o  b a t  k in ig d o g  
( n e a r  R e r e i k e t )
S a t o t o
T o k k a i l e o a i b a t  k i n i g d o g S a t o t o
S a b u b u k e t b a t  k in ig d o g S a t o t o
S i l a g u r u a k e k b a t  k in ig d o g S a b a g a le t
S ig il ik
S a k a l ia u
U m a  f a c t io n  N o .  1.
t o  m a la b a ie t  
( M a d o b a g )
S a b a g a le t
P e r s o n P la c e S u k u
A m a n g o m a k S im a ta lu S im a ta lu
M a r i s a b b u k t o  S im a le g i S a t e r e k a t
L a im ik t o  b a t  p o k a i S a p o k a i
S ib u la u t a t o  Sa ib i Saib i
S a i le t t o  b a t  m a jo in a k S a m a j o m a k
S iu g g a la t o  b a t  m a t o t o n a n S a t o t o
J a l a k l a k e u to  b a t  k a l ia u  
( n e a r  M a d o b a g )
S a k a l i a u
U m a  f a c t io n  N o . 2.
P e r s o n P la c e S u k u
A m a n g o m a k S im a ta lu S a t o t o
&  A m a n la im ik  
A m a n b u t t e t l e l e u
t o  S a m u k o b S a t o t o
&  A m a n ta i l a j e t t o  b a t  k in i g d o g  ( n e a r  M a t o t o n a n ) S a t o t o
S im a lu b la b b a t  k in ig d o g T a k s i r i g u r u k
S a m a i o g g o k b a t  k in i g d o g T a k s i r i g u r u k
S i s o r o m u t to  R e r e ik e t  a r e a T a k s i r i g u r u k
S a m a i o g g o k t o  b a t  k a l ia u S a k a l i a u
S i la k k a b a t  k a l ia u S a k a l i a u
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S a m a le le t
P erson P lace Suku
A m a n g o m a k S i m a t a l u S a t o t o
A m a n l a i m i k S i m a t a l u S a t o t o
S ib u j i t o  S a m u k o b S a t o t o
S i t a n g u n g u S a m u k o b S a t o t o
A m a n t a k g o i i r i t o  b a t  m a k r o m i m i k S a t o t o
S i j a n g g a t t o  b a t  U g a i S a m a l e l e t
O p u m a g g o k b a t  U g a i S a m a l e l e t
S a b e u le le u
P erso n P lace Suku
S i k o r o k u t e t fr .  S i m a t a l u
t o  b a t  s i g o l o k  ( M a t o t o n a n  a r e a ) S a b e l e p a
S i s i n g u h t o  b a t  m a p o p o u p o u S a m a p o p o u p o u
S i p a k p a k t o  S a b e u l e l e u  a r e a  ( s u k a t  c r e e k ) S a b e u l e l e u
S a m a p o p o u p o u
P erson P lace Su ku
L u a k l a k u P a i p a j e t S a b e l e p a
B o s a l o k t o  S a m u k o b S a b e l e p a
G e l e m i t o  K a t u r e i  t h e n
S a k a ir ig g i
t o  b a t  s i g o l o k S a m a p o p o u p o u
P erso n P lace Suku
A m a n p o l e i
T a l a k l a k
S i m a t a l u T a k s i r i a b a n g a n
&  T a l e g g a i t o  S a m u k o b
S i a l e u t e t t h e n  b a t  t i o p
&  A m a n s a i l i u t h e n  b a t  r o g d o g
A m a n s a i l i u t o  b a t  m u o n w o t
( n e a r  M a d o b a g ) T a k s i r i a b a n g a n
S a i l e u
S a k u k u r e t /S a g o r o jo
U m a  f a c t i o n  N o .  1
b a t  m u o n w o t S a k a i r i g g i
P erso n P lace Suku
M a t a l e b a k fr. S i m a t a l u S a b e l e k s i r i
t o  S a m u k o b c h a n g e d  t o  
S a g a r a g a r a k
S i r a j j a k t o  b a t  s i g o l o k  
( R e r e i k e t )
S a k u k u r e t
S i a l a d u b a t  s i g o l o k S a k u k u r e t
S i a l i t o k t o  b a t  d a r o g o d S a k u k u r e t
U m a  f a c t i o n  N o . 2
P erso n P lace Suku
A m a n t e l e b a k S i m a t a l u S a b e l e k s i r i
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Egguakek
Puleleg
Rajjak
Boklutetet
Aladu
Gegeakek
Simatalu 
Simatalu 
Simatalu 
Simatalu 
to Samukob 
to Rereiket area
Sabeleksiri
Sabeleksiri
Sabeleksiri
Sabeleksiri
Sakukuret
Sakukuret
SIBERUT
TEREKAN
SIMALEGI
SAJBI MUARA
rSAJHULU
SIMATALU PAIPAJET
SIBERUT
SAGALUBBEKI
TAILELEU
•  M AJOR TOWN (ADM IN  CENTRE) 
. VILLAGE (DUSUN)
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